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BOOK X

THE RETURN TO THE VALLEY.



THE SPANIARDS CROSS THE SIERRA

rind after we had made om mnsterj (I do not well

remember what was the strength of oiir force both of

soldiers and the others,) on the daj^ after tlie feast of the

Xativity in the }-ear 1520 w^e began our march in excellent

order, as was ever our custom, and slept at a pueblo

subject to Tlaxcala,* and the people of the town gave

us what we needed. From there onward it was Mexican

territory, and wc went more cautiously, our artillery

musketeers and crossbowmen arranged in careful order,

and with four mounted scouts always [in advance], and

four very active soldiers with swords and shields accom-

panying those horsemen, to look out for the bad places

and see if they were practicable for horses, because on

the road %ve had been warned that a dangerous pass

on the Sierra had that day been blocked up by felling

trees, for it was well known in Mexico and Texcoco

that we were marching towards their city. That day

we met no obstacles whatever and camped at the foot

of the Sierra, a march of about three leagues. The

night was very cold, but we got through it [safely] thanks

to our patrols, sentinels, watchmen and scouts. When

the dawn came we began to ascend a small pass and in

some difficult places like barrancas the hillside had been

cut away so that we could not pass, and many pine trees

and other timber had been placed across the track, but

having so many friendly TIaxcalans with us, a clearing

was soon made, and sending a company of musketeers

and crossbowmen in advance we marched on mnth'
' tfie'

utmost caution, our allies cutting and pushing aside trees

to enable the horsemen to 'pass, until we got to the top

^ Cortfe (3rd letter) rives the name of this town as Tesmoluca

(San Martin Tesmelucan) and the name of the^ village on the west

side of the range, where the army slept the night before entering

Texcoco, as Coatepeque, which shows that the range was probably

crossed by way of Rio Frio and near the volcano of Telapon.



ON THEIR MARCH TO TEXCOCO,

of the Sierra. Then we descended a little and caught

sight of the lake of Mexico and its great cities standing

in the water, and when we saw it we gave great thanks

to God for allowing us to see it again.

Then we remembered our late defeat, when we were

driven out of Mexico, and we vowed, God willing, to

adopt a different method of fighting until we could blockade

the city. We descended the mountain to where we saw

great smoke signals, which were being made by the people

of Texcoco, as well as by their subject pueblos, and

marching onward we came upon a large squadron of

Mexican and Texcocan warriors who were waiting for

us at a bad pass through a rocky thicket where there

was an apparently broken down wooden bridge, and a

deep gulch and waterfall below it However, we soon

defeated the squadron and passed in perfect safety. Then

to hear the shouts that they gave from the farms and

from the barrancas! however they did nothing else, and

that only from places where the horsemen could not reach

them. Our friends the Tlaxcalans carried off fowls and

whatever else they could steal, and they did not abstain

from this although Cortes had ordered them not to make

war on the people if they were not attacked. The

Tlaxcalans answered that if the people were well disposed

and peaceable they would not come out on the road and

attack us as they did at the passage of the barranca and

bridge, where they tried to stop our advance.

Let me go back to my story and say how we went

to sleep that night at a deserted pueblo subject to

Texcoco^ and we posted our watchmen, sentinels and

scouts and sent out patrols, and took every precaution

lest we should be attacked that night by the numerous

squadrons of warriors who were waiting for us at another bad
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COANACOTZIN SENDS MESSENGERS

pass, which we had heard about from five Mexicans whom

we had captured at the first bridge of which I have spoken,

who told us what the squadrons were doing. From w'hat

we afterv\'ards learned they did not dare to attack us, nor

even to await our coming, for it seems that there were

disputes and factions between the Mexicans and Tex-

cocans, who were not yet fully recovered from the small

pox, which sickness had attacked them and spread

throughout the land. Moreover as they knew that in

the affairs of Guacachula and Izucar, and at Tepeaca

Jalacingo and Castilblanco we had defeated all the

Mexican garrisons, and by this had gained great renown,

and as they believed that we were bringing all the forces

of Tlaxcala and Huexotzingo with us they decided not

to await our coming, and in all this the Lord Jesus Christ

guided as.

As soon as dawn came we ranged ourselves in good

order, the artillery as well as muskets and crossbows,

and with our scouts ahead on the lookout, we began

our march towards Texcoco, which was about two leagues

distant from where we slept. However, we had not

marched half a league when we saw our scouts returning

at a breakneck pace and looking very cheerful, and they

told Cortds that ten Indians were approaching unarmed

and carrying golden devices and banners, and that yells

and shouts no longer came from all the huts aftd farms

they had passed on the road as had happened the day

before.

To all appearance everything was peaceful and Cortds

and all of us captains and soldiers rejoiced at it. Then

Cortes ordered a halt until seven Indian Chieftains,

natives of Texcoco, came up to us. They carried a

golden banner, and a long lance, and before reaching

hs they lowered the banner and knelt down (which is

a sign of peace), and when they came before Cottds



TO SUE FOR PEACE. 5

who had our interpreters Doha Marina and Jerdnimo

de Aguilar standing by him, they said, Malinche, our

Lord and Chieftain of Texcoco, Coanacotzin,^ sends to

beg you to receive him into your friendship, and he is

awaiting you peaceably in the City of Texcoco, and in

proof thereof accept this banner of gold, and he begs

as a favour that you will order your Tlaxcalans and

your brethren not to do any harm to his land, and

that you will come and lodge in the city where he will

provide you with all that you need.” Moreover they

said that the troops which had been stationed in the

ravines and bad passes did not belong to Texcoco, but

were Mexicans sent by Guatemoc,

When Cortds heard these words of peace he rejoiced

greatly and so did we all, and he embraced the messengers

especially three of them who were relations of the good

Montezuma and were known to all of us as having been

his captains. When the message had been considered

Cortds at once sent for the Tlaxcalan Captains and

ordered them, in the most friendly way, not to do any

damage nor to take anything whatever in this country

because peace had been made, and they did as he told

them, but he did not forbid their taking food if it

were only maize and beans, or even fowls and dogs, of

which there was an abundance, all the houses being full

of them.

Then Cortes took counsel with his Captains and it

seemed to them all that this begging for peace (in the

way it was done), was a trick, for if it had been true

it would not have been done so suddenly, and they would

have brought food. Nevertheless, Cort& accepted the

banner, which was worth about eighty pesos, and thanked

the messengers and said to them, that he was not in the

^ Cocoyoaqin in the text.



habit of doing evil or damage to any vassals ot tiis Majesty,

on the contrary he would favour and protect them, and if

they kept the peace which they had announced he would

protect them against the Mexicans; that as they might have

seen, he had already ordered the Tlaxcalans not to do any

damage in their country, and they would avoid doing

so for the future, that they well knew how in that city

over forty Spaniards our brethren, and two hundred

Tlaxcalans had been killed at the time when we were

leaving Mexico, and many loads of gold and other spoil

hi=>lonped to them had been stolen, and that he

anacotzin^ and the other chiefs

to restore to us the gold and

death of the Spaniards, there

ould therefore not ask them

must beg their chieftain U
and captains of Texcoco

the cloths, but as to the

was no remedy for it, he w

for any.
, , ^ *

The messengers replied that they would report to

their Lord as he ordered them to do, but that he who

had ordered the Spaniards to be killed and who took

all the spoil was a chieftain named Cuitlahuac® who had

been chosen King of Mexico after Montezuma’s death,

and that they took to him in Mexico nearly all the Teules

and they had been promptly sacrified to Huichilobos.

When Cortds heard that reply, he made no answer,

lest he should lose his temper or threaten them, but he

bade them Godspeed. One of the ambassadors remained

in our company, and we went on to a suburb of Texcoco

called Guatinchan or Guaxuntan,® I have forgotten the

name, and there they gave us plenty to eat and all that

we had need of, and we cast down some Idols that were

in the houses where we lodged, and early the next day

to the citv of Texcoco. In none of the streets



COANACOTZIN FLEES TO MEXICO. 7

nor houses did we see any women, boys or children, only

terrified looking men, more like men who were at war.

We took up our quarters in some great rooms and halls,

and Cortes at once summoned the captains and most

of us soldiers and told us not to leave the precincts of

the great courts, and to keep well on the alert until we

could see how things were going, for it did not seem to

him that the city was peaceful. He ordered Pedro de

Alvarado and Cristdbal de Olid and some other soldiers,

and me among them, to ascend the great Cue which

was very lofty and to take twenty musketeers with us

as a guard, and to look from the lofty Cue over the City

and the lake, for it could all be seen from there, and we

saw that all the inhabitants of those towns were moving

off with their goods and chattels, and women and children,

some to the hills and others to the reed thickets in the

lake, and that all the lake was thronged with canoes great

and small.

As soon as Cortes knew this he wanted to capture

the Lord of Texcoco who had sent him the golden

banner, and when certain priests whom Cortes sent as

messengers went to summon him, he had already placed

himself in safety, for he was the very first to flee to

Mexico with many other chieftains. We passed that

night with great precautions in the matter of watchmen,

patrols and scouts, and very early the next day Cortds

ordered all the Indian chieftains who had remained in

Texcoco to be summoned before him, for as it was a

very large city there were many other chieftains of the

parties opposing the Cacique who had fled, with whom

there had been discussions and disputes about the com^

mand and Kingship of that city. When they came

before Cortes he learned from them how and since

when Coanacotzin had ruled over the city. They told

him that Coanacotzin in his desii« to seize the power



8 A NEW CACIQUE APPOINTED

i.

m

1'

had infamously killed his elder brother Cuicuitzcatzin'

with the assistance given him for that purpose by the

Prince of Mexico, who as I have often said was called

Cuitlahuac, the one that made war on us when we were

fleeing after the death of Montezuma. Furthermore,

there were among them other Lords who had a better

right to the kingdom of Texcoco than he who now held

it, and that it should go to a youth who at that time

became a Chri.stian with much religious pomp, and was

named Don Hernando Cortes, for our Captain was his

Godfather." They .said that this youth was the legitimate

son of the Lord and King of Texcoco and that his father

was named NezahualpilU,® and presently without any

further delay, and with the greatest festive celebration

and rejoicing throughout Texcoco, they appointed him

-their natural Lord and King, wdth all the ceremonies

which they were accustomed to render to their .so-called

Kings
;

and in perfect peace and with the love of all

his vassals, and of the neighbouring towns, he governed

absolutely and was obeyed. For his better instruction

in the matters of our faith and to improve his manners,

and so that he should learn our language, Cort^'s ordered

that he should have as his tutors Antonio de Villa Real,

who was the husband of a very beautiful lady named

Ysabel de Ojeda, and a Bachelor of Arts named Escobar

;

and he appointed as Captain of Texcoco, (with instruc-

tions to see that Don Hernando had no dealings with

111

‘ Cuxcaxca in the text. This was the youth who bad been made
Cacique of Texcoco on the recommendation of Cortds when Caca-
matsin had been taken prisoner, see page laa, voK it.

'

> •

® According to the Historian Ixtlibochitl, on the flight of Coaha*
coliin, CortAs nominated Tecocoltrin, a son of Neeahualpilli, as
ruler of Texcoco, but this Cacique lived only a few weeks, and on
the nominatffin of Cortds be was succeeded by a youthful son of
'Serahualpiili mmedlAhuaxpitasactsm,. wbo,,.r®ceivM
bane of Hernando, Cortes.

'

•

: ' ' ‘ ' '

NeCabalpingintle in the text.

^—1

li

iil

i®l
iiiiiii
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WHO ASSISTS THE SPANIARDS.

any of the Mexicans) a good soldier named Pedro

Sanchez Farfan, who was the husband of that good

and honourable woman Maria Destrada.

Let us leave off talking about the great services of

this Cacique and say how greatly loved and how well

obeyed he was by his people, and let me relate how

Cortes asked for a large force of Indian labourers to

broaden and deepen the canals and ditches through

which we were to draw the launches to the lake, when

they were finished and ready to sail. He also explained

to Don Hernando himself and the other chieftains what

was the reason and purpose in having the launches built,

and how we were going to blockade Mexico. Don

Hernando offered all the assistance within his power

and that of his vassals, and not only in that which he

was ordered to do, but he promised to send messengers to

all the neighbouring pueblos and tell them to become

vassals of His Majesty, and accept our friendship and

authority against Mexico. All this was arranged, and

we were all well lodged, each captain by himself, and the

posts and positions were settled where we were to rally

in case of a sudden attack by the Mexicans, for we were

to guard the margin of their lake, because from time

to time Guatemoc sent great pirogues and canoes full

of warriors who came to see if they could catch us off

our guard.

About that time certain pueblos subject to Texcoco

came to ask for peace, and for pardon if they had erred in

the late wars and been concerned in the death of any

Spaniards. These pueblos were called Coatlinchan^ and

..... Cortes spoke to them all very kindly and pardoned

them.

i Guaiinchan in the text. A blank space is left in the original

;

ihe names omitted were probably Huexotla and Atenco ('cL Cortds’s
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I wish to say that not a day passed that there were not

seven or eight thousand Indians at work on the ditch and

canal and they opened and broadened it so well that ships

of great size could have floated in it. As at that time we

had over seven thousand Tlaxcalans in our company and

they were anxious to gain honour and fight against the

Mexicans, Cortes determined, that as we had such faithful

comrades, we would make an expedition and have a look

at a fine town named fztapalapa, through which we had

passed when we first came to Mexico. It was the Lord of

Iztapalapa who had been raised to be King of Mexico

on the death of the Great Montezuma, and I have often

said that his name was Cuitlahuac.* We knew that this

town was doing us all the harm that was possible because

it was very hostile to Chaleo and Tlamanalco, and Ameca-

tneca and Chimaloacaii which pueblos wanted to make

friends with us, and the people of Iztapalapa prevented

them. As we had already been twelve days in Texcoco

without doing anything to record, beyond what I have

already related, vve made this e.xpedition to Iztapalapa,

and what happened there I will now relate.

CHAPTER CXXXVIII.

How we went to Iztapalapa with Cortds who took Cristobal de Olid

and Pedro dc Alvarado in his company and left Gonzalo de

Sandoval to gaard Texcoco, and what happened to us in the

Capture of the town, and other things that were done there.

After spending twelve days in Texcoco the Tlaxcalans,

whom I have repeatedly mentioned, had exhausted their

provisions, and they were so numerous that the people of

Texcoco were unable to furnish them with sufficient qtian*

^ Coadiabaca in the texu
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tities of food. As we were unwilling that they should be-

come a burden to them [the people of Texcoco] and as

the Tlaxcalans themselves were most desirous of fighting

the Mexicans and avenging the death of the many Tlax-

calans who had been killed and offered as sacrifices during

the past defeats that I have described, Cortds determined

that we should set out on our march to Iztapalapa (which

is distant about four leagues^ from Texcoco,) with himself

as Commander in Chief, and with Andrds de Tdpia, Cristo-

bal de Olid, and thirteen horsemen, twenty crossbowmen,

six musketeers and two hundred and twenty soldiers, and

our Tlaxcalan allies, besides twenty chieftains from Tex-

coco given us by Don Hernando, (and we knew that these

latter were the cousins and relations of this same Cacique

and enemies of Guatemoc who had already been raised to

be King in Mexico). I have already said before in the

Chapter* [LXXXVll] which speaks of it, that more than

half the houses [in Iztapalapa] were built in the water and

the other half on dry land. We kept on our way in good

order, as was our custom, and as the Mexicans always held

watchmen and garrisons and warriors ready to oppose us

and to reinforce any of their towns when they knew that

we were going to attack them, they warned the people

of Iztapalapa to be prepared, and sent over eight thousand

Mexicans to help them. Like good warriors they awaited

our coming on dry land, both the people of Iztapalapa

and the Mexicans who had come to their assistance, and

for a good while they fought very bravely against us.

Then the horsemen broke through their ranks, followed by

the crossbows and muskets, and all our Tlaxcalan allies

who charged on them like mad dogs, and the enemy

quickly abandoned the open ground and took, refuge in

til JO miles. ’

/

There is a blank spaee in the original.
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; the town. However, this was an arranged thing and a

I

stratagem that they had planned, and it would have caused

us damage enough if we had not quickly got out of the

town into which they had retired. This was the way

they did it : they fled and got into their canoes which

were in the water, and into the houses which stood in

the lake, others retired among the reeds, and as it was

a dark night, they gave us a chance, (without making a

noise or showing signs of hostility) to take up quarters

on dry land,* well contented with the spoil we had taken

and still more with the victory we had gained. While we

were in this situation, with watchmen posted, and spies,

patrols and even scouts sent out, when we least expected

it such a flood of water rushed through the whole town,

that if the chieftains whom we had brought from Tex-

coco had not cried out, and warned us to get out of the

houses to dry land as quickly as we could, we should

all have been drowned, for the enemy had burst open the

canals of fresh and salt water and torn down a causeway,

so that the water rose up all of a sudden. As our allies

the Tlaxcalans were not accustomed to water and did

not know how to swim, two of them were drowned, and

we, at great risk to our lives, all thoroughly drenched

and with our powder spoilt, managed to get out without

our belongings, and in that condition, very cold, and with-

out any supper, we passed a bad night. Worst of all

were the Jeers and the shouts and whistles w'hich the

people of Iztapalapa and the Mexicans uttered from their

houses and canoes. However, there was still a worse

thing to happen to us, for as they knew in Mexico about

the plan that had been made to drown us by breaking

? This is rather confusing ; the Spaniards must have occupied
iiim, built'' on land , only' a-few inches above the level Of the lake,

id the term “dry iahd” most have been used p dtedttguWh them
om houses built on piles in the lake.

, ,

.
! i i
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down the causeway and canals, we found waiting for us

on land and in the lake many batalions of warriors, and,

as soon as day dawned, they made such an attack on us

that we could hardly bear up against it
;

but they did

not defeat us, although they killed two soldiers and one

horse, and wounded many both of us and the Tlaxcalans.

Little by little the attack slackened and we returned to

Texcoco, half ashamed at the trick and stratagem to

throw us into the water, and also because we gained very

little credit in the battle they fought against us after-

wards, as our powder was exhausted. Nevertheless, it

frightened them, and they had enough to do in burying

and burning their dead, and curing their wounds and

rebuilding their houses. There I will leave them, and

relate how other pueblos came to Texcoco to make peace,

and what else happened.

How three pueblos in the neighbourhood of Texcoco sent to ask for

peace and pardon for the wars that were passed, and , for the

death of Spaniards, and the excuses that they made about it, and

how Gonzalo de Sandoval went to Chaleo and Tlamanalco^ to

help them against the Mexicans, and what else happened.

When we had been two days in Texcoco after our

return from the expedition to Iztapalapa, three pueblos

came peaceably to Cortes to beg pardon for the past wars

and the deaths of Spaniards whom they had killed. The

excuses they gave were that it was by the order of the

Prince of Mexico, called Cuitlahoac^ (who was chosen

after the death of Montezuma) that they went out to fight
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in company with his other vassals, and that if they killed

some Tcules and captured and robbed others it was this

same Prince who [had ordered it and] had coiBinanded

them to carry the Teules to Mexico, and they had done

so, and taken the Teules to Mexico to be offered as sacri-

fices, and they had also taken there the gold and the

horses and the cloths, and now they begged pardon for it,

for the reason that no blame could attach to them, because

the}^ had been ordered and compelled by force to do it.

These pueblos that came at this time were called Tepez-

cuco^ and Otumba. The name of the other pueblo I do

not remember, but I do remember that this town of

Otiimba was where they fought the celebrated battle

against us when we were fleeing from Mexico, where we

were opposed to the greatest armies of warriors that ever

came against us in all New Spain, and where they thought

that we could never escape alive; as I have related more

fully in former chapters which treat of that subject As

those pueblos knew that they were guilty, and were ai^vare

that we had made an expedition against Iztapalapa, and

that its inhabitants had been the worse for our coming

(although they did try to drown us' in the water and [aided

by] many squadrons of Mexicans had borne the brunt

of two pitched battles) in short, so as not to find them-

selves in similar troubles as those that had already hap-

pened, they came to sue for peace before we could go to

their pueblos to punish them. As Cortes saw that there

was nothing else to be done at the time, he pardoned

them, but he gave them a severe reprimand, and they

bound themselves by many promises always to be hostile

to the Mexicans and to be the vassals of His Majesty,

and to serve us, and so they did.

Let us stop- talking about these pueblos, and say.how
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about the same time the inhabitants of the pueblo named

Mixquic/ which is also called Venezuela, which stands

in the lake, came to beg for peace and friendship. These

people had apparently never been on good terms with

the Mexicans, and in their hearts they detested them.

Cortes and all of us were greatly pleased at these people

coming to seek our friendship, because their pueblo was in

the lake, and through them we hoped to get at their

neighbours who were likewise established on the water, so

Cortds thanked them greatly and dismissed them with

promises and gentle speeches. While this was taking

place they came to tell Cortds that great squadrons of

Mexicans were advancing on the four pueblos which

had been the first to seek our friendship,® named Guatin-

chan or Guaxultan® and two other pueblos whose names I

forget,‘ and they told Cortds that they did not dare to

stay in their houses and that they wished to flee to

the mountains or to come to Texcoco where we were,

and they said so many things to Cortds to induce him

to help them, that he promptly got ready twenty horse-

men and two hundred soldiers, thirteen crossbowmen

and ten musketeers and took with him Pedro de Alvarado

and Cristobal de Olid who was Maestre de Campo, and

went to the pueblos which, as I have said, had sent to

Cortes to make so many complaints, a distance from

Texcoco of about two leagues. It appeared to be true

that the Mexicans had sent to threaten them and warn

them that they would be destroyed for accepting our

friendship, but the point of dispute over which they

uttered the worst threats concerned some large maize

^ Mezqtlique in tlie text.

*'See pliapter CXXXVjl.

^ These towns were probably Huexotia, to the south of Texcoco,
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plantations lying near the lake which were ready for

the harvest, whence the people of Texcoco were pro-

viding our camp. The Mexicans wanted to take the

maize, for they said that it was theirs, for it had been

the custom for those four pueblos to sow and harvest

the maize plantations on that plain for the priests of

the Mexican Idols. Over this question of the maize

field many Indians had been killed, both on one side

and the other. When Cortes understood about it, after

telling the people not to have any fear, but to remain

in their homes, he promised them that when the time

came for them to go and gather maize, cither for their

own needs or to supply our camp, he would send a

Captain and many horsemen and soldiers to protect

those who went to fetch the maize. They were well

pleased with what Cort& had said to them, and we

returned to Texcoco. From that time forward, whenever

we had need of maize in our camp, we mustered the

Indian warriors from all those towns and with our

Tlaxcalan allies and ten horsemen and a hundred soldiers

with some musketeers and crossbowmen, we went after

the maize. I say this because I went twice for it myself

and on one occasion we had a capital skirmish with some

pdwerful Mexican Squadrons which had come in more

than a thousand canoes, and awaited us in the maize

and. as we had our allies with us, although the

Mexicans fought like brave men, we made them take

to their canoes, but they killed one of our soldiers and

wounded twelve, and they also wounded some Tlaxcalatis,

but the enemy had not much to brag about for fifteen

or twenty of them were lying dead, andi we carried dfF

five of them as prisoners.

Let us leave this and say how next day we heard

the news that the people of Chaleo and Tlamanalco

aud tiieir dependencies wished to make peace, but on
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account of the Mexican garrisons stationed in their

towns, they had no opportunity to do so, and that

these Mexicans did much damage in their country and

took their women, especially if they were handsome,

and violated them before their fathers and mothers or

husbands*

We had also heard that the timber for building the

launches had been cut and prepared at Tlaxcala, and

as the time was passing, and none of the timber had

yet been brought to Texcoco, most of the soldieis were

a good deal worried about it. Then, in addition to this,

the people came from the pueblo of Venezuela which

they call Mixquici and from other friendly pueblos to

tell Cortes that the Mexicans were coming to attack

them because they had accepted our friendship. More-

over some of our friends the Tlaxcalans, who had already

grabbed clothing and salt and gold and other spoil,

wished to return home, but they did not dare to do so

because the road was not safe. When Cortes found

that to succour some of those towns that clamoured

for helo and to give assistance to the people of Chaleo

i Mezquique in the text,
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quite clear, so that one could come and go to Villa

Rica without any molestation from the Mexican warriors.

As soon as this was arranged he sent some Texcocan

Indians very secretly to Chaleo to advise the people

about it, so that they might be fully prepared to fall

on the Mexican garrison either by day or night. As

they ivished for nothing better, the people of Chaleo

kept thoroughly prepared.

When Gonzalo de Sandoval marched with his army

he considered it advisable to leave a rearguard of five

horsemen and as many crossbowmen with [to protect]

the large number of the TIaxcalans, who were laden

with the spoil that they had seized. As the Mexicans

always had watchmen and spies on the lookout, they knew

that our people were marching on Chaleo, and in addition

to the garrison posted in Chaleo, they had recently got

together many squadrons of warriors, who fell on the rear-

guard where the TIaxcalans were marching with their

spoil, and punished them severely, and our five horsemen

and the crossbowmen could not hold out against them, for

two of the crossbowmen were killed and the others were

wounded, and although Gonzalo de Sandoval promptly

turned round on the enemy and defeated them, and killed

ten Mexicans, the lake was so near by that the enemy

managed to take refuge in the canoes in which they had

come. All that country is thickly peopled with subjects

of Mexico.' ^

V/hen the enemy had been put to flight and Sandoval

saw that the five horsemen, whom he had left in the rearr

guard with the musketeers and crossbowmen, were wounded

both they and their horses, and that two crossbbwmeh #ere

dead and the others wounded, although [I r^at] he gavv

all this, he did not fail to say to the others, he had

, left to defend the rear, that 'theywere
,
not worth much

for not having been able to resist the enemy and defend
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themselves and our allies, and that he was very angry

with them
;
they were from among those who had lately

come from Spain, and he told them that it was very clear

that they did not know what fighting was like. Then he

placed in safety all the Tlaxcalan Indians with their spoil,

and he also despatched some letters which Cortes was

sending to Villa Rica, in which Cortds told the Captain,

who had remained in command there, all that had hap-

pened about our conquests, and about his intention to

blockade Mexico, and that he [the Captain] should

always take care to keep a good lookout, and if there

were any soldiers who were disposed to take part in the

fighting, that he should send them to Tlaxcala, but that

they should not go beyond that town until the roads were

safer, for they would run great risk.

When the messengers had been despatched and the

Tlaxcalans sent off to their homes, Sandoval returned

towards Chaleo which was near by, marching with the

utmost caution with his scouts out ahead, for he knew

well that from any of the pueblos and hamlets by which

he passed he might be suddenly attacked by the Mexi-

cans. As he marched on towards Chaleo he saw many

squadrons of Mexicans coming against him, and on a

level plain, where there were large plantations of maize

and magueys (the plant from which they extract the wine

that they drink), they attacked him fiercely with darts,

arrows, and stones from slings, and with long lances with

which to kill the horses. When Sandoval saw such a host

of warriors opposed to him, he cheered on his men and

twice broke through the ranks of the enemy, and with

the aid of the muskets and crossbows, and the few allies

^ who had stayed with him, he defeated them, although

they wounded five soldiers and six horses, and many of

our allies. However, he had fallen on them so quickly

and with such fury that he made them pay well for the
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damage they had first done. When the people of Chaleo

knew that Sandoval was near, they went out to receive

him on the road with much honour and rejoicing. In

that defeat eight Mexicans were taken prisoners, three of

them chieftains of importance.

When all this had been done, Sandoval said that on

the following day he wished to return to Texcoco, and

the people of Chaleo said they wanted to go with him to

see and speak to Malinche and take with them the two

sons of the Lord of that province who had died of small-

pox a few days before, and before dying had charged all

his chieftains and elders to take his sons to see the

Captain, so that by his hand they might be installed

Lords of Chaleo, and that all should endeavour to become

subjects of the Great King of the Teules, for it was quite

true that his ancestors had told him that men with beards

who came from the direction of the sunrise would govern

these lands, and from what he had seen, we were those

men.

Sandoval soon returned with all his army to Texcoco

and took in his company the sons of the Lord of Chaleo

and the other chieftains, and the eight Mexican prisoners.

When Cortes knew of his arrival he was overjoyed, and

when Sandoval had given an account of his journey, and

how the Lords of Chaleo had come with him, he went to

his quarters. The Caciques presented themselves at once

before Cortes, and, after having paid him every sign of

respect, they told him of the willingness with which they

would become vassals of His Majesty, as the father of

these two youths had commanded them to do, [and

bt^ged] that they might receive the chieftainship from

his hands. When they had made their speeches, they

presented Coftfa with rich jewels worth about two hun^

,

pesos de oro. When Coitfe thbro«g!)(Iy uodi^itstoodi

titofOUgh OUT interpreters Doha Marina and Jerdnimo de
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Aguilar what they had said, he showed them much kind-

ness and embraced them, and under his hand gave the Lord-

ship of Chaleo to the elder brother with more than the

half of the subject pueblos, and those of Tlamanalco and

Chimal he gave to the younger brother together with

Ayotzingo and other subject pueblos. After Cortes had

given much advice to the principal elders and to the

newly appointed Caciques, they told him that they desired

to return to their country, and that in everything they

would serve His Majesty and us in his Royal name

against the Mexicans, such having always been their wish,

but owing to the Mexican garrisons which had been

stationed in their province, they could not come earlier

to render their fealty. They also gave Cortes news of

two Spaniards who had been sent to that province for

maize, before we had been driven out of Mexico, whom

(so that the Culuans .should not kill them) they had one

night placed in safety among our friends at Huexotzingo,

so that their lives were saved. We already knew about

this some time before, for one of these men was he who

went to Tlaxcala.

Cortes thanked them very sincerely for this, and

begged them to wait in Texcoco for two days, as he

was about to send a Captain to Tlaxcala, for the timber

and planking, who would take them in his company, and

conduct them to their country, so that the Mexicans

should not attack them on the road
;
for this they thanked

him greatly and went away well contented.

Let us stop talking about this and say how Cortds

decided to send to Mexico the eight prisoners, whom

Sandoval had captured in the rout at Chaleo, to tell

the Prince named Guatemoc, whom the Mexicans had

then chosen as king, how greatly he desired to avoid

cause of his ruin and that of so great a city
;

sue for peace, and he would pardon
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them for the losses and deaths we had suffered from them
in the city, and would ask nothing from them, and he

[Guatemoc] should remember that it is easy to remedy
a war in the beginning but very difficult towards the

middle and at the end, and that finally they would be

destroyed
; that he [Cortes] knew all about the ditches

and the warlike preparations, and the store of darts and
arrows, lances, broadswords, round stones and slings and
all other warlike material which they were continually

making and preparing, but it was a mere waste of time

and useless for them to do it, and how could he [Guatemoc]

desire all his people to be slain and his city destroyed ?

He [Guatemoc] should bear in mind the great power

of oiir Lord God in whom we believe and whom we
worship, and who always helps us, and he should always

remember that all the pueblos in the neighbourhood were

now (jn our side, that the Tiaxcalans had no wish but

for war, in order to avenge treachery to, and the deaths of

their compatriots. Let them lay down their arms and

make peace, and he [Cortes] would promise the Mexicans

that he would always treat them with great honour.

Doha Marina and Aguilar made use of many other sound

arguments and gave them good advice on the subject

Those eight Indians went before Guatemoc, but he refused

to send any answer whatever, and went on making dykes

and gathering stores, and sending to all the provinces

an order that if any of us could be captured straying, we
should be brought to Mexico to be sacrificed, and that

when he sent to summon them, they should come at h"®
with their arms, and he sent to remit and free them from

much ©f their tribute, and even made them great pifo-

mises.

- Let us cease talking about the prepajrations fof .jwtjtj'

that they were making in Mexico, anff say how again

many Indians came from the jpueblos .bf Guautiachon
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or Guaxuntlan^ who had been wounded by the Mexicans

because they had accepted our friendship, and on account

of the disputes over the maize fields, which they had been

accustomed to sow for the Mexican priests during the

time when they were their dependents, as I have already

explained in the Chapter that treats of it. As they

were situated close to the Lake of Mexico, every week

the Mexicans came and attacked them and even carried

off some of them prisoners to the city. When Cortes

heard this, he determined to go again himself with a

hundred soldiers and twenty horsemen and twenty

musketeers and crossbowmen, and he had good spies

on the lookout to see when the Mexican troops were

coming, so that he might be promptly informed. Ao

the distance from Texcoco was only one or two leagues,

on one Wednesday morning he arrived at dawn where

the Mexican squadrons were posted, and he fought them

in such a manner that they were soon broken up and

took refuge in their canoes on the lake. Four Mexicans

were killed there and three others were taken prisoners,

and Cortes returned with his people to Texcoco. From

that time forward the Culuans did not attack those

pueblos any more. Let us leave this subject and say

how Cortds sent Gonzalo de Sandoval to Tlaxcala for the

timber and planking for the launches, and what happened

to him on the road.

^ Coatlinchan.
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CHAPTER CXI

Hnw Gon7alo de Sandoval went to Tlaxcala to fetch the timber for

the launches, and what else he did on the road at a pueblo which

we named the town of the Moors (el Pueblo Morisco).

As we were always longing to get the launches finished,

and to begin the blocade of Mexico our Captain Cortes,

so as ntJt to waste time to no purpose, ordered Gonzalo

de Sandoval to go for the timber, and to take with him

two hundred soldiers, twenty musketeers and crossbow-

men, fifteen horsemen and a large company of Tlaxcalans

as well as twenty chieftains from Texcoco
;
also to take in

his company the youths and the elders from Chaleo and to

place them in safety in their towns.

Before they set out Cortdz established a friendship

between the Tlaxcalans and the people of Chaleo.

Formerly the people of Chaleo used to belong to the party

and the confederation of the Mexicans, and when the

Mexicans went to war against Tlaxcala they took people

from Chaleo to aid them, as they lived in that neigh-

bourhood, and from that time the Tlaxcalans bore them

ill will and treated them as enemies; but, as I have

said, here in Texcoco Cortte made them friends again,

so that a great friendship continued between them, and

from that time on they helped one another.

Cortfe also ordered Gonzalo de Sandoval as soon as

he had taken the people of Chaleo to their homes, to

go to a pueblo subject to Texcoco which was near by

the road, to which we had given the name in our language

of “ El Pueblo Morisco ” [the town of the Moors], because

more than forty soldiers of the followers of Narvaez and

some of Our own men and many Tlaxciatans had been

killed in that pueblo, and the people had also stolen

three load.s of gold, when we were turned out of Mexico
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who had been killed at the affair of the bridges. Much
blood of the Spaniards who had been killed was found
on the walls of the Temple in that pueblo, for they had
sprinkled their Idols with it, and he also found two faces

which had been flayed, and the skin tanned like skin for

gloves, the beard.s were left on, and they had been placed
as offcring.s upon one of the altars. There were also

found four tanned skins of horses very well prepared,
with the hair on anci the horse shoes, and they were hung
up before the Idols in the great Cue, There were also

found many Garments of the SnaniarHs whn haA

whom I brought in my company." This Juan Yuste was
a gentleman, and one of the horsemen whom they killed

here, and was one of the persons of quality whom
Narvaez had brought with him. Sandoval and all his

soldiers were moved to pity by ail this and it grieved
them greatly, but, how could the matter now be remedied
except by being merciful to the people of the pueblo,

however they had fled and would not wait, and had taken
their women and children with them. A few wonaen
whe were captured wept for their husbands Jtnd fathers,

and when Sandoval saw this, he liberated four chieftains

whom he had captured and all the women and sent them
to summon the inhabitants of the pueblo, who came and
begged for pardon and gave their fealty to His Majesty,
and promised always to oppose the Mexkans and to

Serve us well with all possible affectiop and gcxkl will.

When they were asked about the gold they had stolen

from the Tlaxcalans who passed that way, they replied

that they had taken three loads of it from them, but the

Me,xicans and the lords of Texcoco had carried it off,
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defeat thenni^ as they werc'-so' heavily laden and hampered

by the limber and food they were carrying* So Sandoval

at once divided the horsemen and musketeers and cross-

bowmen* so that some should go in advance and others on

the flanks, and he ordered' Chichiraacatecle to. take charge,,

of the Tlaxcalans who were to march behind as a rearguard

with Gonzalo de Sandoval himself. The Cacique was

offended at this, thinking that they did not consider him

a brave man, but they said so much to him on that point*

that he became reconciled, seeing that Sandoval himself

was to remain with him, and that he was given to under-

stand that the Mexicans always made their attacks on

the baggage which was kept towards the rear. When he

clearly understood This he embraced Sandoval and said

that he felt honoured by what had been done.

Let us stop talking about this and say that another

two days* march brought them to Texcoco* and before

entering • t!ie city they put. on very fine cloaks and plumes*

and marched in good order to the sound of drums and

trumpets* and in an unbroken line they were half a, day

marching into the City, shouting, whistling and crying

out ** Viva, Viva for the Emperor our Lord and Castille

!

Castille and TIaxcala! TIaxcala!*’

When they arrived at Texcoco, Cort& and some of

his Captains %vent out To meet them, and Cortfo made

great promises to Chichimecatecle and all his Captains

who were with him. All the timbers and planking and

all The other things belonging to the launches were

placed near the canals and creeks were the launches

lyere to be built*

' From that time forward the greatest despatch was

used in building the thirteen launches^ Martin Ldpez,

was the Master builder, aided by other Spaniards named

Andres Nunez, and an old man called Ramirez, who was

lame from a wound, and Diego Hernandez, a sawyer, and
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certain Indian carpenters and two blacksmiths with their

forges, and Hernando de Aguilar who helped with the

hammer; and all worked with the greatest speed until

the launches were put together, and they only needed

to be caulked, and their masts, rigging and sails to be

set up. When this was done, I want to say how great

were the precautions that we took in our camp, in the

matter of spies and scouts and guards for the launches,

for they lay near the Lake, and three times the Mexicans

tried to set them on fire, and we even captured fifteen

of the Indians who had come to set fire to them, and

from these men Cort& learned fully what was being

done in Mexico and what Guatemoc was planning, and

it was that they would never make peace but would

either all die fighting, or kill every one of us.

I wish now to mention the summonses and messengers

that the Mexicans sent to all their subject pueblos, and

how they remitted their tribute, and the work that they

carried on both by day and night, of digging ditches

and deepening the passages beneath the bridges, and

making strong entrenchments and preparing their darts

and dart throwers and making very long lances with

which to kill the horses, to which were attached the

swords that they had captured from us on the night

of our defeat, and getting in order their darts and dart

throwers and round stones and slings, and two-handed

swords and other weapons larger than swords like broad-

swords, and every sort of warlike material.

Let us leave this subject and go back to speak of the

canal and trench by which the launches were to go out

into the great Lake, and it was already very broad and

deep so that ships of considerable size were able to float

in it, for, as I have already said, there were eight thousand

Indians always employed on the work. Enough^ of this,

and Ist Cortes made an expedition to
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PRE IJM INARY EXPEDPF iONS

CHAPTER CXLI

How our Captain Cortds went on an expedition to the pueblo of
Saitocan which stands in a lake about six leagues distant from
the City of Mexico, and how he went from there to other pueblos,

and what happened on the road I will go on to say.

a s over fifteen thousand Tlaxcalans had

come to Texcoco with the timber for

the launches, and had already been five

days in the city without doing anything

worth mentioning, and, as they had not

brought supplies with them, food was
getting scarce, and the Captain of the

Tlaxcalans being a very valiant and proud man (I have
already said his name was Chichimecatecle), said to Cortes

that he wished to go and render some service to Our great

jEmpbror by fighting against the Mexicans, both to show
his strength and the goodwill he bore us, well as to

avenge the deaths and robberies that the Mmticanshad
brought upon his brethren and his vassals, in Mexico
itsell and in his own country, and he begged as a favour

from Cortes that he would command and instruct him
in what direction he should go and encounter our enemies.
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Cort6s replied to him that he thought very highly of his

good-will, and said that he wished to go himself, the next

day, to a pueblo named Saltocan, five or six leagues distant

from the City of Texcoco, where, although the houses

were built in the waters of a lake, there was an entrance

from the land. He had sent three times to summon the

people of that pueblo to make peace and they refused

to do so, and he had again sent messengers from the

people of Tepetescuco^ and Otumba who were their

neighbours, and instead of making peace they ill-treated

the messengers and wounded two of them, and the answer

that they sent was, that if we came there we would find

forces and a fortress as strong as Mexico, and come when

we might, we would find them on the field of battle,

for they had received word from their Idols that they

would kill us there, and their Idols had advised them to

send this reply.

It was for this reason that Cortds got ready to go in

person on this expedition, and ordered two hundred and

fifty soldiers to go in his company with thirty horsemen,

and he took with him, Pedro de Alvarado and Cristdbal

de Olid and many musketeers and crossbowmen, and

all the Tlaxcalans, and a company of warriors from

Texcoco, nearly all of them chieftains. He left Gonzalo

de Sandoval on guard at Texcoco, and told him to

keep a good look out both on the Texcocans, and the

launches and the camp, and see that no attack was

made on it by night for, as I have already said, we

had always to keep on the alert, on the one hand to

guard against the Mexicans themselves and on the other,

because we were in such a great city, as was Texcoco,

where all the inhabitants of the city were relations and

friends of the Mexicans. He also ordered Sandoval

V*
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and Martin LcSpez, the master carpenter of the launches,

to have the vessels ready to be launched and to sail

within fifteen days.

Then after hearing Mass, Cortes left Texcoco and

set out on that expedition with his army
;
and as he

marched along, not far from Saltocan, he met great

squadrons of Mexicans who were awaiting him in a

place where they believed that they could get the better

of our Spaniards and kill the horses. Cortes ordered

the horsemen (and he himself kept with them) as soon

as the muskets and crossbows had been discharged, to

break in upon the enemy
;

however, they killed only

a few Mexicans, who at once took refuge in the bush,

and in places where the horsemen could not follow

them, but our friends the Tlaxcalans captured and killed

about thirty of them.

That night Cortes went to sleep at some huts, and

kept a good look-out with scouts, watchmen, patrols

and spies, for they were in a thickly peopled country,

and he knew that Guatemoc the Prince of Mexico had

sent many squadrons of warriors to Saltocan as reinforce-

ments, and these troops had come in canoes along some

deep creeks. Early the next morning the Mexicans and

the people of Saltocan began to attack our troops when

they were close to the pueblo, and they shot many
darts and arrows at them and slung stones from their

slings, from the canals where they were posted, and

they wounded ten of our soldiers and many of our

Tlaxcalan allies, and our horsemen could do them no

hurt, for they could not gallop nor cross the creeks

which were all full of water. The causeway and road

by which they were used to enter the town from the

land had been destroyed and broken down by hand

only a few days before, and they had so flooded it that

it was as full of water as the ditches. Owing to this,
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our soldiers found no way by which they could enter

the town, or do any damage to its defenders, although

the musketeers and crossbowmen kept up a fire against

those who went about in canoes, but the canoes were

protected by bulwarks of wood, and besides the bulwarks

they took good care not to expose themselves. Our

soldiers seeing that they could gain no advantage what-

ever, and that they could not hit on the road and cause-

way which was there before, because it was all covered

with water, cursed the town and our profitless expedition,

and were half ashamed because the Mexicans and towns-

people shouted at them and called them women, and

said that Malinche was a woman too, and that his only

|; bravery was in deceiving them with stories and lies,

f Just at this moment, two of the Indians, who had come

there with our people, who belonged to the pueblo

Tepetezcuco and were very hostile to the people of

Saltocan, said to one of our soldiers, that three days

before they had seen the people, of Saltocan breaking

open the causeway and they made a ditch [across] it

and turned the water of another canal into k, and that

not very far ahead the road began again and led to

the town. When our soldiers thoroughly understood this,

the musketeers and crossbowmen were ranged in good

order, some loading while the others fired, and thus,

little by little and not altogether, sometimes skipping

along and at other times wading waist deep, all our

soldiers crossed over, with many of our allies following

them, Cortes and the horsemen, turning their backs on

our soldiers, kept guard on the land, for they feared

that the Mexican squadrons might again fall on our

rear. When our men had passed the canals, as I have

described, the enemy fell on them with fury, and wounded
many of them, but as they had made up their minds

to gain the causeway which was close by, they still
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forged ahead until they could attack the enemy on

land, clear of the water, and then they got to the town.

Without further waste of words they fell on the enemy

so fiercely that they killed many of them and repaid

them well for the trick they had played. Much cotton

cloth and gold and other spoil was taken, but, as the

town was built in the lake, the Mexicans and the in-

habitants soon got into their canoes with all the property

they were able to carry, and went off to Mexico,

When our people saw the town deserted, they burned

some of the houses, and as they did not dare to sleep

there because the town stood in the water, they returned

to where Captain Cortes was awaiting them. In that

town thc}.^ captured some very good-looking Indian

women, and the Tlaxcalans came out of it rich with

cloaks and salt and gold and other spoil Then they

all went to sleep at some huts near some limekilns,

about a league distant from Saltocan, and there they

dressed their wounds. One soldier died within a few

days of an arrow wound in the throat. Sentinels were

at once posted, and scouts sent out and every precaution

was taken, for all that country was thickly peopled by

Culuans

The next day they marched to the great pueblo named
Guautitlan, and as they went on their way, the Indians

; from the neighbouring villages, and many Mexicans who
had joined them, yelled and whistled and shouted insults

at our men, but they kept to the canals and the places

where the horsemen could not gallop and no harm could

’ be done to them. In this way, our troops arrived at the

;
town which had been abandoned that same day and all

property carried off. That night they slept there, well

;

guarded by sentinels and patrols, and the following day

I
marched on to the great pueblo called Tenayuca; this

is the place that on our first entrance to Mexico we
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called El Pueblo de las Sierpes, because in the principal

temple we found the images of two great hideous-looking

serpents which were the Idols they worshipped. Let us

leave this and go back to this matter of the march. They

found this pueblo deserted like the last, and all the Indian

inhabitants had assembled together in another town

further on called Tacuba. From Tenayuca they marched

to Atzcapotzalco,^ about half a league distant one from

the other, and this too was deserted. This town of

Atzcapotzalco was where they used to work the gold

and silver for the great Montezuma, and we used to call

it El pueblo de los Plateros. From there they marched

to another town, which I have said was called Tacuba,

a distance of half a league one from the other, and this

is the place where we halted on that sad night when we

came out from Mexico routed, and here they killed some

of our soldiers, as I have already said in a former chapter

that deals with this subject.

Let us go back to our story : Before our army could

reach the town it was met in the open by a large number

of troops which were lying in wait for Cortds, gathered

from all the pueblos through which the army had passed,

as well as those from Tacuba and Mexico, for Mexico

was close by. All of them together began an attack

on our people in such a manner that our Captain and

the horsemen had all they could do to break through

their ranks, so close did they keep together. However,

our soldiers with good sword play forced them to retreat

;

then, as it was night-time, they went to sleep in the town

after posting sentinels and watchmen.

If there had been many Mexicans gathered together

that day, there were many more on the next morning,

and in excellent order they advanced to attack our

1 Escapugalco in the text.

D2
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people with such energy that they' killed and wounded

some of our soldiers. Nevertheless, our men forced

them to retreat to their; houses and fortress, so that

they found time to enter Tacuba and burn and sack

many of the houses. When
^

this was known in Mexico,

many more squadrons were ordered to go forth from

the city to fight against Cortes, and it was arranged

that when they fought with him, they should pretend

to turn in flight towards Mexico, and little by little

they should draw our army on to the causeway until

they had them well on to it, and that they should behave

as though they were retreating out of fear.

As it was arranged, so they carried it out, and Cort&

believing that he was gaining, a victory, ordered the enemy

to be followed as far as a bridge, , When the Mexicans

thought that they had already got Cortes in their trap,

and the bridge had been crossed, a huge multitude of

Indians turned on him, some in canoes and others by

land, and others on the azoteas, and they placed him in

such straits and matters looked so serious that he believed

himself to be defeated, for at the bridge that he had

reached, they fell on him with such force that he could

effect little or nothing. A standard bearer who carried

a banner, in resisting the charge of the enemy, was

badly wounded and fell with his banner from the bridge

into the water, and was in danger of being drowned,

and the Mexicans had even seized him to drag him into

a canoe, but he was so strong that he escaped with his

banner. In that fight they killed four or five of our

soldiers and wounded many of them, and Cortds recog-

nising the great audacity and want of forethought that

he had shown in going on to the causeway in the way

I have related, and feeling that the Mexicans had caught

him in a trap, ordered all his followers to retire in the

best order possible without turning their backs, but with
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their faces towards the enemy and hand to hand as though

resisting an onset. Of the musketeers and crossbowmen

some loaded, while the others fired, and the horsemen

made some charges, but they were very few, for the

horses were soon wounded. In this way, Cortds escaped

that time from the power of the Mexicans, and when he

got on dry land he gave great thanks to God.

It was at that causeway and bridge that Pedro de Ircio

(often mentioned by me before) said to the standard

bearer named Juan Volante, who fell into the lake with

his banner, to insult him (for he was not on good terms

with him on account of a love affair with a woman who

had come at the time of the Narvaez expedition), “that he

had drowned the son and now he wished to drown the

mother,” for the banner that Volante was cartydng bore

the picture of Our Lady the Virgin Santa Maria. He

had no reason for making that remark, for the standard

bearer was a gentleman and a very valiant man, as he

showed himself to be then and at many other times, and

it did not go well with Pedro de Ircio for the ill-will he

bore towards Juan Volante.

Let us leave Pedro de Ircio, and say that during the

five days that Cortes stayed in Tacuba, he had encounters

and battles with the Mexicans, and he then returned to

Texcoco along the road by which he had come. On the

road, the Mexicans raised shouts, believing that he was

turning in flight, and they only suspected what was true
;

and they laid in wait for him in places where they thought

to gain honour by attacking him and killing the horses
;

and they prepared ambushes, and when Cortes saw that, he

too set an ambuscade and wounded many of the enemy,

but they managed to kill two horses, and after that they

did not follow him any further.

By long marches, Cortds arrived at a pueblo subject to

Texcoco, named Acolman, about two leagues and a half
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distant from Texcoco, and -as soon as we knew that he had

arrived there we went 'out with Gonzalo de Sandoval to

see him and receive him, accompanied by many horsemen

and soldiers and the. Caciques of Texcoco, especially by

Don Hernando, the principal Cacique of that City* We
were greatly delighted at the sight of Cortes, for we had

known nothing of what had happened to him for fifteen

days* After welcoming him, and having some necessary

conversation on military matters, we returned to Texcoco

that afternoon, for we did not dare to leave the camp

without a sufficient guard Our Cortes stayed in that

pueblo until the following day, when he came to Texcoco,

and we gave him another reception. The Tlaxcalans,

as they were now rich and came laden with spoil, asked

leave to return to their homes, and Cortds granted it, and

they went by a road where the Mexicans could not spy

on them and saved their property.

At the end of four days, during which our Captain was

resting, and hurrying on the building of the launches, the

people from some pueblos on the North Coast came to ask

for peace and offer themselves as vassals to His Majesty

and these pueblos were named Tuxpan and Matalcingo

and Nautla^ and other small pueblos in the neighbourhood,

and they brought a present of gold and of cotton cloth,

They came before Cortes with the greatest reverence and

when they had offered their present, they begged him to

graciously admit them to his friendship, as they wished

to become vassals of the King of Castile. They said that

when the Mexicans had killed six Teules in the affair at

Almeria, the Mexican Captain was Quetzalpopoca whom
we had already burned in punishment, and that all the

pueblos which had now come to him went to the help of

^ Ttigapan y MasCakbgo y Navtlan in the text Matalcingo is

not on the modern map, but on an old map is marked near
C. de Palmas in the neighbourhood of Tuxpan.
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the Teules. When Cortes heard this, although he knew

that they had been concerned with the Mexicans in the

death of Juan de Escalante and the six soldiers who were

slain in the affair at Almeria (as I have already related in

the Chapter that treats of the matter) he showed them

much good-will and accepted the present, and received

them as vassals of our Lord the Emperor, and he did not

demand an explanation of what had happened, nor call it

to mind, for it was not a convenient time to take other

steps, and with kind words and promises he dismissed

them. At this same time, there came to Cortes other

pueblos from among those who had become our friends,

asking for help against the Mexicans, and they said that

we must come and help them because great squadrons of

Mexicans were coming against them and had entered

their territory and were carrying off many of their Indians

as prisoners, and had wounded others. There also came

at the same time, people from Chaleo and Tlamanalco

who said that if we did not come to their assistance they

would all be lost, for many garrisons of their enemies

had attacked them, and they told a most pitiful tale,

and brought a piece of hennequen cloth, painted with an

exact representation of the squadrons of Mexicans which

had come against them. Cortds did not know what to

say, nor how to answer them or help them, either one

way or the other, for he had seen that many of our

soldiers were wounded and ill, and eight had died of pains

in the back, and from throwing up clotted blood mixed

with mud from the mouth and nose, and it was from the

fatigue of always wearing armour on our backs, and

from the everlasting going on expeditions and from the

dust that we swallowed. In addition to this, he saw that

three or four horses had died of their wounds, and that

we never stopped going on expeditions, some coming and

others going. So the answer he gave to the first pueblos
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was to flatter them, and to- say that he would soon come

to help them, but that while he was on the way, they

should get help from other pueblos, their neighbours, and

should wait for the Mexicans in the open, and all of them

together should attack the enemy, and that if the Mexicans

slioiild see that they showed a bold front and matched

their strength against them, they would be afraid, for the

Mexicans had no longer the forces with which to attack

them that they used to have, as they had so many enemies

to oppose. He said so much to them, through our inter-

preters, that he encouraged and put heart into them, and

they at once asked for letters for two pueblos in their

neighbourhood, which were allies of ours, ordering them to

come to their assistance. They did not understand the

letters at the time, but they knew well that among us it

was a sure thing that when letters were sent they contained

commands or signs that we were ordering something of

importance. With these letters they went off well con-

tented and showed them to their friends and summoned
them to their assistance. As Cortds had ordered them,

they awaited the Mexicans in the open and fought a battle

with them, and with the help of our allies, their neighbours

to whom they had delivered the letters, they did not do

badly.

Let us return to the people of Chaleo
;
as our Cortes

saw how important it was for us that this province and

the road through it should be freed from Mexicans, (for as

I have already said, it was the way had to come and

go to Villa Rica de la Vera Cruz and to Tlaxcala, and we
had to supply our camp from that province, for 1t was a

land that produced much Maize), he at once ordered

Gonzalo de Sandoval the Chief Alguazii to get ready to

start the next morning for Chaleo, and he ordered him to

take twenty horsemen and two hundred soldiers, twelve

crossbowmen and ten musketeers and the Tlaxalans who
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were in camp, who were very few, (for as I have already

said in this Chapter, the greater number of them had gone

to their homes laden with spoil) and Sandoval, also took

with him a company of Texcocans, and Captain Luis

Marin rvho was his intimate friend. Cortes and Pedro de

Alvarado and Cristdbal de Olid remained behind to guard

the city and the launches.

Before Gonzalo de Sandoval goes to Chaleo, as had

been arranged, I wish to say here, that while I was writing

this story about all that had happened to Cortes in his

expedition to Saltocan, there happened to be present two

gentlemen who were much interested, as they had read

Gomara’s History, and they said to me, that there were

three things that I had forgotten to write down, which the

historian Gomara had written about this same expedition

of Cortes ;
the one was that Cortes visited Mexico with

thirteen launches and fought a good battle with the great

forces of Guatemoc in their great canoes and pirogues on

the lake
;
the other was that when Cortds entered on the

causeway to Mexico, that he held conversations with the

Mexican Lords and Caciques, and
,

told them that he

would cut off their food supply and they would die of

hunger
;
and the other was that Cortes did not wish to tell

the people of Texcoco that he was going to Saltocan lest

they should give warning to the people of that town. I

answered these same gentlemen that at that time the

launches were not finished building, and how could they

carry launches overland, or horses or so many people

across the lake It is laughable to write about such a

thing. When Cortds advanced along the causeway, as I

have related, he had quite enough to do to make his escape

with his army, and at that time we had not blockaded

Mexico so as to deprive them of food, and they were not

suffering from hunger, and they were lords of all their
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them in our grip, Gomara places here. In what he says,

that Cortes went away by another road to go to Saltocan

so that the people of Texcoco should not know, I say that

they were obliged to go through the pueblos and lands of

Texcoco, for the road lay in that direction and in no other,

and what he writes is mere nonsense. As I understand

it the fault is not his, but that of the man who gave

him the information and who told him the story wliicli

he has written down, possibly giving him money in

order to heighten the praise and glorify him and

exaggerate his exploits. He was told these stories so that

he should not publish our heroic deeds and that is the

truth.

When these two gentlemen who had told me about it

saw clearly that what I said was true, they swore that

they would tear up the book and history of Goniara which

they had in their possession, for so many things he describes

as happening in a certain way, are not true.

Let us leave this matter and turn to Captain Gonzalo

de Sandoval who left Texcoco after hearing Mass, and

arrived near Chaleo early in the morning, and what

happened I will go on to tell.

INTRODUCTORY NOTE TO CHAPTERS CXLII

TO CXLV.

During the expeditions described in the four following Chapters,

the Spaniards passed out of the Valley of Mexico through the gap

between the Serrania of Ajusco and the slopes of Popocatapetl, and

descended into the plains of Morelos and Cuernavaca. The towns

of Yecapixtla, Oaxtepec, Yautepec, and Cuernavaca all stand at

somewhat the same altitude, about. 5000 ft, above the level of the

sea and a little more than
,
2000 ft. below the level of the Valley

of Mexico. The Serrania of Ajusco, with its innumerable extinct

craters and somewhat recent lava fields, and the mass of Popo-

catapetl, form a lofty barrier to the north of these towns, which is

edged near Tepostlan and towards the East by a fringe of broken
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and abrupt conglomerate rock, forming hills and cliffs, with spurs

running southward into the plains of Morelos and Cuernavaca. Just

to the south of this rampart, several isolated hills of a few hundred

feet in height arise somewhat abruptly from the plain, and it was on

one of these hills that the Indians took refuge.

IxtliixochitT says that Tlayacapan, which lies halfway between

Yecapixtia and Teposlan, is the hill or Pehol which was so success-

fully defended against the attack of the Spaniards, and there is no

doubt that the Pehol must have been in that neighbourhood.

Neither Bernal Diaz nor Cortds appear to have visited Yecapixtia,

and their descriptions of its position are somewhat misleading. The
town is not situated on a lofty eminence, but, like Cuernavaca,

although on slightly rising ground, it hardly stands out from the

surrounding plain. These plains slope gradually to the south, and

are deeply scored by the numerous small streams which, flowing

from the mountains to the north, have cut their way deep down

through soil and rock, forming ravines or barrancas, which, in

chosen spots, render fortifications almost unnecessary. Both

Yecapixtia and Cuernavaca are nearly surrounded by such raviiies.

Bernal Diaz falls into an error, with regard to Yautepec, when

describing the route followed by the army ;
this error is corrected

in a foot-note on page 67. Cortes, in his third letter, says that after

leaving Yautepec they went to Gilutepeque. No such name is now

known, and we can safely follow Bernal Diaz, who says that the

town was Tepostlan (although Orozco y Berra says that Bernal Diaz

“confounds” the name with that of Tepostlan). From the nature

of the ground, the pursuit by the horsemen after leaving Yautepec

must have been in the direction of Tepostlan, and that position also

fits in with the march two days later to Cuernavaca.

The return march from Cuernavaca across the Serrania de Ajusco

was a most laborious undertaking, as a height of at least 10,000 ft.

above sea level had to be reached before descending to the valley in

the direction of Xochimilco.

By an unfortunate error, Tiamanalco is not marked in the map of

the Valley of Mexico, issued in Vol. III. Its position between

Chaleo and Amecameca is given in the map showing the route of

the Spaniards from Vera Cruz to the City of Mexico, issued with

Vol L
.

'

1 “ Historia Chichimeca,” Cap. 93. MS., see Orozco y Berra, Hut
Anti^ua^ voL iv, p. 541* ...
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CHAPTER CXLII.

How Captain Gonzalo de Sandoval went to Chaleo and Tlaraanako

with the whole of his army ;
and I will go on to tell what

happened on the march.

I HAVE already said in the last Chapter that the pueblos

of Chaleo and TIamanalco came to ask Cortds to send

them help, because there were great companies and

squadrons of Mexicans in their neighbourhood who had

come to attack them. They told such a tale of woe that

he ordered Gonzalo de Sandoval to go to their aid with

two hundred soldiers, twenty horsemen, ten or twelve cross-

bowmen and some musketeers, and our Tlaxcalan friends,

and a company of Indians from Texcoco, Sandoval took

Captain Luis Marin with him as a companion, for they

were great friends.

After hearing Mass, he set out on the 12th March in the

year 1521, and they slept at some farms belonging to

Chaleo, and on the next morning arrived at TIamanalco

where the Caciques and Captains gave him a good recep-

tion and provided food, and advised him to go at once in

the direction of .a great pueblo called Oaxtepec,i foj. he

would find the whole of the Mexican forces either assembled

at Oaxtepec or on the road thither
;
and they said that all

the warriors from the province of Chaleo would accompany

him.

Sandoval thought it advisable to set out at once, so the

order was given, and they went on to sleep at another

pueblo subject to Chaleo called Chimaluacan, for the spies,

sent by the people of Chaleo to watch the Culuas, came to

report that the enemy’s forces were lying in wait for them

in some rocky defiles in the neighbourhood of that town.

1 Guaxtepeque in the text.
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As Sandoval was very crafty and well advised, he sent the

musketeers and crossbowmen in advance, and ordered the

horsemen to keep together in parties of three, and, when

the crossbowmen and musketeers had fired their shots, to

charge the enemy at a hand gallop with their lances held

short, so as to strike the faces of their enemies and put

them to flight, and always to keep together in parties of

three. He ordered the foot soldiers always to keep their

close formation and not to charge the enemy until he gave

the order, for it was reported that the enemy were very

numerous, and this proved to be true. As the enemy was

posted in bi’oken ground and it was not known if they had

dug pits or raised barricades, Sandoval wished to keep his

soldiers well in hand so as to avoid any disaster.

As he continued his march he saw the Mexican squadrons

approaching him in three divisions, shouting and whistling

and sounding trumpets and drums. The Indians were

armed with all their usual weapons and they came on to

the attack like fierce lions. When Sandoval saw how bold

they were, he did not keep to the orders he had given, but

told the horsemen to charge them at once before they could

reach our men. Cheering on his troops by shouting “ San-

tiago and at them,” Sandoval led the charge himself, and

by that movement, he nearly routed some of the Mexican

squadrons, but not all of them, so that they soon turned

and showed a firm front, for they were helped by the bad

track and broken ground, and the horsemen owing to the

rough ground were not able to gallop and could not get in

rear of them. For this reason, Sandoval turned, and

ordered the musketeers and crossbowmen to go ahead in

good formation and told the shield bearers to keep on

their flanks, and when they could see that they were

wounding and damaging the enemy and should hear a shot

fired from this other side of the barranca, that it would be

a signal for all the horsemen to charge together and hurl
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the enemy from that position, for he thought that they

could be driven on to the level ground near by. He also

warned his [Indian] allies to be ready to support the

Spaniards. SandovaFs orders were carried out, and in that

movement many of our men were wounded, for the enemies

who attacked them were very numerous. To finish my
story, the Mexicans were forced into retreat but their flight

was towards other bad passes. Sandoval and the horsemen

went in pursuit, but overtook only three or four of the

enemy. During that pursuit, owing to the badness of the

road, the horse of a cavalryman, named Gonzalo Dominguez,

fell with his rider beneath him, and the man died from his

injuries within a few days. I call this to mind because

Gonzalo Dominguez was one of the best horsemen and one

of the most valiant men that Cortes had brought in his

Company, and we held him in as much esteem for his

valour, as we did Cristobal de Olid and Gonzalo de

Sandoval, so that we all felt the loss greatly.

To go back to Sandoval and his army ; they followed

the enemy to the neighbourhood of a pueblo already

mentioned by me which is called Oaxtepec, but before

reaching the town, over fifteen thousand Mexicans

emerged from it and began to surround our soldiers

and wounded many of them and five horses, but as the

ground was level in some places, our horsemen, making

a united effort, broke up two of their squadrons, and the

rest turned tail and fled towards the town in order to

guard some barricades which they had raised, but our

soldiers and the allies followed so close that they had

no time to defend them, and the horsemen kept up the

pursuit in other directions until they had shut the enemy

up in a part of the town where they could not be reached.

Thinking that the enemy would not again renew the

attack on that day, Sandoval ordered his men to rest

and tend their wounds, and they began to take their
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food, and much spoil was taken in that town.^ While

they were eating, two horsemen and two soldiers who

had been told off before the men began to eat, the

horsemen as scouts and the soldiers as sentinels, ran in

crying “ To arms, to arms
;

the Mexicans are coming in

great force.” As they were always accustomed to have

their arms in readiness, the horsemen were soon mounted

and they came out into a great plaza. At that moment

the enemy were upon them, and there they fought another

o-ood battle. After the enemy had been for some time

showing us a good front from some barricades and

wounding some of our men, Sandoval fell on them so

suddenly with his horsemen, that with the help of the

muskets and crossbows and the sword-play of the soldiers,

he drove them from the town into some neighbouring

barrancas, and they did not come back again that day.

When Captain Sandoval found himself free from that

struggle, he gave thanks to God and went to rest and

sleep in an orchard within the town, which was so

beautiful and contained such fine buildings that it was

the best worth beholding of anything we had seen in

New Spain.i There were so many things in it to look

at that it was really wonderful and was certainly the

orchard of a great prince, and they could not go all

through it then, for it was more than a quarter of a

league in length.
,.1, , i

Let us stop talking about the orchard and say that I

i Blotted out jn
f^it“rees^ roles

the supply of water from
^ Yinn orthem and the sweet-scented

the rich chambers and
anT’thr- - benches, and

cedar wood and the
.^“/"S^Xster Ind adorned with a

the numerous houses, c ‘

'J ^ weaving together pf the

ffn Sth^^^S^sThfreSal herbs an^d the vegetables,

many of them very good to eat.
,

.
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did not go myself on this expedition, nor did I then

walk about this orchard, but I went there about twenty

days later when, in company with Cortes, we made the

round of the great towns of the lakes, as I shall tell

later on. The reason why I did not go this first time

was because I had been badly wounded by a spear»thriist

in the throat, and was in danger of dying from it, and I

still bear the scar. The wound was given me during the

Iztapalapa affair, when they tried to drown us. As I was

not in this expedition, for this reason, I say in telling the

story, they went '' and they did so and so, and such a

thing happened to them,’’ and I do not say, we did
”

it or I did” it, nor saw it, nor I was there.” Neverthe-

less, ail that I have written about it, happened ,as I have

stated, for one soon learns in camp what happens on an

expedition, and one is not able to leave out or exaggerate

anything that happened.

Let us stop talking of this and return to Captain

Gonzalo de Sandoval, who on the following day, when he

noticed that there was no sound of movement on the part

of the Mexican warriors, sent to summon the Caciques

of the town, despatching as messengers, five Indians,

natives of the place, whom he had captured in battle, two

of whom were chieftains. He ordered them to tell the

Caciques to have no fear, and to come and make peace

and he would pardon them for all that had happened, and

used other good arguments. The messengers who were

sent, treated for peace, but the Caciques did not dare

to come in for fear of the Mexicans.

The same day, Sandoval sent to another large pueblo

called Yecapixtla/ about two leagues distant from Oax-

tepec, to tell the people to consider what a good thing

it was to be at peace and not desire war and that they

Acapistla in the text,
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from their slings/ so that they fell like hail, and three

horses and many soldiers were wounded without our men

being able to do any harm to the enemy. Then the

enemy climbed up among their craigs and strongholds and

from thence shouted, yelled and whistled and sounded

their trumpets and drums. When Sandoval heard this,

he ordered some of his horsemen to dismount, and the rest

to remain in the fields where it was open ground and to

keep on the alert to see that no reinforcement of Mexicans

should reach Yecapixtia whilst he was attacking the town.

When he observed that the Caciques from Chaleo and

their Captains and many of the Indian warriors were

manoeuvring round about without daring to attack the

enemy, on purpose to try them and to see what they would

answer, Sandoval said to them, '‘What are you doing:

why donk you begin to fight and get into the town and

fortress, for we are here and will defend you” They

replied that they did not dare to do it, that the enemy

were in a stronghold, and it was for this very purpose that

Sandoval and his brother Teules had come with them and

that the people of Chaleo had come under his protection

relying on his help to drive the enemy out

So Sandoval and all his soldiers and musketeers and

crossbowmen began the attack and ascent and many were

wounded as they clambered up and Sandoval himself was

again wounded in the head, and many of our allies were

wounded, for they too entered the town and did much

damage to it, and it was the Indians from Chaleo and our

allies from Tlaxcala who did most damage to the enemy,

for our soldiers after breaking up their ranks and putting

them to flight, would not give a sword-thrust at the enemy,

for it seemed to them mere cruelty, and they were chiefly

occupied in looking out for pretty Indian women or

seeking for plunder, and they frequently quarrelled with

Qur allies on account of their cruelty, and took the Indian
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men and women away from them to prevent their being

killed.

Let us stop talking about this and say that the Indian

warriors in order to defend themselves, took refuge among

the crags down below, which were near the town, and as

many of those who went to hide themselves in the gorge

of the river were wounded and bleeding, the water became

somewhat turbid with blood but the discolouration did

not last long, not half an Ave Maria, but it is here that

the historian Gomara says in his history that our soldiers

were parched with thirst because the river ran red with

blood. I say that there are so many springs and so much

clear water below there, that there was no need of more

' W3."t0T.^'

I must go on to say that when this was over, Sandoval

and all his army returned to Texcoco with much spoil,

especially of good looking Indian women.

When the lord of Mexico, who was called Guatemoc,

heard of the defeat of his armies it is said that he showed

much resentment at it, and still more at the thought that

the people of Chaleo, who were his subjects and vassals,

cRnnld dare to take up arms three times against his

1 Bernal Diaz need not have fallen foul of Gomara over this

incident aUhou^b it was probably a gross exaggeration, for Cortes

himself in his 3rd letter to the Emperor says and as our Indi^

Allies pursued them, and the enemy saw Aat they were conquered,

so creat was the slaughter at the hands of our people, and of those

thrown down from above, that all who were there present affirm that a

small river which almost surrounds the town was tinged with blood

for more than an hour and prevented them from drinking, and as it

was very hot, they were in great need ofwater.

.

'
^ E '2
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of arms, and would despatch this force, numbering over

twenty thousand Mexicans, in two thousand large canoes

to make a sudden descent on Ghalco, toxlo all the damage

that it was possible to do.

This was all accomplished with such skill and rapidity

that .Sandoval ..had .hardly arrived at Texcoco and spoken

to Cortes, when again messengers came in canoes across

the lake begging help from Cortes, telling him that more

than two thousand canoes carrying over twenty thousand

Mexicans had come to Chaleo, and they begged him to

come at once to their assistance.

At the very moment that Cortes heard this news

Sandoval came to speak to him and to give him an

account of what he had done during the expedition from

which he had just then returned, but Cortds was so angry

with him he would not listen to him, believing that it was

through some fault or carelessness on his part that our

friends at Chaleo were experiencing this trouble, and with-

out any delay, and without listening to him, Cortes ordered

Sandoval to leave all his wounded men in camp and to

go back again in all haste with those who were sound.

Sandoval was much distressed at the words Cort6s used

to him, and at his refusal to listen to him, but he set

out at once for Chaleo where his men arrived tired out

with the weight of their arms and their long march. It

appears that the people of Chaleo, learning through their

spies that the Mexicans were coming so suddenly upon

them, and that Guatemoc had determined that they should

be attacked, as I have already said, before any help could

reach them from us, had sent to summon aid from the

people of the province of Huexotzingo which was near

by, and the men from Huexotzingo arrived that same

night, ail equipped with their arms, and joined with those

from Chaleo, so that in all there were more than twenty

thousand of them. As they had already lost their fear

iiiliiii

IHiH
illMi
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of the Mexicans they quietly awaited their arrival in camp

and fought like brave men, and although the Mexicans

killed many of them and took many prisoners, the people

of Chaleo killed many more of the Mexicans and took

as prisoners fifteen captains and chieftains and many
other warriors of lesser rank. The Mexicans looked upon

this battle as a much greater disgrace, seeing that the

people of Chaleo had defeated them, than if they had been

defeated by us.

When Sandoval arrived at Chaleo and found that there

was nothing for him to do, and nothing more to be feared

as the Mexicans would not return again to Chaleo, he

marched back again to Texcoco and took the Mexican

prisoners with him.

Whereat Cortes was delighted but Sandoval showed

great resentment towards our captain for what had

happened, and did not go to see or speak to him, until

Cortes sent to tell him that he had misunderstood the

affair, thin king that it was through some carelessness on

the part of Sandoval that things had gone wrong, and that

although he had set out with a large force of soldiers and

horsemen he had returned without defeating the Mexicans.

I will cease speaking about this matter, for Cortes and

Sandoval soon became fast friends again and there was

nothing Cortc^s would not do to please Sandoval

I will stop here and tell how we resolved that all the

men and women slaves should be branded, for they were

becoming very numerous, and how at that time a ship

arrived from Spain, and what else happened.
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CHAPTER CXLIII.

How the slaves were branded in Texcoco, and how the news came that

a ship bad arrived at the Port of Villa Rica, and what passengers

had come in her and other things that happened, which I will go

on to relate.

As Gonzalo cle Sandoval had arrived in Texcoco with a

great booty of slaves and there were many others which

had been captured in the late expeditions, it was decided

that they should at once be branded. When proclamation

was made that they were to be taken to a certain house to

be branded, most of us soldiers took those slaves that we

possessed to be marked with the brand of His Majesty,

which was a G, which was meant to signify Guerra (war),

in the \vay that we had already arranged with Cortes, as I

have already related in the Chapter that treats of that

subject We thought that they [our slaves] would be

returned to us after the Royal fifth had been paid, and that

a price ivould be put on the women slaves in accordance

with the value of each one of them. However it was

not so done, and if the affair was badly managed at

Tepcaca, it was managed much worse here at Texcoco;

for after the Royal fifth had been deducted, another fifth

was deducted for Cortds, and another fraction for his

captains, and during the night when the slaves had been

collected together, the best looking Indian women dis-

appeared, Cortes had stated and promised us that the

best looking women should be sold by auction for what

they were worth, and those that were not so attractive for

a lower price, but he made no such arrangement, and the

Royal officials did just as they pleased, so that if wrong was

done the first time, this time it was much worse. From

this time on many of us soldiers when we captured good

looking Indian women, so that they should not be taken
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from US, as had been done in the past, hid them away and

did not take them to be branded, but gave out that they

had escaped
;
or if we were favourites of Cortds we took

them secretly by night to be branded, and they were valued

at their worth, the Royal fifth paid and they were marked

with the iron. Many others remained in our lodgings and

we said that they were free servants from the pueblos that

had made peace, or from Tlaxcala.

I also wish to say that as some of these women slaves

had already been in our company for two or three months,

it was well known throughout the camp which of the

soldiers was kind and which brutal, and who treated his

Indian women and servants well and who treated them

badly, and who had the reputation of being a gentleman

and who was otherwise. It often happened that when they

were sold by auction and were bought by soldiers whom

the Indian men and women were not content to serve, or

by men who had treated them badly, the slaves at once

disappeared and were not seen again. As for asking for

them one might as well seek for Mahomet in Granada, or

write to “ my son the batchelor of Aids in Salamanca.”

In the end it all figured as debt in the books of the King,

both the accounts of the auction and the fifths, and as for

paying assessment on the gold, it came to the point that

not one or very few soldiers brought their share of gold

[to be assessed] for they already owed it all and much

more than what the King’s officials would leave to them.

Let us leave this, and I will relate how at that time a

ship arrived from Spain in which came Julian de Alderete,

a native of Tordesillas, as his Majesty’s Treasurer, and a

certain Orduna, the elder, also a native ©f Tordesillas who

after Mexico was conquered became a settler at Puebla and

brought out some daughters who made very honourable

marriages. There also came a friar of San Francis named

Fray Pedro Melgarejo de Urrea, a native of Seville who
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brought some Bulls of Senor San Pedro^ so that we might

put ourselves right if we had fallen somewhat in his debt

during the wars which we were Thus in a few

months the friar returned to Spain rich and contented and

left others discontented behind him
;
then he sent as his

deputy to take charge of the Bulls GenSnimo Lopez who

was afterwards secretary in Mexico. There also arrived

one Antonio de Carvaja! who, now a very old maiij lives

in Mexico, he was captain of a launch, and Gerunimo Ruiz

de la Mota, a native of Burgos, who after the capture of

Mexico became son-in-law of Orduna, he also was captain

of a launch, and a certain Briones a native of Salamanca.

This Briones was hanged in this province of Guatemala

as a mutineer in the army, four years after he returned

from the expedition to Honduras. Many others also

arrived whose names I forget, also a certain Alonzo Diaz

de la Regiiera who became a settler in Guatemala and

now lives in Valladolid.

A great store of arms and powder was brought in this

ship, in fact as was to be expected in a ship coming from

Spain it came well laden, and we rejoiced at its arrival

and at the news from Spain that it brought. I don^t

remember very well, but I think that they told us that

the Bishop of Burgos had already lost [his position] and

did not stand well with his Majesty since he had come

to know of our many good and memorable services. As

the Bishop was in the habit of writing to his Majesty in

Flanders the opposite to what really took place, and in

favour of Diego Velasquez, when his Majesty found out

for certain that all our procurators had told him on our

behalf was quite true, he would not listen to anything

more that the Bishop had to say.

Let us leave this and say that Cortes now saw that

^ Le. of the Pope as successor to St Peter.
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the building of the launches was finished, and noted the

eagerness of all of us soldiers to commence the siege of

Mexico. At that time the people of Chaleo sent again

to say that the Mexicans were attacking them, and begged

for help, and Cortes sent to tell them that he intended

to go himself to their pueblos and territories and not to

return until the enemy was finally driven from their

neighbourhood. He ordered three hundred soldiers and

thirty horsemen and nearly all the musketeers and cross-

bowmen and the men of Texcoco to be in readiness, and

Pedro de Alvarado, and Andres de Tapia and Cristdbal

de Olid went in his company as well as the Treasurer

Julian de Alderete and the PTiar Fray Pedro Melgarejo

who by that time had arrived in our camp. I too went

with Cortes for he ordered me to do so, and what happened

during that expedition I will go on to relate.

CHAPTER CXLIV.

Plow our Captain Cortes went on an expedition and made a

circuit of the lake and of all the cities and large pueblos that

were to be found in its neighbourhood, and what else happened

on that expedition.

As Cortes had told the people of Chaleo that he was

coming to help them so that the Mexicans should no

longer come and attack them, (for we had been going

there and back every week to assist them) he ordered all

the force of soldiers already mentioned to be prepared,

and they were three hundred soldiers, thirty horsemen,

twenty crossbowmen and fifteen musketeers, and the

Treasurer Julian Alderete, Pedro de Alvarado, Andr^^s de

Tdpia, Cristdbal de Olid, and the Friar Pedro Melgarejo

went also, and Cortds ordered me to go with him, and

there were many Tlaxcalans and allies from Texcoco in
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his company. He left Gonzalo de Sandoval behind with

a good company of soldiers and horsemen to guard Tex-

coco and the launches.

On the morning of Friday the 5th April 1521 after

hearing Mass we set out for TIamanalco, where we w^ere

well receiveclj and we slept there. The next day we went

to ChalcOj for the one town is quite close to the other,

and there Cortes ordered all the Caciques of the province

to be called together, and he made them a speech through

our interpreters Dona Marina and Gerdnimo de Aguilar,

ill which he gave them to understand that wc were now

going to try whether we could bring to peace some of

the towns in the neighbourhood of the lake, and also to

view the land and position before blockading Mexico, and

that we were going to place thirteen launches on the lake,

and we begged them to be ready to accompany us on the

next day with all their warriors. When they understood

this all with one voice promised that they would willingly

do what we asked.

The next day we went to sleep at another pueblo,

subject to Chaleo, called Chimaluacan, and there we met

more than twenty thousand allies from Chaleo, Texcoco,

and Huexotzingo and from Tlaxcala and other towns,

and in all the expeditions in which I have been engaged

in New Spain, never have I known so many of our allied

warriors to accompany us as joined us now.

As I have already said before, many of them came in

hope of gathering spoil, and it is also true that they came

to gorge on human flesh, if there should be any fighting,

for they knew for certain that we should have to fight

battles. It was the same, so to say, as when in Italy an

army marches from one place to another it is followed by

crows and kites and other birds of prey which live on the

dead bodies that are left in the field after a bloody battle,

SO I believe it was for the same reason, that we were

'followed by so many thousand Indians;
,|p

'

,,
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Let us leave this subject and return to our story.

About that time we received news, that in a plain near

by, there were many companies and squadrons of

Mexicans and all their allies from the country round

about waiting to attack us. So Cortes held us in readi-

ness and after hearing Mass we set out early in the

morning from the pueblo of Chimaluacan where we had

slept, and keeping in good formation and much on the

alert, we marched among some high rocks between two

hills where thex'e were fortifications and barricades, where

many Indians both men and women were safely sheltered,

and from these strongholds they yelled and shouted at us,

but we did not care to attack them, but kept quietly on

our way towards a large pueblo called Yautepec, ^vhich

we found deserted, and passed by without stopping,^ and

arrived at a plain where there were some springs wu’th

very little water, and on one side was a high rocky hill-

with a fortress very difficult to subdue, as the attempt

soon proved, and when we arrived in the neighbourhood

of this hill, we saw that it was crowded with warriors,

and from the summit they shouted at us and threw stones

and shot darts and arrows, and wounded three of our

soldiers. Then Cortes ordered us to halt there, and said

“ it seems that all these Mexicans who shut themselves

up in fortresses make mock of us as long as we do not

attack them/’ and he said this thinking of those whom
we had left behind among the foot hills, and he ordered

some horsemen and crossbowmen to go round to the

other side of the hill and see if there was any other

place where we could ascend and find a more convenient

^ This is misleading they were on Their way to Yautepec, hut it

was not until two days later that they passed by that town without
stopping. The two petioles whete the lighting took place' must have

'

been situated between Chimal and Oaxtepec (c£ Cottds Third Lett#)*

^

Probably Tlayacapan (see Orozco y Berra, 'Vo|. I V^' p* 541, and

,

Illikochitl, Historia Chichimeca Cap. 93).
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f)pciiifig whence to attack them. They returned to say

that the best approach was where i\*e then were, for

there was no other place where it was possible to climb

up. for ft was all steep rock. Then Cortes ordered ns

hi make an attacka The standard bearer CristfTial del

Corral led the way with other ensigns and all of ns

ftillmvcd him while Cortt^s and the horsemen kept guard

oil the plaiiij so that no other troops of !\Icx!cans should

fall on the baggage or on us during our attack on the

stronghold. As we began to climb up the hill, the Indians

w'ho were posted above rolled down so many huge stones

and rocks that it was terrifying to sec them hurtling and

bounding dmvn, and it was a miracle that we were not

all of lis killed. One soldier fell dead at my feet, he was

one Martmez, a Valencian who had been Maestrasala to

a Senor de Salva, in Castile
;

he had a helmet on his

head but he gave no cry and never spoke another wmrcl

Still we kept on, but as the great Gaiims, as we call

these big rocks in this country, came rolling and tearing

and bounding down and breaking in pieces, they soon

killed two more good soldiers, Caspar Sanchez, nephew

of the Treasurer of Cuba, and a man named Bravo, but

still we kept on. Then another valiant soldier named

Alonzo Rodriguez was killed, and two others were

wounded in the head, and nearly all the rest was

wounded in the legs, and still we persevered and

pushed on ahead.

As I was active in those days, I kept on following

the Standard bearer Corral, and we got beneath some

hollows and cavities which there were in the hillside

so as to avoid a chance rock hitting me and i clambered

up from hollow to hollow to escape being killed. The

standard bearer Cristdbal 'del Corral was sheltering him-

self behind some thick trees covered with thorns which

grow in these hollows, his face was streaming With blood
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and his banner was broken, and he called out, “ Oh Sehor

Bernal Diaz del Castillo, it is impossible to go on any

further, keep in the shelter of the hollow and take care

that none of those galgas or boulders strike you, for

one can hardly hold on with one's hands and feet, much

less climb any higher." Just then I saw that Pedro Barba,

a captain of the crossbowmen, and two other soldiers

were coming up in the same way that Corral and I had

done, climbing from hollow to hollow. I called out

from above, Sehor Capitan, don’t come up any further,

for you can't hold on with hands and feet, but will roll

down again.” When I said this to him he replied as

though he were very valiant, or some great lord and

could make no other reply, “Go ahead." I took that

reply as a personal insult, and answered him, “let us

see you come to where I am,” and I went up still higher.

At that very moment such a lot of great stones came

rolling down on us from above where they had stored

them for the purpose, that Pedro Barba was wounded

and one soldier killed, and they could not climb a single

step higher.

Then the Standard bearer Corral cried out that they

should pass the word to Cortes, from mouth to mouth,

that we could not get any higher, and that to retreat

was equally dangerous.

When Cortes heard this he understood what was hap-

pening, for there below where he stood on the level

ground two or three soldiers had been killed and seven

of them wounded by the great impetus of the boulders

which they hurled down on them, and Cortes thought

for certain that nearly all of us who had made the ascent

must have been killed or badly wounded, for from where

he stood he could not see the folds in the hill. So by

signs and shouts and by the shots that they fired, we

up above knew that they were meant as signals for us to
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retreat, and in good order we descended from hollow to

hollow, our bodies bruised and streaming with blood,

the banners rent, and eight men dead. When Cortes

.saw.iis he gave thanks to.. God and they .related, to....him

what had happened between Pedro Barba and me, 1-^edro

Barba himself and the Standard Bearer Corral were

telling him about the great strength of the hill and that

it was a marvel that the boulders did not carry us away

as they flew down, and the story was soon known

throughout the camp.

Let us leave these empty tales and say how there

were many companies of Mexicans lying in wait in

places where we could neither see nor observe them,

hoping to bring help and succour to those posted on

the hill, for they well knew that we should not be able

to force our way into the stronghold, and they had

arranged that while we were fighting, the warriors on

the hill on one side, and they on the other, would make

an attack on us, and as it had been arranged so they

came to the assistance of those on the hill. When
Cortes knew that they were approaching, he ordered

the horsemen and all of us to go and attack them, and

this we did, for the ground was level in places as there

were fields lying between the small hills, and we pursued

the enemy until they reached another very strong hill

We killed very few Indians during the pursuit for they

took refuge in places where we could not reach them.

So we returned to the stronghold which we had attempted

to scale, and seeing that there was no water there, and

that neither we nor the horses had had anything to drink

that day, for the springs which I have spoken about as

being there contained nothing but mud, because the many
allies whom we had brought with us crowded into them

and would not let them flow. For this reason orders

weiro given to shift "our .camp, and we. went down
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through some fields to another hill which was distant

from the first about a league and a half, thinking that

we should find water there, but we found very little of

it. Near this hill were some native mulberry trees and

there we camped, and there were some twelve or thirteen

houses at the foot of the stronghold. As soon as we

arrived the Indians began to shout and shoot darts and

arrows and roll down boulders from above.

There were many more people in this fortress than

there were in the first hill, and it was much stronger,

as we afterwards found out.

Our musketeers and crossbowmen fired up at them but

they were so high up and protected by so many barricades

that we could not do them any harm, besides there was no

possibility of climbing up and forcing our way in. Although

we made two attempts, from the houses that stood there,

over some steps by which we could mount up for two

stages, beyond that, as I have already said, it was worse

than the first hill, so that we did not increase our reputa-

tion at this stronghold any more than at the first, and

the victory lay with the Mexicans and their allies.

That night we slept in the mulberry grove and were

half dead with thirst. It was arranged that on the next

day all the musketeers and crossbowmen should go to

another hill which was close by the large one. and should

climb up it, for there was a way up although it was not an

easy one, to see if from that hill their muskets and cross-

bows would carry as far as the stronghold on the other,

so that they could attack it. Cortffs ordered Francisco

Verdugo and the Treasurer Juan de Alderete who boasted

that they were good crossbowmen, and Pedro Barba who

was a Captain, to go as leaders, and all the rest of the

soldiers to attack from the steps and tracks of [above]

the houses which I have already spoken of, and to climb

up as best we could. So we began the ascent, but they
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hurled clown so many stones both great and small that

many of the soldiers were wounded, and in addition to

this it was quite useless to attempt the ascent, for even

using both our hands and feet we could dirnb no further

While we were making these attempts the musketeers

and crossbowmen from the other hill of which I have

spoken, managed to reach the enemy with their muskets

and crossbows but they could only just do it, however

they killed some and wounded others. In this way wc

went on attacking them for about half an hour when it

pleased our Lord God that they agreed to make peace.

The reason why they did so was that they had not got

a drop of water, and there was a great number of people

on the level ground on the hill top and the people from

all the neighbourhood round had taken refuge there both

men, women and children and slaves. So that we down

below should understand that they wished for peace, the

women on the hill waved their shawls and clapped the

palms of their hands together as a sign that they m^oiild

make bread or tortillas for us and the warriors ceased

shooting arrows and darts and hurling down stones.

When Cort^Ss observed this he ordered that no more

harm should be done to them, and by signs he made them

understand that fiwe of their chiefs should come down to

treat for peace. When they came down with much

reverence they asked Cortds to pardon them for having

protected and defended themselves by taking refuge in

that stronghokl Cortfe replied somewhat angrily through

our interpreters Doha Marina and Aguilar that they

deserved death for having begun the war, but as they

had come to make peace, they must go at once to the

other hill and summon the Caciques and chiefs who were

stationed there and bring in the dead bodies, and that

if they came in peace he would pardon what had happened,

if not, that we should -attack them and besiege them until

ill
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they died of thirst, for we knew well that there [too]

they had no water, for there is very little in all that part

of the country. So they went off at once to summon the

Caciques as they were told to do.

I will stop talking about this until they come back

with the reply and will relate that Cortes was standing

talking to the Friar Melgarejo and the Treasurer Alclerete

about the wars that we had already waged before they

came, which were just as bad as the attack on the hill,

and of the great power of the Mexicans and about the

great cities that we had seen since lea\dng Spain, and

was saying that if our Lord the Emperor was told the

truth, (instead of the Bishop of Burgos writing to him

the reverse) that he would send and give us great rewards,

for no other king in the world had had such services

done for him as we had performed in winning so many
cities for him without his knowing anything whatever

about it

Let us leave out much more conversation that took

place and relate how Cortfe sent the Standard bearer

Corral, and two other captains namely Juan Jaramillo

and Pedro de Ircio and me, who happened to be there

with them, to ascend the hill and see what the stronghold

\vas like, whether there were many Indians wounded or

killed by the arrows and muskets and how many people

were gathered there.

When he gave us these orders he said, “Look to it,

Sirs, that you do not take from them a single grain of

maize, and as I understood it he meant that we should

help ourselves, and it was for that reason that he sent

us and told me to go with the others. We ascended

the hill by a track, and I must say that it was stronger

than the first hill for it was sheer rock, and when we

reached the top the entrance into the stronghold was no

wider than 'the two mouths of a’silO' or an oven. At

?OL IV, . :
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the very top it was level ground and there was a great

breadth of meadow land all crowded with people, both

warriors and many women and chiklren, and we found

twcrit)' dead men and many wounded, and they had not

a drop of water to drink. All their clothes and other

propert}^ was done up in bundles and tiierc were mail}’

bales of cloaks which were the tribute they paid to

Giiatcmoc, and when I saw so many loatis of cloths and

knew that it was intended for tribute I began to load

four Tlaxcalans, my free servants whom I had brought

with rue, and ! also pul four other bales on the backs

of four other Indians who were guarding the tribute, one

bale on each man’s back. When Fedro dc irein saw this

he said that [the bales]- should not be taken, and I

contended that they should, but as he was a Captain, 1.

did as he ordered, for he threatened to tell Cories about

it. Pedro dc ireio said to me that I had heard what

Cortds had said, that we should not take a single grain

of maize, and i replied that was true, and that it was on

account of those very words I wished to cany off these

robes. However, he would not let me cany off anything

at ail, and we went down to tell Cortds what wc had seen

concerning the things on which he had sent us to report,

Then Fedro de Ireio told Cortds about the contenlii)n

that I had had with him which pleased Cortds grcatl)^

after giving an account of what there was there, Pedro

dc Ireio said, I took nothing from them although Berna!

Diaz del Castillo had already laden eight Indians with

cloth and would have brought them aw^ay loaded had I

not stopped him.” Then Cortds rej3lied, half angrily

Why did he not bring them, you ought to have stayed

there with the cloth and the Indians’’ and he added Sec

how they understand me, I sent them to help themselves,

and from Bernal Diaz who did understand me, they took

away the spoil which he was taking from those dogs who

ilii
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will sit there laughing at us in the company of those whom
we have killed and wounded/*

When Pedro de Ircio heard this he wished to go up to

the stronghold again, but he was told that there was no

reason for his going, and that on no account should he

return there.

Let us leave this talk and say that the people from the

other hill came in, and, after much discussion about their

being pardoned for their past deeds, all gave their fealty to

His Majesty. As there was no water in that place we

went at once to a fine pueblo already mentioned b}-" me in

the last chapter called Oaxtepec, where is the garden

which I have said is the best that I have ever seen in all

my life, and so said the Treasurer Alderete and the monk
Fray Pedro Melgarejo and our Cortes. When they saw

it and walked about in it they admired it greatly and said

that they had never seen a better garden in Spain. I

must add that we all found quarters in the garden that

night The Caciques of the town came to speak and offer

their services to Cortes, for Gonzalo de Sandoval had

already brought them to peace when he entered the town,

as I have written fully in the chapter which treats of that

event. That night we slept there and the next morning

very early we left for Cuernavaca^ and we met some

squadrons of Mexicans who had come out from that town

and the horsemen pursued them more than a league and a

half until they took refuge in another large pueblo called

Tepostlan where the inhabitants were so completely off

their guard that we fell upon them before their spies whom
they had sent to watch us could reach them.

Here we, found some very good-looking Indian women
and much spoil, but none of the Mexicans nor any of the

1 Coadlabaca in the text (Mexi Cqauhnahuac). In this instance
the name is given in mistake for Yautepec. (Cf* Cortds^s Third
Letter.)

'

. F 2.
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inhabitants waited for os in the town, so Cortes sent three

or four times to siimmoni the Caciques to come and make

peace, and said that if they did not come he would burn

the town and go in search of them. They replied that

they did not mean to come, therefore, so as to strike fear

into the other pueblos, Cortes ordered half the houses

rouiicl about to be set on fire. At that very moment the

Cacicjiies from the pueblo that w’e had passed that day

which I have said is called Yaxitcpcc came and gave their

fealty to His Majesty. The next day we took the road

for a much better and larger town named Coadlabaca (at

the present time we usually alter the spelling and call it

Cueroavaca), atid it was garrisoned by many warriors both

Mexican and Native, and was very strong on account of

the Barrancas more than eight fathoms deep, with running

water at the bottom, but the volume of water is small

However, they made the place into a stronghold and there

'Was no way of entering for horses except by two bridges

which had already been broken down. This protection

was sufficient to prevent our forcing an entrance so we

fought xrith them from across the stream and ravine, and

they shot many arrow’s and lances at us and hurled stones

from their slings, so that they fell thicker than hail While

'-this was happening Cortfe was informed that about half a

league further on there was a place where horses could

pass, and he at once set off with all the horsemen while all

of us remained looking for some way to get across, and

we saw that by means of some trees which stood near the

edge one could get over to the other side of that deep

ravine, and although three soldiers fell from the trees into

the water below, and one of them broke his leg, neverthe-

less we did cross over although the danger was great As

for me I will say truly that when I was crossing and saw

. ,how bad and dangerous the passage was, I turned quite
'

'giddy, still I got across,' I and others of our soldiers and
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many Tlaxcalans, and we fell on the -rear of the Mexicans

who were shooting stones and darts and arrows at our

people, and when they saw us they could not believe it,

and thought that we were more numerous than we were.

At that moment Cristobal de Olid and Andres de Tapia

and other horsemen who at great risk had crossed by a

broken bridge, arrived on the scene and we fell on the

enemy so that they turned their backs and fled into the

thickets about the deep ravine where we could not reach

them. Soon afterwards Cortds himself arrived with the

rest of the horsemen.

In this town we took great spoil both of large bales of

cloth as well as good-looking women. Cortes ordered us

to remain there that day and we all found quarters in the

beautiful garden of the chief of the town.

Although I feel bound to speak many times in the

course of this story about the great precautions of sentinels,

spies and scouts which were taken wherever we were,

whether encamped or on the march, it would be tedious

to repeat it too often, and for this reason I will go on and

say that our scouts came to tell Cortes that twenty Indians

were approaching, and that from their movements and

appearance they seemed to be Caciques and chieftains

who were bringing messages or coming to seek for peace.

They proved to be the Caciques of the town, and when

they arrived where Cortds was standing they paid him

great respect and presented him with some gold jewels

and asked him to pardon them for not meeting him

peacefully, but they said the Lord of Mexico commanded

them to stay in their stronghold and thence to make

war on us, and had sent a large force of Mexicans to

aid them, but from what they had now seen, there was

no place, however strong it might be, that we would not

attack and dominate, and they begged him [Cortes] to

have mercy and make peace with' them. Cortes received
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them graciously, and told them -that we were the vassals of

a great Prince, the Emperor Don Carlos, who was good

to all those who wished to serve him and that in his Ro>'a!

Xame he would receive them in peace, and they then gave

their fealty to Mis Majesty* I remember that thrisc

Caciques said that our gods had warned their g'ods that

tlicir jjcrsniis and property and towns would be chastized.

W'e must leave them there and relate how very early on

the next da\* we set out for aiiothcr great town named

Xtudiimilco and what happened on the road and in the

city, and the attacks that were made on us I will go on to

tell iibout, up to our return to Tcxcoco.

CHAPTER CXLV.

About the great thirst that we endured on the march and the great

danger thul we were in at Xochiniilco from the many battles and

skirmishes which we fought against the Mexicans and the natives

of that city, and the many other warlike encounters which we

went titrough before returning to Texcoco*

So tve set out towards Xochimilco, which is a great city

where nearly all the houses are built in a fresh water

lake, distant about two and a half leagues from Mexico.

We marched with great circumspection and in close order

as it was always our custom to do, and we passed through

some pine forests, but there was no water whatever along

the roach As we carried our ' arms on our backs and it

was already late and the sun was, very hot we suffered

much from thirsty but we did not know if there was any

water ahead of us, for we, had,, marched tw'o or three

leagues and we w^ere stiff uncertain how’ far off was the

pool which we had been told was' on the road. When
Cortds saw that the whole of the army was tired out and

our allies the Tlaxcalans were dis,pirsted, and one of them
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had died of thirst, and I believe one of our soldiers who

was old and ailing also died of thirst, he ordered a halt

to be made in the shade of some pine trees and sent six

horsemen ahead on the road to Xochimilco to see how

far off the nearest village, or farm, or poo! of water might

be, so that we might know if it were near and might go

and sleep there.

When the horsemen (who were CfistcSbal de Olid and

a certain Valdenebro, and Pedro Gonzales de Trujillo and

some other energetic men) set out, I made up my mind to

step aside so that neither Cortes nor the horsemen should

see me, and with my three strong and active Tlaxcalan

servants I followed behind the horsemen until they

observed me coming behind them, and stopped in order

to turn me back for fear that there should be some

unexpected attack by Mexican warriors from whicii I

could not defend myself Nevertheless I preferred to go

on with them, and Cristobal de Olid, as he was a friend of

mine, said that I might go but should 'keep rny hands

ready to fight and my feet ready to place myself in safety

if there was any fear of warriors, however, my thirst was

so great that I would have risked my life to satisfy it

About half a league ahead there were a number of farms

and cottages on the hillsides belonging to the people of

Xochimilco. The horsemen left me and went to search

for pools of water and they found some and satisfied their

thirst, and one of my Tlaxcalans brought out of a .house

a large pitcher of very cold water (for they have very

large pitchers in that country) from which I quenched my
thirst, and so did they.

Then I determined to return to where 'Cort& was
resting, for the dwellers in the farms were already giving

'

the call to .arms and shouting and whistling at us.
^

With /

the help of the Tlaxcalans- 1 carried along 'the 'pitcher

full of water and I found Corlfe who ' was beginning to
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march again with his army. I told him that there was

water at the farms near by and that I had already had

a drink and was bringing water in a pitcher which the

Tiaxcalans were bringing very carefully hidden, so that

it should mil be taken from me, for thirst has no laws,

and Cc)riu.*:> and some of the other gentlemen drank from

ii, and lie was well satisfied and all were rejoiced and

hastened on their march so that we arrived at the farms

before the sun had set

Wiiter was found in the houses, but not very much of

it, and owing to the hunger and thirst tliat lhc>' suffered

sonic of the soldiers ate some plants like thistles which

hurt their tongues and mouths.

just then the horsemen returned and reported that

the pool of water was a long way off, and that all the

country was being called to arms, and that it would be

advisable to sleep where \vc were. So sentinels and

watchmen and scouts were at once posted and I was one

of the watchmen, and I remember that it rained a little

that night and there was a very high wind

The next day very early in the rnorning \vc began

our march again and about eight o*clock wc arrived at

Xochimilco. I cannot estimate the great tuiiiiber of tlie

warriors who were waiting for us, some on the land and

others in a passage by a broken bridge, and the great

number of breast works and barricades which had been

thrown up, and the lances which they carried made from

the swords captured from us during the great slaughter

on the causeways at Mexico. Many of the Indian captains

carried shining swords, taken from iis, fixed on the end

of long lances, and there were archers and those who
used double-pointed javelins and slings with stones and

two handed swords like broadswords edged with stone

knives. I say that all the mainland was covered with

them, and al the passage of that bridge wc were fighting
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them for more than half an hour and could not get

through, neither muskets nor crossbows nor the many-

great charges that \ve made were of any avail, and the

worst of all was that many other squadrons of them were

already coming to attack us on our flanks. When we saw

that, we dashed through the water and bridge, some half

swimming and others jumping, and here some of our

soldiers, much against their will, had perforce to drink so

much of the water beneath the bridge that their bellies

were swollen up from it.

To go back to the battle, at the passage of the bridge

many of our soldiers were wounded, but we soon brought

the enemy to the sword’s point along some streets

where there was solid ground ahead of us. Cortes and

the horsemen turned in another direction on the main-

land where they came on more than ten thousand

Indians, all Mexicans, who had come as reinforcements

to help the people in the cit}', and they fought m such

a way with our troops that, with their lances in rest,

they awaited the attack of the horsemen and wounded

four of them. Cortds was in the middle of the press

and the horse he was riding, which was a very good

one, a dark chestnut called “el Romo’’i either because

he was too fat, or was tired, (for he was a pampered

horse,) broke down, and the Mexican warriors who

were around in great numbers laid hold of Cortds and

dragged him from the horse; others say that by sheer

strength they threw the horse down. Whichever way

it may have happened, Cortds and the horse fell to

the ground, and at that very moment many more

Mexican warriors pressed up to see if they could carry

him off alive. When some Tlaxcalans and also a very

valiant soldier named Cristdbal de Olea (a native 6f
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Qkl CastiHc in the neighbourhood of I^Icdina del Campo)

saw what had happened, they at once carnc ii|> and

with gciod cuts and thrusts they cleared a space so that

C.ortcs could iiioiint again although he was badly woiiiidec!

in the head, Oica wa^ also very badly WfiUiidcd uith

iitree sworcl cuts, l>y that time all of us soldiers who

were aiiyivhcre near came to their help. At that tiiint\

a> e\’erv street in the (lily was troweled with squadrons

warriors and ii< we w’crc obligcrt In foiltnv their

banners, we were not al)!e all to kec}) together, but

some tif us ti;) attack in sorius phicits and souk* of iis

in others as Cortes commanded us. However wc all

knew from the shouts and cries, }X!lls and whistles

that we heard, that where Cortes and the horsenien

were engaged the fight was hottest, and, without further

explanation, although tliere were swarms of warriors

round us, we went at great risk to ourselves to Join

Cortes, Fifteen horsemen had alread}^ Joifiec! him and

w^crc fighting near some canals where the enemy had

thrown up breastworks and barricades, W’heii wc came

up ikvc put the Mexicans lo tlight, but not a!! of them

turned their backs on us, and because the soldier Olea

who had helped our Cortes was very badly wounded

with three sword cuts and was bleeding, and because

the streets of the city were crowded with warriors, we

advi^sed Cortds to turn back to some barricades, so that

lie and Olca and the ' horse might be attended to.

So we turned back, but not ivithout anxiety on

account of the stones, arrows and Javelins wdiich tiicy

fired .at us from the barricades^ for the Mexicans thought

that we were turniiig ' to retreat and they followed us

with great fury.' • At this moment Andres cle Tapia

and - Crist(5bal de Olid came up, and all the rest of the

horsemen who had gone off with them in other directions.

Blood was streaming 'Aown Olid's facc> and frona his
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horse and from all the rest of them, for everyone was

wounded, and they said that they had been fighting

against such a host of Mexicans in the open fields that

they could make no headway against them, for when

we had passed the bridge which I have mentioned it

seems that Cortes had divided the horsemen so that

half went in one direction and half in the other, one half

following one set of squadrons and the other half another

set of squadrons.

While we were treating the wounds by searing them

with oil, there was a great noise of yells, trumpets, shells

and drums from some of the streets on the mainland, and

along them came a host of Mexicans into the court where

we were tending the wounded, .and they let fly such a

number of javelins and stones that they at once wounded

many of our soldiers. However, the enemy did not come

very well out of that incursion for we at once charged on

them and with good cuts and thrusts we left most of them

stretched out on the ground.

The horsemen too were not slow in riding out to the

attack and killed many of them, but two of the horses

were wounded. We drove them out of that place or

court, and when Cort& saw that there were no more of

the enemy we went to rest in another great court where

stood the great oratories of the city.

Many of our soldiers ascended the highest temple where

the Idols were kept, and from thence looked over the

Great City of Mexico and the lakes, for one had a com-

manding view of it all, and they could see approaching

more than two thousand canoes full of warriors who were

coming straight towards us from Mexico. Later on we

learnt that the Prince of Mexico named Guatemoc had

sent them to attack us that night or next day, and at the

same time he sent another ten thousand warriors by land

so that by attacking us both on one side and the other,
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not one of ns should go ont of that city alive. He had

also got ready another ten thousand men as a reinforce-

ment when the attack was made. All this we found out

on the following day from five ^lexicati captains wlio

were captured during the battle.

Unwever^ our Lord Cffdaincd that it shraild tic other-

wise, for when that great fleet of canoes was ob.served

and it was kncAvn that they were trailing to attack us,

we agreed to keep a very good watch throiighoui the

camp, espedai!)’ at the landing places arid canals where

they had to diseinbarlo The liorscnien weax' W'aiting very

much on the alert all night Through, with the horses

saddled and bridled on the causeway and on the mainland,

and Cortes and all his captains were keeping watch and

going the rounds all night long* I and two otlicr soldiers

were posted as sentinels on some masonr)' walls, and we

had [got together] many stones where wc were posted,

and the soldiers of our company were provided with cross-

bows and muskets and long lances, h> tliai if tlic enciiiy

should reach the landing place o!i the canals we could

resist them and make them turn back
;
other soldiers

wxrrcw]msted as... guards. .:orr.x:Tlier eanak. ...

While my companions and ! were watching wc heard

a sound of many canoes being paddled, allhiuigh they

approached with muffled paddles, to disembark at the

landing place where we were posted, and with a good

shower of stones and with the lances we opposed them

so that they did not dare to disembark* W'e setit one

of our companions to give warning to Cortes, and ivliile

this was happening there again approached many more

canoes laden with warriors, and they began to shoot

many darts and stones and arrows at us, and as wc again

opposed them, two of otir soldiers were tvounded in the

head, but as it was night time and very dark the canoes

w^ent to jcjio the captains’ of the whole fleet of canoes and
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they all went off together to disembark at another landing

place where the canals were deeper. As they were not

used to fight during the night, they all went to join the

squadrons that Guatemoc had sent by land which already

numbered more than fifteen thousand Indians.

I also wish to relate, but not for the purpose of boasting

about it, that when our companion went to report to

Cortes that many canoes full of warriors had reached the

landing place where we were watching, Cortes himself

accompanied by ten horsemen came at once to speak to

us, and as he came close to us without speaking we cried

out, I and Gonzalo Sanchez, a Portuguese from Algarve,

and we shouted “ who comes there, are not 3^011 able to

speak, wdiat do 3^^011 want?” and we threw three or four

stones at him. When Cort<§s recognised my voice and

that of my companion he said to the Treasurer Julian de

Aldcrete and to Fray Pedro Melgarejo and the Maestre de

Campo, Cristobal de Olid, who were accompan3dng him

on his rounds “ We need no further security here than the

two men who are here stationed as watchmen, they are

men who have been with me from the earliest times and

we can fully trust them to keep a good look out even in

a case of still greater danger” and then they spoke to us

and explained the danger that was threatening us.

In the same way without saying more to us they

went on to examine the other outposts and when I was

least expecting it, we heard how they flogged two soldiers

who were lounging through their watch, these were some

of Narvaez*s men.

There is another matter which I call to mind, which

is that our musketeers had no more powder, and the

crossbowmen no arrows, for on the
^

day before they had

fired so quickly that al! had been used up. That same

night Cortes ordered the crossbowmen to get ready all

[the arrows] they possessed and to ' feather
^

them and
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fix on the arrow heads,, for on these expeditions we

always carried many loads of materials for arrows and

over five loads of arrow heads made of copper, so that

we could always make arrows when they were needed. So

ail that night every crossbowman was occupied feathering

and putting heads on the arrows, and Pedro Barba, who

was their Captain never ceased from overseeing the work

and from time to time Cortes assisted him.

Ixt us leave this and relate that as soon as there

was daylight we saw all the l\Iexican squadrons closing

in on the court where we were encamped, and, as the}'

never caught us napping, the horsemen in one direction

where there was firm ground, and we and our Tlaxcalan

allies ill another, charged through them and killed and

wounded three of their captains who died the next day,

and our allies made a good capture and took as prisoners

five chieftains, from whom we learnt what orders had been

given by Guatemoc, as I have already related.

' '^-Many of our soldiers were wounded in that battle, but

this encounter was not the end of the fighting, for our

horsemen following on the heels of the enemy, came on

the ten thousand warriors whom Giiatemtic had sent as

reinforcements to help and support those whom he had

sent in advance. The ^Mexican Captains who came with

this force carried
^

swords captured from us, and made

many demonstrations of the valour with which they wcaiid

use them saying that they would sia)' us with our own

arms. When our horsemen who were few in niiinber

found themselves close to the enemy and saw the great

number of squadrons, they feared to attack them, and they

moved aside so as not to meet them uriiil Cortds and all c^f

m could come to their aid. When we heard of this, with-

out a mementos delay, ail .the horsemen who were left in

mounted their horses although both men and horses were

wounded, and all the soldiers and crossbowmen and our
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Tlaxcalan allies marched out and we charged in such a

way that we broke the ranks of the enemy and got at

them hand to hand and with good sword play made them

abandon their unlucky enterprise and leave us the field

of battle.

Let us leave this and go on to say that we captured

some other chieftains there and heard from them that

Guatemoc had ordered another great flotilla of Canoes to

be despatched and was sending many more warriors by

land, and had said to his warriors that when we were

weary from our recent encounters and had many dead and

wounded, wc would become careless, thinking that no

more squadrons \rould be sent against us, and that with

the large force he was then sending they would be able to

defeat us. When this was known, if we had been on the

alert before we were much more so now, and it was agreed

that the next day we should leave the city and not wait

for more attacks. That day we spent in attending to the

wounded, and in cleaning our arms and making arrows.

It appears that in this city there were many rich men

who had very large houses full of mantles and cloth and

Indian cotton shirts, and they possessed gold and feather

m^'ork and much other property. It so happened that while

we were occupied as I have described, the Tlaxcalans and

some of our soldiens chanced to find out in what part of

the town these houses w'ere situated, and some of the

Xochimilco prisoners went with them to point them out.

These houses stood in the fresh water lake and one could

reach them by a causeway, but there were two or three

small bridges in the causeway where it crossed some deep

canals, and as our soldiers went to the houses and found

them full of cloth and no one was guarding them, they

loaded themselves and many, of the Tlaxcalans with the

cloth and the gold ornainents and came with it' to the

camp. Some of the other soldiers when they saw this,
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also set out for the houses, and while they were
_

inside

taking the cloth out of some huge wooden boxes, at that

very moment a great flotilla of canoes arrived fill! of

Indians from Mexico who fell upon them and wmiiided

mail)' of the soldiers, and carried off four of them alive and

took them to ilexico, but the rest escaped

One of those who was carried off was Juan de Lara and

another Alonzo Hernandez, but I forget the names of the

others. When these four soldiers were taken to Guatemoc

he learnt how few of us we were who had come with

Cortes and that many of us were wounded, and all that

he wished to know about our journey. When he had

thoroughly informed himself about ail this, he ordered the

arms, feet and heads of our unfortunate companions to be

cut off and sent them to the towns of our allies, to those

that had already made peace with us, and he sent to tell

them that he did not think there would be one of us left

alive to return to Texcoco* The hearts and blood were

offered to the Idols.

Let us leave this and say how he at once sent many

fleets of canoes full of warriors, and other companions by

land, and told them to see to it that we did not leave

Xochimilco alive. As f am tired of writing about the

many battles and encounters which we fought against the

Mexicans in those days, and yet cannot omit to mention

them, I will say that as soon as dawn broke* there came

such a host of Culuaiis, that is Mexicans, by tlie waterways

and others by the causeways and by the mainland that we

could hardly break them up. So we then went out from

the city to a great Plaza which stood at a little distance

from the town, where they were used to hold their markets,

and halted there with all our baggage ready for the march.

Cortes then began to make us a speech about the danger

in which we were placed, for we knew for certain that in

the bad passes on the roads, at the creeks and on the
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canals the whole power of Mexico and its allies would be

lying in wait for uSj and he told us that it would be a good

thing, and it was his command, that we should march

unencumbered and should leave the baggage and the

cloths so that it should not impede us when it came to

fighting. When we heard this with one voice we answered

that, please God we were men enough to defend our

property and persons and his also, and that it would show

great cowardice to do such a thing. When Cortes knew
our wishes and heard our reply he said that he prayed

God to help us, and then knowing the strength and power

of the enemy, we arranged the order of march, the baggage

and the wounded in the middle, the horsemen divided so

that half of them marched ahead and half as a rearguard.

The crossbowmen and our native allies we also placed near

the middle as a security, for the Mexicans were accustomed

to attack the baggage. Of the musketeers we did not

take much count for they had no powder left.

In this order we began our march, and when the

squadrons of Mexicans whom Guatemoc had sent out

that day saw us retreating from Xochimilco they thought

that it was from fear and that we did not dare to meet

them, which was true, and so great a host of them started

off at once and came directly against us that they wounded

eight soldiers of whom two died within eight days, and

they thought to defeat us and break into the baggage, but

as we marched in the order I have described they were not

able to do it However, all along the road until we reached

a large town called Coyoacan, about two leagues distant

from Xochimilco, the warriors never ceased to make sudden

attacks on us from positions where we could not well get

at them, but whence they could assail us' with javelins and

stones and arrows, and then take refuge in the neigh-

bouring creeks and ditches.

YOU IV, G
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When we arrived ''at Coyoacaii about' ten o'clock in the

morning we found it deserted.

I wish now to say that there are many cities stancling

about two leagues apart from one another, near the Great

City of llcxico, such as Xochimilco, Coyoacaii, Churiibiisco,

Iztapalapa, Ciiitiahuac and Mexqiiic^ and two or three

other pueblos, (the greater part of them built in the water,)

which stand a league and a half or two leagues one from

the other, and from all of them many Indian warriors had

assembled in Xochimilco to fight against us. I will go on

to say that when we arrived at this large town and found

it deserted, as it stands on level ground, we determined to

rest there that day and the next so as to attend to the

wounded and to make arrows, for we understood very well

that we should have to fight more battles before retiiriiiiig

to our camp at Texcoco.

Next day early in the morning we began our march in

the same formation that we were accustomed to keep,

following the road to Tacuba, which stands about two

leagues from our starting place. At one place on the road

many squadrons of warriors divided into three parties

came out to attack us, but we resisted a!! three attacks,

and the horsemen followed the enemy over the level

ground until they took refuge in the creeks and canals.

As we kept on our way in the manner I have described,

Cortbs left us with ten horsemen to prepare an ambush

for the Mexicans who came out from the creeks and made

attacks on us. He took with him four pages and the

Mexicans pretended that they were running away and

Cortes with the horsemen and servants followed them.

Then Cortds saw that there was a large force of the enemy
placed in ambush who fell upon him and his horsemen

^ Suchimilico, Cuyuacan, Iluichikibusco, Y^talapa, Cuecllavaca
and Mczquique in the
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and wounded some horses and if they had not retreated

at once they would all have been killed or taken prisoners.

As it was, the Mexicans carried ofif alive two out of the

four soldiers who were pages to Cortes, and they carried

them to Guatemoc who had them sacrificed.

Let us stop talking about this disaster and say that

we arrived at Tacuba with our banners flying and with

all the army and the baggage. The rest of the horsemen

had come in with Pedro de Alvarado and Cristobal de

Olid, but Cortes and the ten horsemen who were with

him did not appear, and we had an uncomfortable suspicion

that some disaster might have overtaken him. Then Pedro

de Alvarado and Cristobal de Olid and other horsemen

went in search of him, in the direction of the creeks where

we had seen him turn off. At that moment the other two

pages who had gone with Cortes and who had escaped

with their lives came into camp, (one who was named

Monroy and the other Tomds de Rijoles,) and they told

us all that I have already related, and said that they had

escaped because they were fleet of foot, and that Cortes

and the others were following slowly because their horses

were wounded. While we were talking Cortes appeared,

at which we all rejoiced, although he had arrived very

sad and almost tearful. The two pages who were carried

off to Mexico to be sacrificed were called one of them

Francisco Martin Bendaval (and this name of Bendaval

was given to him because he was a little mad) and the

other was called Pedro Gallego,

When we arrived at Tacuba it rained heavily and we

took shelter for nearly two hours in some large courts,

and Cortes with some other captains and the treasurer

Alderetc, who was unwell, and the Friar Melgarejo and

many of us soldiers ascended the lofty temple of that'

town whence one had a good view of the city of Mexico

which is quite near, and of the lake and the other cities

' -02
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that .1 have spoken of, which are bnilt in the water. When
the Friar and the treasurer Alderete saw so mriny and

such great cities all standing in the water, they were

astonished, and when they looked at the Great City of

Mexico and the lake and the great multitude of canoes,

some going laden with food, others out fishing and others

empty, much more did they marvel, and said that our

coming to this New Spain, was not an act of human

beings but that it was the great Mercy of God who liad

ordained that wc should hold the country and protect it,

and that they had already said that they never remem-

bered to have read in any writing of any vassals who

had done such great services- for their King as we had

done, and that now they said it the more positively and

that they would send an account of it to His Majesty.

I will omit the rest of the conversation that took place

there, and how the Friar consoled Cortds for the loss of

his pages, for he was deeply grieved about them, and will

say how Cortds and all of us stood there viewing from

Tacuba the great Temple of Huichilobos and Tlatelolco

and the buildings where we had been used to lodge, and

we could see all the city and the bridges and the cause-

way along which we had fled. At that moment Cortes

heaved a sigh of great sadness, very much greater tlian he

had felt before, thinking of his men who had been killed

before he descended that lofty temple. From this

originated the song or romance :~

En Tacuba esta Cortis

Con su esquadron esforzado

Triste estaba y muy penoso

Tristc y can gran ciiydado

Una niano cn la mexilla

y la otra en el costado, etc.

Cortds stood in Tacuba

With liis valiant comfjany

Sad be was, and very anxious

Sad and weighed down will care

One hand was to his face

The Ollier to his side, etc.

I remember that then a soldier called the Bachelor

Alonzo Perez, who after New Spain was conquered
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the fiscal and a settler in Mexico, said to him, “ Sefior, do
not feel so sad-such things must happen in war, and it

will not be said of your honour

:

Mira Nero de Tarpeya I Nero from the Tarpean rockA Ivoma como se ardia 1 Watched Rome as it was burning”

Cortes answered him, “you have seen how many times
I have sent to Mexico praying them to make peace, for
I am not grieving over one matter only, but at the
thought of the great hardships through which we must
pass before we gain the mastery, and that with the help
of God we will soon set to the work.”
Enough of these dialogues and romances, for it was

not the right time for them; let me say that there was
a suggestion made among our soldiers and captains to
go and take a look at the causeway, as it ran so close
to where we were in Tacuba. However as we had no
powder, and very few arrows, and nearly all the soldiers
in the army were wounded, and remembering that it was
little more than a month since Cortds had been there
and had tried to pass along the causeway with a large
number of soldieis, and had been in such great danger
that there was fear of his being defeated, (as I have
related in the chapter which treats of that matter), it

was agreed that we should keep on our march, for fear
lest some day or night we should become involved in «

Escapnsalco in the, text
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chapter that treats of it, that there were three serpents

in the chief oratory in which they worshipped and they

had them for their Idols. This town was also deserted.

From thence we rvent to Guatitlan, and throughout the

day it never ceased raining with heavy rainstorms, and

as we marched with our arms shouldered and never took

off [our harness] by day or night, what with the weight

and the soaldng we got, we were quite broken down. We
arrived at that large town when night was falling but

it also was deserted. It never ceased raining all night

long and the mud was very deep. The natives of the

place and some squadrons of Mexicans yelled at us all

night from the canals and other places where we could

do them no harm. As it was raining and very dark

no sentinels could be posted or rounds made, and no order

was kept, nor could we find those who were posted, and

this I can myself assert for they stationed me as a

watchman for the first watch, and neither officer nor

patrol visited me, and so it was throughout the camp.

Let us leave this careles.sness and say that the next

day we continued our march to another large pueblo’

of which I do not i-emember the name
;

the mud was

very deep in it, and vve found it deserted. The following

day we passed by other deserted pueblos and the day

after we reached a pueblo called Aculman, subject to

Texcoco. When they knew in Texcoco that we were

coming, they came out to receive Cortes, and there were

many Spaniards who had lately come from Spain.

Captain Gonzalo de Sandoval with many soldiers also

came out to receive us and with him came the Lord

of Texcoco, who as I have already said was called

Don Fernando.

Cortes had a good reception both from our own people

‘ Gilotepeque (Cortes Third Letter), z.r., Citlaltepec
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and from those recently come from Spain, and a still

more cordial reception from the natives of the neighbouring

towns who at once brought us food.

That night Sandoval returned to Texcoco with all

his soldiers to, protect his camp,, and the next .moriiiii,",,

Cortes and all of us continued our march to Tcxcoco.

So we marched on weary and wounded, and having left

many of our soldier companions behind us dead, or in

the power of the Mexicans to be sacrificed, and instead

of resting and curing our wounds we had to meet a

conspiracy organized by certain persons of quality who
were partisans of Narvaez, for the purpose of i:il!iiig

Cortes and Gonzalo de Sandoval, Pedro de Alvarado

and Andres de Tapia.

What else happened I will go on to relate.

CHAPTER CXLVI.

How when we arrived at Texcoco with Cortds and ail our army from

the expedition after making a circuit of the towns nf the lake, it

had been settled among certain of those persorib who came with

Narvaez to kill Corttfs and ali w^ho shoukl go to hi^ tkfence.

And lie who was the principal author of this farce was one whu
had been a servant of Diego Velasquez the Governor of Cuba,
and Cortes ordered this soldier to be hanged 1 and how the

slaves were branded, and ali the camp and the friendly towns
were got ready, and a review was held, and orders given and
other things that happened.

As I have already said we returned broken up and

wounded from the expedition that I have recorded.

It appears that a great friend of the Governor of Cuba
named Antonio de VillafaSa, a native of Zamora or Toro,

planned with other soldiers of the party of Narvaez,

(I will not mention their names for their honour's sake),

that when Cortds should thus return from that expcdilion
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they would kill him with dagger thrusts. As a Spanish

ship had arrived at that time it was to happen in this

way: when Cortes should be seated at tabic dining

with his CaptainSj one of the persons who had made

the plot should bring him a letter firmly closed up and

sealed as though it came from Castile, and should say

that it came from his father Martin Cortes^ and while

he was reading it they should stab Idm with daggers,

both Cortes and ail the Captains and soldiers who should

happen to be near Cortes and would defend him.

When all that I have spoken about had already been

talked over and prepared, it pleased Our Lord that those

who had arranged it should give a share in the affair

to two important persons (I wish also to avoid mentioning

their names) %vho had gone on the expeditions with iis,

and in the plan that had
,

been made they had named one

of these persons to be captain general when they had

killed Cort&, and other soldiers of the party of Narvaez

they appointed chief alguazil and ensign, and alcaldes,

magistrates, treasurer and inspector and other officers

of that sort
;
and they had even divided among them-

selves our property and horse.s, and this plot was kept

secret until two days after our arrival at Texcoco.

It pleased our Lord God that such a thing should

not come to pass, for New^ Spain would have been lost

and all of us, for parties and follies would have sprung

up at once.

It seems that a soldier divulged it [the plot] to Cortfe,

who at once put a stop to it before more fuel could

be added to the fire, for that good soldier asserted that

many persons of quality ^'were concerned in it When
Cortds knew of it, after making great promises and gifts,

which he gave to the man who disclosed it to him, he

at once secretly informed all our Captains, namely,

Pedro de Alvarado, Francisco de Lugo, Cristobal de Olid,
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Andres de Tapia, Gonzalo de Sandoval and me, and the

two alcaldes who were on duty that year, namely, Luis

Marin and Pedro de Ircio and all of us who were

adherents of Cortes.

As soon as vve knew about it we got ready, and without

further delay went with Cortes to the lodging of Antonio

Villafaaa, and there were present with him many of those

who were in the conspiracy, and with the aid of four

aiguaciles whom Cortes had brought with him we
promptly laid hands on Villafana, and the Captains and
soldiers who were with him at once began to flee and

Cortes ordered them to be seized and detained. As soon

as we held Villafana prisoner Cortes drew from his

[Villafafia’s]' breast the memorandum which he possessed

with the signatures of all who were in the conspiracy,

and after he had read it and had seen that there were

many persons of quality in it, so as not to dishonour

them, he spread the report that Villafana had swallowed

the memorandum and that he [Cortes] had neither

seen nor read it, and he at once brought him to

trial. When his [Villafana’s] statement was taken he

spoke the truth and with the many witnesses of good

faith and credibility whose evidence they took on the

case, the regular Alcaldes jointly with Cortes and the

Quarter Master Cristobal de Olid gave sentence, and

after he had confessed with the priest Juan Diaz, they

hanged him from the window of a room where he had

lodged.

Cortds did not wish that anyone else should be dis-

honoured in that affair, although at that time many were

made prisoners in order to frighten them, and to make
a show that he wished to punish others, but as the time

was not suitable he overlooked it.
‘

Cortfe at once agreed to have a guard for his person,

and the Captain of it was a gentleman named Antonio '
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of Zamora, with six soldiers, good

who guarded him [Cortds] day and

And he begged us, whom he knew belonged

to look after his person. Although from

forth he showed great kindness to those who

he distrusted them.

that he at once ordered

all the Indian

de Quiilones a native

and valiant men

night,

to his party

that time

were in the conspiracy

Let us leave this subject and say

it to be proclaimed that, within two days,

men and women that we had captured on those expedi-

tions should be brought to be branded, and a house was

de.signatcd for the purpose.

So as not to waste more words in thiA story about

the way that they' were sold at the auction, (beyond what

I have said at other times on the two other occasions

when they were branded,) if it were done badly bcfoit,

it was done much w'orse this time, for, after taking out

the royal fifth, Cortes took his fifth and further thefts

for Captains, and if those we sent to be branded were

handsome and good Indian women they stole them by

nipht from the crowd, so that they' should not reappear



BOOK XII

THE SIEGE AND FALL OF MEXICO,

CHAPTER CXLVII

How Cortes ordered all the pueblos which were friendly to us in the

neighbourhood of Texcoco to make a store of arrows and copper

arrow heads, and what other orders he gave in our camp.

a
FTER Antonio de Villafafia had been

punished, and those had quieted down

who jointly with him had conspired

to kill Cortes and Pedro de Alvarado

and Sandoval and such of us as

should try to defend them, as I have

already more fully written in the last

Chapter, and when Cortds saw that the sloops were already

built and their rigging, sails and oars were in place, and

that there were spare oars for each sloop, and that the

canal by which they were to pass out to the lake was very

broad and deep, he sent to advise all the friendly pueblos

near Texcoco to make eight thousand arrow heads of

copper in each pueblo, and they were to be good ones like

some others from Castile which they were given as patterns.

And he also ordered them to make and trim for him ih

each pueblo eight thousand arrows of a very good kind of

wood, and for these they also carried away a sample, and
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a native of Zamora, with six soldiers, good

juarded him [Cortes] day and

us, Avhom he knew belonged

ter his person. Although from

•ed great kindness to those who

he distrusted them.

; at once ordered

s, all the Indian

night. And he begge

to his party, to look

that time forth he she

were in the conspiracy

Let us leave this subject and say that he

it to be proclaimed that, \vithin two days

men and women that we had captured on those expedi-

tions should be brought to be branded, and a house was

designated for the purpose.

So as not to waste more words in this story about

the way that they were sold at the auction, (beyond what

I have said at other times on the two other occasions

when they were branded,) if it were done badly^ before,

it was done much worse this time, for, after taking out

the royal fifth, Cortes took his fifth and further thefts

for Captains, and if those we sent to be branded were

handsome and good Indian women they stole them by

night from the crowd, so that they should not reappear

from then till doomsday and on this account many women

were left out, who we afterwards kept as free servants.

Let m leave this subject and say what orders were
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THE SIEGE AND FALL OF MEXICO,

CHAPTER CXLVII

How Cortes ordered all the pueblos which were friendly to us in the

neighbourhood of Texcoco to make a store of arrows and copper

arrow heads, and what other orders be gave in our camp.

a
FTER Antonio de Villafafla had been

punished, and those had quieted down

who jointly with him had conspired

to kill Cortds and Pedro de Alvarado

and Sandoval and such of us as

should try to defend them, as I have

already more fully written in the last

Chapter, and when Cortds saw that the sloops were already

built and their rigging, sails and oars were in place, and

that there were spare oars for each sloop, and that the

canal by which they were to pass out to the lake was very

broad and deep, he sent to advise all the friendly pueblos

near Texcoco to make eight thousand arrow heads of

copper in each pueblo, and they were to be good ones like

some others from Castile which they were given as pattprhs^

And he also ordered them to make and trim for him in

each pueblo eight thousand arrows of a very good kind df

wood, and for these they also carried away a sample, and
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he gave them a limit of eight clays in which to bring both

the arrows and arrow heads to oor camp. They brought

them within the time allotted, and there were more than

fifty thousand arrow heads and as many thousand arrows,

and the arrow heads were better than those from Castile.

Then Corte\s immediately comnianded Pedro Barba, who

was at that time captain of the crossbowmen, to divide

both arrows and arrow heads among all the crossbow'men,

and to order them to polish and oil them, and to put feathers

on them with a paste, (which sticks better than that from

Castile) which is made from some roots called Zacotlc. He
also gave an order to Pedro Barba that each crossbowman

should have two clean and well plaited cords for his

crossbow, and as many spare nuts,'^ so that if a cord should

break or a nut fly off, they could at once put another in its

place, and that they should always shoot at a mark, and

see to what distance the crossbow would carry, and for

this purpose lie gave them a quantity of Valencia thread

for the cords, for in the ship belonging to Juan dc Burgos,

which I have said arrived from Spain a few days before,

much thread was brought and a large quantity of powder

and crossbows and many other arms and horseshoes and

muskets. Cortes also ordered the horsemen to have their

horses shod, and to get their lances ready and to parade

every day on horseback and gallop and train their horses

to turn swiftly, and to skirmish*

When this was done he sent messengers and letters to

our friend Xicotenga the elder, who, I have said at other

times, had already become a Christian and %vas called Don
Lorenzo dc Vargas, and to his son Xicotenga the younger

and to his brothers, and to Chichimecatecle, informing

them that when the day of Corpus Christi was passed, tve

were going to leave this city to proceed against Mexico

* Miiezs«the catch made of bone into which llie cord was hooked
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and to invest it. He told them to send him twenty

thousand warriors from their own people at Tlaxcala, and

from those of Huexotzingo and Cholula, for all were now

friend.s and brothers in arms, and they all knew the time

of meeting and the plan, as he had informed them by

their own Indians who were continually leaving our camp

laden with the spoils from the expeditions we had

made.

He also gave warning to the people of Chaleo and

Tlamanako and their vassals, to be prepared when we

should send to summon them, and he gave them to under-

stand that we were about to invest Mexico, and the time

when we should set out, and he said the same to Don

Fernando the Lord of Texcoco and to his chieftains and

to all his vas.sals, and to all the other towns friendly to us.

One and all replied that they would do exactly what

Cortds sent to order them, and that they would come.

The people from Tlaxcala came when the feast of Espiritu

Santo was over. When this was done he determined to

hold a review on one of the feast days. I will go on to

tell the arrangement that he made.

CHAPTER CXLVIII.

How a review was held in the City of Texcoco, in the great courts of

that city, and what horsemen and crossbowmen and musketeers

and soldiers were present, and the orders that were proclaimed

and other things that were done.

After the orders were given, in the manner I have already

stated, and messengers and letters had been sent to our

friends the people of Tlaxcala and of Chaleo, and warning

given to the other towns, Cortds decided with our Capthlos

and soldiers that on the second day of the feast of Espfritu

Santo (this was the year one thousand five hundred and
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twenty one) a review should ' be ' held. This review was

held in the great Courts /of Tcxcdcd and there were

present eighty-four horsemen, six hundred and fifty

soldiers with swords and shields and man)* with lances,

and one hundred and ninety four crossbowincii ant!

musketeers. From these there were chosen to man the

thirteen launches those that I will now mention for each

launch, twelve crossbowmen and musketeers
;
these men

were not to row, for in addition to them there were also

set apart another twelve meiij six on each side as rowers

for each launch. These are the dozen I spoke «a}Xiiit« and

besides these there was a Captain for each launch, m that

with the Captain, every launch carried twenty-five soldiers.

Thirteen launches each with twent}***fivc soldiers comes

to two hundred and eighty-eight soldiers, and with the

artillerymen, which were given them in addition to the

twenty-five soldiers, there were in all the launches, three

himclred soldiers, according to the account which I have

givend

He [CortCs] also divided among them all the boat guns

and falconets we possessed and the powder he; thought

they would need. When this was done, he ordered the

[following] rules, which we all had to observe, to be

proclaimeil

First, no man should dare to blaspheme rnir Lewd jcsiis

Christ, nor Our Lady, liis Blessed Mother, nor t!ic Sainted

Apostles, nor any other saints under heavy penalty.

Second, no soldier should liltreat our allies, since

they went to help us, or should take anything awaj’

from them even if they ' should be spoils gained by

^ The arithmetic is cemfusinf*' as is also that of Cortes, %¥ho says—
(Second Letter) “ For the thirteen sloops, I left three hiindred fiien,

nearly all of them skilful sailors, so llmi in each sloop there were
twenty-five Spaniards, 'and each vessel carried a Captain, a Veedor,
and sk Crossbowmen and Musketeers*”
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war, whether Indian men or women or gold or silver or

Chalchihuites.

Another was, no soldier should dare to depart either

by day or night from our camp to go to any pueblo of

our allies, or anywhere else, either to fetch food or for any

other matter, under heavy penalties.

Another, all the soldiers should wear very good armour,

well quilted, a neck guard, head piece, leggings, and

shield, for we knew about the great number of javelins

and stones and arrows and lances, and for all of them

it was necessary to wear the armour which the proclama-

tion mentioned.

Another, no one should gamble for a horse or arms on

any account, under heavy penalty.

Another, no soldier, horseman, crossbowman, or

musketeer should go to sleep unless he were fully armed

and shod with his sandals, unless it were under the stress

of wounds or because he was suffering from illness, so that

we might be fully prepared whatsoever time the Mexicans

might come to attack us.

In addition to these, the laws were proclaimed which

were ordered to be observed in soldiering ;
that is, that

anyone who sleeps when on guard or leaves his post should

be punished with death, and it was proclaimed that no

soldier should go from one camp to another without leave

from his Captain under pain of death.

Another, that any soldier deserting his Captain in war

or battle, should suffer death.

This proclamation being issued, I will relate what else

was .settled.
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CHAPTER CXLIX.

How Cortes sought the rowers who were needed to row the lanncheSj

and appointed the Captains who were to go in them, and other

things that were done.

After the review (which I have already spoken of several

times) had taken place, Cortes saw that not enough men

who knew how to row could be found to row the launches,

although those who had been brought in the ships which

we destroyed when we came with Cortes were thoroughly

experienced and the sailors from the ships of Narvaez

and those from Jamaica also knew how to row, and all of

them were placed on the list, and had been warned that

they would have to row. Yet counting all of them, there

was not a supply for all the thirteen launches. As many

of the men refused, and even said that they would not

row, Cortes made enquiries to find out who were seamen,

or had been seen to go out fishing, and if they came from

Palos or Moguer or from Triana or ‘ El Puerto', or from any

other port or place where there were sailors, he ordered

them under pain of heavy penalties to go on board the

launches. However high born they might say they were,

he made them go and row, and in this way he got together

one hundred and fifty men as rowers, and they were much

freer from hardships than we were who were stationed on

the causeways fighting, and they became rich from plunder

as I will relate further on.

After Cortes had decided who should go in the launches,

he divided the crossbowmen and musketeers and the

powder, cannon and arrows and everything else that

was necessary among them and ordered them to place

in each launch the royal banners and other banners with

the name that was given to each launch, besides other

things which were needed, and he named as Captains
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for each one of them those whom I will now mention

here:— Garci Holguin, Pedro Barba, Juan de Linpias

Carvajal the deaf, Juan Jaramillo, Jeronimo Ruiz de la

Mota, his companion Caravajal, who is now very old

and lives in the street of San Francisco, and one

Portillo who had just come from Castile, a good soldier

who had a handsome wife, and a Zamora who was a

ship's mate and now lives in Oaxaca, a Colmenero who
was a seaman and a good soldier, a Lema, a Jmes Nortes,

a Briones a native of Salamanca, another Captain whose

name I do not remember, and Miguel Diaz de Auz.

After he had named them, and ordered all the cross-

bowmen and musketeers, and the other soldiers who had

to row to obey the Captains whom he was placing over

them, and not to leave their commands under heavy

penalties, he gave instructions to each Captain what he

was to do, and to what part of the causeways he was

to go, and with which one of the Captains who were on

land [he was to co-operate]. When he had finished

arranging ail that I have mentioned, they came to tell

Cortes that the Captains from Tlaxcala with a great

number of warriors were approaching, and that Xicotenga,

the younger, was coming as their commander in chief,

the same who was commander during the wars in Tlaxcala,

and it was he who plotted the treachery in Tlaxcala when

we came out in flight from Mexico, as I have many other

times recounted, and that he was bringing in his Company

his two brothers, sons of the good old man Don Lorenzo

de Vargas. He [Xicotenga] was also bringing a great

force of Tlaxcalans under the command of Chichimecatecle

and men from Huexotzingo, and another regiment of

Cholulans, although they were few in number, because,

from what I alw^ays observed after we had punished the

people of Cholula (already spoken about by me in the

Chapter treating of it), they never afterwards sided with

VOL. IV. H
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Mexicans nor yet with us, but were keeping on the

look out/ and even when we were expelled from Mexico

they were not found in opposition to us.

Let us leave this, and go back to our story. When
Cortes knew that Xicotenga and his brothers and other

Captains were approaching, (and they were coming one

day before the time he had told them to come,) Cortes

went out a quarter of a league from Texcoco to receive

them with Pedro de i\ivarado and others of our Captains,

and as soon as he met Xicotenga and his brothers, Cortes

paid them great respect and embraced them and all the

other Captains. They approached in fine order, all very

brilliant with great devices, each regiment by itself with

its banners unfurled, and the white bird, like an eagle

with its wings outstretched, which is their badge. The

ensigns waved their banners and standards, and all carried

bows and arrows, two handed swords, javelins and spear

throwers
;
some carried macanas and great lances and

others small lances. Adorned with their feather head-

dresses, and moving in good order and uttering shouts,

cries, and whistles, calling out, Long live the Emperor

our Master'', and ‘'Castile, Castile, Tlaxcala, Tlaxcala”,

they took more than three hours entering Texcoco.

Cortes ordered them to be lodged in good quarters,

and to be supplied with everything we had in our camp.

After many embraces and promises to enrich them, he

took leave of them and told them that next day he would

give them orders what they were to do, and that now

they were tired and should rest

At the very moment that these chiefs from Tlaxcala,

of whom I have spoken, arrived, letters reached our camp
sent by a soldier named Hernando de Barrientos, from

a town named Chinantla, distant about ninety leagues

^ A la niira, on the look out to see which side to take.
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from Mexico, and what was said in them was, that at the

time when we were expelled from Mexico, the Mexicans

had killed his three companions who were at the farm

and mines where the Captain Pizari'o (for so he was called)

had left them to search and explore all the neighbourhood

for rich gold mines, as I have related in the Chapter that

treats of that subject, and that Barrientos had taken refuge

in the town of Chinantla where he remained, for they

[the people of Chinantla] were enemies of the Mexicans.

This [Chinantla] was the town whence they brought the

pikes when we went against Narvaez
;
and because other

particulars which were given in the letter, do not concern

our story, they will be omitted. Cortes wrote to him

[Barrientos] in reply, giving an account of how we were

marching to invest Mexico, and telling him to give his

compliments to ail the chieftains of those provinces, and

to take care not to leave that country until he should

learn by letter from him what he was to do, lest the

Mexicans should kill him on the road. Let us leave

this and say how Cort<§s gave orders as to the way we

should go to invest Mexico and who were to be the

Captains.

CHAPTER CL.

How Cortes ordered three divisions [each composed] of cavalry

crossbowmen and musketeers to go and invest the great city

of Mexico, and the Captains that he named for each division,

and the soldiers, horsemen, crossbowmen, and musketeers that

he divided between them, and the positions and cities where we

were to establish our camps.

He [Cortes] appointed Pedro de Alvarado Captain of one

hundred and fifty sword and shield soldiers (and many

of them carried lances) and thirty horsemen and eighteen

musketeers and crossbowmen, and he named his brother

H 2
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Jorge de Alvarado, and GutMrrez de Badajoz and Andr6s

de Monjaraz to go together with him, and these he

appointed to be Captains of fifty soldiers and to divide

among the three of them the musketeers and crossbowmen,

as many in one Company as in the other. Pedro de

Alvarado was to be Captain of the horsemen and General

of the three companies, and he gave him eight thousand

Tlaxcalans and their Captains, and he selected me and

ordered me to go with Pedro de Alvarado, and told us to

go and take up our position in the City of Taciiba. He
ordered that the armour we took with us should be very

good headpieces, neck coverings and leggings, for the

Mexicans fought against us with arrows, lances and

macanas and other arms such as two handed swords, and

the darts and stones were as numerous as hail-stones, and

our defence was to go well armoured. Notwithstanding

ail this, every day that we were fighting there were deaths

and wounds, as I will relate further on.

Let us go on to the next division. He gave to Cristobal

de Olid, who was quartermaster, other thirty horsemen

and one hundred and seventy-five soldiers and twenty

musketeers and crossbowmen all provided with armour,

in the same way as the soldiers he gave to Pedro de

Alvarado, and he appointed three other Captains who were

Andres de Tapia, Francisco Verdugo, and Francisco de

Lugo, and between all three Captains were divided all

the soldiers and crossbowmen and musketeers. Cristobal

de Olid was Captain General of the three Captains and
of the horsemen, and he gave him another eight thousand

Tlaxcalans, and ordered him to_ go and establish his

camp in the city of Coyoacan, which is two leagues from

Tacuba.

Cort& made Gonzalo’ de 'Sandoval, the chief Algiiacll,

Captain of the other drivision 'of soldiers, and gave him ^

-twenty-four horsemen,, 'fourteen ' musketeers and cross-
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bowmen, one hundred and fifty sword, shield and lance

soldiers, and more than eight thousand Indian warriors

from the people of Chaleo and Huexotzingo and of some

other friendly pueblos through which Sandoval had to

pass, and he gave him as companions and captains, Luis

Marin and Pedro de ireio who were Sandoval's friends,

and ordered the soldiers, crossbowmen and musketeers to

be divided between the two captains, and that Sandoval

should have the horsemen under his command and be

the General, and that he should place his camp near to

Iztapalapa, and attack it and do it all the damage he

could, until Cortes should send him other orders. Sandoval

did not leave Texcoco until Cortes, who was Commander
in chief of the regiments and of the launches, was quite

ready to set out for the lake with the thirteen launches

in which he carried three hundred soldiers with crossbow-

men and musketeers.

The plan of operation having been thus arranged,

directing Pedro de Alvarado and Cristobal de Olid to

march in one direction and Sandoval in the other, I will

now explain, in order that those who do not know these

cities and the lake may understand it, that although one

party went to the right and the other followed a different

route, this was because they came round so as nearly to

meet again.

Let us stop speaking further about this and say that

to each Captain, he [Cortes] gave instructions about what

his orders were, and how we were to set out next day

in the morning, and so as to avoid confusion on the road,

we sent on ahead all the regiments of Tlaxcalans, until

they should reach Mexican Territory.

As the Tlaxcalans with their Captain, Chichimecatecle

and other Captains with their men, marched carelessly,

they did not notice whether Xlcotenga, the younger, who

was their Captain General, accompanied them and when
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TREACHERY AND DEATH

Chichimecatecle asked and enquired what had become

of him, and where he had stopped, they found out that

he had that night returned secretly to TIaxcala, and was

going to seize forcibly the caciqiicship and vassals and

lands of Chichimecatecle himself. The Tlaxcalans said

that the reasons for his so doing were that when Xicotenga,

the younger, saw the Captains of TIaxcala, especially

Chichimecatecle, going to the war, [he knew that] there

would be nobod}.’' to oppose him, for h*c did not fear liis

father Xicotenga, the blind, who, being his father would

aid him, and our friend Mase Escaci was already dead,

and the [only] man he feared was Chichimecatecle. They

also said that they always knew that Xicotenga had

no wish to go to the war against Mexico, for they heard

him say many times that all of us and of them would

be killed. As soon as the Cacique Chichimecatecle, to

whom the lands and vassals belonged that he [Xicotenga]

was going to seize, heard and understood this, he turned

back from the march more than swiftly and came to

inform Cortes about it.

As soon as Cortes knew of it he at once ordered five

Texcocan chieftains and two from TIaxcala, friends of

Xicotenga, to go and force him to return, and to tell

him that Cortds begged him to come back at once and

go against his enemies the Mexicans, and to reflect that

if his father Don Lorenzo de Vargas were not so old and

blind he would come against Mexico himself and as all

Tlaxcalans were and are very loyal servants of Mis Majesty,

that it did not become him to dishonour them as he was

now doing. And he sent to make him many offers and

promises that he would give him gold and cloths if he

would return. The reply he [Xicotenga] sent was that

if the old man his father and Mase Escasi would have

believed him, that he [Cortds] would not have so lorded

it over them and made them do all that he wished, and
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not to waste more words, he said that he did not intend

to return. When Cortes heard that answer he at once

gave an order for an Alguacil and four horsemen and

five Indian chieftains from Texcoco to go in all haste

and wherever they should overtake him to hang him,

and he said, '‘There is never any improvement in this

Cacique, but he must always be a traitor and ill-disposed

towards us and of bad council and that there was no

time to put up with him any longer, or to ignore what

had passed. When Pedro de Alvarado knew of it he

petitioned strongly on his [Xicotenga’s] behalf, and Cortes

gave him a favourable answer, and secretly he ordered the

Alguacil and the horsemen not to leave him [Xicotenga]

alive. And so it was done and in a town subject to

Texcoco they hanged him, and thus his treason was put

an end to. There was some Tlaxcalans who said that

Don Lorenzo de Vargas, the father of Xicotenga, sent

to tell Cortes that this son of his was a bad man and

he would not vouch for him, and that he begged Cortes

to kill him.

Let us leave this story as it is, and say that for

this reason we remained that day without setting out

from Texcoco, and the next day the 13th May 1531^

we set out, both divisions together, for Cristobal de Olid

and Pedro de Alvarado had both to take the same

road. We went to sleep at a pueblo subject to Texcoco

named Acolman,^ often mentioned by me before, and

it happened that Cristobal de Olid sent on ahead to that

pueblo to secure quarters, and had green branches placed

above the roof of each house as a sign. When we arrived

with Pedro de Alvarado we found no place where we
could lodge, and over this [matter] the men of our

^ This date is probably wrong, see appendix “A Diary of the Siege.”

^ Acuyima in the text*
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Company had already put hands to their weapons against

those of Cristobal de Olid and even the Captains were

defying one another, but there were not wanting on both

sides gentlemen who got between us and somewhat

appeased the clamour, yet not so much but that we still

all remained dissatisfied, and from that place they scut

to inform Cortes, and he at once despatched Fray Pedro

de Melgarejo, and the Captain Luis !\Iarin in all haste,

and wrote to the Captains and all of us reproving us on

the subject, and when they arrived wc made friends, but

from that time on, the Captains, Pedro dc Alvarado and

Cristobal de Olid were not on good terms.

The next day^ the two Divisions continued their March

together and we went to sleep at a large towif^ which was

deserted, for we were already in Mexican territory. The

day following^ we went to sleep in another large town

named Cuaiititlan,^ which I have already mentioned at

other times, and it also was without inhabitants, and the

next day’'" we passed through two other towns named

Tenayiica and Atzcapotzalco/* which were also deserted,

and" at the hour of vespers wc arrived at Tacuba and

at once took up our quarters in some large houses and

rooms, for this town also was deserted, and there, too,

all our friends the Tlaxcalans found quarters, and that

very afternoon they went through the farms belonging

to those towns and brought in food to cat. We slept

there that night [after stationing] good watchmen, sentinels

and scouts, for as I have already said at other times,

Mexico was close by Tacuba, and when night fell we

^ Thursday, 23,rd May.
® Zitlaltepec, north of the Lake of Ziimpango.
® Friday, 34th May*
^ Glialtitlan in the text
^ Saturday, 25th May.
® Escapu^ako in the text.
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heard great shouts which they [the Mexicans] raised at

as from the lake, crying out much abuse, that we were

not men enough to come out and fight them. They had

many of their canoes full of warriors and the causeways

also were crowded with fighting men, and these words

that they said were with the idea of provoking us so

that we would come out that night and fight
;

but as

we had gained experience from the affair of the causeways

and bridges often mentioned by me, we did not wish to

go out until the next day, which was Sunday.^

After hearing Mass, which was said by P'athcr Juan

Diaz, and commending ourselves to God, we agreed that

with the two Divisions together, we should go and cut off

the water of Chapultepec by which the city was supplied,

which was about half a league distant from Tacuba.

As we were marching to break the pipes, we came on

many warriors who were waiting for us on the road,

for they fully understood that would be the first thing

by which we could do them damage, and so when they

met us near some bad ground, they began to shoot arrows

at us and hurl javelins and stones from slings, and they

wounded three of our soldiers, but we quickly made them

turn their backs and our friends the Tlaxcalans followed

them so that they killed twenty and we captured eighteen

of them.

As soon as these squadrons had been put to flight we

broke the conduits through which the water flowed to

the city, and from that time onwards it never flowed into

Mexico so long as the war lasted When we had accom-

plished this, our Captains agreed that we should go at

once to reconnoitre and advance along the causeway from

Tacuba, and do what was possible towards gaining posses-

sion of a bridge. When we had marched and reached

^ Sunday, 26tli May.
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the causeway, there %vere so many canoes on the lake full

of warriors, and the causeways also were so crowded with

them, that we were astounded at it
; and they shot so

many arrows and javelins and stones from slings that

at the first encounter they wounded over thirty soldiers.

Still we went on marching along the causeway towards

the bridge, and from what I understand they gave way

for us to reach it, so as to get us on the other side of the

bridge. When they had got us there, I declare that such

a host of warriors charged down on us, that we could

not hold out against them
;
for on the causeway, which

was eight paces wide, what could we do against such

a great force as was stationed on one side and the other

of the causeway, and struck at us as at a mark, for,

.although ..our musketeers. a.nd crossbowmen- never -ceased

loading and firing at the canoes, they did them but very

little damage for they brought them [the canoes] very well

protected with bulwarks of wood. Then when we attacked

the squadrons that fought on the causeway itself, they

promptly threw themselves into the water, and there

were so many of them that we could not prevail against

them. Those on horseback did not make any progress

whatever for they [the Indians] wounded their horses from

one side and from the other, and as soon as they charged

after the squadrons they [the Indians] threw themselves

in the water. They [the enemy] had raised breastworks

where other warriors were stationed in waiting, with long

lances which they had made like scythes from the weapons

which had been captured from us when they drove us

fleeing out of Mexico.

In this manner we stood fighting with them about an

hour, and so many stones were showered on us that we
could not bear up against them, and we even saw that

there was approaching us in another direction a great

fleet of canoes to cut off our passage, so as to turn our
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flanks, and knowing this, and because we saw that our

friends the Tlaxcalans whom we had brought with us

were greatly obstructing the causeway, and, if they went

off it, it was clear enough that they could not fight in the

water, our Captains and all of us soldiers agreed to retreat

in good order and not to go further ahead.

When the Mexicans saw us retreating and the Tlaxca-

lans escaping beyond the causeway what shouts and howls

and whistles they gave us, and how they came on to join

us foot to foot I declare that I do not know how to

describe it, for all the causeway was heaped up with

javelins, arrows, and stones that had been hurled at us,

and many more of them must have fallen in the water.

When we found ourselves on dry land we gave thanks

to God for having freed us from that battle, for by that

time eight of our soldiers had fallen dead, and more than

fifty were wounded. Through all this, they yelled out

at us and shouted abuse from the canoes, and our friends

the Tlaxcalans told them to come on land and even

if they were double the number they would fight them.

These were the first things that we did to cut off the

water and reconnoitre the lake, although we gained no

honour by them. That night we stayed in our camp

while the wounded were attended to, and one horse died,

and we posted a good force of sentinels and scouts.

The next morning^ Captain Cristobal de Olid said

that he wished to go to his station at Coyoacan, a league

and a half away, and notwithstanding that Pedro de

Alvarado and other gentlemen begged him not to separate

the two divisions, but to keep them together, he would

not do so
; for as Cristdbal de Olid was very courageous,

and in the reconnoissance which we made of the lake, the

day before, we had not done well, Cristobal de Olid said

^ Monday, 27th May.
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that it was Pedro de Alvarado’s fault that we had advanced

so rashly, so that he never wished to stay and went off

to Coyoacan where Cortes had sent hini. We remained

in our camp, for it was not right to separate one division

from the other at that time, and if the Mexicans had

known how few soldiers we were during the four or five

days that we were there apart before the launches could

come, and had fallen on us and on the division of Cristobal

de Olid, we should have incurred great hardship and they

would have done [us] great damage. So we stayed in

Taciiba and Cristobal de Olid in his camp, without daring

to reconnoitre any further nor to advance along the

causeways, and every day we had skirmishes with many
squadrons of Mexicans who came on land to fight with us,

and even challenged us so as to place us in situations

where they could master us and we could do them no

damage.

I will leave them there and I will tell how Gonzalo de

Sandoval set out from Texcoco four days after the feast

of Corpus Christ! and came to Iztapalapa almost all

the march was among friends, subjects of Texcoco, and

when he reached the town of Iztapalapa he at once began

to make war and to burn many of the houses that stood

on dry land, for all the rest of the houses stood in the

lake. However, many hours did not pass before great

squadrons of Mexicans came promptly to the aid of that

city and Sandoval had a good battle with them and great

encounters when they fought on land
; and when they had

taken refuge in their canoes they shot many javelins,

arrows and stones at ham and wounded his soldiers,

While they were thus fighting they saw that on a small

hlW that was close to Iztapalapa on dry land, great smoke

^ Friday, 31st May, Cortds gives the date as Friday the day after
the Feast of Corpus Christi,

^ Cerro de la Estrella.
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signals were being made, and they were answered by

other smoke signals from other towns standing in the

lake, and it was a sign to assemble all the canoes from

Mexico and all the towns around the lake, for they saw

that Cortes had already set out from Texcoco with the

thirteen launches. As soon as Sandoval left Texcoco

Cortes did not stay there any longer and the first thing

he did on entering the lake was to attack a rocky hill

which was on an island^ near Mexico, where many
Mexicans were collected both natives of the city as well

as countrymen who had gone there to make fortifications.

There came out into the lake against Cortes every canoe

that was in the whole of Mexico and from all the towns

that had been founded on the coast or near it, which are

Xochimilco, Coyoacan, Iztapalapa, Churubusco, Mexicalt-

zingo and other towns which, so as to avoid delay, I will

not name, and all went together against Cort&. For this

reason those who were attacking Sandoval at Iztapalapa

slackened somewhat, and as nearly all the houses of that

city at that time stood in the water he could not do them

any damage, but at the beginning he killed many of the

enemy, and as he had brought with him a great force

of allies, with their aid he captured and made prisoners

of many of the people of these towns.

Let us leave Sandoval who remained isolated at Iztapa-

lapa and could go with his people to Coyoacan only by

the causeway which passes across the middle of the lake,

and if he had advanced along it the enemy would have

defeated him because they could attack him on both sides

from the water, and he would not have been able to defend

himself, and for this reason he remained where he was.

Let us leave Sandoval and say that as Cortes observed so

many fleets of canoes coming together against his thirteen

^ Tepepoico, the Pehoa del Marques.
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v.:IaraGhes.,.he.'Was greatly in. fear of them, and it was enough

to frighten him for there vvere more than a thousand

canoes. So he abandoned the fight at the Feflol^ and

stationed himself out in the lake so that if he should find

himself hard pressed he would be able to sail with his

launches at large, and run to whatever part lie chose. He
ordered the Captains who came in them [the launches]

not to trouble about besetting or bearing down on the

canoes until the breeze from the land freshened, for at

that moment it began to blow. Wlien the canoes saw

that the launches were halting, tliey thought that it was

for fear of them that they were doing it, and then the

Mexican Captains gave speed to them [their canoes] and

ordered all the people to go at once and surround our

launches. At that moment a very strong and favourable

breeze sprung up, and what with the great haste that

our rowers made, and the time being suitable, Cortes

ordered them to engage the fleet of canoes, and they

overturned many of them and killed and captured many
Indians, and the rest of the canoes went to take refuge

among the houses that stood in the lake, and in places

where our launches could not reach them.

So this was the first combat that took place on the lake

and Cortes gained the victory. Thank God for it all,

Amen !

After that was done, Cortes came with his launches

towards Coyoacan, where the Camp of Cristobal cle

Olid was stationed,^ and he fought with many Mexican

^ Cort€s writing about the Eght on the Peiiol says : “We attacked
them in such a way that not . one of them escaped except the women
and children

;
in this fight they wounded twenty-five Spaniards, but

it was a very beautiful victory.^*

^ This statement is misleading, Cortes himself states (Third Letter):
“ My intention was to go and attack that part of the city of Iztapalapa
which stood in the water.^* However he turned aside to capture the
island known as the Penol del Marques/’ then after the battle on
the lake he chased the canoes across the lake until they took refuge
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Squadrons who waited for him in dangerous places,

thinking to capture the sloops, and as they attacked him

fiercely from the canoes on the lake and from some Idol

houses he ordered four cannon to be taken out of the

sloops, and with them he attacked and killed and wounded

many Indians, and the gunners were in such a huny that

through carelessness they set fire to the powder and some

of them even had their hands and faces scorched. Cortes

promptly despatched a very fast sloop to Iztapalapa to

Sandoval’s camp to bring all the powder they possessed,

and he wrote to them not to move from the place where

they were stationed.

Let us leave Cortes who had constant skirmishes with

the Mexicans until he joined the camp of Cristobal de

OHd^ and during the two days he stayed there many of

the enemy were always attacking him.

As at that time I was at Tacuba with Pedro de Alvarado,

I will relate what we did in our camp, for, as we knew

that Cort6s was going about the lake, we advanced along

our causeway with great caution, and not like the first

time, and we reached the first bridge, the crossbowmen

and musketeers acting in concert some firing while others

loaded. Pedro de Alvarado ordered the horsemen not to

advance with us but to remain on dry land to guard our

rear, fearing lest the pueblos I have mentioned through

which we had passed, should attack us on the causeway.

In this way we stood sometimes attacking, at others on

the defensive so as to prevent them [the Mexicans]

in the outskirts of Tenochtitian where he could not follow them. He
then made for the Iztapalapa Causeway, and landed on it from the

east side at a place named Acachinanco, half a league from the city,

where there were two cues, and where the htapalapa Causeway was

joined by another small causeway from the direction of Coyoacan.

Here Cortes established his camp (see Appendix A, vol. ii. The
Iztapalapa Causeway).

^ This is an error, it should doubtless be until he was joined at

his camp [on the causeway] by Cristdbal de Olid.’’
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reaching land from the causeway, for every day we had

encounters and in them they killed three soldiers, and

we were also engaged in filling up the bad places.

Let us leave this and say how Gonzalo de Sandoval

who was in Iztapalapa seeing that he could do the people

of Iztapalapa no harm, (for they were in the water,)

although they were able to wound his soldiers, determined

to make for a small town^ and some houses which stood

in the lake. He w^as able to get among the houses and

began an attack, and while they were fighting, Guaternoc

the great Lord of Mexico, sent many warriors to aid

them [the inhabitants], and to destroy and break open

the causeway by which Sandoval [and his troops] had

entered, so as to shut them in and leave no waiy of

escape, and he [also] sent many warriors to the other

side. As Cortes who was with Cristobal de Olid saw

the great fleet of canoes going towards Iztapalapa, he

decided to go with the launches and with all Cristobal

de Olid’s company to Iztapalapa in search of Sandoval.

Cortes went on the lake with the launches, while CrishSbal

de Olid kept along the causeway, and they saw a great

number of Mexicans [at work] breaking down the cause-

way and they took it for certain that Sandoval was there

in those houses [cut off from the land]. So Cortds went

[ahead] with the launches and found Sandoval fighting

with the squadron of warriors that Guaternoc had sent

Then the fighting slackened and Cortes at once ordered

Gonzalo de Sandoval to abandon the [camp] at Iztapalapa

and go- by land and invest the other causeway which went

from Mexico to a town called Tepeaquilla, which they now
call Our Lady of Guadelupe, where she works, and has

worked, many holy miracles. Let us now relate how
Cortes divided the launches and what more was done.

1 Mexicaltzingo. ‘-i Sunday, 2nd June.
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The following passage from the Third Letter of Cortes to the

Emperor Charles Y does much to clear up topographical details

;

after describing the battle on the lake between his sloops and the

Mexican canoes, he says :

—

As the garrison of Coyoacan saw us following the canoes they set

out on their march (most of the horsemen and foot soldiers that were
there) for the City of Tenochtitlan, and they fought very stoutly with

the Indians who were on the Causeway and captured the barricades

that these had made and took and passed on foot and on horseback
many of the bridges which they (the Indians) had removed, and with

the help of the launches which kept along near the causeway‘d our

friends the Tiaxcalan Indians and the Spaniards pursued the enemy
and slew some of them and threw others into the water on the other

side of the causeway from that on which the launches were sailing. So
they went along victoriously for more than a big league^ along the

causeway until they arrived where I had halted with the launches as

I shall relate below.” ^

Cortds then returns to the description of his own proceedings after

the battle on the lake :

—

We went a good three leagues giving chase to the canoes, those

that escaped us reaching the houses of the City, and as it was after

the time of Vespers, I ordered the launches to assemble, and we
arrived with them at the Causeway, and there I determined to land

with thirty men to capture two small Idol towers which were sur-

rounded by a low wall of masonry, and as we jumped ashore the

enemy fought very fiercely to defend them from us, but at last after

much danger and labour we captured them, and I at once ordered

three heavy iron cannon which I had brought with me to be taken on

shore, because all the rest of the Causeway from there to the City,

which was half a league, was all full of the enemy and the water on
one side and the other of the Causeway was all full of canoes with

warriors. I placed one of the cannon in position and fired ahead

along the Causeway and did much damage to the enemy. Owing to

the carelessness of the gunner at that same moment that he fired he

ignited the powder which we had there, although it was not much,

and at once that night I got a launch ready to go to Iztapalapa

^ Olid must have already passed the junction of the causeways or
he could not have been in touch with the launches.

® This would have brought them within half a league of the City.

^ That is at Acachinancb,
'

^
. '
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about two leagues distant where the chief Alguacii was stationed, to

fetch all the powder he possessed.

‘'Although at first it was my intention, as soon as I could enter*

with the launches, to go to Coyoacan and provision it so that an

advance could be made with much caution, doing all the damage that

was possible, when I landed that day on the Causeway and captured

those two towers, I determined to establish my headquarters there

and to keep the sloops there near the towers,- .and [lo order] half the

men fi'om Coyoacan and fifty foot soldiers from the chief Alguacii to

come there next day. When that was arranged, we remained there

that night with every precaution for we were in the greatest clanger,

and all the people from the city came there along the Causeway and

by the water, and at midnight a great host of people arrived in canoes

and along the Causeway to fall on our camp, and certainly they

greatly surprised and terrified us, the more so because it was night,

and [to attack] at such a time was not a thing they were accustomed

to do, and they had never been known to fight by night without

assurance of victory. As we were fully prepared we began to fight

with them from the launches, for each launch carried a small field gun,

and they began to fire them off and the crossbowmen and musketeers

to do the same, so they [the enemy] did not dare to approach any

nearer, nor did they come where we could do them any damage, so

they left us what remained of the night without attacking us.

“The next day at dawn there arrived at the camp where I was

stationed, fifteen crossbowmen and musketeers and fifty sword and
shield men, and seven or eight horsemen from the garrison at

Coyoacan, and by the time they arrived the people from the City,

in canoes and on the Causeway, were already fighting with us, and

so great was the multitude that both on land and on water we could

see nothing but people, and they raised such yells and shouts that

it seemed as though the world were being destroyed.

“We began to fight with them along the Causeway ahead of us,

and we gained one bridge which they had removed, and a l^arricade

that they had made at the entrance, and with the cannon and with the

horsemen we did them so much damage that we ahiiost shut them in

among the first houses of the City. As the launches could not pass

to the other side of the Causeway, and many canoes were moving
about [there] and they did us damage %vith arrows and javelins which
they shot at us on the Causeway, I had a part of it broken down near
our camp, and enabled four launches to pass to the other side, and
these when they got through shut up all the canoes among the houses

^ pass through the Causeway,

That is, at Acachinanco,
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of the city, so that they did not dare to come out freely in any

direction.

On the other side of the causeway the other eight launches fought

with the canoes and shut them up among the houses, and (themseh'es)

went among the houses although up to that time they had not dared

to do so, for there were many shoals and stakes to impede them, and

when they found canals where they could enter safely, they fought

with the men in the canoes and captured some of them, and they

burned many houses in the suburbs, and we passed all that day

fighting in the manner already described.

The following clay the Chief xAIguacil with the people he had in

Izlapalapa, botii the Spaniards and our allies, set out for Coyoacan,

and from thence to the dryland runs a causeway which extends about

a league and a half. As the Chief Alguacil began his march, at about

a quarter of a league distance he reached a small city,^ which also

stood in the water, but one could ride on horseback through the

greater part of it, and the natives of the place began to fight with him,

and he defeated them and killed many, and he destroyed and burnt

all the city.

“ As 1 knew that the Indians had broken down much of the cause-

way and the people could not easily pass, I sent two launches so that

they could help them to pass, and with these they made a bridge so

that the soldiers could cross over. When they had passed they went

into quarters at Coyoacan/^ and the Chief Alguacil with ten horsemen

took the road along the causeway to where we were encamped, and

when he arrived he found us fighting, and he and those who had come

with him dismounted and began to fight with the men on the cause-

way with whom we were engaged. When the Chief Alguacil began

to fight, the enemy pierced his foot w'ith a javelin and although they

wounded him and some others of us that day, we did much damage

to them, with the heavy cannon and the crossbow^s and muskets, so

that neither those in the canoes nor those on the causeway dared to

come so near to us and showed more fear and less pride than was

usual. In this way we remained six days,^ and every day we had a

fight with them, and the launches went about burning all the houses

they could in the neighbourhood of the city and they found a canal by

which they could enter the environs and suburbs of the city and reach

^ This must have been Mexicaltzingo. Cortds uses the word

‘‘ciudad,” but Mexicaltzingo was a small town or village.

They must have marched along the Mexicaltzingo Causeway to

Coyoacan while Sandoval and ten horsemen parted from the main

body at the junction of the causeway and rode to Acachinanco to join

Cortes.

^ Until Thursday, 6th June.^
'

.

'

' r2 .
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the main body of it,, which was a very great advantage and stopped

the coming of the canoes, so that now not one of them dared to show

themselves within a quarter of a league of our campd'

CHAPTER CLI.

How Cortes ordered the twelve launches to be stationed and ordered

the men to be taken out of the smallest one which was called

“ Biisca ruido” (the riot seeker) and what else happened.

As Cortes and all our captains and soldiers understood

that without the launches we could not advance along the

causeways to fight [our way] to Mexico, he sent four of

them to Pedro de Alvarado/ and he left six at his own

camp (which was that of Cristobal de Olid)- and he sent

two launches to Gonzalo de Sandoval at the Tepeaquilla

Causeway, and he ordered the smallest one not to be sent

any more on the lake lest the canoes should upset it, for

it was of small burden, and he ordered the people and

sailors that were in it to be distributed among the other

twelve, for there were already twenty men badly wounded

among those who manned them.

When we saw ourselves reinforced with these launches

in our camp at Taciiba Pedro de Alvarado ordered two

of them to go on one side of the causeway and two on

the other side, and we began to fight very successfully,

for the launches vanquished the canoes which were wont

to attack us from the water, and so we had an opportunity

to capture several bridges and barricades, and while we
were fighting, so numerous were the stones from the

slings and the javelins and arrows that they shot at us

that although all the soldiers were well protected by

^ Cortt^s had broken a way through the Iztapalapa Causeway so that
the launches could pass to dre west side. ^

^ This is misleading, Cristobal de Olid’s camp was at Coyoacan,
but Olid himself and some of his men had joined Cortes at Acaebi-
naacD, on the causeway where the six launches were now stationed.
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armour they were injured and woundedj and not until

night parted us did wc cease contending and fightingd

I wish to say that from time to time the Mexicans

changed about and relieved their squadrons [as we could

tell] by the devices and distinguishing marks on their

armour* Then, as to the launches, they were checked

by the darts arrows and stones with which they were

attacked from the Azotcas which fell thicker than hail,

and I do not know how to describe it here nor would

anyone be able to understand it except those who were

present, for they were more numerous than hail stones,

and quickly covered the causeway. Then, whenever we

left a bridge or barricade unguarded after having captured

it with much labour, they would retake and deepen it that

same night, and construct stronger defences and even

make hidden pits in the water, so that the next day when

we were fighting, and it was time for us to .retire, we

should get entangled [among the defences] and fall into

the pits and they would be able to vanquish us from

their canoes, for they had also got ready many canoes

for the purpose, stationed in places where our launches

could not see them, so that when we were in distress in

the pits some [were prepared] to fall upon us by land,

and others by water. To prevent the launches from

coming to our assistance, they had fixed many stakes

hidden in the water so that they should get impaled

on them. In this way we fought every day,^ I have

already said before that the cavalry were of little use

1 On June 9th a general assault was ordered from all three cause-

ways, but Bernal Diaz does not especially allude to it. On that day

Cortes reached the great Plaza of Mexico, but retired to his camp on

the Iztapalapa Causeway at night,

2 Cortds ordered a general assault on June i6th, which was carried

out, although Bernal Diaz makes no especial mention of it On this

day Cortes destroyed the palaces round the Haza in Mexico and then

retired to his camp.
. ,
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on the causeways for if they charged or gave chase to the

squadrons that fought with us the Mexicans at once

threw themselves into the water, and other squadrons

were posted behind breastworks, which they had raised

on the causeway, waiting [for the horsemen] with long

lances or scythes made very long with the arms captured

at the time of the great defeat wdiich they inflicted on us

in Mexico. With these lances and great showers of arrows

and javelins shot from the lake they wounded and killed

the horses before the horsemen could do damage to the

enemy. In addition to this those who owned horses did

not want to risk them, for at that time a horse cost

eight hundred pesos and some even cost more than a

thousand, and they could accomplish nothing to speak

of, as they could overtake very few of the enemy on the

causeway.

Let us leave this subject. When we drew off in the

night we treated our wounds by searing them with oil,

and a soldier named Juan Catalan blessed them for us

and made charms, and truly we found that our Lord

Jesus Christ was pleased to give us strength in addition

to the many mercies he vouchsafed us every day, for

they healed rapidly.

Wounded and tied up in rags [as we were] we had to

fight from morning until night, for if the wounded had

remained in camp without coming out to fight, there

would not have been twenty men in each company well

enough to go out.

When our friends the Tlaxcalans saw that the man
I have mentioned cured us by making the sign of the

cross over us, all the wounded and injured went to him,

and they were so numerous that he could hardly cure

them all in the day.

Then i wish to speak of our captains and ensign and

our standard bearers, who were covered with wounds and
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on the causeways for if they charged or gave chase to the

squadrons that fought with us the Mexicans at once

threw themselves into the water, and other squadrons

were posted behind breastworks, which they had raised

on the causeway, waiting [for the horsemen] with long

lances or scythes made very long with the arms captured

at the time of the great defeat which they inflicted on us

in Mexico. With these lances and great showers of arrows

and javelins shot from the lake they wounded and killed

the horses before the horsemen could do damage to the

enemy. In addition to this those who owned horses did

not want to risk them, for at that time a horse cost

eight hundred pesos and some even cost more than a

thousand, and they could accomplish nothing to speak

of, as they could overtake very few of the enemy on the

causeway.

Let us leave this subject When we drew off in the

night we treated our wounds by searing them with oil,

and a soldier named Juan Catalan blessed them for us

and made charms, and truly we found that our Lord

Jesus Christ was pleased to give us strength in addition

to the many mercies he vouchsafed us every day, for

they healed rapidly.

Wounded and tied up in rags [as we were] we had to

fight from morning until night, for if the wounded had

remained in camp without coming out to fight, there

would not have been twenty men in each company well

enough to go out

When our friends the Tiaxcalaiis saw that the man
i have mentioned cured us by making the sign of the

cross over us, all the wounded and injured went to him,

and they were so numerous that he could hardly cure

them all in the day.

Then I wish to speak of our captains and ensign and

our standard bearers, who were covered with wounds and
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their banner.s ragged, and I declare that we had need

of a [fresh] standard bearer every day for we [all] came

out in such a condition that they were not able to advance

fighting and carry the banners a second time.

^Then with all this did we perchance have enough to

eat? I do not speak of want of maize cakes, for we had

enough of them, but of some refreshing food for the

wounded. The cursed stuff that kept life in us was some

Quilites,^ these are herbs that the Indians eat, and the

cherries of the country while they lasted, and afterwards

tunas® which came into season at that time.

Much the same as we did in our camp they did in the

camp where Cortes was stationed and in that of Sandoval.

There was never a day passed that large companies of

Mexicans did not come to attack them, as I have already

said at other times, from dawn until night. It was for

this purpose that Guatemoc had told off Captains and

Squadrons as reinforcements for each causeway, and

Tlatelolco and the towns on the Lake often mentioned by

me had been warned that on seeing a signal on the great

Cue of Tlatelolco they should hasten to assist, some m

canoes and othens by land
;
and the Mexican captains had

been fully prepared and advised how and when and to

what points they were to bring assistance.

Let us leave this and say how we changed our order

and manner of fighting, I will explain it thus When we

saw that however many water openings we captured by

day the Mexicans returned and closed them up again,

and while capturing them they killed our soldiers and

most of us were wounded, we agreed that we should all

go and station ourselves on the causeway® in a small plaza

' Quiliti, a generic term for vegetables.

» Fruit of the Nopal cactus, prickly pears.

» About Thursday, -zotb. June.
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where there were some Idol towers which we had already

taken, and where there was space to erect our “ ranchos/'

although they were very poor ones and when it rained

we all got wet, and they were fit for nothing but to cover

us from the dewd

We left the Indian women who made bread for us

in Tacuba, and all the horsemen and our friends the

Tlaxcalans were left to guard them, and to watch and

guard the passes so that they [the enemy] should not

come from the neighbouring pueblos and attack our

rearguard on the causeway while we were fighting.

So when once we had set up our ranchos where I have

stated, thenceforward we endeavoured quickly to destroy

the houses and blocks of buildings and to fill up the

water openings that we captured. We levelled the houses

to the ground, for if we set fire to them they took too

long to burn, and one house would not catch fire from

another, for, as I have already said at other times, each

house stood in the water, and one could not pass from one

to the other without crossing bridges or going in canoes.

If we wanted to cross the water by swimming they did

us much damage from the azoteas, so that we were more

secure when the houses were demolished. As soon as we

had captured some barrier or bridge or bad pass where

they offered much resistance, we endeavoured to guard

it by day and by night This was the way in which all

our companies kept guard together during the night, and

the following arrangement was made about it :—The first

company, which numbered more than forty soldiers, kept

watch from night fall until midnight, and from midnight

until two hours before dawn another company, also of

forty men, kept watch, and the first company did not

This “plaza where there were some Idol towers ” was probably
situated on the causeway C-D of the Maguey Plan. See voL iii,

pp. 12-14.
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leave their post but we slept there on the ground
;
this

[second] watch is called the mod0na^ and soon another

forty soldiers came and kept the alba [dawn] watch, which

is the two hours until daylight, but those who watched the

modorra could not leave, but had to stay there, so that

when dawn came there were over one himdred and twenty

soldiers all on watch together. Moreover on some nights,

when wc judged that there was special danger we kept

watch together, from nightfall until dawn, awaiting a great

sally of the I^Iexicans in fear lest they should break

through, for we had warning through some of the Mexican

Captains whom we had captured in battle, that Guatemoc

had formed the idea, and had talked it over with his

captains, of breaking through us on our causeway either

by night or day, and that when he had defeated us on our

side, he could promptly defeat and rout those on the other

two causeivays where Cortds was stationed, and where

Gonzalo de Sandovahvas posted. He also had it arranged

that the nine pueblos on the lake and Tacuba itself and

Atzcapotzalco and Tenayuca should unite, and choose

a day to break through and fail upon us, attacking us on

our flanks on the causeway, and that some night they

would suddenly carry off the Indian w’^omen in Tacuba

who made bread for us and our stores. When we got to

know this we prepared for it and the horsemen who were

in Tacuba and our friends the Tlaxcalans were on watch

all night through and kept on the alert.

As Guatemoc had planned it, so he carried it out, and

on several nights great squadrons came to attack us and

break through at midnight, and others during the modorra

and others during the dawn watch, and they came some-

times without commotion and at others with loud yells

and whistles, and when they arrived where we were

^ Modorra—^the drowsy time^ before dawn,
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keeping night watch, what javelins and stones and arrows

they let fly, and there were many others with lances, and

although they wounded some of us, yet we resisted them,

and sent back many of them wounded. Many other

warriors who came to fall on our baggage w^ere defeated

by our horsemen and the Tlaxcalans, for as it was night

time they did not make much of a stand And in the

way I have described we kept watch in spite of the rain

and wind and cold, and even though we were wounded

and posted in the midst of mud sloughs, there we had

to stay, with this miserable supply of tortillas, herbs, or

tunas on which to feed on the top of the work of fighting,

which the officers said was a matter of course. Then,

notwithstanding all the precautions we took, they would

turn on us and open some bridge or causeway which we

had captured, and we could not defend it from them in

the night so as to prevent them doing it, and the next day

it was our turn again to capture it and stop it up, and then

they would come again to open it and strengthen it with

walls, until the Mexicans changed their method of fighting

which I will tell about in its proper time.

Let us cease talking about the many battles we fought

every day, and as many more in the camp of Cort<-\s and

that of Sandoval, and say that it proved advantageous

to have prevented food and water getting to them (the

enemy) by way of the three causeways, but our launches

were not very useful stationed at our camp and were only

serviceable when we were fighting, protecting our flanks

from the warriors in the canoes, and from those who fought

from the azoteas. The Mexicans brought in much food

and water from the nine towns built on the lake, which

supplied them with provisions [carried] in canoes by night,

and from other friendly pueblos they were supplied with

maize and poultry and all that they needed. To prevent

these supplies being brought to them, it was arranged
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between all the three camps that two launches should

cruize in the lake by night and should capture all the

canoes they were able, and destroy or bring them to our

camps. When this arrangement was made it was a good

one, although we had to do without the two launches for

fighting and to guard us during the night, but they were

of great use in preventing the entrance of food and water.

But even with all this, many laden canoes did not fail

to get in, and as the Mexicans went about in their canoes

carrying supplies without any precautions, there was never

a day when the launches that went in search of them did

not bring in a prize of canoes and many Indians hanging

from the yards.

Let us leave this and tell of the stratagem which the

Mexicans employed to capture our launches and kill

those that went in them, it was in this way : As I have

said, every night and in the early morning they [the

Spaniards] went looking after canoes on the lake, and

overturned them with the launches and captured many

of them ;
so they [the Mexicans,] agreed to arm thirty

piraguas, which are very large canoes, with specially good

rowers and warriors, and by night they posted all thirty

amongst some reed beds in a place where the launches

could not see them ;
then they sent out before nightfall,

with good rowers, two or three canoes covered over with

branches as though they were carrying provisions or bring-

ing in water. In the track which, in the opinion of the

Mexicans, the launches would follow when they were

fighting with them, they had driven numerous strong

timbers made pointed like stakes so that they should get

impaled on them. Then as the canoes were going over

the lake showing signs of being afraid and drew near to

the reed beds, two of our launches set out after them, and

the two canoes made as though they were retreating to the

land, to the place where the thirty piraguas were posted
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in ambush j
and the launches followed them and as soon as

they reached the ambush all the piraguas together sallied

out and made for the launches and quickly wounded all

the soldiers, rowers, and captains, and they [the launches]

could go neither in one direction or another on account

of the stakes that had been fixed. In this way they [the

Mexicans] killed a captain named somebody de Portilla,

an excellent soldier who had been in Italy, and they

wounded Pedro Barba who was another very good captain,

and they captured his launch, and within three clays he

died of his \vounds. These two launches belonged to the

camp of Cortes, and he was greatly distressed about it,

moreover within a few days they were very successful with

other ambushes they planned about which I will speak

at the proper time. Let us cease talking about these

things now and relate how in Cortes’s camp and in that

of Gonzalo de Sandoval they were constantly engaged in

heavy fighting, the more so in that of Cortes, because he

ordered houses to be demolished and burnt and bridges

to be filled up, and all that he gained each day he filled up.

He sent an order to Pedro de Alvarado not to pass beyond

any bridge or opening in the causeway without first filling

it up, and that not a house should be left without being

pulled down and set on fire, and with the adobes and

timbers of the houses that we demolished we should ’fill up

the passes and openings of the bridges, and our friends

from Tlaxcala aided us in all this warfare very manfully.

Let us leave this and say that when the Mexicans saw

that we were levelling all the houses to the ground and

were filling up the bridges and openings they decided on

another way of fighting, and that was, to open a bridge

and a very wide and deep channel which we had to pass

wading through the water, and it was sometimes out of

our depth, and they had dug many pits which we could

not see under the water and had made walls and barricades
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both on the one side and the other of the opening, and

had driven in many pointed stakes of heavy timber in

places where our launches would run on to them if they

should come to our assistance when we were fighting to

capture this fort, for they well knew that the first thing we

must do was to destroy the barricade and [pass through]

that open space of water so as to reach the City. At the

same time they had prepared in hidden places many canoes

well manned with warriors and good rowers. One Sunday

morning^ great squadrons of warriors began to approach

from three directions and attacked us in such a way that

it was all we could do to hold our own and prevent them

from defeating us.

At that time Pedro de Alvarado had ordered half the

horsemen who used to stay in Tacuba to sleep on the cause-

way, for there was not so much risk as at the beginning, as

there were no longer any azoteas for nearly all the houses

had been demolished, and they could move quickly along

some .parts of the causeway without [fear] that the enemy

would be able to wound their horses from the canoes and

azotcas. To go back to my story, those three squadrons

came on very fearlessly, the one from the direction of the

great open space of water, the other by way of some houses

that we had pulled down, and the other squadron had

taken us in the rear from the direction of Tacuba, and

we were surrounded. The horsemen with our Tlaxcalan,

friends broke through the squadron that had taken us in

the rear and we all of us fought very valiantly with the

other two squadrons until we forced them to retreat. How-

ever, that seeming flight that they made was a pretence, but

we captured the first barricade where they made a stand,

nevertheless they abandoned it and we, thinking that we

were victorious, crossed that water at a run, for where we

^ Sunday, 23rci June.
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passed there were no pits and we followed up onr advance

among some great houses and temple towers. The enemy

acted as though they were still retreating but they did not

cease to shoot javelins and stones from slings and many

arrows and when we were least expecting it a great multi-

tude of warriors who were hidden in a place we were not

able to see, and many others from the azoteas and houses

joined the combat, and those who at first acted as though

they were retreating, turned round on us all at once and

dealt us such treatment that we could not withstand them.

We then decided to retreat with great caution, but at the

water opening which we had captured [that is to say] at

the place where we had crossed the first time, where there

were no pits, they had stationed such a fleet of canoes that

we were not able to cross at that ford, and they forced us

to go across in another direction, where, as I have said, the

water was very deep, and they had dug many pits. As

such a multitude of warriors were coming against u.s, and

we were in retreat, we crossed the water by swimming and

wading, and nearly all the soldiers fell in the pits
; then the

canoes came down upon us and there the Mexicans carried

off five of our companions and took them alive to Guatemoc

and they wounded nearly all of us. Moreover the launches

which were guarding us could not come to our assistance

because they were impaled on the stakes which had been

fixed there, and from the canoes and azoteas the Mexicans

attacked them so fiercely with javelins and arroivs that

they killed three soldiers and rowers and wounded many
of us. To go back to the pits and the opening, I declare it

was a wonder that we were not all killed in them. Con-

cerning myself I may say that many Indians had already

laid hold of me, but I managed to get my arm free, and

our Lord Jesus Christ gave me strength so that by some
good sword thrusts that I gave them I saved myself, but I

was badly wounded in one arm, and when I found myself
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out of tliat water in safety, I became insensible and with«

out power to stand on my feet and altogether breathless,

and this was caused by the great strain that I exerted in

getting away from that rabble and from the quantity of

blood I had lost. I declare that when they had me in

their clutches, that in my thoughts I was commending

myself to our Lord God and to our Lady His Blessed

Mother and He gave me the strength I have spoken of

by which I saved myself
;
thank God for the mercy that

He vouchsafed me.

There is another thing I wish to mention, that Pedro

de Alvarado and the horsemen, when they had thoroughly

routed the squadrons that came on our rear from Tacuba,

did not any of them pass that water or the barricades, with

the exception of one horseman who had come only a short

time before from Spain, and there they killed him, both

him and his horse. The horsemen were already advancing

to our assistance when they saw us coming back in retreat

and if they had crossed there, we should have been forced

to turn back against the Indians and if [after crossing]

they should have again retreated, there would not have

been one of them, nor of the horses, nor of us left alive,

for the affair was so cunningly [arranged] that they would

have fallen in the pits, and there were ever so many

warriors who would have killed the horses with lances

they had prepared for the purpose, and [by attacking

them] from the many azoteas that there were [around],

for all this took place in the heart of the City. Flushed

with the victory they had gained, the Mexicans continued

during that whole day, which as I have said was a Sunday,

to send so vast a host of warriors against our camp, that

we could not prevail against them, and they expected

for certain to rout us, but we held our own against them

by [the help of] some bronze cannon and hard fighting,

and by all the companies together keeping guard every
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Let us leave this and say that when Cortes heard of it

he was very angry, and he wrote at once to Pedro de

Alvarado and [sent the letter] in a launch [to say] that

he should take care that neither for good nor evil should

he leave a single opening unclosed, and that all the horse-

men should sleep on the causeway and keep [their horses]

saddled and bridled all night long, and that we should not

attempt to go a single step forward until we had filled up

that great opening with adobes and timber and that every

precaution should be taken in the camp. Then when we

saw that it was our fault that great disaster had happened,

we began then and there to fill in that opening, and

although it meant great labour and many wounds which

the enemy inflicted while we were at work, and the death

of six soldiers, in four days we had it filled in,“ and at

night we kept watch on the place itself, all three companies

in the order I have already mentioned.

I want to say that at this time the Mexicans were quite

close to us as we kept watch, and they too had their

sentinels and changed them in watches, and it was in this

way; they lighted great fires that burned all night

through, but those who were on guard stood away from

the fires and from afar we were not able to distinguish

tnem, and although on account of the brightness of the

wood that was always burning we could not see the

Indians who were watching, yet we could always tell when
they were changing guard, for then they came to feed the

fire. On many nights, as it rained heavily at that season

it happened that their fire was put out, and they rekindled

it without making any noise nor a word spoken among
them, for they understood one another by means of

whistles.

Cortes states (Third Letter) that he visited Alvarado’s camp
himself, and was astonished to find how much he had done and how
far he had penetrated into the City.

2 t
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I wish to say that very often our musketeers and cross-

bowmen when we knew that they [the enemy] were going

to change guard threw stones and shot arrows at a venture

at groups of them, but they did them no harm, because

they were in a place which even if we had wished to get

at them in the night we should not have been able to

reach them on account of another great and very deep

opening of the canal, which they had made by hand and of

the barricades and walls they had raised, and they also

shot at us volleys of stones, javelins and arrows.

Let us stop speaking about keeping watch and say how

each day we advanced along the causeway fighting in

the most regular order and we captured the opening,

which I have spoken of, where they kept guard
;
but such

was the multitude of the enemy who came against us every

day, and the javelins, arrows and stones they shot, that

they wounded us all, although we proceeded with the

greatest caution and were well armoured.

Then after having passed all the day fighting, when it

was growing late and there was no opportunity for ,a

further advance, only of turning back in retreat, that would

be the [very] time they held many squadrons in readiness,

believing that with the great energy of their attacks as we

retired, they would be able to rout us, for they came on as

fierce as tigers and fought us hand to hand. As soon as

we found out this plan of theirs, w-e made the following

arrangement for retreating
;
the first thing we did was to

get our friends the TIaxcalans off the causeway, for as

they were very numerous, they longed with our support to

get to blows with the Mexicans, and as the Mexicans

were cunning, they wished nothing better than to see us

entangled with our friends, thus they made fierce attacks

on us from two or three directions, so as to enclose us in

the middle and intercept some of us, and, with the many

TIaxcalans who embarrassed us, prevent us from fighting
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on all sides, and this was the reason that we got them

[the Tlaxcalans] off the causeway to where we could place

them^ in safety. As soon as we found ourselves no longer

hampered by them, we retreated to our camp without

turning our backs, but always facing the enemy, some of

the crossbowmen and musketeers shooting and others

loading, and with our four launches in the lake, two on

each side of the causeway, protecting us against the fleets

of canoes and the many stones from the azoteas and

houses which were destined to be pulled down. Yet \vith

all this caution every one of us ran great personal risk

until we reached our ranchos. There we at once treated

our wounds with oil and bandaged them with native cloth,

and supped on the tortillas they had brought us from

Tacuba, and on herbs, and such as had them, on Tunas.

Then we at once mounted guard at the water-opening

which I have mentioned, and the next morning we
promptly returned to fight, for we could do nothing else,

for however early in the morning it might be, battalions of

the enemy were there ready to attack us, and they even

reached our camp and shouted abuse at us, and in such

manner we underwent our hardships.

Let us stop talking for a time about our camp which

is that of Pedro de Alvarado and turn to that of Cortes

which the enemy constantly attacked by day and by night

and killed and wounded many of his soldiers in the same
way as they did to us in the camp at Tacuba. Two
launches were always employed ever};- night to give chase

to the canoes that entered Mexico with food and water,

and it appears that one launch captured two chieftains who
came in one of the many canoes that brought food, and

from them Cortes found out that forty piraguas and other

canoes were lying in ambush in a thicket in order to

capture one of our launches, as they did the other time.

Cortes flattered these two chieftains who had been captured
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and gave them beads, and made them many promises that

when Mexico was taken he would give them territory, and

through our interpreters Doha Marina and Aguilar, he

asked them where the piraguas were stationed, for it would

not be in the same place as before, and they pointed out

the place where they were stationed and even gave warning

that many heavy timber stakes had been driven in at

certain places so that should the launches turn to flight

before the piraguas they would get impaled upon the

stakes, and their crews would be carried off and killed.

When Cortes had received this warning, he got six launches

ready to go that night and place themselves in some reed

beds about a quarter of a league from where the piraguas

were in ambush, and [ordered them] to be covered over

with branches
;

so they set out with muffled oars and

stayed all the night watching. Very early in the morning

Cortes ordered a launch to set out as though it were going

in chase of the canoes that went in with the food, and he

ordered the two Indian chieftains who had been captured

to go in the launch to point out where the piraguas were

stationed, so that the launch should go in that direction.

At the same time our enemies the Mexicans arranged,

as they did the other time, to send out two decoy canoes

in the direction of the ambush, pretending to carry supplies,

in order to lure the launch to go after them. Thus they had

one idea and our people another which was just the same

as theirs, and when the launch which the cunning Cortes

had sent out saw the canoes which the Indians had sent out

as a bait, it went after them and the two canoes behaved as

though they were fleeing to land to their ambush and

piraguas. Our launch at once pretended that it did not

dare to approach the land and turned in retreat, and when

the piraguas and many other canoes saw that it had turned

round, they came out after it with great fury and rowed as

hard as they could and went in pursuit of it, and the
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many warriors, and the launch that we sent out as a decoy,

which had already got some distance off, also returned to

assist its companions so that a good prize of prisoners and

canoes was carried off, and from that time onward the

Mexicans did not dare to lay any more ambuscades nor

did they dare to bring in supplies or water so openly as

they had been used to do, and in this way the warfare of

the launches on the lakes and our battles on the causeways

were carried on.

Let me now say that the towns situated in the lake

(which I have already named on other occasions) when

they saw how day by day we were victorious both on water

and on land, and that the people of Chaleo, Tlaxcala,

Texcoco and other pueblos had made friends with us

vhilst we continued making war against all of them and

doing them much harm and damage, and capturing many

of their men and women, apparently all united and decided

to sue Cortes for peace and with great humility they asked

pardon if in any way they had offended us, and said that

they had been under orders and could not do otherwise.!

Cortes rejoiced greatly to see them come in that way, and

'hen we heard the news in our camp, that of Pedro cie

Alvarado, and in that of Sandoval, all of us soldiers

rejoiced ;
but to return to my story, Cortes with a pleased

countenance and much flattery pardoned them Lalthough

hel told them that they deserved to be .severely punished

1 From Cortes’s .account the submission of these towns appears to

liave taken place about iSth June.
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for having helped the Mexicans. The towns that came

in were Iztapalapa, Churubusco, Culuacan, and Mixquic

and all those of the fresh water lake, and Cortes told them

that we should not move the camp until the Mexicans sued

for peace or he had destroyed them by war. He ordered

them to aid us with all the canoes that they possessed to

fight against Mexico, and to come and build ranchos for

Cortes and to bring him food, and they replied that they

would do so, and they built the ranchos but brought no

food or very little and that with ill will. Our ranchos

where Pedro de Alvarado was stationed were never rebuilt

so we remained in the rain, for those who have been in this

country know that through the months of June, July and

August it rains every day in these parts.

Let us leave this and return to our causeway and the

attacks that we made on the Mexicans every day and how

we succeeded in capturing many idol towers, houses canals,

and other openings and bridges which they had constructed

from house to house, and we filled them all up with adobes

and the timbers from the houses that we pulled down and

destroyed and we kept guard over them, but notwith-

standing all this trouble that we took, they [the enemy]

came back and deepened them and widened the openings

and erected more barricades. And because our three

companies considered it a dishonour that some should be

fighting and facing the Mexican .squadrons and others

should be filling up passes and openings and bridges,

Pedro de Alvarado, .so as to avoid quarrels as to who

should be fighting or filling up openings, ordered that one

company should have charge of the filling in and look after

that work one day, while the other two companies should

fight and face the enemy, and that this should be done in

rotation one day one company, and another day another

company, until each company should have had its turn,

and owing to this arrangement there was nothing captured
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that was not razed to the ground, and our friends the

TIaxcalans helped us. So we went on penetrating into

the City, but at the hour for retiring all three companies

had to fight in union, for that was the time when we ran

the greatest risk, and, as I have already related, first of all

we sent all the TIaxcalans off the causeway, for it was

clear that they were a considerable embarrassment when

we were fighting.

Let us cease speaking of our camp and return to that

of Cortes and that of Sandoval which continuously both

by day and night had many of the enemy upon them both

by land and in fleets of canoes from the lake, and they

were always being attacked and could not get rid of

their enemies. In the camp of Cortes [the Spaniards

endeavoured] to capture a bridge and deep opening which

was difficult to take, for the Mexicans had placed many

breastworks and barricades there, so that the only way to

cross was by swimming, and whenever an attempt was

made to cross it, many warriors were ready waiting with

arrows and stones from slings and javelins, macanas, two

handed swords, and lances made like scythes set with

swords that they had taken from us, and the lake was full

of war canoes, and from the neighbouring barricades and

azoteas they showered down stones and the launches could

give no help on account of the stakes that had been placed

[there]. In capturing this fort, bridge and opening the

troops of Cortes endured great hardships and four soldiers

were killed in the fighting, and more than thirty soldiers

were wounded, and as it was already late when they

effected the capture, they had no time to close up the

opening, and they retreated again with great difficulty and

danger and with more than thirty soldiers wounded,

besides many more TIaxcalans injured.

Let us leave this and tell of another way in which

Guatemoc ordered his companies to fight and for which he
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ordered all his forces to be prepared. It happened that as

the next day^ was the feast of the Senor San Juan de

Jimio, and exactly one year was completed since \¥e

entered Mexico (when we came to the relief of Pedro de

Alvarado and they defeated us as I have related in the

chapter that treats of it), it seems that they had kept

count of it, and Guatemoc ordered us to be attacked

at all three camps, by all his troops and with all the energy

that was possible both on land and by water with canoes,

and he ordered them to go by night during the modorra

watch
;
and so that the launches should not be able to

assist us, stakes had been placed in most parts of the

water of the lake so that the launches might get impaled

on them. They came on with so furious an impetus that

had it not been for those who were on the watch, who

were over one hundred and twenty soldiers well used to

fighting, they would have penetrated into our camp, and

we ran a great risk as it was, but by fighting in good order

we withstood them, and they wounded fifteen of our men

and two of them died of their wounds within eight days.

Also in the camp of Cortes they placed our troops

in the greatest straits and difficulties and many were

killed and wounded, and in the camp of Sandoval the

same thing happened, and in this way they came on two

successive nights and many Mexicans also were killed

in these encounters and many more wounded. When

Guatemoc and his captains and priests saw that the attack

that they made on those two nights profited them nothing,

they decided to come with all their combined forces

at the dawn watch and attack our camp, which was called

the Taciiba camp, and they came on so fearlessly that

they surrounded us on two sides, and had even half

1 24th June. The events must be here misplaced ; the 23rd’was

the clay on which Alvarado was defeated as already related.
.
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defeated us and cut us off, when it pleased our Lord

Jesus Christ to give us strength to turn and close our

ranks, and we sheltered ourselves to a certain degree with

the launches, and with good cut and thrust, and advancing

shoulder to shoulder, vv'e drove them off from us somewhat,

and the horsemen were not idle, and the musketeers and

crossbowmen did what they could, and were even able

to break up other squadrons which had already attacked

us on the flanks. In that battle they killed eight and

wounded many of our soldiers and they even injured

Pedro de Alvarado. If the Tlaxcalans had slept on the

causeway that night we should have run gi'eat risk from

the embarrassment they would have caused us on account

of their numbers, but the experience of what had happened

before made us promptly get them off the causeway and

send them to Tacuba, and we remained free from care.

To go back to our battle, we killed many Mexicans and

took prisoners four persons of importance. I well under-

stand that interested readers will be surfeited with seeing

so many fights every day, but one cannot do less, for

during the ninety and three days that we besieged this

strong and great City we had war and combats every day

and every night as well. For this reason we must recount

many times how, when, and in what way they happened ;

I have not made a chapter of what we accomplished each

day, as it seems to me that it would be greatly spinning

it out and a matter that could never be brought to an

end, like the books of Amadis or of chivalry, and as

henceforth I do not wish to waste time in recording so

many battles and encounters as we went through, every

day, I will relate them as briefly as I can. For when

it seemed to us that we were victorious, great disasters

were really coming upon us, and we were in the greatest

danger of perishing in all three camps, as will be seen

later on.
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\bout the battles and encounters that we went through and about the

'

defeat that Cortes suffered at his camp, and about many other

things that happened in our camp at Tacuba, and how they

carried off sixty six soldiers whom they sacrificed.

As Cortes saw that it was impossible to fill in all the

qoenings, bridges, and canals of water that we captured

day by day, which the Mexicans reopened during the

night and made .stronger than they had been before with

barricades, and that it was very hard work fighting and

filling in bridges and keeping watch all of us together (all

the more as we were most of us wounded and twenty had

died\ he decided to consult his captains and soldiers who

were in his camp, that is Cristobal de Olid, Francisco

Verdugo, Andres de Tapia, the ensign Corral and

Francisco de IvUgo, and he also wrote to us in the camp

of Pedro de Alvarado and to the camp of Sandoval to take

the opinion of all us captains and soldiers. The question

he asked was, whether it seemed good to us to make an

advance into the City with a rush, so as to reach Tlatelolco,

which is the great market of Mexico and is much broader

and larger than that of Salamanca, and that if we could

reach iC whether it would be well to station ail our three

camps there, as from thence we should be able to fight

through the street.s of Mexico without having such difficulty

in rerreating and should not have so much to fill in, or

have to guard the bridges. As was likely to happen in

such discussions and consultations, some of us said that

it was not good advice or a good idea to intrude ourselves

so entirely into the heart of the City, but that we should

remain as we were, fighting and pulling down and levelling

the houses. We who held the latter opinion gave as the

most obvious reason for it th%t if we stationed ourselves in
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Tlatelolco and left the causeways and bridges unguarded

and deserted the Mexicans—having so many warriors and

canoes—would reopen the bridges and causeways and we

would no longer be masters of these. They would attack

us with their powerful forces by night and day, and as they

always had many impediments made with stakes ready

prepared our launches would not be able to help us, thus

by the plan that Cortes was proposing we would be the

besieged and they [the enemy] would have possession of

the land, the country and the lake, and we wrote to him

about his proposal so that '*

it should not happen to us as

it had happened before’' (as the saying of the Mazegatos

runs), when we went fleeing out of Mexico.

After Cortes had heard our opinions and the good

reasons we gave for them the only result of all the dis-

cussion was that on the following day we were to advance

with all the energy we could from all three camps, horse-

men as well as crossbowmen, musketeers and soldiers and

to push forward until [we reached] the great market place

at Tlatelolco many times mentioned by me. When all

was ready in ail the three camps and our friends the

Tlaxcalans [had been warned] as well as the people of

Texcoco and those from the towns of the lake who had

again given their fealty to His Majesty, who were to come

with their canoes to help the launches, one Sunday^

morning, after having heard mass, we set out from our

camp with Pedro de Alvarado, and Cortes set out for his

camp, and Sandoval with his companies, and in full force

each company advanced capturing bridges and barricades,

and the enemy fought like brave warriors and Cortes on

his side gained many victories, so too did Gonzalo de

Sandoval on his side.
,

Then we on our side had already

captured another barricade and a bridge, which was done

^ Sunday, 30th June.
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with much difficulty because Guatemoc had great forces

guarding them, and we came out of the fight with many

of our soldiers wounded, and one soon died of his wounds-,

and more than a thousand of our Tlaxcalan friends alone

came out of it injured, but still we followed up our victory

very cheerfully. Let us return to Cortes and all his army

and mention that they captured a rather deep water-

opening with a small and very narrow causeway across

it which the Mexicans had constructed cleverly and

cunningly, for they had foreseen the very thing that now

happened to Cortes, and that was, that as he and his

captains and soldiers were victorious, and the causeway

was crowded with allies, they would go on in pursuit of

the enemy who, although they pretended to be fleeing,

never ceased shooting javelins, arrows and stones and

made some slight stands as though they would resist

Cortds until they lured him on to follow them. When

they saw that he was indeed following up his victory,

they pretended to flee before him. Then, as bad fortune

turns the wheel and many sorrows follow on the greatest

prosperity, while Cortes was going victoriously in the

pursuit of the enemy, either through great carelessness

on his part (or because Our Lord Jesus Christ allowed

it; he and his captains and soldiers omitted to fill in the

water-opening^ which they had captured. This little

causeway by which they had passed had, with cunning,

been made [by the Mexicans] very narrow^ and the water

even penetrated through it in places, and there was much

mud and mire. When the Mexicans saw him cross that

passage without filling it in they wished for nothing better,

and for that very event they had got ready great squadrons

of warriors with very valiant captains and many canoes on

Mb a street between the Calle de Tacuba and the Market. of

Tlateioko.
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the lake in places where our launches could do them no

damage whatever on account of the great stakes which

they had fixed there on which they would get impaled.

Then there turned upon Cortes and all his soldiers such

a furious rush of Mexican squadrons with siich cries yells

and whistles that our people were not able to withstand

the great impetus and force with which the}^ came to

fight against Cortes, and all the soldiers and captains and

ensigns decided to retreat in very good order, but the

enemy came against them with fury until the}^ had driven

them to that bad passage, and the allies whom they [the

Spaniards] had brought with them, who were very

numerous, were so confused that they turned their backs

and took to flight without making any resistance. When
Cortes saw them thus turning away defeated he encouraged

them and cried Stop, stop Gentlemen, stand firm, what

is this that you are doing turning your backs ”, but he

could not check them. Then in that passage which they

had neglected to fill up, and on the little causeway which

was narrow and unsound, aided by the canoes they [the

enemy] defeated Cortes and wounded him in the leg, and

they carried off alive sixty six soldiers and killed eight

horses. Six or seven Mexican Captains had already seized

hold of Cortes, but it pleased Our Lord God to help him

and to give him strength to defend himself altliough he

was wounded in one leg, for in the nick of time there

promptly came [to his rescue] a very valiant soldier named

Cristobal de Olea, a native of Old Castile, and as soon as

he saw Cortes assailed by so many Indians, this soldier

Olea fought so bravely that he quickly killed with sword

thrusts four of the captains who had hold of him, and

another brave soldier named Lerma also helped. They

did so much by their personal bravery that they [the

Indian Captains] let go of Cortes, but in defending him

Olea lost his life there, and even Lerma was at the point
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of death. Many soldiers soon ran to assist and although

they were badly wounded they laid hands on Cortes and

helped him out of that danger and the mire in which he

was then standing, and the quarter master Cristobal de

Olid also came in great haste and they took him [Cortes]

b}- the arms and helped him to get out of the water and

the mud and brought him a horse on which he escaped

from death. At that moment his mayor-domo named

Cristobal de Guzman also arrived and brought him another

horse. Meanwhile the Mexican warriors kept on fighting

very fearlessly and successfully from the azoteas greatly

to our damage, and they captured Cristobal de Guzman

and carried him alive to Guatemoc. The Mexicans kept

following in pursuit of Cortes and all his soldiers until

they reached their camp. Even after that disaster had

happened and they had reached camp, the Mexican

squadrons did not cease following them and hunting them

down yelling and calling out much abuse and calling them

cowards.

Let us cease speaking about Cortds and his defeat and

return to our army, which is that of Pedro de Alvarado, in

the City of Tacuba, and [say] how we advanced victoriously,

and, when we least expected it, we saw advancing against

us with loud yells very many squadrons of Mexicans with

very handsome ensigns and plumes, and they cast in front

of us five heads streaming with blood which they had just

cut off the men whom they had captured from Cortes, and

they cried:
—'‘Thus will we kill you as we have killed

Malinche and Sandoval, and all whom they had brought

with them, and these are their heads and by them you may

know them well and saying these words they closed in

on us until they laid hands on us and neither cut nor

thrust nor crossbows nor muskets availed to stop them,

all they did was to rush at us as at a mark. Even so

we lost nothing of our order in retreating, for we at once

if'
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commanded our friends the Tlaxcalans to clear off quickly

from the causeways and bad passages, and this time they

did it with a will, for when they saw the five heads of our

companions dripping with blood and heard the Mexicans

say that they had killed Malinche and Sandoval and all

the Teules whom they had brought with them, and that so

they would do to us also and to the Tlaxcalans, they

were thoroughly frightened, thinking it was true, and for

this reason, I say, they cleared off the causeway very

completely.

Let us go back to say that as we were retreating we

heard the sound of trumpets from the great Cue, (where

stand the idols Huichilobos and Tezcatepuca) which from

its height dominates the whole City, and also a drum,

a most dismal sound indeed it was, like an instrument

of demons, as it resounded so that one could hear it two

leagues off, and with it many small tambourines and shell

trumpets, horns and whistles. At that moment, as we

afterwards learnt, they were offering the hearts of ten

of our comrades and much blood to the idols that I

have mentioned.

Let us leave the sacrifice and return to our retreat

and the great attack they made on us both from the

causeway and from the azoteas and the canoes on the lake.

Simultaneously there came against us many squadrons

which Guatemoc had newly sent out, and he ordered

his horn to be sounded. When this horn was sounded

it was a signal that his captains and warriors must fight

so as to capture their enemies or die in the attempt, and

the sound that it made echoed in their ears, and when

his captains and squadrons heard it, the fury and courage

with which they threw themselves on us, in order to lay

hold of us, was terrifying, and I do not know how to

describe it here
;

even now when I stop to remember,

it is as though I could see it [all] at this minute, and were
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present [again], in that fight and battle. But I reassert

that our Lord Jesus Christ saved us, for if he had not

given us strength, seeing that we were all wounded, we

should never otherwise have been able to reach our

ranchos, and I give thanks and praise to God foi it,

that I escaped that time and many others from the power

of the Mexicans.

To go back to our story, the horsemen made charges,

and with two heavy cannon that we placed near our

ranchos with some loading while others fired we held our

own, for the causeway was crowded to the utmost with

the enemy and they came after us up to the houses, as

though we were already conquered and shot javelins and

stones at us, and as I have said, with those cannon we

killed many of them. The man who was most helpful

that day was a gentleman named Pedro Moreno Medrano,

who lives now in Puebla, for he acted as gunner because

the artillerymen we used to have with us were some of

them dead and the others wounded, and Pedro Moreno

besides always being a brave soldier was on that day a

great help to us. Being as we were in that condition,

thoroughly miserable and wounded, we knew nothing of

either Cortes or Sandoval nor of their armies, whether

they had been killed or routed, as the Mexicans told us

they were when they cast [before us] the five heads which

they brought tied together by the hair and the beards,

saying that Malinche and all the Teuies were already

dead, and that thus they were going to kill all of us that

very day. We were not able to get news from them

because we were fighting half a league apart one from

the other, and where they had defeated Cortds was furthest

off, and for this very reason we were much distressed, but

by all of us both wounded and sound keeping together in

a body we held out against the shock of the fuiy of the

Mexicans who came against us, and who did not believe
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that there would be a trace of us left after the attack that

the};- made upon us.

Then they had already captured one of our launches

and killed three soldiers and wounded the captain and

most of the soldiers who were in it, and it was rescued

by another launch of which Juan Xaramillo was captain.

Yet another launch was impaled in a place from which it

could not move, and its captain was Juan de Linpias

Caravajal, who went deaf at that time, and now lives

in Puebla. He himself fought most valiantly and so

encouraged his soldiers, who were rowing the launch that

day, that they broke the stakes [on which they were

impaled] and got away, all badly wounded, and saved their

launch. This Linpias was the first to break the stakes

and it was a great thing for all of us.

Let us return to Cort6s
;
when he and his people were

nearly all killed or wounded the Mexican squadrons went

towards his camp to attack it, and they even cast before

the Soldiers, who were resisting the attack of the Mexicans,

four other heads dripping with blood [which were those]

of soldiers who had been carried off from Cortes himself,

and they said that these were [the heads of] Tonatio,

that is of Pedro de Alvarado, and of Sandoval and of

Bernal Diaz and other Teules, and that they had already

killed all of us who were at Tacuba. Then Cortes was

much more depressed than he had been before and tears

started from his eyes (and the eyes of all who were with

him,) but not to such an extent as to permit them to

notice depression or weakne.ss in him. Pie at once ordered

Cristobal de Olid, who was quarter-master, and his captains

to take care that the many Mexicans who were pressing

on them did not break into the camp, and to keep both

wounded and sound all close together in one body. He
sent Andres de Tapia with three horsemen post-haste by

land, at the risk of their lives, to Tacuba which was our
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camp, to find out if we were alive, and, ,if we were not

routed, [to tell us] to keep a good look out in our camp and

to form up in one body and to keep watch all together both

by day and by night, and what he now sent to order us to

do we had already made our custom. The Captain Andres

de Tapia and the three horsemen who came with him made

great haste, although Tapia and two of those who came

with him were wounded, and they were called Guillen de la

Loa and Baldenebro and a Juan de Cuellar, all valiant men.

When they reached our camp and found us fighting with

the Mexican force which was still close to us, they rejoiced

in their hearts and related to us what had happened about

the defeat of Cortes and what he had sent to tell us, but

they did not care to state that so many were dead, and

said that about twenty five [had been killed] and that all

the rest were well.

Let us stop talking of this and turn to Sandoval and his

captains and soldiers, who marched on victoriousl};' in the

part and streets they had captured, and when the Mexicans

had defeated Cortes they turned on Sandoval and his

army and captains so effectively that he could make no

headway, and they killed six soldiers and wounded all

whom he had brought with him, and gave him [Sandoval

himself] three wounds one in the thigh, another in the

head and another in the left arm. While Sandoval was

battling with the enemy they placed before him six heads

of Cortes’s men whom they had killed, and said they were

the heads of Malinche and of Tonatio and other Captains,

and that they meant so to do with Sandoval and those

who were with him, and they attacked him fiercely. When
Sandoval saw this he ordered all his captains aad soldiers

to show a brave spirit and not be dismayed, and to take

care that in retreating there should .not be any confusion

.on the causeway which was narro'Wj and first of all .he

ordered his allies, who were numerous, to clear off the

VOL. IV. . L
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causeway so as not to embarrass him, and with [the help

of] his two launches and of his musketeers and crossbow-

men, with great difficulty he retired to his quarters, with

all his men badly wounded and even discouraged and six

of them dead. When he found himself clear of the

causeway, although he was surrounded by Mexicans, he

encouraged his people and their captains and charged

them all to be sure to keep together in a body by day

and by night so as to guard the camp and avoid defeat

Then when he learned from the captain Luis Marin, that

they were well able to do it, wounded and bound up in

rags as he was, he took two other horsemen with him and

rode post haste to the camp of Cortes. When Sandoval

saw Cortds he said Oh Sir Captain, what is this ? Are

these the counsels and stratagems of warfare that you have

always impressed on us, how has this disaster happened ?
''

Cortes replied with tears springing to his eyes, Oh my
son Sandoval, for my sins this has been permitted, however

I do not deserve as much blame in the matter as all my
captains and soldiers impute, but the Ti'easurer Julian de

Alderete to whom I gave the order to fill in that passage

where they defeated us, and he did not do it, for he is not

used to war nor to receive orders from Captains. Then

the treasurer himself answered, for he was there by Cortds

and had come to see and speak with Sandoval and to find

out if his army was dead or defeated, and he said that

Cortes himself was to blame and not he, and the reason

he gave was that as Cortes was advancing victoriously and

in order to follow up his advantage he cried out “ Forward

gentlemen ” and never ordered them to fill in the bridge or

bad passage, and that if he had ordered him to do so, his

Captain and the allies would have done it He also blamed

Cortc's for not ordering the many allies that he had with

him to clear off the causeway in good time, and there were

many other discussions and replies from Cortes to the
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Treasurer which were spoken in anger, they will be left

untold, and I will state how at that moment there arrived

two launches which Cortes kept in the lake and by the

causeway, and they had not come in nor had anything

been known about them since the defeat It seems that

they had been detained and impaled on some stakes, and,

according to what the captains reported, they had been

kept there surrounded by canoes which attacked them, and

they all came in wounded, and said that God in the first

place aided them with a wind, and thanks to the great

energy with which they rowed they broke the stakes
; at

this Cortes was well pleased, for up to that time, although

he did not publish it so as not to dishearten the soldiers,

he knew nothing about the launches and had held them

as lost

Let us leave this and return to Cortes who next strongly

advised Sandoval to proceed at once post haste to our

camp of Pedro de Alvarado, which was called Tacuba, and

see whether we were routed, or how we stood, and if we
were alive he should help us to keep up the defence so that

they should not break into our camp, and he told Francisco

de Lugo who accompanied him (Sandoval) (for he well

knew that there were Mexican squadrons on the road),

that he had already sent Andres de Tapia with three

horsemen to get news of us, and he feared that they had

been killed on the road. After saying this to him and

taking leave of him he went to embrace Sandoval, and

said, ‘‘ Look here, my son, as I am not able to go every-

where, for you can see that I am wounded, I commit

this work to your care so that you may inspire confidence

in all three camps. I know well that Pedro de Alvarado

and all his captains and brothers and soldiers have fought

valiantly and acted like gentlemen, but I fear the great

forces of these dogs may have defeated him, and as for me
and my army, you observe in what condition I am.”

L 2
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Sandoval and Francisco de Lugo came post haste to

where we were and when he arrived it was a little after

dusk (visperas) and it seems that the defeat of Cortes took

place before noon (misa mayor). When Sandoval arrived

he found us fighting with the Mexicans who wanted to get

into our camp by way of some houses which we had pulled

down^ and others by the causeway, and many canoes by the

lake, and they had already got one launch stranded on the

land, and of the soldiers who were in it two were dead and

most of them wounded. Sandoval saw me and six other

soldiers standing more than waist high in the water helping

the launch to get off into deep water, and many Indians

attacking us with swords which they had captured from us

when Cortes was defeated, and others with broadswords

[edged] with [flint] knives and were giving us sword cuts

(and they gave me an arrow wound and a sword cut in the

leg) so as to prevent us helping the launch, which, judging

from the energy they were displaying, they intended to

carry off with their canoes. They had attached many

ropes to it with which to tow it off and place it inside the

City. When Sandoval saw us in that position he said to

us Oh ! Brothers put your strength into it and prevent

them carrying off the launch ” and we exerted so much

strength that we soon hauled it out in safety, although as

I have said, all of the sailors came out wounded and two

dead.

At that time many companies of Mexicans came to the

causeway and wounded the horsemen as well as all of us,

and they gave Sandoval a good blow with a stone in the

face. Then Pedro de Alvarado and other horsemen went

to his assistance. As so many squadrons approached

I and twenty other soldiers faced them, and Sandoval

ordered us to retreat little by little so that they should not

kill the horses, and because we did not retreat as quickly

as he wished he said to us with fury Do you wish that
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through your selfishness they should kill me and all these

horsemen? For the love of me, dear brothers, do fall

back ”, at that moment the enemy again wounded him and

his horse. Just then we cleared our allies off the cause-

way, and [we retreated] little by little keeping our faces

[to the enemy] and not turning our backs, as though to

form a dam. Some of the crossbowmen and musketeers

were shooting and others loading their guns for they did

not fire them off all together, and the horsemen made
charges, and Pedro Moreno Medrano, already mentioned

by me, loaded and fired his cannon, yet, notwithstanding

the number of Mexicans that the balls were sweeping

away, we could not fend them off, on the contrary they

kept on following us thinking that this very night they

would carry us off to be sacrificed.

When we had retreated near to our quarters and had

already crossed a great opening where there was much

water, the arrows, javelins and stones could no longer

reach us. Sandoval, Francisco de Lugo and Andres de

Tapia were standing with Pedro de Alvarado each one

relating what had happened to him and what Cortes

had ordered, when again there was sounded the dismal

drum of Huichilobos and many other shells and horns

and things like trumpets and the sound of them all was

terrifying, and we all looked towards the lofty Cue where

they were being sounded, and saw that our comrades

whom they had captured when they defeated Cortes were

being carried by force up the steps, and they were taking

them to be sacrificed. When they got them up to a small

square in [front of] the oratory, where their accursed

idols are kept, we saw them place plumes on the heads

of many of them and with things like lans [in their

hands ?] they forced them to dance before Huichilobos,

and after they had danced they immediately placed them

on their backs on some rather narrow stones which had
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been prepared as [places for] sacrifice, and with stone

knives they sawed open their chests and drew out their

palpitating hearts and offered them to the idols that were

there, and they kicked the bodies down the steps, and

Indian butchers who were waiting below cut off the arms

and feet and flayed [the skin off] the faces, and prepared

it afterwards like glove leather with the beards on, and

kept those for the festivals when they celebrated drunken

orgies, and the flesh they ate in chilmok. In the same way

they sacrificed all the others and ate the legs and arms

and offered the hearts and blood to their idols, as I have

said, and the bodies, that is their entrails and feet, they

threw to the tigers and lions which they kept in the house

of the carnivores which I have spoken about in an earlier

chapter.

When we saw those cruelties all of us in our camp and

Pediro de Alvarado and Gonzalo de Sandoval and all the

other captains (let the interested readers who peruse this,

note what ills we suffered from them [the Mexicans]) said

the one to the other “ thank God that they are not carrying

me off to day to be sacrificed/^

It should also be noted that we were not far away from

them, yet we could render them no help, and could only

pray God to guard us from such a death.

Then, at the moment that they were making the sacri-

fices, great squadrons of Mexicans fell on us suddenly and

gave us plenty to do on all sides and neither in one way

or the other could we prevail against them.

And they cried :
—

“ Look, that is the way in which

you will all have to die, for our gods have promised it to

us many times. Then the words and threats which they

said to our friends the Tlaxcalans were so injurious and

evil that they disheartened them, and they threw them

roasted legs of Indians and the arms of our soldiers and

cried to them:—“Eat of the flesh of these Teules and
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of your brothers for we are already glutted with it, and

you can stuff yourselves with this which is over, and

observe that as for the houses which you have destroyed,

we shall have to bring you to rebuild them much better

with white stone and well worked masonry, so go on help-

ing the Teules, for you will see them all sacrificed.”

There was another thing that Guatemoc ordered to be

done when he won that victory, he sent to all the towns

of our allies and friends and to their relations, the hands

and feet of our soldiers and the flayed faces with the

beards, and the heads of the horses that they had killed,

and he sent word that more than half of us were dead and

he would soon finish us off, and he told them to give up

their friendship [with us] and come to Mexico and if they

did not give it up promptly, he would come and destroy

them, and he sent to tell them many other things to induce

them to leave our camp and desert us, and then we should

be killed by his hands.

As they still went on attacking us both by day and by

night, all of us in our camp kept watch together, Gonzalo

de Sandoval and Pedro de Alvarado and the other captains

keeping us company during our watch, and although during

the night great companies of warriors came [against us] we

withstood them. Both by day and night half the horsemen

remained in Tacuba and the other half w’^ere on the cause-

way.

There was another greater evil that they did us; no

matter how carefully we had filled in [the water spaces]

since we advanced along the causeway, they returned and

opened them all and constructed barricades stronger than

before. Then our friends of the cities of the lake who had

again accepted our friendship and had come to aid us with

their canoes believed that they came to gather wool and

went back shorn” for many of them lost their lives and

many more returned wounded, and they lost more than
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half of the canoes they had brought with them, but, even

with all this, thenceforward they did not help the Mexicans,

for they were hostile to them, but they carefully watched

events as they happened.

Let us cease talking about misfortunes and once again

tell about the caution, and the manner of it, that from now

on we exercised, and how Gonzalo de Sandoval and

Francisco de Lugo and Andres de Tapia and Julio de

Cuellar and Baldenebro and the other soldiers who had

come to our camp thought it would be well to return

to their posts and to give a report to Cortes as to how

and in what position we stood. So they went post haste

and told Cortes that Pedro de Alvarado and all his soldiers

were using great caution both in fighting as well as in

keeping watch, and moreover Sandoval, as he considered

me a friend, said to Cortes that he had found me and the

soldiers fighting more than waist high in water defending

a stranded launch, and that if it had not been for us they

[the enemy] would surely have killed the captain and

soldiers who were on board, and because he said other

things in my praise about when he ordered me to retreat,

I am not going to repeat them here for other persons told

of it, and it was known throughout the camp of Cortes and

in our own, but I do not wish to recite it here. When
Cortes clearly understood the great caution that we

observed in our camp it greatly eased his heart, and from

that time onwards he ordered all three camps not to fight

with the Mexicans either too much or too little, meaning

that we were not to trouble about capturing any bridge or

barricade, and, except in defence of our camps, we were

not to go out to fight with the enemy.

Nevertheless the day had hardly dawned when they

were attacking our camp discharging many stones from

slings, and javelins and arrows and shouting out hideous

abuse, and as we had near the camp a very broad and
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succession without crossing it Cortes remained as long

in his camp and Sandoval in his. This determination,

not to go out and fight and endeavour to capture the

barricades which they [the Mexicans] had returned to

open and fortify, was because we were all badly wounded
and worn out with hardships, both from keeping watch

and bearing arms without anything sustaining to eat
;

and because we had lost the day before over sixty and

odd soldiers from all the camps, and eight horses and

so that we might obtain some rest, and take mature

counsel as to what should be done. From that time

onwards Cortes ordered us to remain quiet, as I have said,

so I will leave off here and tell how and in what way we
fought and everything else that happened in our camp.

CHAPTER CLIIL

About the way in which we fought, and the many attacks that the

Mexicans made on us, and the parleys we had with them, and
how our allies left us and went to their towns, and many other

things that happened.

Our method of fighting in all three camps was as

follows :—Ail the soldiers kept watch on the causeways

together with our launches on either side, half the horse-

men went the rounds in Tacuba, where the bread was

made for us and where we kept our baggage, and the

other half guarded the bridges and the causeway. Early

in the morning we prepared our arms to fight with the

enemy, who tried to penetrate into our camp and

endeavoured to defeat us, and they acted in the same

way at the camp of Cortds and of Sandoval This lasted

only during five days for then we adopted another plan

which I will speak about later on. Let me tell now how
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the Mexicans offered great sacrifice and celebrated festivals

every night at their great Cue at Tlatelolco and sounded

their cursed drum, trumpets, kettle drums and shells, and

uttered yells and howls, and kept many bonfires of burning

wood going all night long. Then they sacrificed our

comrades to their accursed Huichilobos and Tescatepuca

whom they consulted, and inasmuch as they are evil,

they replied so as to delude them and prevent their

making peace, inducing them to believe that on the

morning following that very night they were sure to kill all

of us and the Tlaxcalans and all others who might come

to our assistance. When our allies heard this they believed

it to be true because they had seen us defeated and saw

that we were not fighting as we used to do.

Let us leave these sayings that came from their accursed

idols and relate that in the morning many regiments came

to surround us and attack us, and they relieved one

another from time to time, some with one kind of device

and plumes and distinguishing marks and then others with

a different uniform. Then when we were fighting with

them they shouted many insults calling us cowards, and

good-for-nothings, neither for making houses nor planta-

tions of maize
;
and that we only came to plunder their

city and were evil men fleeing from our own country and

king and master. This they said on account of what

Narvaez had sent to tell them, that we had come without

the permission of our King, as I have stated in the chapter

that deals with that matter. They further said that within

eight days not one of us would remain alive, for so, last

night, their Gods had promised them, and they said many
other bad words to us, and last of all they exclaimed

Look what rogues and villains you are, even your flesh is

bad to eat, it is as bitter as gall and we cannot swallow it

so bitter is it” It seems that they had satiated themselves

during those days on the flesh of our soldiers and comrades
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and possibly our Lord had willed their flesh to turn bitter.

If they used abusive language to us they treated our

friends the TIaxcalans much worse and threatened to keep

them as slaves for sacrifice and for planting their crops and

rebuilding the houses they had destroyed, and that they

would have to make them of well laid masonry for this

their Huichiiobos had promised them. After they had

said this, how fearlessly they fought and approaching by

way of some houses that had been pulled down, and in the

many canoes that they possessed, they took us in the rear

and sometimes they had us even cut off on the causeway,

but our Lord supported us every day, for our own strength

alone was insufficient. Still we sent back many of them

wounded and others fell dead. Let us cease speaking

of these great attacks which they made on us and say

how our friends, the people of Tlaxcala and Cholula

and Huexotzingo and even those of Texcoco and Chaleo

and Tlamanalco, decided to return to their own Countries,

and nearly all of them went off without Cortes or Pedro

de Alvarado or Sandoval knowing about it. There only

remained in Cortes camp Ixlilxochitl,^ who was afterwards

baptized and named Don Carlos (he was the brother of

Don Fernando the Lord of Texcoco and was a very

valiant man) and about forty of his relations and friends

In Sandovai^s camp there remained another cacique from

Huexotzingo with about fifty men, and in our camp there

remained two sons of Lorenzo de Vargas and the brave

Chichimecatecle with about eighty TIaxcalans, his relations

and vas.sals. When we found ourselves alone^ with so few

allies we were distressed, and Cortes and Sandoval each of

^ Este Sucbel in the text,

^ Bernal Diaz must have been misinformed as to the number of the

allies in the three camps ; had they been as few as he states Cortes

could not have ventured to despatch the expedition under Andres de

Tdpia only a few days later,
'

.

.
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them asked the allies that remained in his camp, why the

others had gone off in that way, and they replied that they

had observed Mexicans speaking with their Idols during

the night who promised them that they should kill us, and

they believed it to be true
;
so it was through fear that

they left, and what made it more credible was seeing us all

wounded and many of us dead, and of their own people

more than twelve hundred were missing, and they feared

that we should all be killed. Moreover Xicotenga the

younger, whom Cortes had ordered to be hanged on the

confines of Texcoco, had always told them that he knew

by his magic that they [the Mexicans] would kill all of us

and not leave one of them alive. These were the reasons

why they went off and although Cortes in private showed

how it weighed upon him, yet he told them with a cheerful

countenance to have no fear, for what the Mexicans had

told them was a lie to make them lose heart, and he made

so many promises to them in affectionate terms that he

gave them courage to stay with him, and we said the like

to Chichimecatecle and to the two youthful Xicotengas,

In those conversations which Cortes had with Ixlilxochitl,

who as I have already said was called Don Carlos, for he

was Lord over his people and a brave man, he replied to

Cortes “ Senor Malinche, do not be distressed because you

cannot fight every day with the Mexicans, get your foot

well, and take my advice, and that is to stay some days in

your camp, and tell Tonatio (Pedro de Alvarado for so they

called him) to do the same and stay in his camp and

Sandoval in Tepeaquilla, and keep the launches on the

move night and day to prevent supplies of provisions or

water from getting to them, [the enemy] for there are

within this great City so many thousand xiqtdpeks^ of

warriors that they must of necessity eat up the food that

^ A division numbering 8,000 men.
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they possess, and the water they are now drinking is from

some springs they have made, and it is half salt, and as it

rains every day and sometimes at night they catch the

water and live on that, but what can they do if you stop

their food and water? They will suffer more from hunger

and thirst than from war.” When Cortes understood this

advice he threw his arms round him and thanked him for

it and made him promises that he would give him pueblos.

This advice many of us soldiers had already discussed, but,

such is our nature, that we did not wish to wait so long a

time, but to advance into the city. When Cortes had well

considered what the cacique had said (although we had

already sent to say the same thing on our own account,

and the captains and soldiers had said it on theirs) he

ordered two launches to go to our camp and to that of

Sandoval to tell us that he ordered us to remain another

three days without advancing into the city. As at that

time the Mexicans were victorious he did not dare to

send out one launch alone and this was the reason why
he sent two, and there was one thing that helped us

much, which was that our launches now ventured to break

the stakes that the Mexicans had placed in the lake to

impale them, and they did it in this way, they rowed

with all their strength, and so that the rowing should carry

greater impetus they set about it from some distance back

and got wind into their sails and rowed their best, so they

were masters of the lake and even of a good many houses

that stood apart from the city, and when the Mexicans

saw this they lost some of their courage.

Let us leave this and return to our battles
;
now, as

we had no allies, we ourselves began tO' fill in and stop

up the great opening that, I have said before, was near

our camp, and the first company on the rota worked

hard at carrying adobes and timber to fill it in, while

the other two companies did the fighting, (I have said
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before we had arranged that it should go in rotation) and

in the four days that all of us worked at it we had it filled

in and levelled, Cortes did the same in his camp where

the same arrangement prevailed, and even he himself was

at work carrying adobes and timber, until the bridges and

causeways and openings were secure so that a retreat

could be effected in safety ;
and Sandoval did neither

more nor less in his camp. With our launches close by

us, and free from any fear of stakes we advanced in this

manner little by little.

Let us return to the great squadrons which continually

attacked us, and very bravely and victoriously came to

fight us hand to hand. From time to time some squadrons

retired and others came on. Then to tell of the yells and

shouts that they uttered, and at that moment the horn

of Guatemoc would resound and then they pressed on us

so hotly that the sword cuts and thrusts which we gave

them availed us nothing, and they tried to lay hands on us.

As, after God, we had to rely on our own good fighting

we held out very stoutly against them, and with the

muskets and crossbows and charges by the horsemen, half

of whom were continually with us, and with [the help of]

the launches which no longer feared the stakes, we held

them at bay, and little by little we went on advancing,

and in this way we went on fighting until near night time,

which was the time to retreat Then, when we were

retreating, it had to be done, as I have said before, with

great caution, for that was the time when they endeavoured

to cut us off on the causeway and the bad passages, and if

they had sometimes attempted it before, in these days after

their late victory they set about it much more energetically,

and I declare that in three places they had broken through

us, but it pleased our Lord God that, although they

wounded many of us, we closed our ranks and we killed

and captured many of the enemy. VVe had no allies to be
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sent off from the causeway, and the horsemen helped

us valiantly, although in that skirmish and combat two

of their horses were wounded, [nevertheless] we returned

badly wounded to our camp where we treated our hurts

with oil and bound them up with cloths and ate our

tortillas with red peppers and herbs and tunas, and then

all went on watch.

Let me say now what the Mexicans did during the night

on their great and lofty Cues, and that was to sound the

cursed drum, which I again declare had the most accursed

sound and the most dismal that it was possible to invent,

and the sound carried far over of the country, and they

sounded other worse instruments and diabolical things,

and they made great fires and uttered the loudest yells

and whistles, for at that moment they were sacrificing

our comrades whom they had captured from Cortes and

we knew that it took them ten days in succession to

complete the sacrificing of all our soldiers, and they left

to the last Cristobal de Guzman whom they kept alive

for twelve or thirteen days, according to the report of

the three Mexican captains whom we captured. When-

ever they sacrificed them then their Huichilobos spoke to

them and promised them victory, and that we should

die by their hands within eight days and told them to

make vigorous attacks on us although many should die

in them and in this way he kept them deluded.

Let us leave their sacrifice, and say once more that

as soon as another day dawned all the greatest forces

that Guatemoc could collect were already down upon us,

and as we had filled up the opening and causeway and

bridge they could pass it dryshod. My faith ! They had

the daring to come up to our ranchos and hurl javelins

and stones and arrows, but with the cannon we could

always make them draw off, for Pedro Moreno who had

charge of the cannon did much damage to the enemy.
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I wish to say that they shot our own arrows at us from

crossbows, for while they held five crossbowmen alive and

Cristdbal de Guzman with them, they made them load the

crossbows and show them how they were to be discharged,

and either they or the Mexicans discharged those shots

deliberately, but they did no harm with them.

Ill the same way as they fought with us, and even more

vigorously, they fought with Cortes and wdth Sandoval,

and shot darts at them, but did them no harm, and we

knew about this because the launches knew it, which went

from our camp to that of Cortes and from Cortes’s camp to

ours and to that of Sandoval, and he [Cortes] was always

writing to us about how we were to fight and all that we

were to do, and impressing watchfulness on us, and that

half the horsemen should always remain in Tacuba

guarding our baggage and the Indian women who made

our bread, and that we should take care that they did

not break in on us in the night, for some prisoners who

had been captured in Cortes’s camp reported that Guatemoc

was often saying that they would attack by night as we

had no TIaxcalans to help us, for they well knew that all

our allies had already left us
;
and, I have already often

said that we were most diligent in keeping watch.

Let us leave this and say that every day we had very

hard fights but we did not cease to advance capturing

barricades bridges and water openings, and as our launches

dared to go where ever they chose in the lake, and did not

fear the stakes, they helped us very much. Let me say

that as usual the launches that Cortes had at his camp

cruised about giving chase to the canoes that were bringing

in supplies and water and collecting in the lake a sort of

ooze which when it was dried had the flavour of cheese,

and these launches brought in many Indian prisoners.

Let us turn to the camp of Cortds and to that of Gonzalo

de Sandoval, where every day they were conquering and
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capturing barricades and causeways and bridges, and in

these perils and battles twelve or thirteen days had gone

by since the defeat of Cortes. As soon as Ixlilxochitl, the

brother of Don Fernando the Lord of Texcoco, observed

that we had thoroughly recovered ourselves, and what the

Mexicans said that they were sure to kill us within ten

days was not true (which was what their Huichilobos

and Tezcatepuca had promised them,) he sent to advise

his brother Don Fernando to send to Cortes, at once, the

whole force of warriors that he could muster in Texcoco,

and within two days of the time of his sending to tell him,

more than two thousand warriors arrived. I remember

Pedro Sdnchez Farfan and Antonio de Villa Real, who

was the husband of Isabel de Ojeda, came with them,

for Cortds had left those two soldiers in that City. Pedro

Sanchez Farfan was a captain and Villa Real was the

tutor to Don Fernando, and when Cortes saw such a good

reinforcement he was greatly delighted and said flattering

words to them. At that time' many Tlaxcalans with their

captains also returned and a cacique from Topeyanco

named Tepaneca came as their general. Many Indians

also came from Huexotzingo and a very few from

Cholula. When Cortes knew that they had returned he

ordered that all of them, as they arrived, should come

to his ,
camp so that he could speak to them. Before

they arrived he ordered guards of our soldiers to be

placed on the roads to protect them, in case the Mexicans

should come out to attack them. When they came before

Cortes he made them a speech through Dona Marina and

Gerdnimo de Aguilar and told them that they had fully

understood and knew for certain about the good will with

which he had always regarded them and still bore them,

both because they had served his Majesty, as well as for

the good offices that we had received at their hands, and if

he had, after reaching this city, commanded them to join
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US in destroying the Mexicans, he intended them to profit

by it, and rLfn to their land rich men, and to revenge

themselves on their enemies, and not t at ^

capture that great City solely for his benefit, and dthou

he had always found them useful and they had helped u

in evervthing, they must have seen clearly that we ordered

them off the causeways every day, because we were le.s

hampered when we fought without them, and that he who

gave us victory and aided us in everything was Our Lord

Jesus Christ, in whom we believe and whom we worship as

he had already often told them and warned them at othei

times Because they went away at the most critical time

of the war they were deserving of death, for deserting their

captains when they were fighting and for forsaking them,

but as they did not understand our laws and ordinances

he pardoned them, and in order to understand it the

situation] better they should observe that without their

help we still continued destroying houses and capturing

barricades. From that time forward he ordered them

not to kill any Mexicans, for he wished to conquer them

by kindness. When he had made this speech to them he

embraced Chichimecatecle and the two youthful Xicotengas

and IxHlxochitl, the brother of Don Fernando, and promised

to give them territory and vassals in addition to what they

now held. He esteemed highly those who had remained

in our camp and he also spoke very kindly to Tecapaneca

the Lord of Topeyanco and to the Caciques of Huexot-

zingo and Cholula who were usually stationed in the camp

of Sandoval After the conversation with them as I have

related he ordered them to depart, and each one went

to his camp.

Let us return to our great warfare that was ahvays

going on and the attacks they made on us, apd as every

day and night we did nothing but fight, and retreat in the

afternoon, they wounded many of our soldiers. I will omit
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relating in full all that happened, and wish to say that

during those days it rained in the afternoon, and we were

delighted when the rain storms came early for as the

enemy got wet they did not fight so fierce!}^, and allowed

us to retreat in safety and in this.way we got some rest.

Because I am tired of writing about battles (and I was

even more tired and wounded when I was present at them)

it will appear to my readers prolix to tell about them so

many times, but as I have already said, I could do no less,

for during ninety three days^ we were fighting all the time,

but from now on, if it may be excused, I will not call them

so often to my mind in this story.

Let us then return to our story, as from all three camps

we were advancing into the City, Cortes on his side,

Sandoval on his and Pedro de Alvarado on our side, we

reached the spot where the spring was, that I have alread).’’

spoken about, where they drank the brackish water, and we

broke it up and destroyed it so that they might not make

use of it. Some Mexicans were guarding it and we had a

good skirmish with javelins, stones, and arrows and many

long lances with which they were waiting for the horses,

but we could already move freely through all parts of the

streets we had captured, for they were already levelled and

free from water and openings and the horses could move

very easily.

Let us cease talking of this and relate how Cortes sent

messengers to Giiatemoc begging him to make peace, and

it was in the way I will go on to relate.

^ This coimt cannot be correct.
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CHAPTER CLIV.

Hnw Cortes sent three Mexican chieftains, who had been taken

to*.. » beg Gtoemoc .o mat. pto.

with us, aud svhat Guatemoc replied, and what else happe

As soon as Cortes saw that we were capturing many

bridges, causeways and barricades in the City and weie

destroying the houses, he ordered three Mexican captains,

persons of importance whom he held as prisoners, to go

and speak to Guatemoc and induce him to make peace

with us. These chieftains replied that they did not dare

to go with such a message for their Lord Guatemoc would

order them to be killed. However after further conversa-

tion Cortds begged them so [earnestly] that what with the

promises that he made them, and the cloths he gave them

they decided to set out. What he ordered them to tell

Guatemoc was, that he had a great regard loi him. as

so near a relation of his friend the great Montezuma, and

being married to his daughter, and moreover it was a pity

that so great a city should be totally destroyed, and in

order to avoid the great slaughter that took place every

day among its inhabitants and their neighbours, he begged

him to make peace, and, in the name of His Majesty e

[Cortds] would pardon all the deaths and damage they had

inflicted on us and would do them many favours. Let

them remember that he had already sent this message four

times, and that he [Guatemoc] owing to his youth, and

through his counsellors, and principally on amount of his

accursed idols and priests who gave him evil advice, had

not wished to agree to make peace but [preferred] to make

war on us ;
but he had already seen how many deaths had

resulted from the battles they had fought against us, and

that we had on our side all the cities and pueblos through-

out the district, and that every day new ones were rising
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against him, and he condoled with him on such loss of

vassals and cities. He also sent to say that we knew they

had exhausted their provisions, and had no more water,

and [he sent] many other messages well expressed. The

three chieftains understood it all very clearly through our

interpreters, and asked Cortes for a letter, not because the

letter would be understood, but because they already knew

clearly that when we sent a message or some thing that we

were commanding them [to do] it was [through] a paper,

(the same as they call Amales), as a sign that it was a

command.

When the three messengers appeared before their Lord

Guatemoc, with tears and great sobs they told him what

Cortes had ordered them, and Guatemoc when he heard it

in the presence of the Captains that were with him, as we

afterwards learned, was in a rage with them for daring to

come with those messages. Now Guatemoc was a youth,

and a very excellent man for an Indian, of a good disposi-

tion and a cheerful countenance, and of a colour that

inclined more to white than to the tint of an Indian, he was

twenty five or twenty six years old and was married to a

very handsome woman the daughter of his uncle the great

Montezuma, and as we afterwards got to know he was

inclined to make peace. In order to discuss the matter, he

ordered all his chieftains and captains and the priests of

the idols to assemble, and he told them that he had no

wish to fight against Malinche and all of us. The discourse

that he made about it to them was, that he had already

tried everything that he could do in the war and had

changed his manner of fighting many times, but we were

of such a nature that when they thought that they held us

conquered we turned the more vigorously against them,

and he knew about the great host of allies who had lately

joined us and that all the cities were against them, and

that the launches had already broken through the stakes
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and the horsemen were galloping through all the streets

of his City. He placed before them many other disad-

vantages that they experienced both about food and water,

and he begged or ordered each one of them to give his

opinion, and the priests also were to give Aeirs and to

slate what they had heard the Gods Huicnilobos and

Tezcatepuca say and promise. No one was to have any

fear of speaking the truth about what he felt. It appeam

that they replied “ Senor and our great Lord, we alreaay

have thee for our king and the government is well exercised

by thee, then in everything thou hast shown thyself manful,

and the kingdom comes to thee by right
;
the peace that

thou speakest of as good is imaginary, now just reflect how

ever since these Teules entered this land and this city we

have gone from bad to worse, think of the benefits and

presents thy uncle the great Montezuma bestowed upon

them, of the end thy cousin Cacamatzin came to, and

consequently of what became of thy relations the lords of

Iztapalapa, Coyoacan. Tacuba and Talatzingo, and of the

sons of our great Montezuma, they are all dead, all the

gold and riches of this City have been wasted and thou

seest already that they have made slaves and branded the

faces of all thy subjects and vassals at Chaleo and Tepeaca

and even at Texcoco and of all thy cities and pueblos.

Consider first what thy Gods have promised thee and take

good advice about it, and place no trust in Malinche and

his words
;

it is better that we should all die in this city

than see ourselves in the power of those who would make

slaves of us and torture us for gold.”

At that moment the priests also announced that three

nights in succession, when they sacrificed to their idols,

they had promised them victory. Then Guatemoc said

rather angrily, “If you will have it so, take good caie

of the maize and supplies that we possess, and we will all

die fighting, and from now on let no one be rash enough to
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ask for peace for I will order him to be killed.” Then and

there all promised to fight day and night or die in defence

of the City.

When this was settled they made arrangements with the

people of Xochimilco and other towns to bring water in

canoes by night, and they opened other springs in places

where there was water although it was somewhat brackish.

Let us stop talking about their plans and say that Cortes

and all of us remained two days without advancing into

their city while we waited for a reply, and, when we least

expected it great squadrons of Indian warriors came

against ail three camps and made fierce war upon us, and

they fell on us like brave lions thinking to carry us off

vanquished. What I here relate took place on our side,

that of Pedro de Alvarado, and on those of Cortes and

Sandoval they also say that they [the enemy] came to

their camps [in a way] that they could not resist in spite

of the number of them that they killed and wounded, and

whilst they [the enemy] were fighting the horn of Guatemoc

was sounded and then we had to close up so that they

should not rout us, for as I have said before, they impaled

themselves on the points of our swords and lances so as to

lay hands on us. As we already were used to these

encounters, for every day they killed and wounded some

of us, we held our own against them hand to hand, and in

this manner they fought for six or seven days in succession,

and we killed and wounded many of them and for all

that, they cared nothing about death.

I remember that they said to us “ Why does Malinche

go about every day asking us to make peace, as for us,

our Idols have already promised us victory and we have

plenty of food and water and we are not going to leave

any of you alive, so do not talk any more about peace,

such talk is for women and arms are for men.” And

after saying this they came upon us one and ail like
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mad dogs, and we fought until night separated us and

then, as I have said, we retreated with great caution for

great companies of them came following after us, We
got our allies off the causeway, for many more of them

had come than there were before, and we retired to our

huts and at once went on guard all of us together, and

we supped while keeping watch, as I have often related

before, and by early dawn we were fighting again, for

they did not give us much rest

In this way we held out for many days, and while it

went on another bad change took place, and it was that

an army got together from the three provinces called

Mataltzingo and Malinalco and some other towns called

. . . , (I cannot now remember the name of them, but they

were eight or ten leagues distant from Mexico) ready to

fall upon us while we were fighting with the Mexicans and

attack us in the rear and in our camps so that when the

Mexican forces could sally out, and with one force on one

side and the other force on the other, they thought that

they would rout us. As other discussions took place,

I will go on to say what happened about it.

CHx^PTER CLV.

How Guatemoc had arranged with the provinces of Mataltzingo and

Tulapaand Malinalco and other pueblos to come to his assistance

and make an attack on our camp, which is that of Tacuba, and

on that of Cortes, and how the whole force of Mexico would sally

out while they were fighting with us and would attack us on the

dank, and what was done about it.

So that this may be clearly understood it is necessary to

go back and speak of the time following the defeat of

Cortes, when they carried off sixty and odd soldiers to be

sacrificed, and I may as well say sixty eight for they
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amounted to that number when they were carefully

counted. I have also said that Guatemoc sent the heads

of the horses and the faces which they had flayed and

the hands and feet of our soldiers whom they had sacri-

ficed, to many pueblos and to Mataltzingo and Malinalco

and Tulapa, and he sent them word that more than half of

our people were already dead, and he begged them, in

order that they might kill every one of us, to come and

help him and to attack our camps by day or night so that

we should be forced to fight and defend ourselves, and

while we were fighting they would come out from Mexico

and attack us on the other side, so they would conquer us

and capture many of us for sacrifice to their idols and

[be able] to satiate themselves on our bodies. He sent to

say this in such a manner that they believed it and took it

to be true. Moreover Guatemoc had many relations on

his mother's side in Mataltzingo and in Tulapa, and when

they saw the faces and heads of our soldiers that I have

spoken about, and heard what he sent to tell them, they

promptly set to work to get together all the forces they

could raise to come in aid of Mexico and their relation

Guatemoc. They actually were already on their way

against us, and on the road they passed three pueblos of

our allies, and they began to attack them and to rob their

farms and maize fields and to kill children for sacrifice.

These pueblos sent post haste to let Cortes know about it,

so that he might send them help and assistance, and he at

once sent Andres de Tapia with twenty horsemen and one

hundred soldiers and many Tlaxcalan allies to succour

them effectively, and they made them (the enemy) retire

to their pueblos and then came back to camp, at which

Cortes was much pleased.

In the same manner and at the same moment there

came other messengers from the town of Cuernavaca to

claim assistance, for these saime people of Mataltzingo
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and MaKnalco and Tulapa and other provinces were

coming* down upon them, and [they begged Cortes] to

send help. For this purpose he sent Gonzalo de Sandoval

with twenty horsemen and eighty soldiers, the soundest

that were in all three camps, and many of our allies, God

knows that those left behind ran great personal risk in all

three camps, for nearly all were w^ounded and they had no

comforts whatever with which to refresh themselves.

A great deal might be said about what Sandoval did

and how he defeated the enemy, but I must omit saying-

more than that he returned very quickly to the relief

of his camp (that of Sandoval), and that we brought

with us two chieftains of Mataltzingo, and left them (the

pueblos) more peaceful than before. That expedition was

of great advantage, on the one hand in preventing our

friends from receiving more damage than they had already

received, on the other in preventing them [the enemy]

from coming to our camps to attack us as they had set out

to do, and, furthermore, in showing Guatemoc and his

captains that they could no longer look for help or favour

from those provinces, or say (when they were fighting

with iLs,) that they were going to kill us with the help

of Mataltzingo and the other provinces as their idols had

promised them.

Let us cease talking of this expedition and the

assistance that Sandoval rendered and turn to relate how

Cortes sent to Guatemoc to beg him to make peace and

he would pardon all that had passed, and to tell him that

the king our Master had lately sent to order him not

to complete the destruction of the city, and for this reason

during the past five days he had not attacked nor entered

it fighting. Let him (Guatemoc) observe that he no longer

had any supplies of food nor water and that more than

two thirds of the City were levelled with the ground,

and, as to the help that he expected from Mataltzingo, let
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him enquire from those two chieftains whom he [Cortes]

now sent to him and what had happened to them on theii

expedition. He also sent to tell him other things [in the

nature] of many promises. There went with these two

messengers the two Indians from Mataltzingo and six

Mexican chieftains who had been taken prisoners in the

late battles. When Guatemoc saw the prisoners from

Mataltzingo and learned from them what had happened he

would give them no answer beyond telling them to leturn

to their pueblo and leave Mexico at once.

Let us leave the messengers ; The Mexicans promptly

sallied out on three sides with the greatest fury that we

had seen up to this time, and fell upon us in all three

camps and made a fierce war upon us, and as we wounded

and killed a great many of them it seemed to me as if they

wished to die fighting. Then when they were pressing on

us most fiercely, fighting hand to hand (they killed ten of

our soldiers whose heads they cut off) that they

had and said to us “ Quitlenquitoa rrey castilla

quitlenquitoa ” which means to say in their language,

which is the same as they speak to-day, "The King of

Castille” and with these words they began to shoot javelins

and stones and arrows which covered the ground and

causeway. Let us leave this, for we were already advance-

ing and capturing a large part of the City, and we noticed

that although the enemy were fighting very manfully fewer

squadrons than usual came in relief, and they no longer

opened canals or [broke down] causeways
;
but another

thing they most certainly did, which is that at the time

when we retired they followed us until they could lay

hands on us. 1 also wish to say that we bad already

finished our powder in all three camps, and just then a

ship had arrived at Villa Rica belonging to the fleet of

a licenciate Lucas Vdsquez de Ayllon, which was lost or

destroyed in the Island of Florida, and this ship made that
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port and some soldiers and powder and crossbows came in

it. The lieutenant who was in Villa Rica, named Rodrigo

Rangel, who was in charge of Narvaez, promptly sent the

powder, crossbows and soldiers to Cortes.

Let us get back to our conquest, so as to be concise
;

Cortes settled with all the other captains and soldiers that

we should push forward into the City as far as we were

able until we reached Tlatelolco, which is the great market

place where there were seven lofty Cues and Oratories, and

Cortes on his side, and Gonzalo de Sandoval from his, and

we from ours advanced capturing bridges and barricades.

Cortes advanced to a little plaza where there were some

oratories and small towers/ and in one of the houses there

were some beams set upright and on them many of the

heads of our Spaniards whom they had killed and sacrificed

during the recent battles, and their hair and beards had

grown much longer than when they were alive, and I

would not have believed it if I had not seen it I recog-

nized three soldiers as my comrades, and when we saw

them in that condition it saddened our hearts. At that

time we left them where they were, but twelve days later

they were removed, and we took those and other heads

that had been offered to the idols and we buried them

in a church that we made, which is now called The Martyrs

near the bridge named El Salto de Alvarado (Alvarado's

leap.)

Let us stop speaking about this and say that the ten

Companies of Pedro de Alvarado advanced fighting and

reached Tlatelolco, and there were so many Mexicans

guarding their Idols and lofty cues, and they had raised so

many barricades that we were fully two hours before we

were able to capture them and get inside. Now that the

horses had space to gallop, although most of them were

^ Zacacuico, now the church of Sta. Ana, 26th July.
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wounded, they helped us very much, and the horsemen

speared many Mexicans. As the enemy were so numerous

the ten^ companies were divided into three parts to fight

against them, and Pedro de Alvarado ordered the company

commanded by a captain named Gutierrc de Badajoz to

ascend the lofty Cue of Huichilobos which has one hundred

and fourteen steps, and he fought very well against the

enemy and against the many priests who were in the

houses of the oratories, but the enemy attacked Gutierre

Badajoz and his company in such a way that they sent

him rolling down ten or twelve steps, and we promptly

went to his assistance.

Let us leave the combat in which we were engaged with

man}^ of the enemy
;
as we advanced the squadrons with

which we were fighting followed us, and we ran great risk

of our lives, but nevertheless we ascended the steps which

as I have said before were one hundred and fourteen in

number. It is as well to mention here the great danger

we were in, both one [company] and the other, in capturing

those fortre.sses which I have already said many times

were very lofty, and in those battles they once more

wounded us all very badly, nevertheless we set them [the

oratories] on fire and burned the idols, and we planted our

banners and were fighting on the level after we had set fire

[to the oratories] until night time, but we could do nothing

against so many warriors.

Let us stop speaking about it and say that Cortes and

his captains saw the next day, (from where they were

fighting on their side, in other districts and streets far from

the lofty cue,) by the sudden blaze of flame, that the great

Cue was burning, for it had not been extinguished, and on

seeing our banners on the top he was greatly rejoiced, and

In the text ^^dos capitanias^^ evidently a mistake for “diez
cap itanias^’ as above.
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he wished that he also was there, and they even say that

he was envious, but he could not have done it, for it was a

quarter of a league from one place to the other, and there

were many bridges and water openings to be captured, and

wherever he turned they made fierce attacks on him, and

he could not .advance as quickly as he wished into the

heart of the City, as we of x^lvarado's (company) had

done. However, within four days both Cortes and

Sandoval joined us, and we could go from one camp to the

other along the streets over the houses that had been

pulled down and the bridges, barricades, and water

openings, now all filled in.

At this time Guatemoc and all his warriors were

retreating to a part of the City within the lake for the

houses and palaces in which he had lived were already

levelled to the ground, but with all this they never ceased

to turn out every day to attack us, and when it was time

for us to retire they followed us up closer than ever. When
Cortes saw this, and that many clays passed and they did

not sue for peace, and had no thought of doing so, he

agreed with all our captains that we should form some

ambuscades, and this was the way of it. From all three

camps we got together about thirty horsemen and one

hundred soldiers, the most active and warlike that Cortes

could find, and he sent to summon from all three camps

one thousand TIaxcalans, then we placed ourselves in some

large houses which had belonged to a Mexican Lord.

This was done early in the morning and Cortes made his

advance along the streets and causeways with the rest of

the horse that were with him, and his soldiers, crossbow-

men and musketeers fighting in the usual way and

pretending that he was filling in the water openings and

bridges. The Mexican squadrons that were ready for the

ta.sk were already engaged with him, and also many others

whom Guatemoc had sent to guard the bridge When
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Cortes saw that the enemy were in great numbers, he

pretended to retreat and ordered the allies to be got off

the causeway, so that they [the enemy] should believe that

he was retreating, and they came in pursuit of him, at first

slowly but when they saw that he really acted as though

he were fleeing, all the troops that were on the causeway

rushed after him and attacked him. When Cortds saw

that they had passed a little beyond the houses where

the ambush was placed, he ordered two shots to be fired

close together, which was the signal that we were to sally

out of the ambush. The horsemen came out first and then

all of us soldiers, and we fell on the enemy as we chose.

Then Cortds quickly turned round with his men, and our

friends the Tlaxcalans did great damage to the enemy so

that many were killed and wounded, and from that time

forward they did not follow us when it was time for us to

retire. Another ambush was laid for them in the Camp of

Pedro de Alvarado, but it came to nothing. On that day

I was not present in the Camp of Pedro de Alvarado as

Cortes had sent me orders to go to his camp for the

ambush.

Let us leave this and say that as we were ail of us m

Tlatelolco, Cortes ordered all the companies to take up

their quarters, and keep watch there, because from cur

camp we had to come more than half a league from where

we were now fighting. So we stayed there three days

without doing anything worth mentioning, because Cortes

ordered us not to advance any further into the City nor to

destroy more houses, for he wished to stop and demand

peace. During those days that we were waiting in

Tlatelolco Cortes sent to Guatemoc begging him to

surrender, and not to have any fear, and with many

promises he undertook that his (Guatemoc’s) person should

be much respected and honoured by him, and Aat he

should govern Mexico and all his territory and cities as
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he was used to do, and he sent him food and presents

such as tortillas, poultry, tunas and cacao, for he had

nothing else to send. Guatemoc took counsel with his

captains and what they advised him to reply was that

he desired peace but that he would wait three days

before giving an answer, and that at the end of three days

Guatemoc and Cortds should meet and make arrangements

about the peace, and that during those three days they

would have time to know more full}’- the wishes and reply

of their Huichilobos, and [he might have added] to mend

bridges and to make openings in the causeway and prepare

arrows, javelins, and stones and make barricades.

Guatemoc sent four Mexican chieftains with that reply,

and we believed that the [promise of] peace was true, and

Cortes ordered the messengers to be given plenty to eat

and drink and then sent them back to Guatemoc, and

with them he sent more refreshments the same as before.

Then Guatemoc sent other messengers, and by them two

rich mantles, and they said that Guatemoc would come

when everything was ready. Not to waste more words

about the matter he never intended to come, (for they had

counselled him not to believe Cortes and had reminded

him of the end of his uncle the great Montezuma, and

of his relations, and the destruction of all the noble

families of Mexico
;

[and had advised him] to say that

he was ill) but intended that all should sally out to fight

and that it would please their Gods to give them the

victory they had so often promised them. As we were

waiting for Guatemoc and he did not come, we under-

stood their deceit and at that very moment so many

batallions of Mexicans with their distinguishing marks

sallied out and made an attack on Cortes that he could

not withstand it, and as many more went in the direction

of our camp and in that of Sandoval’s. They came on in

such a way that it seemed as though they had just then
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begun the fighting all over again, and as we were posted

rather carelessly, believing that they had already made

peace, they wounded many of our soldiers, three of them

very severely, and two horses, but they did not get off with

much to brag of, for we paid them out well. When Cortes

saw this he ordered us again to make war on them and to

advance into the City in the part where they had taken

refuge. When they saw that we were advancing and

capturing the whole City, Guatemoc sent two chiefs to tell

Cortes that he desired to speak with him across a canal,

Cortes to stand on one bank and Guatemoc on the other

and they fixed the time for the morning of the following

day, Cortds went, but Guatemoc would not keep the

appointment but sent chieftains who said that their Lord

did not dare to come out for fear lest, while they were

talking, guns and crossbows should be discharged at him

and should kill him. Then Cortes promised him on his

oath that he should not be molested in any way that he

did not approve of, but it was no use, they did not believe

him and said lest what happened to Montezuma should

happen to him.” At that time two of the chieftains who

were talking to Cortes drew out from a bag which they

carried some tortillas and the leg of a fowl and cherries,

and seated themselves in a very leisurely manner and

began to eat so that Cortes might observe it and believe

that they were not hungry. When Cortes observed it he

sent to tell them that as they did not wish to make peace,

he would soon enter into all their houses to see if they had

any maize and how much more poultry.

We went on in this way for another four or five days

without attacking them, and about this time many poor

Indians who had nothing to eat, would come out every

night, and they came to our camp worn out by hunger.

As soon as Cortes saw this he ordered us not to attack

them for perhaps they would change their minds about

VOL. IV. N
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making peace, but they would not make peace although

we sent to entreat them.

In Cortes’s camp there was a soldier who said that

he had been in Italy in the Company of the Great Captain^

and was in the skirmish of Garallano and in other gi eat

battles, and he talked much about engines of war and that

he could make a catapult in Tlatelolco by which, it they

only bombarded the houses and part of the city where

Guatemoc had sought refuge, for two days, they would

make them surrender peacefully. So many things did he

say to Cortes about this, for he was a very faithful soldiei

that he [Cortds] promptly set to work to make the cata-

pult and they brought lime and stone in the way the

soldier required, and carpenters and nails and all that

was necessary for making the catapult, and they made

two slings of strong bags and cords, and brought him

great stones, larger than an arroba jar.® When the cata-

pult was made and set up in the way that the soldier

ordered, and he said it was ready to be discharged, they

placed a suitable stone in the sling which had been made

and all this stone did was to rise no higher than the

catapult and fall back upon it where it had been set up.

When Cortes saw this he was angry with the soldier who

gave the order for making it, and with himself for believing

him, and he said that he knew well that in war one ought

not to speak much about a thing that vexes one, and that

the man had only been talking for talking’s sake, as had

been found out in the way that I have said. This soldier

was called, according to his own account, something de

Sotello, a native of Seville. Cortes at once ordered the

catapult to be taken to pieces. Let us leave this and say

1 Gonzalvo de Cdrdova.

* Arroba—a weight of twenty-five pounds, here, a sort of demi-

john.
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that, when he saw that the catapult was a thing to be

laughed at, he decided that Gonzalo de Sandoval should

go in command of all the twelve launches and invade that

part of the City whither Guatemoc had retreated, which

was in a part where we could not reach the houses and

palaces by land, but only by water. Sandoval at once

summoned all the Captains of the launches and what he

did I will go on to relate.

CHAPTER CLVI.

How Gonzalo de Sandoval with twelve launches entered into the part

of the City where Guatemoc was [had taken refuge] and took him

prisoner, and what happened about it

As I have said Cortes not only saw that the Catapult was

useless but was angry with the soldier who advised him to

have it made, and in consequence of Guatemoc and his

Captains not wishing for peace of any sort, he ordered

Gonzalo de Sandoval to invade that part of the City where

Guatemoc had taken refuge with all the flower of his

Captains and the most distinguished persons that were in

Mexico, and he ordered him not to kill or wound any

Indians unless they should attack him, and even if they

did attack him, he was only to defend himself and not do

them any other harm, but he should destroy their houses

and the many defences they had erected in the lake.

Cortes ascended the great Cue of Tlatelolco to see how

Sandoval advanced with the launches, and at that time

Pedro de Alvarado, Francisco Verdugo, Luis Marin and

other soldiers were there with Cortes.

Sandoval advanced with great ardour upon the place

where the Houses of Guatemoc stood, and when Guatemoc

saw himself surrounded, he was afraid that they would

N 2
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capture him or kill him, and he had got ready fifty great

piraguas with good rowers so that when he saw himself

hard'’ pressed he could save himself by going to hide in

some reed beds and get from thence to land and hide him-

self in another town, and those were the instructions he

had given his captains and the persons of most importance

who were with him in that fortified part of the city, so that

they should do the same.

When they saw that the launches were getting among

the houses they embarked in the fifty canoes^ and they had

already placed [on board] the property and gold and jewels

of Guatemoc and all his family and women, and he had

embarked himself and shot out into the lake ahead,

accompanied by many Captains. As many other canoes

set out at the same time, the lake was full of them,

and Sandoval quickly received the news that Guatemoc

was fleeing, and ordered all the launches to stop destroying

the houses and fortifications and follow the flight of the

canoes, and to have a care that they kept track of where

Guatemoc was going, and not to molest him or do him

any injury but try to capture him without using violence.

As a certain Garcia Holguin a friend of Sandoval, was

captain of a launch which was very fast and a good sailor

and was manned by good rowers Sandoval ordered him to

follow in the direction in which they told him that

Guatemoc was fleeing with his great piraguas, and in-

structed him not to do him [Guatemoc] any injury whatever

beyond capturing him in case he should overtake him, and

Sandoval went in another direction with other launches

which kept him company. It pleased our Lord God that

Garcia Holguin should overtake the canoes and piraguas

in which Guatemoc was travelling, and from the style and

the awnings and the seat he was using he knew that it was

Guatemoc the great Lord of Mexico, and he made signals

for them to stop, but they would not stop, so he made as
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though he were going to discharge muskets and crossbows.

When Guatemoc saw that, he was afraid and said “ Do not

shoot, I am the king of this City and they call me Guate-

moc, and what I ask of you is not to disturb my things

that I am taking with me nor my wife nor my relations,

but carry me at once to Malinche.’' When Holguin heard

him he was greatly delighted, and with much respect he

embraced him and placed him in the launch, him and his

wife and about thirty chieftains and seated him in the poop

on some mats and cloths, and gave him to eat of the food

that he had brought with him, and he touched nothing

whatever in the canoes that carried his [Guatemoc’s]

property but brought it along with the launch. By this

time Gonzalo de Sandoval had ordered all the launches to

assemble together, and he knew that Holguin had captured

Guatemoc and was carrying him to Cortes, and when he

heard it he told the rowers on board his launch to make all

the speed possible and he overtook Holguin and claimed

the prisoner, and Holguin would not give him up and said

that he had captured him and not Sandoval, and Sandoval

replied that that was true, but that he was the Captain

General of the launches, and that Garcia Holguin sailed

under his command and banner, and it was because he was

his friend and his launch the fastest that he had ordered

him to follow after Guatemoc, to capture him, and that to

him as his General he must give up his prisoner. Still

Holguin contended that he did not wish to do so, and at

that moment another launch went in great haste to Cortes

(who was very close by in Tlatelolco, watching from the

top of the Cue how Sandoval was advancing) to demand a

reward for the good news, and they told Cortes of the

dispute which Sandoval was having with Holguin over the

capture of the prisoner. When Cortes knew of it he at

once dispatched Captain Luis .Marin and Francisco de

Verdugo to summon Sandoval and Holguin to come as
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they were in their launches without further discussion, and

to bring Guatemoc and his wife and family with all [signs

of] respect, and that he would settle whose was the prisoner

and to whom was due the honour of it [the captuie].

While they were bringing him, Cortes ordered a guest

chamber to be prepared as well as could be done at the

time, with mats and cloths and seats, and a good supply of

the food which Cortes had reserved for himself. Sandoval

and Holguin soon arrived with Guatemoc, and the two

captains between them led him up to' Cortes, and vhen he

came in front of him he paid him great respect, and Cortes

embraced Guatemoc with delight, and was very affectionate

to him and his captains. Then Guatemoc said to Cortes

“ Senor Malinche, I have surely done my duty in defence

of my City, and I can do no more and 1 come by force and

a prisoner into your presence and into your power, take

that dagger that you have in your belt and kill me at once

with it” ^ and when he said this he wept tears and sobbed

and other great Lords whom he had brought with him also

wept. Cortes answered him through Dona Marina and

Aguilar our interpreters, very affectionately, that he

esteemed him all the more for having been so brave as

to defend the City, and he was deserving of no blame,

on the contrary [this circumstance] must be more in his

favour than otherwise.

What he wished w-as that he [Guatemoc] had made

peace of his own free will before the city had been so far

destroyed, and so many of his Mexicans had died, but now,

that both had happened there was no help for it and it

could not be mended, let his spirit and the spirit of his

Captains take rest, and he should rule in Mexico and over

his provinces as he did before. Then Guatemoc and his

1 Blotted out in the original “and Guatemoc himself was going to

lay hold of it.”
'

'

\ 'v
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Captains said that they accepted his favour, and Cortes

asked after his wife and other great ladies, the wives of

other Captains who, he had been told, had come with

Guatemoc. Guatemoc himself answered and said that he

had begged Gonzalo de Sandoval and Garcia Holguin

that they might remain in the canoes while he came to see

what orders Malinche gave them. Cortds at once sent for

them and ordered them all to be given of the best that at

that time there was in the camp to eat, and as it was late

and was beginning to rain, Cortes arranged for them to go

to Coyoacan,^ and took Guatemoc and all his family and

household and many chieftains with him and he ordered

Pedro de Alvarado, Gonzalo de Sandoval and the other

captains each to go to his own quarters and camp, and we

went to Tacuba, Sandoval to Tepeaquilla and Cortes to

Coyoacan. Guatemoc and his captains were captured on

the thirteenth day of August at the time of vespers on the

day of Sefior San Hipdlito in the year one thousand five

hundred and twenty-one, thanks to our Lord Jesus Christ

and our Lady the Virgin Santa Maria, His Blessed Mother,

It rained and thundered and lightning flashed that after-

noon and up to midnight heavier rain fell than usual,

^^fter Guatemoc had been captured all the soldiers turned

as deaf as if some one had stood shouting from the top of

a belfry with many bells clanging and in the midst of their

ringing all of a sudden they had ceased to sound. I say

this purposely, for during all the ninety-three days that we

were besieging this city, both by night and day, some of

the Mexican Captains kept on uttering so many shouts

and yells, whilst they were mustering the squadrons and

warriors who were to fight on the causeway, and others

1 Betancurt, Teatro Mexicano, Sueesos Miiitares, chap, x, say

Cortes sent them to Acachinanco.
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were calling out to those in the canoes who were to fight

with the launches, and with us on the bridges, again others

to those driving in piles and opening and deepening the

water openings and bridges and making breastworks, or

those who were making javelins and arrows, or to the

women preparing rounded stones to hurl from the slings,

while from the oratories and towers of the Idols, the

accursed drums, trumpets and mournful kettle-drums never

ceased sounding, and in this way both by night and by

day, there was such a great din that we could not hear one

another. On the capture of Guatemoc, the shouts and all

the clamour ceased, and it is for this reason I have said

that up to then we seemed to be standing in a belfry.

Let us leave this and say that Guatemoc was of a very

graceful make both in figure and features. His face was

rather long, but cheerful, and when his eyes looked at

3/0U, they appeared rather grave than gentle, and there

was no waver in them ;
he was twenty-one years of age,^

and his colour inclined rather more to white than the

colour of the brown Indians, and they say that he was

a nephew of Montezuma, the son of one of his sisters,

and he was married to a daughter of this same uncle

Montezuma, who was a young and beautiful woman.

Before we go any further, let me relate how the dispute

between Sandoval and Garcia Holguin came to an end.

It was in this way
;

Cortes told them a story about the

Romans having just such another dispute between Marius

and Cornelius Sylla. It took place when Sylla brought

Jugurtha a prisoner to Rome with his father-in-law, the

King Bocos. When they entered Rome glorying over

the deeds and exploits they had accomplished, it seems

that Sylla placed Jugurtha in his triumphal procession

with an iron chain round his neck, and Marius said that he

^ Blotted out in the original, “ twenty-three or twenty-four years.^^
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and not Sylla should have done this, and that before

Sylla had thus placed him he must explain that Marius

gave him the right to do so, and had sent him in his stead

so that he might take Jugurtha prisoner in Marius’s name,

and that the King Bocos gave himself up to the name

of Marius. Then as Marius was Captain General and he

(Sylla) was fighting under his command and banner, and

as Sylla was one of the Roman patricians and was held in

high favour, and as Marius came from a town near Rome

named Arpino and therefore a foreigner, although he had

been several times Consul, he was not in as high favour

as Sylla, and about this matter there were Civil Wars

between Marius and Sylla, and it was never settled to

whom should be given the honour of capturing Jugurtha.

Let me take up the thread of my story, which is that

Cortes said that be would refer the matter to His Majesty

as to which of the two he would favour by making it [the

subject of] a grant of arms, and that the decision about it

would be brought from Spain, and in two years time there

came a command from His Majesty that Cortfe should

have in the ornaments of his Coat of Arms, seven kings,

who were Montezuma, the great Lord of Mexico, Caca-

matzin, the Lord of Texcoco, and the Lords of Iztapalapa,

Coyoacan, Tacuba and another great Lord who was a

nephew of Montezuma, to whom they said would come the

Caciqueship and Lordship of Mexico, (he was the Lord of

Mataltzingo and of other provinces,) and this Guatemoc

about whom the dispute arose.

Let us leave this and let us speak of the dead bodies and

heads that were in the houses where Guatemoc had taken

refuge. I say on my oath, Amen, that all the houses and

the palisades in the lake were full of heads and corpses and

I do not know how to describe it for in the streets and

courts of Tlatelolco there was no difference, and we could

not walk except among corpses and heads of dead Indians.
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I have read about the destruction of Jerusalem but I know

not for certain if there was greater mortality than this, for

of the great number of the warriors from all the provinces

and towns subject to Mexico who had crowded in [to the

city] most of them died, and as I have already said, thus

the land and the lake and the palisades were all full of

dead bodies, and stank so much that no one could endure

it, and for this reason, as soon as Guatemoc was captured,

each one of the Captains went to his own camp, as I have

already said, and even Cortes was ill from the stench which

assailed his nostrils, and from headache, during the days

we were in Tlatelolco.

Let us leave this and go on ahead and say that the

soldiers who went about in the launches were the best

off, and gained much spoil because they were able to go

to the houses in certain quarters in the lake where they

knew that there was cloth and gold and other riches, and

they also went to search in the reed beds whither the

Mexicans had carried it [their property] so as to hide it

when we gained possession of some houses or quarter [of

the city]. Also because under pretext of giving chase to

canoes which carried food or water, when they came on

those in which some of the chieftains were fleeing to

the mainland to get among the pueblos of the Otomies

who were their neighbours, they robbed them of all they

carried with them. I wish to say that we, the soldiers

who were fighting on the causeways and on land gained

no profit except arrow and lance wounds, and wounds

from darts and stones, because when we captured any

houses, the inhabitants had already carried off whatever

property they possessed ;
and we were not able to go

through the water without first of all closing up the

openings and bridges and, for this reason, 1 have said,

in the chapter which tells of [the time] when Cortes was

looking for sailors to go in the launches, that they were the
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best off, and not we who fought on land. This seems clear,

for the Mexican Captains and even Guatemoc, when

Cortes demanded from them the treasure of Montezuma,

told him that the crews of the launches had stolen the

j'greaten^part'df :itv^:^
^

Let us stop speaking of. this until later on, and say that

as there was so great a stench in the city, Guatemoc asked

permission of Cortes for all the Mexican forces left in the

citv to go out to the neighbouring pueblos, and they were

promptly told to do so. I assert that during three days

and nights they never ceased streaming out and all three

causeways were crowded with men, women and children,

so thin, yellow, dirty and stinking, that it was pitiful to

see them. When the city was free of them, Cortes went to

examine it and we found the houses full of corpses and

there were some poor Mexicans, who could not move out,

still among them, and what they excreted from their bodies

was a filth such as thin swine pass which have been fed

upon nothing but grass, and all the city was as though

it had been ploughed up and the roots of the herbs dug

out and they had eaten them and even cooked the bark

of some of the trees, and there was no fresh water to

be found, only salt water. I also wish to state that they

did not eat the flesh of their own Mexicans, only Aat

of our people and our Tlaxcalan allies whom they had

captured, and there had been no births for a long time, as

they had suffered so much from hunger and thirst and

continual fighting.
1

Let us continue. Cortfe ordered all the launches to

assemble where some dockyards were built later on. To

go back to my story, when this great and populous city so

famed throughout the whole world had been captured,

after giving many thanks to God our Lord and Our Lady

His Blessed Mother, and having made certain offerings to

Our Lord God, Cortes ordered a banquet to be held at
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Coyoacan in celebration of the capture of the city, and

had already procured plenty of wine for the purpose out

of a ship which had come from Spain to the port of Villa

Rica, and he had pigs which they had brought him from

Cuba and in order to make a festival of the occasion

he ordered all the captains and soldiers whom he thought

worth consideration from all three camps to be invited,

and when we went to the banquet there were neither seats

nor tables placed sufficient for a third part of the captains

and soldiers who came, and there was much disordei, and

it would have been better not to have given that banquet

on account of many things which happened at it which

were not creditable^ ;
and they gambled, and this also it

would have been better not to have done, and all the gold

should have been used for holy purposes and given with

1 Blotted out in the original, “such as to get rid of all this supper

and the kinds of dances and the ana other things that

were not suitable and also because this plant of Noalrs made some

people behave crazily, and menwalked on the top of the tables after

they had eaten and could not find the way out to the pnt'o. Others

said that they must buy horses with golden saddles and there weie

crossbowmen who said that all the darts mid guides that they wou d

have in their quivers must be made of gold from the shaie '^mh would

be given thein, and others went rolling down the steps. Then when

they had cleared away the tables, such ladies as were present, went

out to dance with the gallants who were weighted with their (quoted)

cotton armour and it seemed to me to be a thing to be laughed at.

They were ladies whom I will not here describe foi there weie no

others in camp nor in the whole of New Spam. First of all, the elderly

Maria Destrada who afterwards married Pero Saimhez Farfan, and

Franciscade Ordds who married a gentlemaii, Juan Gonzalo de Leon;

la Bermuda, who married Olmos de Portillo, him of Mexico ;

lady, the wife of Captain Portillo who died m (one of) the launches, but

as she was a widow they did not bring her to the feast ;
and a some-

body Gomez, who was the wife of Benito de Vargas
;
and another

beautiful lady called la Bermuda-I don’t remember her Kristian

name—who married one Heman Martin and went^to live in Oaxaca

;

and another elderly woman named Ysabel Rodriguez, who at that

time, was the wife of a somebody Guadalupe, and another somewhat

elderly woman who was called Mari Herndndez who was the wife of

the rich Tuan de Cdceres. i cannot call to mind any others who were

then in New Spain. Let us leave the banquet and capering and

dances, for the next day that dawned, the tables ......
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thanks to God for the many benefits and favours He had

already shown us and continued to show us.

Let us cease to speak of this, for I wish to tell of other

things that happened which I was forgetting, and which

do not belong here, but should have been reported some-

what earlier, and it is that our friends Chichimecatecle and

the two jouthful Xicotengas, the sons of Don Lorenzo de

Vargas, who used to be called Xicotenga the old and

blind, fought very valiantly against the great forces of

Mexico, and helped us very much, and so too did a brothei

of Don Fernando, the Lord of Texcoco, many times

mentioned by me, who was called Ixtlilxochitl,^ who was

afterwards named Don Carlos ;
he did the deeds of a very

daring and valiant man. There was another
_

Indian

Captain whose name I do not remember, a native of a

pueblo on the lake, who performed wonders, and many

other captains from the pueblos which assisted us All

fought very mightily, and Cortds gave ^
and much praise for having helped us, and ma

many promises that he would make them rulers, and he

would give them in time to come lands and vassa ®

bid tlmm farewell, and as they were all rich and weighed

down with the gold and spoil they had taken they went

back to their lands and even carried with them <3

flesh of the Mexicans and divided it among t

and friends as pertaining to their enemies, and they ate

xXowThat I am [far] away from the conflicts and arduous

battles which we fought against the Mexicans by "ig

and day. for which I give many thanks to God w

delivered me from them, I wish to relate a thing

happened to me

Cortes, who were carried off alive, sacri

jEste sucbel in the text.
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chests cut open and their hearts offered to the Idols.

What I shall say now will appear to some persons to be

due to my want of any great inclination for fighting, but

on the other hand, if it is well thought out, it arose out of

the reckless daring and great courage with which m those

days, I was obliged to expose myself in the thickest of the

fights, for at that time it was expected of a good soldier

and was necessary in order to maintain that reputation,

that one should do whatever the boldest soldier was

obliged to do. As each day I beheld my companions

carried off to be sacrificed, and had seen how they sawed

open their chests and tore out their still beating hearts and

cut off their feet and arms and ate them, to the number of

sixty-two, as I have already said, besides ten of our

company whom they had captured before that, I feared

that one day or another they would do the same to me, for

they had already seized me twice to carry me off to be

sacrificed, but it pleased God that I should escape from

their power. When I called to mind those hideous deaths,

and as the proverb says, “The little pitcher which goes

many times to the fountain, &c.,” for this rea.son, from that

time I always feared death more than ever. I say this

because, before going into battle there was a horror and

sadness in my heart, and I fasted once or twice, com-

mending myself to God and His Blessed Mother, but on

going into battle it was always the same, the fear promptly

left me.

I also wish to say what a very new sensation it seemed

to me to feel that unaccustomed fear, for I had been

present in many battles and many very dangerous warlike

encounters, and my heart as well as my courage and spirit

must have been well hardened and now at the very end it

ought to have been more so than ever. For I can easily

recount and remember bow from the time I came as

discoverer with Francisco Herndndez dc Cdrdova and
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affairs of Punta de Catoche, and m that of Lazaro, whic

is also called Campeche, and at Potonchan, and in Flori a,

as 1 have written about more fully when I came exploring

with Francisco Herndndez de Cdrdova. Let us leave this

and go on to speak of the expedition under Gryalva and

in that same the affair at Potonchan and now with Coitds

in the affair at Tabasco and that of Cingapacinga and in

all the battles and encounters in Tlaxcala and that o

Cholula, and how when we defeated Narvaez they picked

me out and I was among those who went ^

artillery, which numbered eighteen guns, all loaded wi

stones and balls, and we captured them and ^

critical moment of great danger ;
and I was present in e

first defeat when the Mexicans drove us out of Mexico, whe

they killed within about eight days over eight hundred and

fifty of our soldiers, and I was present during the expedit-

ions toTepeaca and Quechula and their neighbourhood,

and in other encounters we had with the Mexicans, when

we were in Texcoco, about seizing the maize-fields, an

was present at the affair of Iztapalapa when they wanted

to drown us, and I was present when we climbed the

-.1 i.'U the forts or fortresses which
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said, that although I had passed through all these battles

and risks of death, I had never felt fear so greatly as

I felt it now at the last Let those gentlemen who

understand soldiering and have been at critical moments

in peril of death, say to what cause they attribute my
dread, whether to faint-heartedness or to excessive valour

;

for, as I have said, I felt in my mind that having to thrust

myself when fighting into such dangerous positions, I must

of necessity fear death then more than at other times, and

that was the reason why my heart trembled, for it feared

death. All these battles at which I was present and of

which I have here spoken, they will see in this my story.

And when and how and where and in what way I took

part in many other expeditions and encounters from now

onwards, which I do not record until their proper time and

place, they will see further on in the story. I may add

that I was not always in very good health for I was often

badly wounded, and for this reason was not able to go on

all the expeditions. Still, the hardships and risks of death

that I have personally encountered are not insignificant, for

after we had captured this great and strong city of Mexico,

I went through other conflicts in company with captains

who understood soldiering, as will be seen later on when

the opportunity occurs.

Let us . leave this now and I will state and declare

why in all these Mexican, wars, when they killed our

comrades, I have said, ‘*they carried them off, and not

** they killed them/’ and the reason w^as this, because the

warriors who fought with us although they were able to

kill those of our soldiers whom they carried off alive, did

not kill them at once, but' gave .them dangerous wounds so

that they could not defend '.themselves, and carried them

off alive to sacrifice to their Idols, and they even first made

them dance before Huichilobos, who was their Idol of

War
;
and this is the reason why I have said, they carried
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them off.” Let us leave this subject and I will relate what

Cortes did after the capture of Mexico.

CHAPTER CLVII.

What Cortes ordered to be done and certain commands that he gave

after the Very Great City of Mexico had been captured and

Guatemoc and his captains had been made prisoners.

The first order that Cortes gave to Guatemoc was, that

they [the Mexicans] should repair the water pipes from

Chapultepec in the way they used to be, so that the

water should at once come through the pipes and enter

the City of Mexico
;
next, that all the streets should be

cleared of the bodies and heads of the dead, and that they

should be buried so that the city could be kept clean

and free from any stench
;

that all the bridges and

causeways should be thoroughly restored to their former

condition, and that they should rebuild the palaces and

houses, and within two months they should return to live

in them, and he (Cortes) marked out where they were to

settle and what part they were to leave clear so that we

could settle there.

Let us leave these orders and others which I no longer

remember and relate what Guatemoc and his captains told

Cortes, that many of the captains and soldiers who went

as crews of the launches as well as those who had marched

along the causeways fighting, had carried off many of the

daughters and wives of the chieftains, and they begged

him as a favour that they should be given back to them

and Cortes answered that it would be difficult to take the

women from those who held them, but they might seek

them out and bring them before him and he would see if

they had become Christians or preferred to return to their

homes to their fathers and husbands, [in the latter case] he

VOL. IV.
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would at once order them to be given up, and he gave

them, [the Mexicans] permission to go and look for them

in all three camps, and an order that any soldier who

might have any of them should at once give them up,

if the Indian women, of their free will wished to go back.

Many chieftains went in search of the women from house

to house and they were so persistent in their search that

they found them, but there were many women who did not

wish to go either with their fathers or mothers or husbands

but to remain with the soldiers with whom they were, and

others hid themselves and others said that they did

not wish to return to Idolaters, and some of them

were already pregnant, and so they did not bring more

than three of them whom Cortes especially ordered to

be given up.

Let us . leave this and tell how he [Cortes] at once

ordered docks and a fort to be made where the launches

could be stationed, and it seems to me that he appointed

Pedro de Alvarado to be Alcaide to take charge of it, until

Salazar de la Pedrada, who was appointed by his Majesty,

came from Castile.

Let me speak of another matter : all were agreed that

all the gold and silver and jewels that there were in

Mexico should be collected together, and apparently

it amounted to very- little, for there was a report that

Guatemoc had thrown 'all the rest into the lake four days

before he was captured, and in addition to this the

Tlaxcalans and the people of Texcoco, Hucxotzingo,

Cholula and ail the rest of our friends who were present

at the war, and the Teules who went about in the launches

had stolen their share of it, so that the officers of the Royal

Treasury of the King our .Lord alleged and proclaimed

that Guatemoc had hidden it [the treasure] and that Cortes

was delighted that he would not give it up so that he

might take it all for himself, and for this reason the Officers
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of the Royal Treasury determined to torture Giiatemoc

and the Lord of Tacuba who was his cousin and his great

favourite, and certainly Cortes was much distressed that

they should torture a Prince like Guatemoc for greed of

gold, for they had already made many inquiries about it

[the treasure] and all the Mayor-domos of Guatemoc said

that there was no more than the Kings officers already

had in their possession, which amounted to three hundred

and eighty thousand gold pesos, which had already been

melted and cast in bars, and from that was taken the

Royal fifth, and another fifth for Cortes. When the

conquistadores who bore Cortes ill will saw how little Gold

there was, they told the treasurer Julian de Alderete (for

so he was called) that they suspected Cortes did not want

Guatemoc or his captains to be captured or tortured, in

order to keep the gold for himself, so, to avoid their

imputing anything to Cortes about this matter and as he

could not prevent it, they tortured (Guatemoc) by burning

his feet with oil, and they did the same thing to the Lord

of Tacuba, and what they confessed was that, four days

before, they had thrown into the lake both the gold as well

as the cannon and muskets which they had captured from

us when they drove us out of Mexico, and when this last

time, they defeated Cortes. They went to the place which

Guatemoc pointed out as the spot where he had thrown it

[the treasure], and good swimmers went in, but they found

nothing at all

What I myself saw was that we went with Guatemoc to

the houses in which he used to live where there was a sort

of reservoir of water, and from that tank we took out a

golden sun, like the one Montezuma gave us and many

jewels and pieces of little value which belonged to

Guatemoc himself.

The Lord of Tacuba said that he had in some of his

houses in Tacuba, about four leagues distant, certain

O 2
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objects of gold, and if we would take him there he would

tell us where they were buried and would give them to

us
;

so Pedro de Alvarado and six soldiers went and I

went in his company. When we arrived the cacique said

that it was so as to be killed on the road that he had told

that story, and we were to kill him, for he possessed

neither gold nor jewels, so we returned without them.

Matters remained in this state, and we obtained no more

gold to melt down. The truth is that the treasure of

Montezuma which Guatemoc took possession of and held

after his death, did not contain many jewels or ornaments

of gold, for all [the best] had been especially selected to

form the offering we made to His Majesty, and because

it comprised many jewels of various shapes and different

workmanship, all so excellent, if I should stop to describe

each piece and its workmanship by itself it would be very

,

tedious and I will omit the account from this story, but 1

assert that it was worth twice as much as the fifth which

was taken out for His Majesty, and for Cortes, all of this

we sent to our Lord the Emperor by Alonzo de Avila, who

at that time came from the Island of Santo Domingo, and

Antonio deQuihones went in company with him to Castile,

and further on . I will relate how and in what way and

when [this took place].

Let us stop talking about this and again state that

-in the lake where; they said that Guatemoc had thrown the

'^gold, I and >ther‘ soldiers by diving were always able to

|fetch out small ipieqfes of little value, which Cortes and the

‘.Treasurer Aldercte promptly demanded of us

;as gold to His Majesty, and they themselves

‘"went we had taken it out, and took with

.them good and succeeded in getting out a

! matter of^hf5r,;dr;_|i(inety pesos in small strings [of beads]

;i&d dogs and pendants and small neck-

of no value, for so one can express
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it considering the earlier report of what they had thrown

into the lake.

Let us stop talking about it and relate how all of us

captains and soldiers were somewhat thoughtful when we

saw how little gold there was and how poor and unjust

were our shares, and the Fraile de la Merced, Pedro de

Alvarado, Cristobal de Olid and other captains said to

Cortds that as there was so little gold the [entire] share

belonging to all of us should be given to and divided

among those who were maimed and lame, blind, one eyed

or deaf, and others who were crippled and had pains in

their stomachs, and others who had been burned by the

powder, and all those who were ill from pains in their

sides, that to them all the gold should be given for to

such like it would be right to give it, and all the rest

of us who were fairly sound would look upon it as a

good thing. This they said to Cortes after due considera-

tion, believing that he would give us more than the [our]

shares for there was a strong suspicion that he had it

[gold] hidden away. What Cortes answered was that he

would take care that we came out right, and would find

means to attain that end. As all of us captains and

soldiers wished to see what would fall to our share, we

were in a hurry for the account to be issued, and a

declaration made how many pesos would result for each

of us, and after they had apportioned it they said that

there fell to the horsemen eighty pesos and to a cross-

bowman, musketeer and shield-bearer sixty or fifty pesos,

I do not remember well which, and when those shares

were made known to us not a single soldier wanted to

accept them. Then we grumbled against Cortes, and they

said that he had seized and hidden it, and the Treasurer

Alderete in order to exculpate himself from our accu-

sations, answered that he could do no more, for Cortes

had taken another fifth (equal to that of His Majesty) from
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the heap for himself, and in repayment of the great cost

of the horses that had died, moreover many pieces of gold

which we ought to have sent to His Majesty had not been

placed on the heap, and we had better take Cortes to task

and not him. As in all three camps and in the launches

there were soldiers who had been friends and comrades

of Diego Velasquez the Governor of Cuba, [especially ]

among'^those who had come with Narvaez, who bore no

good will towards Cortes but hated him, when they saw

Tn the division of the gold that he did not give them the

shares they desired, they' would not take w^hat he gave

them, and said, “ How came all the gold to be in the

possession of him who held it?” and they were impertinent

enough to say that Cortes had hidden it.

While Cortes was in Coyoacan lodging in some palaces

which had their walls plastered and white-washed where it

was easy to write on them with charcoal and other inks,

numerous rather malicious sentences appeared [on them]

every morning, some written in prose and others in verse,

in the way lampoons are arranged. In some they said

that the sun, moon and stars, the sea and land follow their

[prescribed] courses, and if at any time they deviate

beyond their limits from the plane for which they were

created, they revert to their [original] elements, and thus

it would be with the ambition of Cortes for power, and he

would have to go back to his first condition. Others said

he had given us a worse defeat than what we gave to

Mexico, and that we were not to call ourselves conquerors of

New Spain but the conquered of Hernando Cortds. Others

said that a general’s share had not satisfied him, but a

king’s share, not counting other profits, and others said

how sad is my spirit until Cortes gives back all the gold

that he has taken and hidden ;
and others said that Diego

Velisquez spent his fortune and discovered all the North

Coast as far as Panuco, and Cortes came to have the
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benefit of it and rose in revolt with the land and the gold

and other things of a similar nature and even used ex-

pressions that cannot be put into this story. When Cortes

came out of his quarters of a morning and read them,

as they were both in verse and in prose and in very elegant

style and rhyme, each sentence and couplet with pointed

meaning, and at last got in its reproof, and not as simply

as I have here stated, and as Cortes was something of a

poet [himself] and took a pride in giving answers tending

to the praise of his great and noteworthy deeds and

belittling those of Diego Velasquez, Grijalva and Francisco

Hernandez de Cordova, and as he had taken Narvaez

prisoner, he also answered by good I'hymes much to the

point. In all this writing the couplets and mottoes that

they scored up became each day more impudent until

Cortes wrote up “ a blank wall is the paper of fools” and

there appeared written further on “ even of wise men and

of Truths and His Majesty would soon know it.” Cortes

knew well that those who had written it were a certain

Tirado, a friend of Diego VeMsquez, who was [afterwards]

son-in-law of Ramires the Elder and lived in Puebla, and

one Villalobos who went to Castile, and another named

Manzilla and several more who willingly aided in order

that Cortes should feel to the full that they were thwarting

him.

Cortes was enraged and said publicly that they should

not write up malicious things, and that he would punish

the shameless villains.

Let us leave this affair [and say] how there were many

debts among us, some of us owed for crossbows fifty or

sixty pesos, and others fifty for a sword, and in like manner

all the things we had bought were dear
;
then there was a

surgeon named Maestre Juan who tended some bad wounds

and charged excessive prices for his cures, also a half

quack named Murcia who was an apothecary and barber
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who also doctored us, and thirty other traps and cheatings

for which payment was demanded out of the shares that

we ..were ' given. '

.

„. The remedy that 'Cortes .provided was the appointment

of. two trustworthy persons, who understood business and

what each article that we iiad . take,ii on credit was worth,

so that they might be valued, and these valuers were

named Santa Clara, a very .honourable .'man, and another

called something de Llerena also an honourable man
;
and

it was ordered that the value they placed on the things

that had been sold to us and the cures the surgeons had

made should be accepted, and that if we did not possess

the money they should wait for it for two years.

Another thing was also done
;
to all the gold that was

melted down they added three carats more than its

standard weight^ so as to help in the payments, and also

because at that time ships and traders had come to Villa

Rica, and they believed that in putting in the three carats

they were helping us, [that is] the land and the conquista-

dores, but it did not help us in any way, on the contrary it

was to our prejudice, for with the object of making a profit

corresponding to the three carats, the merchants charged

5 carats more on the merchandise and articles they had

for sale, and in this way the gold of the three carats was

current for five or six years more, and for this reason the

gold of the three carats was called Tepusque which means

in the language of the Indians, copper, and we still have a

way of saying when we mention any persons who are

distinguished or meritorious. “ Senor Don so and so of

such a name, Juan, Martin or Alonso, but of other persons

who are not of the same quality when we mention their

names, so as to make a difference between the one and the

other we say So and so of such a name Tepusque.’
”

^ That is, they debased the gold one-eighth.
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To go back to my story, considering that it was not just

that the gold should be current in this way, information

was sent to His Majesty in order to have the additional

three carats removed and barred from currency in New
Spain, and His Majesty was pleased to order that it should

no longer be current and whatever had to be paid in

export or import duties or fines to the Treasury should be

paid in that base gold until it was used up and was no

longer remembered, and in this way it was all taken to

Castile and was there melted down and restored to the

proper standard.

I wish to relate that at the time when this happened

they hanged two Silversmiths who forged the royal carat

marks and had put in much more pure copper. I have

loitered on the way to tell these old stories, and have

turned aside from my story, let us get back to it, and

[I will relate] how when Cortes saw that many of the

soldiers were insolent in demanding larger shares, saying

that he had taken all for himself and had stolen it, and

begged him to lend them money, he determined to free

himself from this hold [that they had] over him and to

send out and make settlements in all the provinces

which he thought it would be advisable to settle. He
ordered Gonzalo de Sandoval to go and settle at Tustepec

and to chastise some Mexican garrisons which at the

time we were driven out of Mexico had killed seventy

eight men and six Spanish women belonging to the

followers of Narvaez, who had remained there to settle

in a small town which they had called Medellin, and

then to go on to Coatzacoalcos and form a settlement

at that port. He also ordered a certain Pineda and

Vicente Lopez to go and conquer the province of Panuco
;

and he ordered Rodrigo Rangel to stay in Villa Rica, as I

have already stated, and Pedro de Ircio in his company,

and [sent] Juan Alvarez the younger to Colima and a
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certain Villafuerte to Zacatula and Cristobal de Olid to

Michoacan. By this time Cristobal de OHd was already

married to a Portuguese lady named Doha Felipa de Arauz

or ZarauZj who had come He also sent Francisco

de Orozco to settle in Oaxaca, for at the time when we had

captured Mexico, as it became known in al! those provinces

that I have mentioned that Mexico was destroyed, their

caciques and Lords could not believe it, and as they were

far off they sent chieftains to congratulate Cortes on his

victories, and yield themselves as vassals to His Majesty,

and to see if it were true that a place that was as dreaded

among them as was Mexico had been levelled to the

ground. They all brought great presents of gold which

they gave to Cortes, and they even brought their small

children with them and showed them Mexico and explained

it to them much as we might say Here stood Troy.’’

Let us leave this and make some remarks about what is

well should be made clear ;
many interested readers have

asked me what is the reason that the true conquistadores

who won New Spain and the great and strong City of

Mexico, did not remain to settle in it, but went to other

provinces. I say that they have every reason and justifica-

tion to ask it, I wish to state the cause of it, and it is this

which I [now] relate
;
In the tribute books of Montezuma

we saw whence they brought him tribute of gold and

where there were mines and cacao, and garments of [cotton]

cloth, and we wushed to go to those places whence, we saw

rom the books and the accounts contained in them, they

brought these things to Montezuma, all the more when we

saw a captain so eminent and such a friend of Cortes

as Sandoval start out from Mexico, and also because we

observed that in the towns of the neighbourhood of Mexico

they had neither gold, nor mines, nor cotton, only much

maize and maguey plantations from which they obtained

their wine. On this account we considered it to be poor
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land and went off to settle in other provinces, and wc

were all thoroughly deceived.

I remember that when 1 went to ask Cortes to give me

leave to go with Sandoval he said to me “ On my con-

science Senor Bernal Diaz del Castillo you are making a

mistake, I would prefer your staying here with me, but if

it is your wish to go with your friend Sandoval, go and

good luck to you. I shall always consider your wishes

but I know well that you will repent of having left me.”

Let me turn back to the division of the gold and say

that [finally] it all fell to the share of the king’s officials on

account of the slaves that had been sold by auction.

I do not wish to call to mind here the number of horse-

men, musketeers, crossbowmen, and soldiers, nor on what

day of what month Cortes despatched the captains

mentioned by me, who went to settle in the provinces

named by me above, for it would be a long story, except

to state it took place a few days after the taking of Mexico

and the Capture of Guatemoc, and two months later on

Cortes sent other captains to other provinces.

Let us now cease to speak of Cortes and say that at the

same time there arrived at the port of Villa Rica, with two

ships, the Veedor of the smelting works which had been

established in the Island of Santo Domingo, others said

that he was Alcayde of the fortress in that Island, and he

brought writs, and letters patent from Don Juan Rodrigo

de Fonseca, Bishop of Burgos and Archbishop of Rosano,

sent in His Majesty’s name, to the effect that Cristobal de

Tdpia should be governor of New Spain, and what happened

about it I will go on to relate.
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THE SETTLEMENT.

CHAPTER CLVIII,

How letters reached Cortes [to say] that a certain Cristobal de Tapia

had arrived at the Port of Vera Cruz with Hvo ships and was

bringing commissions from His Majesty appointing him to lule

New Spain, and what was decided and clone about it.

s soon as Cortes had despatched the

Captains and soldiers, already named

by me, to pacify and settle in the

provinces, at that [very] time Ciis-

tobal de Tapia the Veedor of the

Island of Santo Domingo came with

commissions from His Majesty, by

advice and direction of Don Juan Rodriguez de hon.seca

Bishop of Burgos and Archbishop of Rosano (for so he

was called), to take over the Government of New Spain.

Besides these commissions he brought many letters from

the Bishop himself for Cortes and for many others of the

conquistadores and of the captains who had come with

Narvaez inducing them to support Cristobal de Tapia.

In addition to the letters which came closed and sealed by

the Archbishop he brought many left blank, so that Tapia

could write in them all that he wished, and could name such
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soldiers and captains as might appear to suit his purpose.

All these letters conveyed many promises from the Bishop

to the effect that he would grant us great favour if we gave

the Government to Tdpia and in case we did not deliver it

up to him, many threats, saying that His Majesty would

send to chastise us. .

Let us leave this
;
Tapia exhibited his decrees before

Gonzalo de Alvarado, the brother of Don Pedro de

Alvarado, who at that time was ... . Cortes’s representa-

tive for Rodrigo Rangel who used to be Alcalde Mayor

had committed I know not what excesses and >'ii«^ces,

andCortdshad .... deprived him of his office When

the commissions were exhibited to Gonzalo de Alvarado

he submitted to them and placed them on his head as the

commissions and orders of our Lord and King, and as to

complying with them, he said that he would assemole the

Alcaldes and Regidores of the town and that they would

talk it over and see how and in what way the decrees were

obtained, and that they would obey them jointly, for e

alone counted but as one person, and they would also see

whether His Majesty was aware that such commissions

had been sent. This reply did not suit Idpia very well

and some persons, who were not on good terms wi

Cortds. advised him to go at once to Mexico where Cortes

was stationed with most of the Captains and soldiers and

that there they would yield obedience to the commissions.

In addition to presenting the commissions as I have

stated, Tdpia wrote to Cortes to the effect that he was

coming as Governor. Cortfe was too clever not to see

through the graciousness of Tdpia’s letters, and not to

observe on the one hand the offers and promises of the

Bishop of Burgos, and on the other hand his threats, so

that for all the many agreeable expressions he had received,

Cortes sent him [Tdpia] even pleasanter, more flattering

and complimentary replies. Cortes promptly requested
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and ordered certain of our Captains to go and see Tapia,

and they went, namely Pedro de Alvarado, Gonzalo de

Sandoval, Diego de Soto, he of Toro, and a Baldenebro

and Andres de Tapia, and Cortes sent post haste calling

on them to suspend for the time the settlement of the

provinces in which they were located and proceed to

Villa Rica where Tapia was; and moreover he ordered

a friar named Fray Pedro Megarejo de Urrea who was

a good speaker, to go with them.

Tapia was alreadj’^ on his way to Mexico to see Cortes

when he met the Captains and the Friar whom I have

already named, and on account of the speeches and

promises they made him he turned off the road to a town

called Cempoala, and there they demanded of him that he

should again exhibit his commissions so that they could

see how and in what manner His Majesty had given the

orders, for if his Royal Signature was attached to them, or

he was cognizant of them, they would all of them with

their breasts on the ground obey them in the name of

Hernando Cortes and all New Spain for they were

empowered to do so. Tapia again displayed the com-

missions and the Captains one and all kissed them and

placed them on their heads as decrees of their Lord and

King, but as to their being carried out, the}" [said they]

would appeal to the Emperor our Lord [himself] who they

said was not cognizant of them, nor of any events and that

Tapia had not sufificient ability to be governor, and that

the Bishop of Burgos was hostile to all of us conquistadores

who were his Majesty’s servants, and went on giving these

orders without making a true report to His Majesty, and

in order to favour Diego Veldsquez and Tdpia so as to

marry him to a Fonseca, a niece or daughter of this same

Bishop. When Tdpia saw that neither words nor letters

nor promises nor compliments were of any avail he fell ill

from vexation, and those, captains whom I have named
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wrote to Cortes all that had taken place and advised him

to send ingots and bars of gold so that by that means the

fury of Tapia might be assuaged. These he sent post

haste and they bought [from Tdpia] some negros and

three horses and one of the ships, and he embarked in the

other ship for the Island of Santo Domingo whence he had

set out. When he arrived there, the resident Royal

Audiencia and the Geronomite Friars who were the

Governors took careful note of his return and of the selfish

means he had employed to enrich himself, and they were

angry with him because, before he left Santo Domingo to

go to New Spain, they had ordered him plainly not to

think of going at that time, for it was sure to bring

trouble and would break the thread of the conquest of

Mexico
;
but he would not obey on account of the support

of the Bishop de Fonseca, and the Judges and Friars did

not dare to act otherwise than according to the Bishop’s

orders, because he was the President of the [Council of the]

Indies, and His Majesty was at that time in Flanders and

had not come to Castile.

Let us leave this matter of Tdpia and say how Cortes

soon sent Pedro de Alvarado to make a settlement at

Tututepeque which was a country rich in gold, and so that

those who did not know the names of these towns may

understand clearly, one is Tustepeque to which Sandoval

went, and the other is Tututepeque where Pedro de

Alvarado was now going. This I state so that I should

not be accused of saying that two Captains went to settle

in one and the same province. Cortes also sent to establish

a settlement on the Rio de Panuco, because he had received

news that Don Francisco de Garay was preparing a great

fleet to come and settle it, for it appears that His Majesty

had given Garay the Government [of that province] as

I have more fully stated in former chapters which treat

of the ships which he sent ahead, which were destroyed by
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the Indians of this same province of Parnuco, Cortes did

this so that if Garay should arrive he would find the

country already settled by Cortes himself.

Let us pass on and state how Cortes sent Rodrigo

Rangel for a second time to be his representative at Villa

Rica, and removed Gonzalo de Alvarado and ordered him

at once to send the Captain Panfilo de Narvaez, whom he

held prisoner, to Coyoacan, where latterly Cortes had

settled. For at that time Cortes resided at Coyoacan, and

had not yet gone to settle in Mexico and was waiting

until the houses and palaces in which he was going to live

had been built. Cortes sent for Narvaez because, according

to what has been reported of him, when the Veedor

Cristobal de Tapia arrived at Villa Rica with the decrees

that I have mentioned, Narvaez spoke to Tapia and in a

few words said to him, '' Sehor Cristobal de Tapia, it

seems to me that you ought to bring and you are bringing

the same authority that I did, and observe what an end it

has led me to, although I brought such a fine fleet
;
look

out for your own safety, and do not lose any more time,

Cortes has not come to the end of his luck, he knows why

they are giving you gold. Go back to Castile and present

yourself before His Majesty, especially enjoying as you do

the support of the Bishop of Burgos you will not want for

protection and helpers, and then report what is going on

here, and this is the best [thing to do].''

Let us change this conversation, and I will relate that

Narvaez set out at once for Mexico and beheld the great

populations and cities, and arriving at Texcoco he was

struck with wonder, also when he saw Coyoacan and he

wondered all the more when he beheld the lake and the

cities which are peopled in it, and last of all the great

City of Mexico. When Cortes knew that he was coming

he ordered great honour to be paid him and sent [a party]

out to meet him, and when Narvaez came before him he
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fell on his knees and tried to kiss his hands, but Cortes

would not permit it, and raised him up and embraced

him, and showed him much affection and ordered him to

take a seat near him. Then Narvaez said “ Sehor Capitan,

now I can say truly that the least of the things that you

and your valiant soldiers have accomplished in New Spain

was defeating me and taking me prisoner even if I had

brought a greater force with me than I did bring, for I

have seen so many great cities and lands that you have

conquered and subjected to the service of God and of our

Emperor, and you may congratulate yourself and hold

yourself in as high estimation as I do, so say I, and so

will say all the most renowned captains who are alive

to-day, that one can place you ahead of the most famous

and illustrious men who have lived in all the world, and

that there is no other greater or stronger city than this of

Mexico, and your Excellency and your soldiers deserve to

receive the greatest favours of the hands of His Majesty”

and he uttered many other flatteries which need not be

repeated.

Cortfe answered him that no power of ours could have

done what we had accomplished but only the great mercy

of God which always aided us, and the good fortune of our

Caesar.

Let us leave this conversation and the promises which

Narvaez made to Cortes, and I will relate how at that

time Cortes went to settle the great City of Mexico, and he

allotted the sites for the churches and monasteiies and

royal houses and plazas, and to all the settlers he gave lots,

and let us not waste more time on the description of the

way in which it is now built up, and according to the

reports of many people who have been in many parts of

Christendom, there had never been in the world anoAer

more populous or greater city of better houses inhabited

by gentlemen, considering its character and the time at

VOL. IV,
^
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which it was settled (let it be understood) by the poor

conquistadores. While Cortes, as I ,

have stated, .was

occupied in the laying out of the city, and was some-

what recovered from his fatigue, they brought him letters

from Panuco [to say] that the whole province had risen

in revolt, and they were very belligerent warriors for they

had killed many of the soldiers whom he had sent to make

settlements, and he must without delay send all the assist-

ance he could. Cortes promptly decided to go in person, for

although he might have wished to send some of our other

captains, there were none of them in Mexico, for, as I

have stated, we had all of us gone to other provinces.

He took all the soldiers he was able to collect, and horse-

men, crossbowmen and musketeers, for there had already

arrived in Mexico many men from among those whom the

Veedor Tdpia had brought with him, and others were

there who had accompanied Vasquez de Ayllon to Florida,

and others who by that time had come from the Islands.

Leaving a good garrison in Mexico with Diego de Soto

a native of Toro as captain, Cortds set out from Mexico.

At that time there were no horseshoes, or only a very

few for the many horses he was taking with him, for

there were over one hundred and thirty persons on horse-

back, and two hundred and fifty soldiers in all including

musketeers and crossbowmen and the horsemen. He also

took with him ten thousand Mexicans. At that time

Cristdbal de Olid had already returned from Michoacan

for he had established peace there, and he brought with

him many Caciques and the son of Ca^ontji, for so he was

called, who was the Lord in chief of ail those provinces,

and he brought much low grade gold, which was mixed

with copper and silver,^

^ Blotted out in the original : and Cortes decided that from the low
grade silver horseshoes and nails should be made.—G. G.
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Cortes disbursed on that expedition to Panuco, a great

quantity of pesos de oro and he afterwards demanded that

His Majesty should repay him that expense, and the

officials of His Majesty’s treasury did not wish to receive

the account nor to pay any of it, for they said that if he

made that expedition and [incurred] that expense it was

because he wished to gain possession of that province so

that Don Francisco de Garay who was coming to conquer

it should not have it, for the news had already been

received that they were coming from the Island of

Jamaica with a great fleet.

To go back to my story, I will relate how Cortes arrived

with all his army at the province of Panuco and found the

people at war, and he sent many times to summon them to

peace and they would not come. He had many warlike

encounters with them and in two battles in which they

stood up to him, they killed three soldiers and wounded

more than thirty and killed four horses, and many others

were wounded, and more than two hundred of the

Mexicans died, without counting another three hundred

that were wounded. The Huastecs,^ for so they call the

Indians of these provinces, numbered over fifty thousand

men when they gave battle to Cortds, but by the will of

God they were defeated, and all the field where this battle

took place, was closely strewn with dead and many

wounded from among the natives of that province, so

that they never rallied on that occasion to attack again.

Cortes remained for eight days in a town where those

conflicts took place called^ .in order to cure the

wounded and bury the dead, and supplies were plentiful

In order to send once more and call the people to peace

he despatched two Caciques, persons of importance from

i Guastecas in the text

^ Here the author has left a blank space.—G. G.
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among those who had been taken prisoners in the battleSj

and through Dofia Marina and Geronimo de Aguilar whom

Cortes always took with him, he made them a speech and

asked them, ho^^^ could all the people of those provinces

hope to avoid submitting themselves as vassals of His

Majesty, when they had seen and had heard the news, how

with all the power of Mexico and its strength in warriors,

the city had been destroyed and razed to the ground,

and [he told them] to make peace promptly, and to have

no fear, for he pardoned them for the deaths that had

taken place, and he spoke these words to them with

kindness, but he also used threats. xAs [the Indians]

were cowed and many had been killed in the last battle,

and they saw their towns laid waste by fire, they made

peace, and all brought jewels of gold, although they were

of little value, and presented them to Cortes who received

them in peace with affection and caresses.

From this place Cortes went with half his army to a

river called Chila^ about five leagues from the sea, and he

again sent messengers to all the towns on the other side of

the river to summon them to make peace and they would

not come, for, made fierce by the blood of the numerous

soldiers killed two years earlier, (who came under the

captains whom Garay had sent to settle on that river, as I

have already stated in the chapter which treats of that

subject,) they thought they could do the same with our

army. As they were posted by three great lagoons and

rivers and swamps which served them as a strong fortress,

the reply they made was to slay two of the messengers

whom Cort6s' had sent to treat for peace, and to make

prisoners of the others. Cortds waited some days to see if

they would change from their evil purpose, and as they did

^ Chila is to the N. of the Rio Panuco, about 19 miles W. of
Tampico,



and crossbowmen, across to the other side oi me river oy

night, and fifty cavalry in canoes tied together two by two,

so that they crossed over in a matter of ... . and as the

natives of those provinces keep watch over the passes and

rivers, when they saw them, they allowed them to pass

with the intention of killing them, and they were waiting

for them on the other side.

If many Huastec Indians, for so they are called, had

come together in the first battles that they had fought

against Cortes, far greater numbers had been massed on

this occasion, and they came on like rabid lions to fall on

our men, and on the first encounter they killed two soldiers

and wounded over thirty, and they also killed three horses

and wounded fifteen others and many of the Mexicans, but

our men fell on them so quickly that they could not hold

the field and they were soon put to flight leaving behind a

great number of dead and wounded. When this battle

was over our men went to sleep at a pueblo from which the

inhabitants had fled, and they camped there after posting

sentinels, watchmen, patrols and spies, and food for supper

4, Ac cnnn the dawn came, when
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took them down from where they were and carried them

off for burial.

From that pueblo they went on to another place, and, as

they knew how very warlike the people of that province

w'ere, they always marched with great caution and in

fighting array so that they should not be taken unawares.

It was reported by the scouts that some great squadrons of

Indians were l3dng in ambush so that as soon as our men

should dismount and go into the houses they might fall on

the horses and on the men. As they had been found out,

the Indians could not do as they intended, but all the

same they sallied out very boldly and fought against our

men like brave warriors and for more than half an hour the

horsemen, musketeers, crossbowmen and the Mexican

Indians, could not force them to retreat or drive them off.

They killed two horses and wounded seven others and they

also wounded fifteen soldiers of whom three died of their

wounds.

There was one thing remarkable about these Indians,

that even when they were beaten, they turned and rallied

to fight three times, a thing one has seldom seen among

these people. When they saw that our people were

wounding and killing them they fled for refuge to a rapid

and flowing river, and the horsemen and light infantry

went in pursuit and wounded many of them, while others

decided to scour the country and go to other pueblos

which were deserted, and in them they found many large

jars of the wine of the country stored underground in

places like cellars. They spent five days among these

villages scouring the country, and as all of these were

deserted and abandoned by their inhabitants, they re-

turned to the river Achiled 'Cortes again sent to summon
all the pueblos on the other side of the river which wett

1 Cfaila?
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still at war to make peace, and, as our troops had already

killed many of them, the Indians feared our falling on

them again, and for this reason they sent to say that they

would come within four days, that they were seeking

jewels of gold to present to him. Cortes waited the four

days when they said that they would come, and as they

did not come then, he promptly ordered [an attack to

be made] on a very large pueblo situated near a lagoon,

which was very strong on account of its swamps and

rivers, .... they were to cross the lagoon on a dark and

drizzling night in numerous canoes which he had promptly

ordered to be collected and tied together two by two and

in other single ones, and on well-made rafts [steering]

towards a part of the pueblo where they could neither be

seen nor heard from the town itself, and many of our

Mexican allies crossed without being seen ...... and fell

on the pueblo and destroyed it, and looted it and gained

much spoil, and our allies carried off all the property that

the natives possessed. When the Indians saw this, within

five days nearly all the pueblos in the neighbourhood

made peace, except some pueblos which were so far out

of the way that our people were not able to go to them at

that time. .

Not to waste more words on this story I will omit telling

of many things that happened and will only say that

Cortes then founded a town with one hundred and twenty

settlers, and among these he left twenty seven horsemen

and thirty six musketeers and crossbowmen so that they

numbered one hundred and twenty in all. This town was

named Santistevan del Puerto and stands about a league

from Chila. To the settlers who peopled that town he

apportioned and gave in encomienda all the pueblos which

had made peace, and he left as Captain of them and his

representative one Pedro Vallejo.
. .

While Cortes was in that town ready to start for Mexico,
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took them down from where they were and carried them

off for burial.

From that pueblo they went on to another place^ and, as

they knew how very warlike the people of that province

were, they always marched with great caution and in

fighting array so that they should not be taken unawares.

It was reported by the scouts that some great squadrons of

Indians were lying in ambush so that as soon as our men

should dismount and go into the houses they might fall on

the horses and on the men. As they had been found out,

the Indians could not do as they intended, but all the

same they sallied out very boldly and fought against our

men like brave warriors and for more than half an hour the

horsemen, musketeers, crossbowmen and the Mexican

Indians, could not force them to retreat or drive them off.

They killed two horses and wounded seven others and they

also wounded fifteen soldiers of whom three died of their

wounds.

There was one thing remarkable about these Indians,

that even when they were beaten, they turned and rallied

to fight three times, a thing one has seldom seen among

these people. When they saw that our people were

wounding and killing them they fled for refuge to a rapid

and flowing river, and the horsemen and light infantry

went in pursuit and wounded many of them, while others

decided to scour the country and go to other pueblos

which were deserted, and in them they found many large

jars of the wine of the country stored underground in

places like cellars. They spent five days among these

villages scouring the country, and as all of these were

deserted and abandoned by their inhabitants, they re-

turned to the river Achile.^ Cortes again sent to summon
ail the pueblos on the other side of the river which were

i Chila?
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still at war to make peace, and, as our troops had already

killed many of them, the Indians feared our falling on

them again, and for this reason they sent to say that they

would come within four days, that they were seeking

jewels of gold to present to him. Cortes waited the four

days when they said that they would come, and as they

did not come then, he promptly ordered [an attack to

be made] on a very large pueblo situated near a lagoon,

which was very strong on account of its swamps and

rivers, .... they were to cross the lagoon on a dark and

drizzling night in numerous canoes which he had promptly

ordered to be collected and tied together two by two and

in other single ones, and on well-made rafts [steering]

towards a part of the pueblo where they could neither be

seen nor heard from the town itself, and many of our

Mexican allies crossed without being seen and fell

on the pueblo and destroyed it, and looted it and gained

much spoil, and our allies carried off all the property that

the natives possessed. When the Indians saw this, within

five days nearly all the pueblos in the neighbourhood

made peace, except some pueblos which were so far out

of the way that our people were not able to go to them at

that time.

Not to waste more words on this story I will omit telling

of many things that happened and will only say that

Cortds then founded a town with one hundred and twenty

settlers, and among these he left twenty seven horsernen

and thirty six musketeers and crossbowmen so that they

numbered one hundred and twenty in all. This town was

named Santistevan del Puerto and stands about a league

from Chila. To the settlers who peopled that town he

apportioned and gave in encomienda all the pueblos which

had made peace, and he left as Captain of them and his

representative one Pedro Vallejo.
, .

While Cortes was in that town ready to start for Mexico^
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lie learnt for certain that three pueblos which were at the

head of the rebellion of that province and had been con-

cerned in the death of many Spaniards, were on the move

again, although they had given their fealty to His Majesty

and made peace, and they were persuading and luring the

other pueblos in the neighbourhood and saying that after

Cortes had returned to Mexico with the horsemen and

soldiers, some day or night they would fail upon the

settlers who remained behind and would have a good

feast off them. When Cortes knew the whole truth, he

ordered their houses to be completely destroyed by fire,

but they soon made a new settlement

Let me say that, before we had set out from Mexico

on this expedition, Cortes had ordered them to send him

from Vera Cruz a vessel laden with wine and provisions,

preserves, biscuits, and horseshoes, for at that time there

was no wheat'in Mexico with which to make bread. While

the barge was going on its course in the direction of

Panuco, laden with all that Cortes had ordered, it seems

that there arose severe northerly gales and struck the

vessel so that she was lost, and only three persons were

saved, who, supported on some boards, reached the shore

of an Island three or four leagues from the main land

where there were some great sandy beaches frequented by

many seals which came out by night to sleep on the

beaches, and they killed the seals, and with fire which they

made from sticks of wood, in the way that throughout the

Indies people make it, who know how to do so, 'they were

able to roast the flesh' of the seals, and they dug in the

middle of the island and 'made a sort of well and took out

water that was somew^hat brackish
;
and there was a fruit

which looked like figs, so with the flesh of the seals and

fruit and brackish water they kept themselves alive more

than two months. As in the town of Santist^van they

were awaiting the arrival of the fresh supplies and horse-
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shoes, Cortes wrote to Mexico to his Mayordomos to

know'why they had not sent the relay of supplies, and as

soon as they received this notice through Cortes’s letter,

they felt sure that the barge had been lost, and the Mayor-

domos of Cortes promptly sent a small vessel in search of

the barge that was lost, and it pleased God that they

touched on the island where the three surviving Spaniards

were [stranded] who made smoke signals both by night

and day, and as soon as they saw the vessel they were

delighted, and they were taken on board and came to the

town. One of these men was called something Ciciliano,

a settler in Mexico.

Let us leave this and say that while Cortes was already

on his way to Mexico, as he had news that many pueblos

which stood among some very steep sierras had rebelled

and were making war on other pueblos which were^ at

peace with us, he decided to go there before entering

Mexico.

As he went on his way, the people of that province

heard of it, and lay in wait for him at a bad pass and

fell on the rear of the baggage and killed some of the

carriers and robbed them of their loads, and as it was

a bad road on which to defend the baggage the horsemen

went to their assistance and [the enemy] disemboweled

two horses
;
when they arrived at some villages they paid

them well out for it, for as many of our Mexican allies

went with them, in order to avenge the robberies in the

bad pass and road which I have mentioned, they killed

and captured many Indians and even the Cacique and

his captain, and these were hanged after they had given

back the things that had been robbed.

When this was accomplished Cortfe ordered the

Mexicans to do no more damage, and sent to summon

all the chieftains and priests of the village to make peace,

and they came and gave their fealty to His Majesty, and
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the office of Cacique he ordered to be held by a brother of

the Cacique whom they had hanged^ and he left them in

their homes pacified and' well chastised. Then he returned

to.' Mexico. '

^
:

Before going any further I wish to say that in all the

provinces of New Spain there are no people fouler or

more evil or with worse habits than these of the province

of Panuco for “todos eran someticos y se enbudavan por

partes traseras/' an obscenity never heard of in the world,

and they were sacrificers [of human beings] and excessively

cruel as well as drunkards and filthy and evil and they

were guilty of thirty other vices.

If we look into it, they were chastised with blood and

fire two or three times, and other greater evils overtook

them in having as Governor Nufio de Guzman who as

soon as the Government was given to him made slaves of

nearly all of them and sent them to be sold in the Islands,

as I will relate more fully in its time and place. Let us

go back to our story and 1 will tell what Cortes heard and

did after his return to Mexico.

GHAPTER^ CLIX. „

How Cortes and the King^s officers decided to send to His Majesty

all the gold that bad accrued to the royal fifth from the spoils of

Mexico, and how there was sent separately the personal property

of gold and jewels which had belonged to MonteEuma and

Guatemoc, and what happened about it.

About the same time that Cortds returned to Mexico

from his expedition to Panuco, and occupied himself with

the peopling and rebuilding of the city, Alonzo de Avila

already often mentioned by me in former chapters, had

returned from the island of Santo Domingo and reported

on the subjects he had been sent to negotiate with the
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Royal Audiencia and the Geronimite Friars who were

the Governors of all the Islands, and the message he

brought was that they gave us authority to conquer the

whole of New Spain and to brand slaves according to the

instructions that were sent, and to divide and make allot-

ments of the Indians as was customary in the Islands

of Espaftola, Cuba and Jamaica.^

This permission which they gave was to be valid up to

the time that His Majesty was informed of it, or should

be pleased to send other orders, and the Geronimite Friars

themselves at once wrote him an account of this and sent

a ship post haste to Castile, and at that time His Majesty

who was still a youth, was in Flanders, and there he learnt

what the Geronimite Friars were sending him.

They rendered no account of this to the Bishop of

Burgos, for they were aware that he, in his position of

President [of the Council] of the Indies, was very hostile

to us, nor would they consult with him on many other

matters of importance, for they were very ill pleased with

his proceedings.

Let us leave this matter of the Bishop and repeat that

as Cortes looked on Alonzo de Avila as a very daring

person, and was not on very good terms with him, he

always wished to keep him at a distance, for truly if when

Cristobal de Tdpia came with the commissions Alonzo de

Avila had been in Mexico (he was in the Island of Santo

Domingo at the time) as he was a follower of the Bishop of

Burgos and had been his servant, and Tdpia had brought

letters for him, he would have been a great opponent to

Cortes and his affairs. For this reason Cortds always tried

to keep him far from his person, and when he returned

from this voyage he chose that occasion to allot Cuautitlan**

^ Xamayca in the text.

3 Guaititan in the text.
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to him SO as to content and please him, and gave him

certain pesos de oro, and with the fair words and promises,

as well as the allotment of the town already mentioned

which was a veiy good one and ver}-" profitable, he made so

firm a friend and follower of him that he sent him to

Castile, and with him his captain of the Guard named

Antonio de Quinones, and these two went as proctors of

New Spain and of Cortes, and they took two ships and

carried with them fifty eight thousand Castellanos^ in bars

of gold. They also took with them what we called the

private treasure of the great Montezuma which Guatemoc

had in his keeping, and indeed it was a fine present for our

great Caesar, for it contained many very rich jewels and

some of the pearls were the size of filberts, and there were

many chalchihuites which are fine stones like emeralds,

and there was even one as broad as the palm of a hand,

and many others so numerous that, so as to avoid delay,

I will not stop to. describe them or call them to mind. We
also sent some pieces of the bones of giants which were

found in a Cue or Oratory in Coyoacao, similar to those

other great bones which were given to us in Tlaxcala

which we had sent on the first occasion, and these were

even larger. They also took three tigers'^ and other things

that I cannot now call to mind.

The Municipality of Mexico wrote to His Majesty

by these proctors, and so too did the greater number

of us Conquistadores write jointly with Cortes and Fray

Pedro Meigarejo and the treasurer Julian de Alderete

and one and all spoke of the many and good and loyal

services that Cortes and all of us Conquistadores had

rendered him and would continue to render him, and

related what had happened to us since we had started

* Castellano, an ancient Spanish coin.

Jaguars. ,
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to capture the city of Mexico, and how the South

Sea had been discovered, and it was certainly con-

sidered to be a very valuable discovery. We also

petitioned His Majesty to send us bishops and monks

of the different orders who should be of a blameless life

and doctrine so as to aid us more firmly to implant our

holy Catholic faith in these parts, and we unanimously

begged that he would be pleased to give the government

of this New Spain to Cortds who was his good and loyal

servant, and that he would grant the favour to us Con-

quistadores and our children, that all the royal offices

such as treasurer, accountant, agents and notaries public,

trustees and governors of forts, should not be given to

other persons, but should be retained among us. We

begged him not to send any lawyers, for they would turn

the country upside down with their books and lawsuits

and dissentions would ensue, and the affair of Cristobal

de Tapia who came directed by Don Juan Rodriguez

de Fonseca the Bishop of Burgos, was brought to his

knowledge, and how he was not a fit person for the

government, and that New Spain would be lost if he

remained as governor; and would he [His Majesty] be

graciously pleased to ascertain beyond doubt what became

of the letters and reports which we had written to him,

giving an account of all the happenings in this New Spain,

for we felt very sure that the Bishop himself had not sent

them on to him, but would rather have written the very-

opposite of what had happened so as
,
to favour his friend

Diego VeMsquez and Cristdbal de Tdpia with the inten-

tion of marrying him to one of his relations named Dona

Petronilla de Fonseca, and [we stated] how he [Tdpia]

presented certain decrees which came already signed and

addressed by the Bishop of Burgos, and that we all bowed

down to the ground to obey them and how they were

obeyed. But seeing that this Tdpia was no good for war
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and had neither the spirit nor judgment to fit him for a

governor, that [the Conquistadores] appealed against the

decrees until they would acquaint his royal person with

all that had taken place as we were now informing him

and making him aware, as loyal vassals bound to our

King and Lord, and that now, whatever move he might be

pleased to command, here we were with our breasts to the

ground ready to fulfil his royal orders.

We also begged him to be pleased to send an order to

the Bishop of Burgos not to interfere in anything con-

cerning Cortes or us, for it would entail breaking the

thread of many matters relating to conquests and the

pacification of provinces which he alone was able to carry

out in this New Spain, for this same Bishop had given

orders to the officials in the House of Trade in Seville

named Pedro de Ysasaga and Juan Ldpez de Recalte not to

permit any supply of arms or soldiers or any support to

pass for Cortes or for the soldiers who were with him.

We also reported how Cortes had gone to pacify the

province of Panuco and had left it at peace, and the very

fierce battles that he fought with the natives of that

province, and that they were a very pugnacious and war-

like people, and how the people of that province had killed

the captains sent by Francisco de Garay and all their

soldiers because they did not know how to conduct their

wars skilfully
;
and that Cortes had expended on that

expedition over sixty thousand pesos which he was claim-

ing from the officials of the Royal Treasury and they did

not want to pay them. We also informed him how Garay

was now preparing a fleet in the Island of Jamaica and

was coming to settle at the Rio Panuco, and, in order

to prevent the same fate happening to him as to his

captains who were killed, we begged His Majesty to send

him an order not to leave the island until the province was

entirely pacified, because we would conquer and hand it
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natives of that territory should see two captains in com-

mand, there would be risings and attempts to sow discord

especially on the part of the Mexicans. Many other

things were written, besides Cort& for his own part left

no subject in the inkstand and gave so full an account

of all that had happened [in his letter] that it covered

twenty one pages, and inasmuch as I read and understood

them all very well, I make it known here as I have stated

it. In addition to this Cortes sent to beg his Majesty to

give him permission to go to the Island of Cuba to capture

its Governor named Diego Velasquez and to send him to

Castile in order that His Majesty might have him punished

there, so that he should no longer disturb and excite

commotions in New Spian, for he had sent orders from

the Island of Cuba to have Cortes killed.

Let us leave these letters and speak of the favourable

voyage which our proctors accomplished after leaving the

port of Vera Cruz on the twentieth day of the month of

December in the year fifteen hundred and twenty two, and

with good weather they got through the Bahama channel,

and on the way two of the three tigers they were taking

with them broke loose and wounded some of the sailors,

and they determined to kill the one that was left for he was

very fierce and they could not manage him. They pro-

ceeded on their voyage as far as the Island named Terceira,^

and Antonio de Quifiones who was captain prided himself

on being very valiant and amorous
;

it appears that he

became entangled with a woman in that island about whom

some quarrel arose, and they stabbed him so that he died

and Alonzo de Avila remained the sole captain.

As he was going on his way to Spain with the two ships,

when not far from the Island, the French pirate Juan

THE PROCTORS REACH TERCEIRA.
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Florin, fell on them and seized the gold and the ships and

captured Alonzo de Avila and carried him a prisoner to

France. x'\bout the same time Juan Florin robbed another

ship that came from the Island of Santo Domingo and

took over twenty thousand pesos de oro and a great

quantity of pearls and sugar and hides out of it and

returned with it all to France a very rich man, and he

made great presents to the king and to the Admiral of

France of the objects and pieces of gold brought from New
Spain, and all France was astonished at the riches we were

sending to our great Emperor, Even the King of France

himself became more covetous than before of taking a

share in the Islands and in this New Spain.

It was then that he said that only with the gold sent to

him from these Islands our Lord was able to make war on

his France, and yet at that time Peru was not conquered, nor

was there any knowledge of It, but only, as I have said, of

New Spain and the Islands of Santo Domingo and San

Juan and Cuba and Jamaica. It is reported that the King

of France said or sent word to our Emperor that as he and

the King of Portugal had partitioned the world without

giving him a share, that they had better produce the Will

of our father Adam as proof that he had left them as heirs

and lords of these lands which they had seized between the

two of them, without giving any of them to him
;
and for

this reason he [the King of F'rance] was justified in robbing

and taking all he could on the sea. He again promptly

ordered Juan Florin to go back with another fleet and

seek a livelihood on the sea.

On his return from that voyage as soon as he had taken

a great booty of all sorts of cloth, he fell in between Spain

and the Canary Islands with three or four powerful ships

of the Biscayan fleet and some on one side and some on

the other engaged Juan Florin and defeated and routed

him and took him prisoner with many other Frenchmen
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and they captured his ships and the cloth. They carried

Juan Florin and the other captains as prisoners to the

House of Trade at Seville, and they were sent captive to

His Majesty at the Court, and as soon as he [the Emperor]

heard of it, he ordered that justice should be meted out to

them on the road, and at the port of Pico they were

hanged, and this was the end of our gold and of the

Captains who carried it and of Juan Florin who stole it.

Let us get back to our story
;

they took Alonzo de

Avila as a prisoner to France and placed him in a fortress,

for as he was in charge of so much gold they thought

to get a good ransom for him and therefore guarded

him well.

Alonzo de Avila managed to come to such an under-

standing with the French gentleman who had him in

charge or who held him prisoner, that in order that they

might know in Castile how he was kept a prisoner and

might come to ransom him, he arranged that all the letters

and powers which he was bringing from New Spain should

be despatched post haste and delivered at the Court of

His Majesty to the Licentiate Nunez, a cousin of Cortes

who was counsellor at law to the Royal Council, or to

Martin Cortes the father of the said Cortes who lived

at Medellin, or to Diego de Ordas who was at the Court,

and they went with such complete safety that they reached

their hands, and they promptly forwarded them to His

Majesty in Flanders and told the Bishop of Burgos nothing

at all about it However, the Bishop found it out and said

that he rejoiced [to hear] that all the gold had been stolen

and was lost, and he is reported to have said that the affairs

of this traitor Corti^s were bound to come to such an

end, and he made other ugly remarks.

Let us leave the Bishop and turn to His Majesty who

as soon as he was informed of the matter is said to have

understood it all, and felt some grief at the loss of the gold

,
yoL. IV. Q
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on the other hand he was delighted -to see that they were

sending him such riches so that the King of France

should feel that with such presents as we were sending

him he would be able to carry on war. He promptly

sent orders to the Bishop of Burgos to give support and

assistance in all matters concerning Cortes and New Spain

and [said] that he was coming to Castile shortly and would

decide the justice of the contentions and disputes between

Velasquez and Cortes.

Let us leave this and say that as soon as we knew in

New Spain about the loss of the gold and the wealth of

treasure^ and of the capture of Alonzo de Avila and all the

other matters noted by me above, we felt great grief at it,

and Cortes promptly and without delay endeavoured to

collect all the gold that it was possible to get together and

to levy a tax on the low grade gold and silver which had

been brought from Michoacan, so as to send it to His

Majesty, and the tax was called “the Phoenix/^'^

I also wish to state that Alonzo de Avila still retained

that town of Cuautitlan which Cortes had given him, for at

that time his brother Gil Gonzales de Benavides did not

hold it, not until three years later on did Gil Gonzales

come from the Island of Cuba, when Alonzo de Avila was

already free from imprisonment in France and had come

to Yucatan as Accountant, and it was then that he gave

authority to his brother to make use of it, for he never

wished to give him the property.

Let us stop telling stories that don’t help on my
narrative and report all that happened to Gonzalo de

Sandoval and the other captains whom Cortes had sent to

settle the provinces already named by me, while Cortes

was perfecting his preparations for the tax and the col»

^ De la recamara, that is the personal property of gold, jewels, etc,

belonging to Montezuma.
^ Fenis in the text
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lection of the gold to send to His Majesty. I know well

that some interested readers will ask, why is it that when

Cortes sent Pedro de x^lvarado and Gonzalo de Sandoval

and the other captains [to undertake] the conquests and

pacifications which I have already mentioned, that I did

not finish my story about what they had done and what

happened to each of them on their expeditions, so I must

state again that I must go back very far in my story, and

the reason that I give for this is that while they were

going on their way to their provinces and conquests, at

that very moment Cristobal de Tapia so often mentioned

by me, arrived at the Port of Villa Rica to take over the

Government of New Spain,

As Pedro de Alvarado and Gonzalo de Sandoval were his

most distinguished Captains and wise advisers, Cortes sent

post haste to summon them to deliberate on what could be

done in the matter, and get their support and assistance,

so they suspended their conquests and pacifications and, as

I have said, they came to this affair of T^ipia which was

more important for His Majesty’s Service, for it was looked

on as certain that if Tdpia should remain as governor that

New Spain and Mexico would rise in revolt again. At

that moment also Cristdbal de Olid arrived from Michoacan

(for it was near Mexico) which he found peaceful, and they

[the inhabitants] gave him much gold and silver, and as he

was recently married and his wife was young and hand-

some he hastened his coming.

Then immediately after this affair of Tdpia the rising at

Panuco took place, and Cortfe went to pacify it, as I have

related in a former chapter which tells about it Then we

had to write to Plis Majesty and send the gold and give

authority to our proctors whom J have already mentioned,

and on account of these distractions which came one after

another I will now call the matter to mind :—and it

happened in the manner I will now describe.
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CHAPTER CLX.

How Gonzalo de Sandoval arrived with bis army at a pueblo called

Tuxtepecd and what he did there and how he afterwards went

on to Coatzacoalcos and all the rest that happened to him. Mind

one place is called Tuxtepec and the other Tututepec.-

When Gonzalo de Sandoval arrived at a pueblo named

Tuxtepec all the province made peace except some

Mexicans who were concerned in the deaths of sixty

Spanish men and women from Castile who had remained

behind ill in that pueblo when Narvaez came, and that was

the time when we were defeated in Mexico, and then they

[the Mexicans] slew them in this same pueblo. About

two months after the people I have spoken about had been

killed, I went [there] with Sandoval and I lodged in a

small tower which had been a temple with Idols and which

they [the Spaniards] had fortified when they were attacked,

and there they were surrounded and perished of hunger

and thirst and wounds. I mention that I lodged in that

little tower because there were many mosquitos in that

pueblo of Tustepeque in the day time, and as the tower

was very lofty and exposed to the breeze there were not so

many [mosquitos] there as there were down below, and

moreover it was near SandovaPs quarters.

To go back to our story, Sandoval endeavoured to seize

the Mexican Captains who had attacked and killed them

[the Spaniards] and he captured the chief of them and

placed him on trial and for sentence ordered him to be

^ Tuxtepec, in the north of the State of Oaxaca on the River
Fapaloapan. Tustepeque in the text

~ Tututepec, in the south of the State of Oaxaca near the Pacific
coast. Tutetepeque in the text
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burned, and there were many others who deserved the

penalty of death as much as he did, but he let it pass and

the one death paid for all.

When this was over he sent to summon to peace some

pueblos of the Zapotecs, (another province about ten

leagues distant from this town of Tuxtepec,) and they

would not come, so he sent a Captain to bring them to

peace. This was a man named Briones, often mentioned

by me before, who was Captain of a sloop, and a good

soldier in Italy according to his own account, and Sandoval

gave him over one hundred soldiers, among them thirty

musketeers and crossbowmen, and over a hundred allies

from the pueblos which had made peace.

As Briones went on his way with his soldiers in good

order, it seems that the Zapotecs were aware of his coming

against their pueblos and they arranged an ambush on the

road, which caused them [the Spaniards] to turn back in a

hurry, rolling down some steep inclines, and more than a

third of his soldiers were wounded and one of them died

of his wounds. These hills where the Zapotecs live are so

steep and difficult that horses cannot go among them, and

the soldiers had to march on foot, one by one, in and out,

along narrow paths, and there was always mist and dew

and the paths were slippery. The Zapotecs were armed

with very long lances, longer than ours are, with a fathom

of cutting edge of stone knives which cut better than our

swords, and with shields which cover the whole body, and

many arrows, javelins and stones, and the natives were

very daring and wonderfully lithe, and with a whistle or

cry which they give among those hills the voice resounds

and reverberates for a considerable time, as we should say

like echoes.

So the Captain Briones returned with his men wounded

and one of them dead, and he himself came back with an

arrow wound.
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The pueblo where he was defeated is called Tiltepec^

and after it was brought to peace it was given in enconi-

cenda to a soldier named Ojeda the one eyed, who

now lives in the town of Santo Alfonso. When Briones

returned to make his report to Sandoval of what had

hapiDened, and told him what great warriors they [the

Zapotecs] were, as Sandoval was' in good spirits and

Briones posed as being very valiant and was wont to tell

how in Italy he had killed and wounded and cleft the

heads and trunks of men, said Sandoval : It seems to

me Seflor Capitan that these lands are different from those

where you [formerly] went soldiering and Briones, half

angr}', replied and said that he swore to the truth of his

statements and that he would rather fight against cannon

and great armies of enemies whether of Turks or Moors

than against those Zapotecs, and he gave reasons for it,

that appeared acceptable. Still Sandoval told him he

wished he had not sent him, since he was thus defeated,

for he believed that he would have shown more valour, as

he boasted he had done in Italy.

Let us leave this expedition which did more harm than

good, and say how this same Gonzalo de Sandoval sent to

summon to peace another province, which was called

Xaitcpec.^ These people were also Zapotecs and they

border on other pueblos called those of the Mijes,^ a very

active and warlike people who had disputes with the

people of Xaltepec, the same who I say were now

summoned. As many as twenty Caciques and chieftains

made peace and brought a present of gold in the form of

jewels of various workmanship and ten small tubes of gold

in grains which they had ju.stthen extracted from the mines.

^ San Miguel Tiitepec^ Dist. of ixtlan, Northern Oaxaca or

Tiltepec. Dist, of Clioapam, Northern Oaxaca. Teltepeque in the text.

- Xaltepec or Jaltepec in the District of Clioapam. Xaltepeque in

the text.
^ Minxes in the text.
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The Chieftains came clothed in very long cotton clothes

which reached to the feet worked with much embroidery

and they were, so to say, like Moorish bornouses. When
they came before Sandoval they offered it [their present]

with great reverence and he received it with pleasure, and

ordered them to be given beads of Castile, and paid

them honour and made much of them. They asked

Sandoval to give them some Teules, for so they call

the Spaniards in their language, to go with them against

the pueblos of their enemies the Mijes who made war

on them. As Sandoval could spare no soldiers at that

time, to give them the help they asked for, because those

who had gone with Briones were all wounded and others

were sick and four were dead, for the country was very

hot and unhealthy, he told them in pleasant phrases that

he would send to Mexico to tell Malinche (for so they

called Cortes) to send plenty of Teules, and that they

must restrain themselves until they arrived, and mean-

while that ten of his companions would accompany them

to examine the passes and the country so that they could

go and make war against their enemies the Mijes.

Sandoval only said this in order that we could go and see

the pueblos and the mines where they extracted the gold

they had brought, and in this way he dismissed all but

three of them whom he ordered to stay and go with us.

Then he promptly sent a soldier named Alonzo de Castillo,

the decided, to examine the pueblos and mines I have

spoken about, and Sandoval ordered me and six other

soldiers to go with him and examine the mines thoroughly

and the nature of the pueblos. I wish to explain why

that Captain who went with us as leader was called

Castillo the decided, and it was for the reason that I

will now state :

—

In the Company which Sandoval commanded there

were three soldiers with the surname of Castillo, one of
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them was very elegant and took pride in it at that time,

and for this reason they called him Castillo the elegant/

of the other two Castillos, one was of such a nature that

he was always thoughtful, and when he was spoken to, he

delayed long in thinking what he should say, and when he

replied or spoke It was some foolishness or something that

made us laugh, and on this account they called him

Castillo the deliberate.- The other was Alonzo Castillo

who now went with us who spoke his thoughts quickly and

answered much to the point about anything they asked

him, and they called him Castillo the decided.^

Let us cease talking about trifles and relate how we

went to that province to see the mines, and took many

Indians with us from those pueblos, and with some things

in the shape of troughs they washed in three rivers before

us, and from all thi'ee they extracted gold and they filled

four small tubes with it, each tube the length of the middle

finger of one’s hand and they were a little thicker than the

quill of a Spanish duck
;
with this sample of the gold we

returned to where Gonzalo de Sandoval was stationed and

he was delighted thinking that the country was rich. He
promptly set about making the division of those pueblos

and that province among the settlers who were to remain

there to people it, and he took for himself some pueblos

called Huaspaltepec,^ which at that time was the best

thing there was in the province, very near the mines, and

they even promptly yielded him over fifteen thousand

pesos in gold. Sandoval believed that he was taking a

very good thing and he entrusted the province of Xalte-

pec, whence we brought the gold, to Captain Luis Marin

and thought that he was giving him an earldom, but they

El galan. ^ De los pensamientos. ® De lo pensado.
^ Guazpaltepeque in the text, near Playa Vicente on the Rio de

Villa Alta.
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all turned out very bad assignments, both that which

Sandoval took as well as the one he gave to Luis Marin,

and he even ordered me to stay in that province and

gave me very good Indians with a good income, and

would to God that I had taken them, they [the pueblos]

were called Matlatan and Orizaba, where the Viceroys

mills are now situated, and another pueblo called Ozote-

quipa,^ but I did not want them, for it seemed to me,

Sandoval being my friend, that if I did not go in his

company I should not be acting up to my standard of

personal honour, and Sandoval thoroughly understood my
feelings, and so as to have me with him in the wars, if

there should be any later on, acquiesced.

Let us leave this and relate that he named the town

which he settled Medellin,^ for so Cortes ordered him to

do, because Cortes was born at Medellin in Estremadura.

At that time the port was at a river called Chalchocueca,

which was the river to which we had given the name the

* Rio de Banderas’ where we had gained sixteen thousand

pesos by barter, and up that river proceeded the ships that

came with merchandise from Spain, until the port was

changed to Vera Cruz.

Let us leave this and go on our road to Coatzacoalcos

which was distant a matter of seventy leagues from the

town of Vera Cruz, which we had already settled. We
entered into a province called ^itla^ which was the coolest

and the most thickly peopled and the best supplied with

food that we had yet seen. The people at once made

peace, and this province which I have mentioned is twelve

1 I cannot identify Matlatan, Orizaba and Ozotequipa, there is a

Santiago Matatlaii in the district of Tlacolula.

^ This is going back ;
Sandoval settled Medellin, which is a little

to the south of the modem Vera Cruz, sometime before arriving at

Tuxtepec.

® This name has disappeared from the maps.
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leagues long and about the same in breadth and all thickly

peopled ;
and we arrived at the great river of Coatzacoalcos

and sent to summon the Caciques of the pueblos which

were the capitals of those provinces, and for three da37S

they did not come nor did they send any reply, and on

that account we thought that they intended war, and it is

even said that they had made up their minds not to let us

pass the river. They afterwards decided to come within

five days, and they brought us food to eat and some jewels

of very pure gold, and said that when we wanted to cross

they would bring many large canoes. Sandoval thanked

them greatly and took counsel with some of us as to

whether we could dare to cross over all of us together

at the same time in the canoes. What we thought best

and advised was that four soldiers should cross over and

observe the disposition of a village which was near the

river, and should watch and endeavour to enquire and

find out whether they were hostile, and that before

crossing we should have in our power the principal

Cacique who was named Tochel. So the four soldiers

went over and found out all that we had sent them

[to ascertain] and they returned to report to Sandoval

that everything was peaceful and moreover the son of

this same Cacique Tochel. for so he is called, came with

them and brought another present of gold but it was not

worth much. Then Sandoval caressed him and ordered

him to bring a hundred canoes tied together two and two,

and we passed the horses over the day after the feast of

Espiritu Santo, and to cut the story short, we made a

settlement in the pueblo which stood near the river, and it

was a good place for sea traffic because the port lay four

leagues down stream, and we called it the town of Espiritu

Santo and we gave it that sublime name, on one account

because on the feast of Espiritu Santo we defeated

Narvaez, on another because that holy name was our



watchword when we defeated and captured mm, ana

lastly because we crossed this river on this same day,

and because all these towns came in peaceably without

and there we ail of us settled, the flower

and soldiers who had come out from

with Sandoval. There was Sandoval

i Marin, Diego de Godoy, Captain

,
Francisco Marmolejo, hrancisco de

de Aguirre, Hernando de Montesdoca,

Mansilla and

named Mexia Rapapelo, Alonzo de Grade,

Ledesma, Luis de Bustamante, Pedro

Briones, and I and many other

of quality, and if I were to name

could not finish quickly, but it may be

; were wont to assemble in the

and review over eighty strong in

was more than five hundred

that there were but very few

costly arid only

making war,

of the gentlemen

Mexico to settle

himself and Lu

Francisco de Medina,

Lugo, Juan Lopez <

Juan de Salamanca, Diego Azamar, one

another soldier i * _
the Licentiate

Castellar, the Captain

gentlemen and persons

them all here I c

taken for certain that we

Plaza for a rejoicing a—.

horsemen, and eighty then

now-a-days, and the reason is

horses there in New Spain and they were

a few could afford to buy them.

Let us leave this and say how Sando

those pi'ovinces and pueblos among us, a!

to visit them and form a judgment of

examine the character of all the towns.

The provinces which he apportioned are those which

I will now name;

—

First of all Qitla, Coatzacoalcos and Huaspaltepec,

Tepeaca; Chinantla" and the pueblos of the Zapotecs and

fas well as] other pueblos which are situated on the other

side of the river, the province of Copilco, Cimatan an

1 Guajcpaltepeque in th

2 Tepeaca, further on

Tepeaca near Puebla.

3 Cbinanta in the text.

be confounded with
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Tabasco and the mountains of Quechula,^ all the [land of]

the Zoques towards Chiapas ^ and Zinacantan and all the

[land of] the Quilines and Papanaguasta. These pueblos

that I have named were held in allotment by us settlers

who had settled in that town [of Espiritu Santo] and it

would have been better if I had not remained there, for,

as it afterwards turned out, the land was poor and many

lawsuits arose with three towns which were founded later

on. One was with Villa Rica de la Vera Cruz, over

Huaspaltepec and Chinantla and Tcpeaca,^ another was

with the town of Tabasco over Cimatan and Copilco and

another with Chiapas over the Quilines and Zoques,

another was with Santo Alifonso over the Zapotecs, for

all those towns were established after we settled at

Coatzacoalcos. Had they left us all the districts that we

held we should have been rich. The reason why they

established these towns that I have mentioned was that

His Majesty sent an order that all the Indian pueblos

bordering on or nearest to each town were decreed to be

within the boundaries [of that town] so that they clipped

our wings on every side and left us in the lurch. This

was the reason why, as time went on, Coatzacoalcos was

deserted, and from being the best township of honourable

Conquistadores that existed in New Spain, it is now a

village of a few inhabitants.

To return to our story:—while Sandoval was looking

after the peopling of that town and bringing other

provinces to peace he received letters saying that a ship

had entered the Rio de Ayagualulco, which is a port,

although not a very good one, about fifteen leagues

distant
;
and that in it there had come from the Island

of Cuba, the Sefiora Doha Catalina Juarez, surnamed

la Marcayda, the wife of- Cortes, her brother Juan Juarez,

^ Cachula m the text. ^
® CMapa in the text ^ Tepeca in the text.
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who was later on a settler in Mexico, brought her and

another lady who was her sister, and there came Villegas,

he of Mexico, and his wife [called] the festive,^ and his

children and also the grandmother and many other

married women. It also seems to me that Elvira Lopez,

[nicknamed] the tall,^ arrived at that time, she was then

the wife of Juan de Palma who came with us and died

hanged, and afterwards she was the wife of a certain

Argeta and Antonio Diosdado also came, he was after-

wards a settler in Guatemala, and many others arrived

whose names I do not remember.

As soon as Gonzalo de Sandoval heard about this, he

in person and most of us Captains and soldiers went to

fetch those ladies and the other persons they had brought

in their company. I remember that at the time it rained so

heavily we could not travel along the roads nor cross the

rivers and streams for they came down so swollen that

they overflowed their banks. As there had been heavy

northerly gales, it was on account of the rough weather

and to avoid being driven ashore that they had put into

that port of Ayagualulco. The Seflora Dona Catalina

Juarez la Marcayda and all her company were delighted to

see us, and we promptly brought all those ladies and their

company to our town at Coatzacoalcos. Sandoval sent

the news of their arrival to Cortds post haste, and at once

took them on the road to Mexico, and Sandoval himself

and Briones and Francisco de Lugo and other gentlemen

accompanied them.

When Cortes knew of it, it was said that he was very

sorry that she had come, but did not show it. He gave

orders for their reception and much honour was shown

them in all the towns until they arrived in Mexico, and in

that City there were rejoicings and tilting with reeds, and

^ La Zambrana* 2 La Larga.
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within about three months of her arrival we heard a report

that one night they found her dead from Asthma and that

there had been a banquet the evening before and a great

festival Because I know nothing more about this than I

have said we will touch no more on this delicate subject,

which other persons spoke about more clearly and openly

in the lawsuit that arose out of it later on before the

Royal Aiidiencia of Mexico.

Let us cease speaking of this affair that is past and gone

and relate what happened to Villafiierte, who went to settle

at Zacatiila^ and to Juan Alvarez the less‘^ who went to

Colima. On Villafiierte they made many attacks and

killed some of his soldiers and the country was in revolt

and wanted neither to obey nor to pay tribute, and neither

more nor less happened with Juan Alvarez. When Cortes

heard this he was sorry for it, and as CristcSbal de Olid

had come from the affair at Michoacan, and was returning

a rich man and had left the country at peace, it seemed to

Cortes that he was the right man to go and secure and

pacify those provinces of Zacatula and Colima. He [there-

fore] determined to send him as Captain and gave him

fifteen horsemen and thirty musketeers and crossbowmen.

As he went on his way, when he had already arrived

near Zacatula, the natives of that province awaited him

very valiantly in a bad pass, and killed two soldiers and

wounded fifteen, but nevertheless he conquered them and

went on to the town where Villafuerte was stationed with

the settlers who were established there. These did not care

to go to the pueblos which had been apportioned to them

lest they [the villagers] should prepare to kill them, as

they had already killed
'
four settlers in the pueblos

assigned to them, for as a rule they began by' appointing

mcommderos to all the provinces and towns that were

^ In the Stale of Guerrero.
.

Juan Alvare? Chico.-
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settled, and as soon as these asked the natives for tribute

they rose in revolt and killed all the Spaniards they could.

When Cristobal de Olid saw that he had quieted the

province and the people had made peace, he went from

Zacatula to Colima and found it at war, and he had some

encounters with the natives and they wounded many of

his soldiers, [however] he defeated them and left them

peaceful. I do not know what became of Juan Alvarez

Chico who went as Captain. I think he died at that town.

Then Cristobal de Olid when he had quieted Colima

and it appeared to him to be peaceful, returned to Mexico

(for he was married to a beautiful Portuguese lady, whom
I have already said was named Doha Felipa de Arauz

or Zarauz) and he had hardly turned his back when the

people of Colima and Zacatula rose again. At the same

time Gonzaio de Sandoval had arrived at Mexico with the

Sefiora Doha Catalina Juarez laMarcayda and Juan Juarez

and all their company, as I have already related in the

Chapter that tells about it. Cort<^s decided to send him

[Sandoval] as captain to pacify those provinces, and with

the small number of horsemen that he then gave him and

a matter of fifteen crossbowmen and musketeers, all old

Conquistadores, he proceeded to Colima and punished

two Caciques and handled the affair with such dexterity

that the whole country remained completely pacified and

never revolted again. He did the same thing at Zacatula

and quickly returned to Mexico.

Let us go back to Coatzacoalcos and state that as soon

as Gonzaio de Sandoval left for Mexico with the Sehora

Dona Catalina Juarez nearly all the provinces which had

been allotted rose against the settlers and we had the

greatest trouble in pacifying them again. The first to

revolt was Xaltepec of the Zapotecs, where the people

lived among lofty and rugged mountains, and after this

the people of Cimatan and Copilcq, who live among great
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rivers and swamps, rebelled/ and other provinces rose in

revolt, and even within twelve leagues of the town there

were pueblos which killed their encomendero. We marched

about quieting them with the greatest difficulty and while

we were on an expedition with the Captain Luis Marin

and an Alcalde ordinario and all the Regidores of the

town, letters came to say that a ship had arrived in port in

which had come Juan Bono de Quexo the Biscayan, and

that he had come with the ship, which was a small one,

up the river as far as the town, and said he had brought

letters and decrees from His Majesty to notify us that we

should promptly return to the town and desist from the

[further] pacification of the province.

When we heard this news, as the Alcalde and the

Regidores were [all] in the company of the Lieutenant

Luis Marin, we went to see what it was that he [Juan

Bono] wanted. After embracing us, and welcoming each

other, for Juan Bono was very well known from the

time when he came with Narvaez, he said that he begged

us to be good enough to assemble in Cabildo as he wished

to proclaim certain decrees of His Majesty and of Don

Juan Rodriguez de Fonseca, the bishop of Burgos and

Archbishop of Rosano, and that he had brought many

letters for all It appears that Juan Bono had brought

letters in blank with the signature of the Archbishop, and

while they had gone to summon us from the pacification

on which we were engaged, Juan Bono found out which

of us were Regidores, and in the letter which he brought

in blank he wrote the promises that the Bishop sent us

if we should give up the country to Cristobal de Tdpia,

whom Juan Bono refused to believe had returned to the

Island of Santo Domingo, and the Bishop thought for

certain that W’'e would not receive him, and for that reason

sent Juan Bono with that authority.

He brought to me as a Regidor a letter from the Bishop
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himself written by Juan Bono. As soon as we had met

in Cabildo and saw his despatches and decrees, (and he

would never tell us what they were up to that moment)

we quickly got rid of him by saying that Tdpia had

already returned to Castile, and that he had better go to

Mexico where Cortes was, and there he might tell him

what was suitable.

As soon as Juan Bono heard that TApia was not in the

country he desisted and was very sorrowful, and the next

day he embarked and went to Villa Rica and thence to

Mexico. I do not know what took place there, except

that I have heard it said that Cortes helped him down to

the coast and he returned to Castile.

Let us abstain from telling more stories, but it is right

to add that all the time we stayed at that town there were

never wanting hardships and conquests of the provinces

that had revolted and let us go back and relate how Pedro

de Alvarado hired in the expedition to Tututepec^ and

among its people.

CHAPTER CLXL

How Pedro de Alvarado went to Tututepec to found a town and

what happened to him in the pacification of that Province and

the founding of the town.

We must go back a little to recount the setting out of

Pedro de Alvarado to found Tututepec, it was as

follows:—As soon as the City of Mexico was captured

and it was known in all the districts and provinces that

such a strong city had been razed to the ground, they sent

to congratulate Cortes on his victory and to offer them-

^ Tututepeque in the text.

VOL. IV.
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Tehuantepec! of the Zapotecs, and they brought a present

of gold to Cortes and told him that there were other

pueblos in their province somewhat remote named Tutute-

pec which were their inveterate enemies and had come to

make war on them because the people of Tehuantepec had

aiven their fealty to His Majesty ;
that these towns were

Situated on the South Coast and that the people were very

rich in gold in the form of jewels as well as in mines, and

they begged Cortes with much importunity to give them

horseme^, musketeers and crossbowmen to go against their

enemies.

Cortes spoke to them very lovingly and told them that

he wished to send Tonatio with them, for so they called

Pedro de Alvarado, and he promptly gave him over one

hundred and eighty soldiers, among them thirty five horse-

men, and instructions to demand another twenty soldiers,

chiefly crossbowmen, from Francisco de Orozco who was

captain of the province of Oaxaca,^ if that province were

peaceable.

Carrying out his orders he [Alvarado] arranged his

departure and set out from Mexico in the year [fifteen

hundred and] twenty two, and Cortes directed him to

go and inspect certain rocky hills on the way, which

were called Ulamo, where [the people] were said to be m

revolt, but he found them all peaceful and well disposed

at that time.
_

He delayed more than forty days before reaching Tutu-

tepec, and the Lord of the pueblo and other chieftains

when they knew that he was approaching near to their

pueblo went out to receive him peaceably, and took him

off to lodge in the most thickly peopled part of the pueblo

where the Cacique,had his Oratories and his large apait-

‘ Teguantepeque in the text.

*: ^iia3tacadn thejtext^
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ments, and the houses were very close one to the other,

and they were made of straw, for in that province they

have no azoteas as it is a very hot country.

Alvarado took the advice of his Captains and soldiers

that it vras not a good thing to lodge in those houses so

near one to the other, for if they were set on fire they

could not protect themselves, and they agreed to go to the

end of the pueblo. As soon as they were lodged the

Cacique brought him very great presents of gold, and

plenty to eat, and every day they stayed there he brought

him very rich presents of gold.

As Alvarado saw that they possessed so much gold

he ordered them to make some stirrups of fine gold like

others which he gave them as patterns and they made and

brought them to him. A few days later, he took the

Cacique prisoner, because the people of Tehuantepec told

Pedro de Alvarado that all that province intended to make

war on him, and that when they lodged him among those

houses where the Idols and chambers stood that it was in

order to set fire to them, so that all of them [the Spaniards]

should perish
;
and for this reason he made him prisoner.

Other Spaniards of good faith and worthy of credence said

that it was in order to extort much gold [from him] with-

out bringing him to trial that he died in prison, and this is

now accepted as certain, that one way or the other, that

Cacique gave to Pedro de Alvarado over thirty thousand

pesos, and he died from anger and from his imprisonment,

and the Caciqueship went to his son, and he [Alvarado]

got from him more gold than from his father. Then he

sent to visit the pueblos in the neighbourhood and dis-

tributed them among the settlers and founded a town to

which was given the name of Segura, because most of the

settlers who peopled it had been formerly inhabitants of

Segura de la Frontera, which was Tepeaca.

When this was accomplished and he had collected to-
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gether a good sum in pesos de oro he took it to Mexico to

give to Cortes.

It is also said that Cortes himself wrote to him that

he should bring with him all the gold he was able to

collect, in order to send it to His Majesty, because the

Frenchmen had stolen all that he had sent by Alonzo de

Avila and Quinones, and that he should give no .share of it

to any one of the soldiers who were in his company.

When Alvarado was already prepared to start for

Mexico certain soldiers most of them musketeers and

crossbowmen, formed a conspiracy to kill Pedro de

Alvarado and his brothers on the following day, because

he was carrying off the gold without giving them their

share, although they had begged for it many times, but

he would not give it up, also because he did not give

them good assignments of Indians. If a soldier named

Trebejo who was in the conspiracy had not revealed the

plot to him, they would have attacked them the following

night. When Alvarado knew about it, (and they told him

about the hour of vespers) he went out hunting on horse-

back near some huts, and some of those who were in the

plot went on horseback in his company. Then to deceive

them he said “ Senores, I have got such a stitch in mj

side, let us go back to our quarters and call me a barber to

bleed me.”

As soon as he got back he sent to summon his brothers

Jorge, Gonzalo and Gomez, all Alvarados, and the Alcaides

and Aguazils, and they seized those who were in the plot

and according to verdict they hanged two of them, one

named something de Salamanca a native of the county

[of Salamanca], who had been a pilot, and the other named

Bernaldino the Levantine, and with these two hangings he

pacified the others, and he set off at once for Mexico with

all the gold, and left the town settled. When the inhabi-

tants who remained in the town saw that the allotments
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that had been given them were no good and that the

country was unhealthy and very hot, and many of them

were ill, and the servants and slaves they had brought

with them had died, and that there were many bats and

mosquitos and even bed bugs, and above all that Alvarado

had not divided the gold among them but had taken it

with him, they decided to avoid wrangling and to abandon

the settlement. Many of them went to Mexico, others to

Oaxaca and they scattered over other parts.

When Cortes heard of this he sent to make enquiry

about it, and he found out that the abandonment was

agreed upon by the Alcades and Magistrates in Cabildo,

and those who were concerned in it were condemned to

death, and they appealed, arid the punishment was [re-

duced to] banishment. This is what happened in the

matter of Tututepec which was never afterwards peopled

because it was unhealthy although the land was rich.

When the natives of that country saw that the place was

abandoned and what Alvarado had done was without

reason or justice, they rebelled again, and Pedro de

Alvarado returned to them and summoned them to make

peace and without need to attack them they became

peaceful.

Let us leave this and say that when Cortes had got

together over eighty thousand pesos de oro to send to

His Majesty together with the Phcenix tax he had in-

vented, news came at that time that Francisco de Garay

had arrived at Panuco with a great fleet, and what was

done about it I will go on to relate.
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CHAPTER CLXII.

How Francisco de Garay came from Jamaica to Pamico with a great

fleet, and what happened to him and many things that took

place*

As I have already said in another Chapter which deals

with Francisco de Garay, he was a rich man and the

Governor of the Island of Jamaica. He had heard news

of our discovery of very rich lands during the expeditions

of Hernando de Cordova and Juan de Grijalva, and how

we had carried off twenty thousand pesos de oro to the

Island of Cuba, and Diego VeMsquez who was Governor

of that Island had got possession of them, and that at that

very time Cortds was setting out with another fleet, and

Garay had a covetous desire to go and conquer some lands

[himself.] He had much better equipment than any of the

others, and he obtained news and information from Anton

de Alaminos (whom we had brought as chief pilot when

we made our discoveries) to the effect that from the Rio

Panuco onwards there were very rich and thickly popu-

lated countries, which he might petition His Majesty

to grant him.

After Garay had been thoroughly informed by the Pilot

Alaminos about the discovery, and by other pilots who

were with Alaminos at the time of the discovery, he

determined to send his Mayordomo, named Juan Torralva,

with money and letters to the court to beg the gentlemen

who at that time were president and judges for His

Majesty to bestow upon him the Government of the Rio

de Panuco and whatever further country he might discover

and settle. As at that time His Majesty was in Flanders

and Don Juan Rodriguez de Fonseca, Bishop of Burgos

and Archbishop of Rosano was president of the Council of

the
,

Indies and directed everything with the Licentiate
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Zapata and the Licentiate Vargas and the Secretary Lope

de Conchiilas, they sent him [Francisco de Garay] a

commission as Adelantado of the Rio San Pedro and San

Pablo and all [the land] he could explore. On the

strength of this commission he immediately despatched

three ships with as many as two hundred and forty

soldiers with many horses and musketeers and crossbow-

men and sent as their captain a certain Alonzo de Alvarez

Pineda or Pined o often mentioned by me before.

When he sent that fleet, as I have already related, the

Indians of Panuco defeated it and killed the Captain

Pineda and all the horses and soldiers he had with him,

except about seventy soldiers who came to the Port of

Vera Cruz in a ship under the command of Camargo and

joined our company.

When Garay received no news of those ships, he sent

two other ships after them with many soldiers, horses, and

supplies under the command of Miguel Diaz de Ausuz and

a certain Ramires, already mentioned by me many times.

These also came to our port when they had ascertained

that neither hair nor hide of those already sent by Garay

was to be found at the Rio Panuco, except the two

wrecked ships. All these things I have already told in my

story, but it is necessary to go back to the beginning so

that it may be clearly understood. Now to return to our

business and story. When Francisco de Garay saw that

he had already expended many pesos de oro, and he heard

of the good fortune of Cortes, and of the great cities that

he had discovered, and about the great amount of gold and

jewels that there was in the country, he grew more envious

and covetous than ever, and his desire increased to come

in person and bring the largest fleet he could, and he

hunted up eleven ships and two sloops which made a total

of ... . sail and he got together one hundred and thirty

six horses and eight hundred and forty soldiers, most of
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them musketeers and crossbowmen, and he fitted them out

well with all that was necessary, which was cassava bread

and salt pork and sun-dried beef, for there was already a

sufficiency of cattle, and as he was a rich man, and it all

came from his own crops he did not feel the expense, and

there was a superabundance of men and horses who flocked

to the Island of Jamaica for the equipment of that fleet.

In the year fifteen hundred and twenty three he staitcd

from Jamaica with all his fleet on the day of San Juan de

Junioi and reached the Island of Cuba at a port named

Xagua, and there he learned that Cortes had already

pacified the whole Province of Panuco and established

a town and had spent in the pacification more than sixty

thousand pesos de oro, and had sent to petition His

Majesty to grant him the Government of that country

as well as that of New Spain. When they told him of the

heroic actions done by Cortes and his companions in New

Spain, and when he heard the news that with two hundred

and sixty six soldiers we had defeated Panfilo de Narvaez

who had brought with him over thirteen hundred soldiers

including a hundred horsemen and as many more

musketeers and crossbowmen and eighteen cannon, he

felt afraid of Cortes’s good fortune. During the time that

Garay was at the port of Xagua many settlers in the

Island of Cuba came to see him and eight or ten of the

principal persons of that town joined his company, and

the Licentiate Zuazo who, under orders from the Royal

Audiencia of Santo Domingo, had come to that Island to

take the Residencies of Diego Velasquez also came to see

him. When Garay was conversing with the Licentiate

about Cortds’s good fortune and [saying] that he feared he

would have trouble with him about the Province of Panuco,

I Midsummer Day.
^ Residencia. The examination and formal account demanded ot

a person holding Public Office.
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[he] Garay begged him [the Licentiate] to go with him on

that voyage to act as mediator between him and Cortes,

and the Licentiate replied that he could not go at that

time before he had taken the Residencia, but that he

would be there soon.

Then Garay at once gave orders to set sail and steer

in the direction of Panuco, and he had a stormy time on

the way, and the pilots he had with him went higher up

towards the Rio de Palmas and he dropped anchor in the

river itself on Santiago's day, and at once sent to examine

the country. The captains and soldiers whom he sent did

not consider it a good country, or had no wish to stay

there but to go on to the Rio de Panuco proper (because

it was nearer to Mexico), and to the settlement and town

that Cortes had established. When that news was brought

to him Garay decided to exact an oath from all his soldiers

that they would not desert their banners and would obey

him as their Captain General. He appointed Alcaldes and

Magistrates and all that was necessary for a town, and he

said that the town was to be called Garayana. He ordered

all the horses and soldiers to be disembarked and when

the ships were empty he sent them along the coast under

a captain named Grijalva, and he [Garay] and all his army

went by land along the coast near to the sea, and he

marched for two days through a bad uninhabited marshy

country, and crossed a river which came from some moun-

tains which they could see from the road, at a distance of

about five leagues, and they crossed that great river on

rafts and in some broken canoes which they found. As

soon as they had crossed the river they came on a pueblo

which had been deserted that very day, and found plenty

to eat, maize, and even poultry, and there were plenty of

very good guavas. Then in that pueblo Garay captured

certain Indians who understood a little of the Mexican

language. He flattered them and gave them shirts and
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sent them as messengers to. other pueblos which they told,

him were near by, in order that they should receive him

peaceably. After going round a marsh, he went on to

some pueblos, which were those spoken about, and they

received him peaceably and gave him plenty to eat and

many fowls of the country and other birds like geese

which they captured in the lagoons. As many of the

soldiers he took with him were wearied, and it seems

that he did not give them the things the Indians had

brought for them to eat, some of them mutinied, and

went off to rob the Indians of the pueblos through which

they had passed. They halted in this pueblo for three

days, and on the following day they went on their way

with guides and reached a great river which they w^ere

unable to cross without canoes which were supplied by the

Indians of the peaceable pueblos wdiere they had halted.

They managed to take over all the horses by swimming,

each canoe as it was rowed across leading a horse by a

halter, and the horses were numerous and not very clever.

On emerging from the river they got into some bad

swamps and after suffering great hardship arrived at the

land of Panuco.

When they arrived there they expected to find food, but

all the towns were stripped of maize and other supplies,

and were much disturbed, and this was on account of the

wars Cortes had waged against them a short time before.

If they possessed any food they had garnered it and

placed it in safety, for when they saw so many Spaniards

and horses they were afraid of them and deserted their

pueblos, and where Garay looked for repose he found more

hardship. In addition to this as the houses where they

lodged had been deserted there were many bats and bugs

and mosquitos, and everything went against them* Next

another ill fortune befel them, the ships which were

coming along the coast and bringing plentiful supplies had
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not reached port nor had they been heard of. This they

learned from a Spaniard who came to visit them or whom

they found in a town which belonged to the settlers who

were established at the town of Santistevan del Puerto.

This man had fled from fear of punishment for a crime

that he had committed, and he told them that there was a

[Spanish] settlement very near by, and that in Mexico

there was very good land and that the settlers who lived

there were rich. When the soldiers whom Garay had

brought with him heard from this Spaniard who conversed

with them that the land in Mexico was good, and that of

Panuco was not as good, many of them deserted and

started for the pueblos to loot them, and went on to

Mexico.

About that time, seeing that his soldiers were in revolt

and he was not able to prevent it, Garay sent one of his

Captains named Ocampo to the town of Santistevan to

find out the intentions of Cortes’s lieutenant, named Pedro

de Vallejo, and he even wrote to him informing him that

he brought commissions and authority from His Majesty

constituting him Governor and Adelantado of those

provinces and how he had made the Rio de Palmas in

his ships, and about the bad road and the hardships

that he had endured. Vallejo paid much honour to

Ocampo and those who went with him, and gave them

a pleasant reply, and told them that Cortds would be

delighted to have such a good neighbour as Governor

but that the conquest of that country had been a great

expense to him and that His Majesty had been pleased

to grant the government to him, but that he [Garay]

could come when he pleased with his army and that he

would do all he could to serve him, and he begged him

to order his soldiers to do no injury to the Indians and

not to rob them, for two pueblos had come to him to

complain about it. After saying this Vallejo wrote post
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haste to Cortes, and even sent him Garay's letter, and also

made Gonzalo de Ocampo himself write another letter.

He sent to ask what Cortes's orders were and [to say]

that he must either send many soldiers promptly or

must come in person.

As soon as Cortes saw the letter he sent to summon

Pedro de Alvarado, Gonzalo de Sandoval and Diego de

Ocampo, a brother of the Gonzalo de Ocampo who had

come with Garay, and he sent with them the authority

that he held showing that His Majesty had commanded

that all that he might conquer should be held by himself

until the question of rights between him and Diego

Velasquez should be cleared up and that this should be

notified to Garay.

Let us stop talking about this and .say that when

Gonzalo de Ocampo returned with the answer of Vallejo

to Francisco de Garay, it seemed to him a good answer

and he came with all his army to occupy [a position]

even nearer to the town of Santistevan del Puerto.

Pedro de Vallejo, acting upon the information obtained

from five of Garay’s soldiers who had come to the town [of

Santistevan], that the mutineers had halted in a fine and

large town called Nachapalan and were very careless and

never kept watch, had already made his arrangements with

the settlers in the town [Santistevan], so Vallejos men who

knew the country well fell on Garay’s people and captured

over forty soldiers and carried them off to their town of

Santistevan del Puerto. These men were glad of their

imprisonment and the reason Vallejo gave for capturing

them was that they went about looting the country without

showing the commissions and authority that he [Garay]

had brought.

When Garay saw this he was much distressed and again

sent to Valiejo to say that he must release his soldiers,

threatening him with punishment from our Lord and King.
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Vallejo answered that as soon as he should see the Royal

commissions he would obey them and place them on his

head, and it would have been better for Ocampo to have

brought and displayed them when he came, so that they

might be carried out, and he begged him to order his

soldiers to desist from robbing and looting His Majesty’s

pueblos. At that moment the captains arrived whom

Cort& sent with his powers, and as Diego de Ocampo was

at that time chief Alcalde for Cortes in Mexico, he began

by issuing injunctions against Garay to prevent him

entering the country, because His Majesty had commanded

that Cortes was to hold it. Several days were taken up

with demands and replies, and meanwhile each day many

of Garay’s soldiers deserted, they were present at dusk and

absent at dawn, and Garay saw that Cortes’s captains

brought with them many horsemen and musketeers and

that more arrived every day, and he learned that he had

lost two of his ships which he had sent along the coast in

a northerly gale which is a foul wind. The Lieutenant

Vallejo sent to request the other ships, which were at the

nf Gif' harbour. to come at once into the river lest
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as he held the ship in the name of Cortds, Vallejo went in

them to demand of the Captain Juan de Grijalva, who was

[still] at the entrance of the port either to come inside

and anchor, or go off to sea whenever he pleased. He

[Grijalva] answered him by firing many shots at him.

Then they sent a King’s notary named Vicente Lopez in a

boat to ask him to come into the port, and he also carried

letters to Grijalva from Pedro de Alvarado and Sandoval

and from Diego de Ocampo with offers and promises that

Cortes would grant him favours. When he saw the letters

and that all the other ships had entered the river, Juan de

Grijalva did so also with his flagship, and Vallejo told

him that he was a prisoner in the name of the Captain

Hernando Cortes
;
but he released him at once as well as

the others who had been arrested.

When Garay saw how little authority he possessed and

that his soldiers had deserted and mutinied, and his ships

had gone ashore and the rest were taken for Cortes, if he

was very sorrowful before they took them from him, he

was still more so when he saw himself worsted, and he

promptly demanded with many protests made to Cortes s

captains, that they should give him back his ships and all

his soldiers as he wished to return and settle at the Rio de

Palmas, and he exhibited the commissions and authority

that he had brought for that purpose, and in order to have

neither contentions nor quarrels with Cortes he wished to

go back. Those gentlemen answered that he might go

and good luck attend him, and that they would order all

the mutinous soldiers who were In the province and the

pueblos to return at once to their captain and go in the

ships, and they would order everything to be supplied to

him that was necessary as well in the matter of food as of

arms and cannon and powder, and that they would write

to Cortes so that he might supply very fully everything

of which there was need.
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Garay was contented with this reply and offer, and

a proclamation was promptly made in that town and in

all the pueblos, and Alguaciles were despatched to seize

the mutinous soldiers and bring them to Garay. Notwith-

standing all the penalties that were threatened the pro-

clamation was in vain, and profited nothing
;
some of

those who were brought in as prisoners said that having

arrived in the province of Panuco they were no longer

bound to follow him [Garay], nor to keep the oath that he

had exacted from them, and others were more outspoken

and said that Garay was not a captain who knew how to

command, nor a fighting man. When Garay saw that

proclamations were of no avail, nor the kindly efforts

which Cortes’s captains seemed to him to be making to

bring in his soldiers, he was in despair. Then, when he

saw himself abandoned by all, the gentlemen who had

come from Cortes advised him to write at once to Cortds

himself and they would act as intercessors with him in

order that he should return to the Rio de Palmas, [saying]

that they believed Cortes to be so well disposed that he

would help him in all that he was able, and that Pedro de

Alvarado and Sandoval would be surety for it, and would

see that he carried it out.

Garay promptly wrote to Cortes giving him a very full

account of his voyage, misfortune and hardships, [and said

that] if his excellency ordered it he would come to see him

and communicate things helpful to the service of God and

His Majesty, commending his honour and estate to him

[Cortds] and begging him to carry it [the order] out in a

way which would in no way diminish his [Garay’s] honour.

Pedro de Alvarado, Diego de Ocampo and Gonzalo de

Sandoval also wrote entreating Cortes on Garay’s behalf

that he should be assisted in every way.

As they had been great friends in times gone by, when

Cortes saw those letters he was moved to pity Garay and
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answered him with much gentleness that he was sorry for

all his hardships and that he should come to Mexico and

he promised to help him in everyway he could with the

greatest good will, and he should trust to his power, and he

ordered that wdierever he should pass great honour be paid

him and everything provided that he stood in need of,

and he even sent refreshments for him along the road, and

when he arrived at Texcoco he had a banquet prepared

for him and on his arriving at Mexico Cortes and many

gentlemen went out to meet him, and Garay was con«

founded at seeing so many cities and more so when he

saw the great city of Mexico. Cortes at once took him off

to his palaces which were then being newly built.

When Cortes and Garay found themselves together,

Garay related to Cortes his misfortunes and hardships and

charged him to amend matters. Cortes promised it to

him very willingly and even Pedro de Alvarado and

Gonzalo de Sandoval proved themselves friendly interces-

sors, and within three or four days of his arrival there was

talk of marrying a daughter of Cortes named Dona Catalina

Cortes or Pizarro, who was a child, to a son of Garay, who

was his heir, (and Cortes promised him as a dowry with

Dona Catalina Cortes a great number of pesos de oro,) and

that Garay himself should go to settle at the Rio de

Palmas, and Cortes would supply him with everything that

was needful for the settlement and pacification of that

province, and he even promised to give him some of his

own captains and soldiers so that wdth their help he would

be relieved from anxiety in the wars that might ensue, and

with these promises and the good will that Garay met

with from Cort& he was very cheerful, and I am convinced

that Cortes would carry it out in the way he had agreed

and arranged. ,

-

'

Let us leave all this about the marriage and the promises

and I wall relate how at that time Garay went to lodge in



I cannot say for certain if this was then or afterwards) he

was a very great friend of Garay, and on account of this

acquaintance Garay himself begged Cortds that he might

go to Villanueva’s house, and he [Cortds] paid him all

the honour he could and all the settlers in Mexico did

the same.,

I wish to say that Panfilo de Narvaez, (he whom we had

defeated, as I have already related before) was in Mexico

at that time, and he came to visit and talk to Francisco

de Garay, and they embraced one another and each one

began to talk of his hardships and misfortunes, and

Narvaez who spoke very freely in the course of conversa-

tion said, half laughing, Sefior Adelantado Don Francisco

de Garay I have been told by some of the soldiers who

mutinied and deserted from you that you said to the

gentlemen whom you brought in your fleet “ Look to it

that we behave like men and fight stoutly against these

soldiers of Cortes, do not let them catch us unprepared as

they caught Narvaez.” Well ! Senor Francisco de Garay,

when they fought with me they destroyed this eye, and

robbed from me and burned all I possessed and even

killed my ensign and many soldiers and they captured my

captains but they never caught me as unprepared as they

have told you I was. I would have you know that there

has never been in the world so lucky a man as Cortds, and

he has such captains and soldiers that one can quote each

one of them as fortunate in his undertakings as Octavius,

in conquests as Julius Csesar,and in overcoming difficulties

and fighting battles as Hannibal. Garay replied, there was

no necessity to tell him so, one could sec what he had

;
, VOL. rv.'

' s
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stated in their deeds, for what [other] man in all the world

would with so few soldiers, have dared to lun hi. ships

rshore, and trust himself to make war among such strong

towns and great
deeds and praises

Narvaez answered lecitmg ouii-
t,

of Cortes and one and the other kept up the talk about the

conquest of this New Spain in the manner of a confeienc^

Let us leave these hatteries that took place between them

and say how Garay begged Cort6s to give Narvaez per-

Itsion to return to the lsland of Cuba to his wi e named

Maria de Valenzuela who was rich on account of the mines

fnd the good Indians which Narvaez owned, and. m addition

to Carav becrging it of him with many entreaties, the wife

of NarvL Lself had sent to beg Cortds in writing to let

her husband go, for it appear, they were

another when Cortes was livrng .n Coha -d they we»

eomnadresd So Cortfo gave him permission and assisted

him with two thousand pe»s de oro. As soon as harvaes

Leived this permission he humbled himself greatly before

c“S and aL, frst promising him that in all matter, he

would be his servant, he went off promptly to Cuba

We will not talk any more about this, but state what

was the end of Garay and his fleet, and it was this tha on

"Lg oaa Christmas nigh, in the year hundred

twenty three, in company with Cortes to Matins, aftc

returning from the church, they breakfasted -"0*

merriment, and an hour later, Garay

sudden draught and not having been well befoie,

wil pieurisy and high fever. Di^tors were sent fcr

to bleed and purge him and when they saw that die

malady was increasing they told him that he had

confess and make his will, which he did at once and Irft

Cortes as eicecutor, and after receiving the holy Sacra-

‘ The relationship between godfather and godmother.
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ments, within fonr days of being taken ill he gave up his

soul to our Lord Jesus Christ who created it The land ot

Mexico has this peculiarity, that within three or four days

they die of this malady of a pain in the side [pleurisy] as I

have already stated before, as we had already learned by

experience when we were at Texcoco and Coyoacan and so

many of our soldiers died. So Garay was dead, may God
pardon him. Amen. They paid high honour to him in

his funeral and Cortes and other gentlemen put on mourn-

ing.

As there were some malicious persons who were on bad

terms with Cortes, there were not wanting those who said

that he had ordered arsenic to be given Garay in his

breakfast and it was great wickedness on the part of those

who thus slandered him, for he certainly died a natural

death and the doctors Ojeda and the Licentiate Pedro

Lopez, who attended him, swore that it was so.

Garay died away from his own country, and in a strange

house and far from his wife and children.

Let us cease talking about this and speak again of the

province of Panuco, When Garay had come away to

Mexico, as his captains and soldiers had no chief nor any

one to command them, they wished to make captain one

of the soldiers whom I will here name, whom Garay

brought in his company, these were called Juan de Grijalva,

Gonzalo de Figueroa, Alonzo de Mendoza, Lorenzo de

Ulloa, Juan de Medina the squint-eyed, Juan Davila,

Antonio de la Cerda, and one Taborda, this Taborda was

the most turbulent of all those in Garay’s camp, and over

all of them there was appointed as Captain a son of Garay

w^hom Cortes wished to marry to his daughter, but they

did not respect him or pay any attention to him, neither

those whom I have named nor any others of his company,

on the contrary, they got together in parties of fifteen or

twenty and went about robbing the pueblos and seizing by



force the women and the cloths and poultry as though

they were in the land of the Moors robbing whatsoever

*
WhTr^the Indians of that province observed this, they

agreed one and all to kill them, and within a few days

tLy sacrificed and ate more than five hundred Spaniards

all Wonging to Garay'o party. In o"<=

that they sacrificed more than one hund.ed Spaniard

together; in most of the pueblos they only killed .saenfierf

and ate the stray Spaniards who were wandering about, foi

ihese could neither offer resistance nor

the settlers of the town of Santistevan

established. When they [the settlers] sallied out o make

“
r on them [the Indians,] the multitude of wafers w^

so nreat that they could avail nothing against them, and

ca- to such a pass, and the Indians grew so

daring, that many of them attacked the town and fought

so boldly by day and by night, that it ran "

bein- taken, and had it not been for seven or eight Con-

quistadores. old followers of Cortes, and for the Captain

Wlejo, who posted sentinels and went the rounds and

encouraged the rest, [the Indians] would

entered the town. Those Conquistadores told the o

the soldiers of Garay that they must always endeavour to

keep close to them in the field, and that there in the open

they were much better off and that they should not retmn

TtZ Ln and so it was done, and they fought with

irLtre« three times and although the Captmn

Vallejo was killed and many others

^ \ l
defeated the Indians and killed many of them. All the

Mil, nuflvec of that province, (I cannot ‘

the name of it) were so furious that on one ni^ht y

burned to ashes forty Spaniards and killed fifteen horses

and many of the men were followers of Cortes and all the

te<^t followers of Garay.
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When Cortes came to know about the havoc they wrought

in this province he was so angry that he wished to go

against them in person, but as he was very ill with a

broken arm he could not go, and he promptly ordered

Gonzalo de Sandoval to go with a hundred soldiers, fifty

horsemen, two cannon and fifteen musketeers and cross-

bowmen and he gave him eight thousand Tlaxcalans

and Mexicans and he ordered him, not to return until

he left them well punished so that they could not revolt

again.

Sandoval was very valiant, and when he was entrusted

with matters of importance neither slept at night nor de-

layed long on the road, and he gave orders to the horsemen

with the greatest forethought how they were to charge in

and out among the enemy. As he had received news that

all the companies of warriors of those provinces were

awaiting him at two bad passes, he determined to send one

half of his army to one bad pass, and he halted with the

other half of his company on the other pass, and he gave

orders to all the musketeers and crossbowmen that only

some of them should fire while the others loaded, and that

they should attack the enemy and see if they could put

them to flight. The enemy shot off many javelins, arrows

and stones and wounded eight soldiers and many of our

allies. When Sandoval saw that he could not get through

them, he stayed at that pass until it was night and sent to

order the others who were at the other pass to do the same.

The enemy never deserted their posts, and the following

morning when Sandoval saw that he was not gaining any

advantage by staying there as he had ordered, he sent to

summon the other companies, whom he had sent to the

other bad pass, and made them strike camp and return on

the road to Mexico as though they were frightened. When *

the natives of those provinces who were close by thought

that th^ were retreating through fear, they came out into

^11
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force the women and the cloths and poultry as though

they were in the land of the Moors robbing whatsoever

WhafAe Indians of that province observed this, they

agreed one and all to kill them, and within a few days

they sacrificed and ate more than five hundred Spaniar s

all belonging to Garay's party. In one pueblo it happened

Aarthey sacrificed more than one hundred Spaniards

toc^ether ;
in most of the pueblos they only killed, sacrificed

and ate the stray Spaniards who were

these could neither offer resistance nor ^ ^
the settlers of the town of Santistevan which Coites had

established. When they [the settlers] sallied out to make

war on them [the Indians,] the multitude of warnors wa

so great that they could avail nothing against them, and

ftlS came to Lch a pa., and the “

dariSg that many of them attacked the town and foug

I wdly by day and by night, that it ran groat rtsk of

boing taken, and had it not been for seven ^
quistadores, old followers of Cortes, and for the Captai

Valleio who posted sentinels and went the rounds and

Lonraged the rest, [the Indians] would -^in y h-o

entered the town. Those Conquistadores told the of

the soldiers of Garay that they must always

keen close to them in the field, and that there in the open

, ey weTe r«ch better off and that they should no. return

to L town, and so it was done, and they ought w..h

them [the Indians] three times and although Caph

Vallejo was killed and many others wore ^
defeated the Indians and killed many of them. All th

Indians, natives of that province, (1 cannot now reme.nbet

the name of it) were so furious that on one mg y

burned to ashes forty Spaniards and kM
and many of the men were followers of .Cortds and all the

1 rest follO'Wers of Garay.
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1

When Cortes came to know about the havoc they wrought

in this province he was so angry that he wished to go

against them in person, but as he was very ill with a

broken arm he could not go, and he promptly ordered

Gonzalo de Sandoval to go with a hundred soldiers, fifty

horsemen, two cannon and fifteen musketeers and cross-

bowmen and he gave him eight thousand Tlaxcalans

and Mexicans and he ordered him, not to return until

he left them well punished so that they could not revolt

again.

Sandoval was very valiant, and when he was entrusted

with matters of importance neither slept at night nor de-

layed long on the road, and he gave orders to the horsemen

and out among the enemy. As he had received news mat

all the companies of warriors of those provinces were

awaiting him at two bad passes, he determined to send one

half of his army to one bad pass, and he halted with the

other half of his company on the other pass, and he gave

orders to all the musketeers and crossbowmen that only

some of them should fire while the others loaded, and that

they should attack the enemy and see if they could put

them to flight. The enemy shot off many javelins, arrows

and stones and wounded eight soldiers and many of our

allies. When Sandoval saw that he could not get through

them, he stayed at that pass until it was night and sent to

order the others who were at the other pass to do the same.

The enemy never deserted their posts, and the following

morning when Sandoval saw that he was not gaining any

advantage by staying there as he had ordered, he sent to

summon the other companies, whom he had sent to the

other bad pass, and made them strike camp and return on

the road to Mexico as though they were frightened. When

the natives of those provinces who were close by thought

that they were retreating through fear, they came out into
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the road and followed after them yelling and shouting out

insults, and although more Indians were coming out m his

rear, still Sandoval never turned on them, and this was to

put them off their guard so that as they had already stood

waiting there three days, he could return and get through

the bad passes that night with all his arm)'. This he did

returning at midnight and, catching them somewhat off

their guard, he got through with his horsemen, but it was

not so free from danger, for they killed three of his horses

and wounded many soldiers. As soon as he found himself

and his armies in good country and clear of the bad pass,

he on one side and the rest of his company on the other,

fell on the great squadrons w'hich had collected together

that night as soon as they knew that he had turned back,

and they were so numerous that Sandoval had sorne mis-

giving lest they should break his ranks and rout him, and

he ordered his soldiers to close upon him so that they might

fight together, for he saw and understood that enemies of

that sort would come like rabid tigers and throw themselves

on the points of their swords. They had already captured

six lances from the horsemen who were not mai accustomed

to warfare, and Sandoval was so angry at this that he said

it would have been better to bring fewer soldiers [but men]

whom he knew, instead of those he had brought.

He there gave instructions to the horsemen who had

lately arrived how they were to fight, that is with their

lances held rather short, and not to stop to give thrusts,

except at the faces, and to press on ahead until the enemy

were put to flight, and he told them that it was a well-

known thing that if they stopped to give thrusts that the

first thing the wounded Indian did was to catch hold of

the lance ;
that as soon as they saw the enemy turn tail

that then they should follow them at an easy pace the

lance still held short, and if they [the Indians] should catch

hold of the lance, (for even then they will grab at them,)
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they should put spurs to their horse, and wrest it quickly

out of their hands, holding the lance tightly with the hand

and firmly grasped under the arm so as to gain more

strength to drag it from the power of the enemy, and if he

would not leave go to drag him along by the strength of

the horse.

Then when he had already given them orders how they

were to fight and had seen all his soldiers and horsemen

closed up together, he camped that night on the banks of

a river, and there he stationed good sentinels, and watch-

men and patrols and ordered the horses to be kept saddled

and bitted throughout the night, and the musketeers cross-

bowmen and soldiers all to be on the alert. He ordered

the Tlaxcalans and Mexicans to encamp their companies a

little way apart from us, for he already had experience in

the affairs at Mexico that if the enemy were to come

during the night to attack the camps our allies would be

no hindrance to them. Sandoval was afraid they would

come because he had observed companies of the enemy

gathering together very near his camps, and made sure

they must come and attack us that night, and he heard

many yells and trumpets and drums very near by. It was

understood that our allies had told Sandoval what the

enemy were saying, that as soon as dawn came they

intended to kill Sandoval and all his company. The

patrols came twice to give notice that troops were being

called together from many parts and were assembling, and

as soon as there was daylight Sandoval commanded all his

companies to set out in grand array. He once more

reminded the horsemen of what he had often told them

before, and they advanced through the field tow^ards some

huts where they heard the drums and trumpets, and they

had hardly gone a quarter of a league before three

squadrons of warriors came out to meet him and began to

surround them. When he saw that he ordered half of the



horsemen to attack them on one side and the other half on

the other, and although they killed two of the soldiers who

had lately come from Castile, and three horses, still he

broke them up in such a way that from that time on he

kept on killing and wounding them and they did not get

together as before. Then our allies the Mexicans and

Tlaxcalans did much damage in all those pueblos, and

captured many persons and set fire to all the pueblos they

found before them until Sandoval was able to reach the

town of Santistevan del Puerto and found the settlers in

such a state and so weakened that they kept inside, some

of them badly wounded and others ill, and what was worse

they had no corn to eat neither they nor the twenty eight

horses, and this was because they were attacked both by

day and bv night and they had no opportunity to bring in

maize or 'anything else, and up to the very day that

Sandoval arrived they [the Indians] had not desisted from

attacking them, but they then abandoned the attack.

After all the settlers of that town had gone to see and

speak to Captain Sandoval and to give him thanks and

praise for having come to them in time to rescue them,

they told him about Garay and that had it not been for

seven or eight old Conquistadores, followers of Cortes, who

helped them greatly, they would have run great risk of

losing their lives, for those eight [soldiers] went out every

day into the open, and made the other soldiers go out

also and held out so that the enemy could not get into

the town, for they acted as leaders and everything was

done according to their advice, and they ordered the

sick and wounded to stay inside the town and all the

rest to wait in the open, and in that way they held out

against the enemy.

Sandoval embraced them all and ordered these same

Conquistadores, whom he knew well and who were his

friends, especially one Navarrete y Carracosa and one de
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Alamiila and five others, all followers of Cortes, to divide

among them the horsemen, musketeers, and cross-bowmen

which [he] Sandoval had brought with him, and go in two

directions and bring in maize and supplies and make war

and capture all the people they were able, especially the

Caciques. Sandoval gave these orders because he could

not go himself as he was badly wounded in the thigh, and

had been struck by a stone in the face. Many other

soldiers in his company were wounded, and so that tliey

should get cured he stayed in the town for three days and

did not go out to make war, for as he had sent out the

captains already mentioned, and knew that they would do

well, and saw that they quickly sent in maize and supplies,

on this account he remained in camp for three days.

They also sent him many Indian women and common

people who had been captured and five chieftains who had

been captains in the wars, and Sandoval ordered them to

free all the common people except the chieftains, and sent

them word that from that time onwards only those should

be taken who were concerned in the death of Spaniards,

and no women nor boys, and that with kindly words they

should send to summon them, and they did so.

Certain soldiers from among those who had come with

Garay who were persons of importance whom Sandoval

found in that town, and who were those through whose

doings those provinces had risen in revolt, (I have already

named most of them in the last chapter) when they

observed that nothing whatever was apportioned to them

by the followers of Cortes, began to murmur among them-

selves and they even persuaded other soldiers to speak evil

of Sandoval and his actions, and even began to talk of

raising an insurrection in the country, under the pretence

that the son of Francisco de Garay was there with them as

Adelantado. When Sandoval got to know about it, he

spoke very clearly to them and said “ Gentlemen, instead
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of thinking well of me, because thanks to God, I came to

your assistance, I have been told that you say things that

gentlemen such as you are should not say, I am not

depriving you of your position and honour by sending

those whom I found here as leaders and captains, if I had

found your honours here as commanders how base would I

have been, if I had deprived you of your commands. I

should like to know one thing. Why were you not com-

manders before the siege was raised ? What you have one

and all told me, is that if it had not been for those seven

old soldiers that you would have suffered greater hardships,

and as they knew the country better than your honours for

that reason I appointed them. Therefore gentlemen in all

our conquests in Mexico we do not consider these points

and matters, but only how to serve His Majesty well and

loyally
;
and thus I beg that from now onwards you will

do the same. I shall not stay in this province many clays,

unless they kill me here, as I am going to Mexico, The

man who will be left here as lieutenant of Cort& will give

you plenty of employment, as for me, grant me your

pardon/’

With this he finished with them, yet they did not give

up their ill will towards him. After this had taken place

..Sandoval .promptly ..set, out. the .following day ,wi.th,...those,

whom he had brought, in his company from Mexico, and

with the seven whom he had sent out, and he had such

a method that he captured as many as twenty Caciques

all of them concerned in 'the death of over six hundred

Spaniards who- had been killed, partly folb'wers of Garay,

and partly followers of-Cortes who had remained as settlers

in the town. He also' sent -to summon all the other towns

to make peace, and many 'of them came, and with the

others he forgave it although they did not come. When
this was done he wrote post haste to Cortiis giving him an

account of all that had ' happened, and [asking] what his
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orders were with regard to the prisoners, and as Vallejo

(xvhom Cortes had appointed his lieutenant) was dead of

an arrow wound, who should be put in his place? He also

wrote to say that the soldiers, mentioned by me, had

behaved like very brave men. When Cortes saw the letter

he was delighted that the province w'as already at peace,

and at tlie time the letter was given to Cort«!s there were in

his company mao}^ gentlemen who were Conqiiistadores

and others who had come frenn Spain, and Cortes said

before them all “ Oh ! Goiizalo de Sandoval under what

great obligation i am to you and of how many difficulties

you relieve me/* And all praised him highly, saying that

lie was a very perfect captain, and might be classed among

the most famous.

Let us leave these praises and say that Cortes promptly

wrote [to say] that, in order that with more Jiistification

he could legally punish those who were concerned in the

death of so many Spaniards and robberies of goods and

deaths of horses, he would send the chief Alcalde Diego de

Ocampo to act as judge, and the punishment to which he

would Justly sentence them should be carried out, and he

ordered him as far as he was able to appease the natives

of that province, and not allow the followers of Garay nor

any other persons whatever to rob or illtreat them.

When Sandoval saw the letter and that Diego de

Ocampo was coming he was rejoiced at it, and within two

days of the arrival of the chief Alcalde Ocampo, after

Sandoval had given him an account of what he had done

and what had happened, they commenced a suit against

the captains and Caciques who were concerned in the

deaths of the Spaniards, and on account of their confes-

sions they’ pronounced sentence against them and some of

them they hanged and burned, ,and -others they pardoned

and they gave the office of Cacique to' their sons and

brothers to whom it would descend by right
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When this had been done, it appears that Diego de

Ocampo brought instructions, and orders from Cortes for

an enquiry as to who those were who int-^aded and robbed

the country and busied themselves In factions and quarrels

enticing other soldiers to mutiny, and he ordered that they

should be made to embark in a ship and sent to the Island

of Cuba, and he even sent two thousand pesos for Juan de

Grijalva if he should wish to return to Cuba [and said]

that if he wished to remain he would help him and give

him full permission to come to Mexico and the end of

many arguments was that all willingly wished to return to

the Island of Cuba where they owned Indians, so he

ordered them to be given plentiful supplies of maize and

poultry and all the things that-the country produced and

they returned to their homes in the Island of Cuba.

As soon as this was done Sandoval and Diego de

Ocampo returned to Mexico where they were well received

by Cortes and all the City, and from that time onwards

that province never revolted again. Let us cease to speak

further about it and relate what happened to the Licentiate

Ziiazo in the voyage when he came from Cuba to New
Spain.

CHAPTER CLXIIL

How the Licentiate Alonro de-Zuazo came in a Caravel to Kew Spain

and ran on some Islands called Las Viboras (the Vipers) and

what else happened to him.

As I have already related in the last chapter, which speaks

about, the visit of the Licentiate Zoazo to Francisco de

Garay at the Port of Xagua' which is in the Island of Cuba,

near to La Trinidad, and how Garay pressed him to come

along in his fleet so as to' act as mediator between him and

Cortds, because he was well aware that disputes over the

Government of Panuco were -sure to arise,
' and Zuazo
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after he had rendered an account of the

for the responsibility rested with him of seeing

that Island of Cuba where he was at present

he [Zuazo] was through with his work

‘

'i-'and to set sail and get.

hither he had promised to go. He em-

promised to do so

Restdencia,

justice done in

living. As soon as

he hastened to hand in his reports

to New Spain vvl-..-.- . ,

barked in a small ship and whilst proceeding on his

voyage, after passing the Point called San Anton, which

is also called the land of the Guanataveys. who are savage

Indians and do not serve Spaniards, sailing in his ship

which wa.s of small burden, either because his pilot mis-

took the course or because the course was varied by

currents, he struck on some islands which are among

shoals known as Las Viboras. Not far distant from hese

shoals are others called Los Alacranes. and among toe
^ ^ .. ^1, lost* cllld-
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When this had been done, it appears that Diego de

Ocampo brought instructions and orders from Cortes for

an enquiry as to %vho those were who invaded and robbed

the country and busied themselves in factions and quarrels

enticing other soldiers to mutiny, and he ordered that they

should be made to embark in a ship and sent to the Island

of Cuba, and he even sent two thousand pesos for Juan de

Grijalva if he should wish to return to Cuba [and said]

that if he wished to remain he would help him and give

him full permission to come to Mexico and the end of

many arguments was that all willingly wished to return to

the Island of Cuba where they owned Indians, so he

.ordered them to be given, plentiful supplies of maize and

poultry and all the things that the country produced and

...they re.t.uriied...to. their homes in the Island of Cuba.

As soon as this w^as done Sandoval and Diego de

Ocampo returned to Mexico where they were well received

by Cortds and all the City, and from that time onwards

that province never revolted again. Let us cease to speak

further about it and relate what happened to the Licentiate

Zuazo in the voyage when he came from Cuba to New
Spain.

CHAPTER CLXIIL

How the Licentiate Alonzo de Zmzo came in a Caravel to New Spain

and ran on some Islands called Las Vfboras (the Vipers) and

what else happened to him*
'

As I have already related in the last chapter, which speaks

about the visit of the Licentiate Zuazo to Francisco de

^;Garay at the Port of Xagua which is in the Island of Cuba,

.near to La Trinidadj and how Garay pressed him to come
'along in his fleet so as to, act as mediator between him and

'•Cortds, because he was welt aware that disputes over iht

:w';Go^ernment of: .iPanuco were sure to arise, and Ziite>
V'v' '

.
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the sea. By good luck they had brought in the Caravel

two Cuban Indians who knew how to make fire with some

.small dry sticks which they found on the Island to which

they were carried, and with these they made fire, and

they dug in a sand beach and got out some brackish

water. As the Island was small and had sand beaches,

many turtles as broad and round and bigger than large

.shields, came to lay their eggs there, and as they came

out [of the water] the Cuban Indians turned them over

with their shells upwards, and each one of them was wont

to lay over two hundred eggs about the size of ducks’

eggs, so with these turtles and many eggs they had

enough to sustain the thirteen persons who escaped to

that Island. They also killed some seals which came out

by night to the sand beach and were very good as food.

Finding themselves in this condition, as there happened

to have come in the Caravel two ships carpenters and

who had their tools with them, they determined to build

a boat in which to sail, and with the boards, nails, tow,

tackle and sails which they took from the ship that was

wrecked they made a \-cry good boat, like a Jolly-boat,

in which three sailors, one soldier and a Cuban Indian set

out for New Spain. For supplies they carried turtle and

the cooked [flesh of the] seals, and with some brackish

water and a chart and ships compass, after commending

themselves to God, they went on their voyage sometimes

with fair weather and sometimes with foul, until they

arrived at the port of Ghalcocucca, which is the Rio de

Banderas, where at that time the merchandize that came

from Spain was discharged, and thence to Medellin where

Simon de Cuenca was stationed as Lieutenant for Cortt5.s.

When the sailors who came in the boat told the Lieutenant

the great clanger in which the Licentiate Zuazo wa.s placed,

Simon de Cuenca promptly, without any delay, searched

for sailors and a ship of small burden, and despatched
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it with plentiful supplies to the, .Island ’where Zuazo was

[stranded].

And Simon de Cuenca wrote to the Licentiate himself

how delighted Cortes ..would be at.li.i.s coming, and .at the

same time lie let Cortes know all that had happened and

how he had sent the ship well supplied. Cortes was

pleased at the good provision that the Lieutenant had

made and ordered that when he [Zuazo] arrived in port

he should be given all that was needfuh clothes and

horses, and that he should be sent to Mexico.

Let me go back to say that the ship had a good voyage

to the Island, at which Zuazo and his people were rejoiced,

and they embarked in it and with good weather speedily

arrived at Medellin, where much honour was paid him, and

he went to Mexico, and Cortes gave orders that they

should go out to receive him and carried him off to his

palaces, rejoiced with him, and made him his chief

Alcalde. So ended the voyage of the Licentiate Alonzo

de Zuazo and let us cease talking about it I declare that

this account that I have given is taken from a letter that

Cortes wrote us to the town of Coatzacoalcos to the munici-

pality, in which what I have here said was stated, and

within two months this very boat in which the sailors

had come to give the news about Zuazo, arrived at the

port of that town, and it was there used as a lighter for

discharging cargo, and the same sailors told us the story

in the way it is here written down. Let us leave this

and I will relate how Cortes sent Pedro de Alvarado to

pacify the provinces of Guatemala,
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CHAPTER CLXIV.

How Cortes sent Pedro 'de Alvarado to tbe province of Guatemala to

found a cit3’ and bring the people to peace, and what was done

about it.

'CoRTfe always had, lofty thoiights' and in his ambition

to command and rule wished in everything* to copy

Alexander of Macedon, and as he always had excellent

Captains and accomplished soldiers about him, after he

had. 'established, the.- ...gre.at '' cities, of. 'Mexico, :, Oaxaca,'''

'Zacatiik, 'Colima, la^V.e'ra Cruz, P.aniico 'and' Coat2.ac'Qa.l'cos'",
':

;:aS:';.he:"^' had :"'received':-'new's-that iri; the
';

Province ''o.f ''Gna'te-.:-

mala there were strong towns with la'rge ,popiilatioiis,:.a'^

that there were mines there, he determined to send Pedro
;

de Alvarado to conquer and settle it ;
for although Cortes

.himself" ''.'had'''' .already' sent' ' to
.
that province. ' .to,, :beg'.'';the''„^^

pe.ople',".to '.'Come' ,i,n '„peaceably,'"they, 'Woiild'',':'i)'otV,come."

he gave ,t.o '.Alva.ra.do- for that expedition over three hun-

dred soldiers and among them one hundred and twenty

i'n,uskelee'rs 'and'.-'Cr,ossbow'men. . Moreover, lie 'gave..lii,.m om'
hundred and thirty five horsemen and four cannon and

much powder, and a gunner named something de IJsagrc

and over two hundred Tlaxcalans and Cholulaiis, who
went as auxiliaries. Then he gave him [i\lvaraclo] his

instructions, charging him to endeavour with the greatest

care to bring the people to" peace without making war

011 them, and to preach matters concerning our holy faith

by means of certain interpreters and ecclesiastics whom he

took with him, and not to permit sacrifices nor sodomy nor

the robbing of one another; and that \vheti he met with

prisons and cages in 'which it, ,was the custom to keep

Indians confined in order to fatten them up for food, he

should break them down, and liberate the captives from

the prisons, and with kindness- and good-will he should
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bring the people to render obedience to His Majesty, and
in all respects should treat them well.

Then after Pedro de Alvarado had said good-bye to

Cortes and all the gentlemen who were his friends in

Mexico, they took leave of one another and he set out

from that city on the thirteenth day of the month of

November in the }'ear fifteen hundred and twenty three.

Cortes ordered him to go by certain rocky hills in

the province of Tehuantepec, which were near his road,

where the people were in revolt. He brought [the in-

habitants of] these rocky hills to peace. The hill was

known as the Peiiol de Guelamo because it was then in

the encomienda of a soldier named Guelamo.

From thence he went to Tehuantepec, a large pueblo

of the Zapotecs, where they received him very well for

they were at peace, and they had already gone from that

town (as I have stated in a former chapter which tells

about it) to Mexico and given their fealty to His Majesty
and had seen Cortds and moreover had taken him a good
present of gold.

From Tehuantepec he [Alvarado] went to the province

of Soconusco, which at that time was thickly peopled by
more than fifteen thousand inhabitants^; they also received

him peaceably and gave him a present of gold and sur-

rendered themselves as vassals to His Majesty. From
Soconusco he arrived near to another group of villages

named Zapotitlan,^ and on the road at a bridge over a river

where there was a bad pass, he came across many .squad-

rons of warriors who were waiting for him to prevent his

passage, and he fought a battle with them in which they

killed a horse and wounded many soldiers and two of them

‘ The word is wr/mv, which here applied to natives probably means
households, not individuals.

C^'apotitan in the text. (Zapote in the District of Soconusco, State
of Chiapas ?)

YOU IV.
'

'
"
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died of their wounds. So numerous were the Indians who

had joined together against Alvarado, not only from Zapo-

titlan but from other towns in the neighbourhood, that -in

spite of the number that."they', [the .Spaniards] wounded

they were not able to drive them off. Three times they

attacked Alvarado and it pleased' Our Lord that he con-

,t|iiered 'them and they made, peace.

..FrGm'.ZapotMan a strong pueblo named

Qiietzaltenango, and '
before; reaching it he had other

coimter3 :;w!th ..the natives.' of that' piieblcr a'liii with
,

othe,rs

from .a neighbouring pueblo, called UtatlaiT which, m^as
;
the.,

capital of certain pueblos which in their turn are in the.,

neighbourhood of .Quetzaltenango,. and they.^ w^ounded;;:SO,me

soldiers and killed three horses, although Pedro de

Alvarado, and '

.
his .people - killed and wounded

.

nia'ny: :of

the Indians. Then there was a bad ascent . for

:

than a league and a half through a defile. With the

musketeers .and crossbowmen '. and- .' all.' his
'

'soldiers,',in
'

'good

,o.r,d.er: he began the ascent, and at the top of the pass

he found a fat Indian woman who was a witch, and a

: dog (one .of . those they breed,,because they mre
:
good Ao

€at..a.n'd ^ do ''not' know howAo- bark) .sacrifi:c.ed,'.:':' Furtlieroiv

he came upon a vast number of warriors who were laying

in wait for him, and they began to surround him
;
as the

track was bad and among mountains the horsemen were

not able to gallop or turn swiftly nor to make use of their

mounts, but the musketeers and crossbowmen and soldiers

with sword and shield fought stoutly with them hand

to hand, and they 'went on fighting from the hill and

pass downwards until they reached some barrancas where

they had another but not very severe skirmish with other

squadrons of warriors which
,
were waiting for them in

those barrancas. This w^as owing to a stratagem which

* Utiatan text
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they had arranged among themselves in this manner : that

as Pedro de Alvarado advanced fighting, they should

pretend to retreat, and as he would go on pursuing them

to where over six thousand warriors, men from Utatlan

and other pueblos subject to them were laying in wait

there they intended to kill them (the Spaniards)* Pedro

de Alvarado and all his soldiers fought with them with

the highest courage, and the Indians wounded twenty-

six or twenty seven soldiers and two horses
;
nevertheless

he [Alvarado] put them to flight, but they had not gotie

far before they rallied with other squadrons and turned

to fight again, thinking to defeat Pedro de Alvarado. It

was near a spring that they awaited them so as again to

come hand to hand, and many of the Indians would lay in

wait by twos and threes near to a horse and try by force

to pull it down, and others caught .them by the tail. And
here Pedro de .'^llvarado found himself in great straits, for

the enemy were so numerous they were not able to bear

up against the squadrons who attacked them from so many
directions. Then he and all his men, as soon as they saw

that they had either to conquer or die, fearing that they

might not defeat the enemy, on account of the cramped

position in which they found themselves, made a bold

attack with the muskets and crossbows and with sturdy

sword cuts, and obliged them to draw back somewhat

Then the horsemen w^ere not slow in spearing the enemy

and trampling them down and passing through them until

they had them routed, so that they did not assemble again

for three days. When he [Alvarado] saw that there was

no longer any enemy with whom to fight, he remained in

the open country foraging and seeking for food, without

going to any settlement for two days. ' .Then he went with

all his army to the pueblo of Quetzaltenango, and there he

learnt that in the past battles' they had killed two Captains

who were Lords of Utatlan, While he was resting and

T 2
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tending the wounded he received the news that all the

forces of those neighbouring pueblos were again marching

again.st him ;
that a great number had assembled together,'

and they were coming with the determination to die to

the last man or to conquer.

When Pedro dc Alvarado knew this he sallied out with

his army to a plain, and as the enemy came on with such

determination and began to surround the armj' and to

shoot javelins, arrows and .stones and [to attack] with

lances, and as the ground was level, and the horses were

able to gallop In all directions, he charged on the

squadrons of the enemy in a way that soon made them

turn their backs. Here many soldiers were wounded as

well as a horse, and it seems that some Indian Chieftains

from that pueblo itself were killed as well as from all that

country, so that after the victory those pueblos had a

great fear of Alvarado, and the whole of the district

agreed to send to him and beg for peace, and they sent

him a present of gold of little value to induce him to

make peace.

It was fully agreed between all the Caciques of all the

pueblos in the province that they should again collect a far

greater number of warriors than before, and they ordered

their warriors to assemble secretly among the barranca.s of

that town of Utatlan.

If they sent to ask for peace it was because Pedro de

Alvarado and his army were in Quetzaltcnango making

expeditions and raids and continually bringing in Indian

men and women as prisoners, and so as to induce him to

go to another pueblo named Utatlan which was stronger

and surrounded by barrancas, in order that when they had

him inside, in a place where they thought they could get

' Blotted out in the original, “more than two Xiquipiles, that is

si.'cteen thousand Indians, for each Xiquipil numbers eight thousand
warriors.
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the better of him and his soldiers, they might attack them

with their \\'arriors who were already prepared and hidden

away for that purpose.

Let us go back to say that when the numerous chieftains

came before Pedro de Alvarado with the present, after

making obeisance according to their custom, they a.sked

his pardon for the past wars and offered themselves as

vassals of His Majesty, and said that as their pueblo was

large and in a pleasanter position and was nearer to other

townships where they could attend to him better, they

begged him to go there with them.

Pedro de Alvarado received it [the present] with great

[show of] affection, and did not understand the cunning

they were employing, and after alluding again to the evil

they had done in making war, he accepted their overture

of peace. The next day early he accompanied them with

his army to UtatlaiP for so the pueblo was called.

When he had made his entry, he saw what a stronghold

it was, for it had two gateways, and one of them had

twenty-five steps before entering the town, and the other

entrance was by a causeway that was very bad and broken

in two places, and the houses were close together and the

streets narrow, and there were neither women nor children

in any part of the town, which was surrounded by

barrancas, and no food had been provided except rvhat

was bad and [that came] late and the chieftains were very

shifty in their speeches. [Moreover] some Indians from

Quetzaltenango warned Pedro de Alvarado that that very

night it was intended to burn them all in the town if they

remained there and that many squadrons of warriors had

been stationed in the barrancas so that as soon as they

saw the houses were burning they should join the people

of Utatlan and attack them [the Spaniards] some from

* Vtlatan, in the text
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one side and some from the other and that with the fire

and the smoke they would be helpless and would be

burned alive.

When Pedro de Alvarado understoia;! the grave danger

in which they stood^ he quickly ordered his Captains and

all his army without delay to get out into the open, and

he told tliem the danger they were in, and when they

understood it there was no delay in getting out on to the

level part close to some barrancas, for just then they had

not time tO' get [right] out into the open plain iVoiti the

midst of such dangerous passes.

Throughout this Pedro de Alvarado displayed good will

towards the Caciques and chieftains of that town and of

the other towns in the neighbourhood and told them that

as the horses were accustomed to go about grazing in the

fields for a part of the day, that was the cause of his

having come out of the town, as the houses and streets

were so crowded. The Caciques were very sorrow^ful at

seeing them depart in this way, and Pedro de Alvarado

could no longer tolerate the treason which they had

planned in concert wdlh the squadrons that they had

assembled, so he ordered the Cacique of the town to be

seized and as justly ordered him to be burned, and he

gave the lordship to his son. Tlien he promptly got out

on to the level land away from the barrancas and fought

the squadrons which had been got ready for the purpose I

have mentioned, and after having thus provoked his

strengtii and ill will, they were defeated.

Let us cease talking about this and say how at that time

news had reached a large pueblo called Gtiaternakd of the

battles that Pedro de Alvarado had fought since he entered

the Province, in all of which he had been victorious, and

^ Guatimala in the' text. This is Tecpan-Giiaiemala, or Ixiiiicy,

about 23 miles N.E.’of the Lake of Alithn.
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that at present he was in the land of Utatlan whence he

was making expeditions and attacking many pueblos. As
the people of Utatlan and their dependent pueblos were

enemies of the people of Guatemala/ the latter determined

to send messengers with a present of gold to Pedro de

Alvarado and offer themselves as Vassals to His Majesty

and they sent word that if he had any need of their

personal services for that war they would come.

Pedro de Alvarado received them with good will and

gave them many thanks for their offer, and in order to see

if what they had told him was true, and because he knew

nothing of the country, he sent to ask for two thousand

warriors to show him the way, and he did so on account of

the many barrancas and bad passes that had been inten-

tiofiaily made in order to impede their passage, so that if

it were necessary they [the native warriors] should put

them in order, and they could carry the baggage. The

people of Giialciiiala sent them (the warriors) to him with

their captains.

Pedro de Aluirado remained in the province of Utatlan

seven or eight days, making raids against the rebel pueblos

which had given their fealty to His Majesty and after

giving it had risen in revolt. They branded many slaves

and Indian women, and after the royal fifth was paid the

rest were divided among the soldiers. Then he went to

the City of Guatemala and was received and entertained

by the Caciques of that city, who told him that near by

there were soine pueblos on the borders of a lake who

were their enemies and made war on them and they held

possession of a very strong rocky hill, and that the people

of that pueblo although they knew^ well that they [the

Spaniards] were not far off, and that Pedro 'dc Alvarado

^ Utatlan was the Capital of the Quiches, Guateinala the Capital of

die Cachiciiiels.
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,

was with them, did not come to^ tender their fealty as the

other pueblos had done, and they were bad people and of

worse habits. The said pueblo was called Atitlaid and

Pedro de Alvarado sent to summon them to come and

make peace, and told them that he would treat them well

and sent them other smooth messages.

The reply they made was to ill-treat his messengers.

Seeing that this availed nothing, he sent other messengers

to induce them to make peace, and because he sent three

times to ask for peace, and each time they used abusive

words [to his messengers], Pedx’o de Alvarado went in

person to them, and he took with him over one Imndred

and forty soldiers and among them twenty musketeers and

crossbowmen and forty horsemen and two thousand

Guatemalans. When he arrived near the pueblo he again

requested them to make peace, and they only replied to

him with bows and arrows and began to shoot.

When he saw this and that not far off there was a rocky

hill in the water crowded with warriors, he went to the

margin of the lake and two fine squadrons of Indian

warriors came out to meet him with great lances and good

bowl's and arrows and many other arms and corselets,

sounding their drums, and with ensigns and plumes, and

he fought with them for a good while and many of the

soldiers were wounded, but the enemy did not remain long

on the field but went fleeing for 'protection to the rocky

hill, with Pedro de Alvarado and 'his soldiers after them.

They soon gained possession of the Fehol and many
[of the enemy] were killed and wounded, and there would

have been more if they' had not all thrown themselves into

the water and crossed to an island.

Then they [the Spaniards] looted the houses which were

near the lake and went to a plain where there were many

'

* Atitan in the texu
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day early in the morning they went to the

Atitlan, for so I have already said it was c^led,

it deserted. Then he ordered bis men to scour t

and the orchards of Cacao trees^ of whic^ t
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together with those who had been captured the

to beg the other Caciques to make peace, sayi

would give up all the prisoners to them and w<

them and pay them honour, but if they did n

would wage war on them as he had on th<

Ouctzaltenango and Utatlan and wou cu

trees in their Cacao plantations and do all

he could.

At the end of more arguments with these p

threats they soon came to make peace an

present of gold and offered themselves as vj

Ivisijcsty*

Then Pedro de Alvarado and his army

Guatemala and were there some days withou'

thing worthy of record, but all the pueblos c

bourhood made peace as well as others on th.

named the Pipiles. Many of these pueblos vv

make peace complained that on the roa ;

came there was a town called Escuintepeque

were bad people who would not allow tf

th«ir country, but came to rob thei

n^s describing this

ceitainly there are

~o ft above the sea. ^
The

'and down the Pacific slope to find

i AiwadOy in tiis letter to Co

nothing 'about cacao P’f‘ff
lions at the level of *he lak^ 5«

must have gone over the pass

« Escuiatla or Mataquescointla
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they made many other complaints against them, afir! the}’

were not true, for persons whose ^vords are worlln^ of

credit say tliat they [the complaints] were made up, and

fie [Alvaratic^] went there to rob them of ver}* fscaiitifii!

Indian woincicand did not sunmioii ihcni to make peace?,

Fcilro do Alvaradc^ deiermined to go to them with his

entire force uf horsemen, musketeers and trossbuwiiien

and niafiy ailies from Ckiatemala, and he fell them

one morning b}- surprise and did them great dairuige and

nuidt* man)' captures, and it would have been better hafi

he not done for. as in justice must be admitted it was

an ill tleeii and not in accordance with H'is i\'lajcsly's

comrnands,

Xow we have told the story of the Conquest and paci-

fication of Giiaicriiala and its proviiicc-s, and it is tiikl

more completely in a history which has been coirijiiled

of it by a settler in Guatemala a relation of the Alvarados,

named Gonzalu de .\lvarado, wiicrc it can be seen more

fully, ill case I have here made any mistakes,

I say this because I was not present at these ccinquesls

[and did not enter this country] until the time that we

passed through these provinces when they were all at war

ill the year 1524, and that was when we came from

Higueras and Honduras with Captain 'Luis Alarin, and

we found ourselves there at the time that we were return-

ing to Mexico, and moreover I state that wc had at that

time some warlike encounters with the natives of Guale-

uiala and they had made many pits and impediments in

bad passes among the mountains so that wc should not

pass on account of the great barrancas, and even between

a town named Cuajiniquikpa^ andj^etapa in some deep

ravines we were detained fighting with the natives of that

land for two days for we could not cross a bad pass, and
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then they wounded me with an arrow 'Shot, but it was a

small matter and we got through with great difiiculty

although many warriors from Guatemala and other towns,

were stationed in the pass.

As there is much to tell about this and I am obliged

to recall to mind some things which should come in their

proper time and place, (and all this happened at the time

when there was a report that Cortes and all of us who
had gone with him to Higueras were dead) I will leave

it !iow and tel! about the expedition that Cortes sent to

Higueras and Honduras; I will also state that in this

province of Guatemala the Indians were not fighters for

they only lay in wait for us in the barrancas, and with

their arrows they did nothing.

CHAPTER CLXV.

How Conts scat a fleet to pacify and conquer the provinces of

Higueras and Honduras, and sent Cristobal de Olid as Captain,

and what happened i will go on to relate.

Now Cortes heard news that there w'ere rich lands and

good mines in the country of Higueras and Honduras, and

some pilots who had been in those parts, or very near to

them, gave him to understand that they had met with

some Indians fishing in the sea, whose nets they had seized,

and the sinkers attached to them for the fishing were made

of a mixture of gold and copper, and they also told him

that in those parts they believed that there was a strait by

wdiich one could pass from the north to the south coast

Moreover, as we understood that His Majesty had instructed

and ordered Cortes during all his discoveries to be on the

look-out, and use the greatest diligence and perseverance

in searching for a strait, pass or passage to the Spice

Islands, so at this time, whether it was on account of the
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gold, or to search for the passage, Cortes decided to send

Cristobal de Olid, who had been Quarterniaster cuinng

the affair of Mexico, as Captain of the expedition—on the

one hand because he was a man of his own making, and

was married to a Portuguese lady named Dona bc.ipa dc

Araun, already mentioned by me on other occasions,-on

the other hand because Cristobal de Olid
^

lield a goot

assignment of Indians near to Mexico, and Cortes thoug it

he would be faithful and do what he was told to do.

Becau.se such a long journey by land involved great

difficulty, hardship and cxiiense. he decided to .send him

by sea as it would not be so troublesome and costly, and

he gave him five ships and a sloop well .supplied with guns

and powder and provisions and sent in them one hunched

crossbowmen and musketeers and twenty-two horses, and

among the soldiers were five Conquistadorcs oi our c<mt-

pany who came with Cortes himself in the beginning, and

had served His Majesty well throughout the amqucst, and

they already pos.se5sed homes and were taking their rest.

I thus express it because it was no use saj-ing to Lorte.s,

“ Schor, let me take a rest, for I have done work enough,

for he made them go, whither he ordered, by force il tlicy

would not go willingly.

fie (Cristobal do Olid) took with him erne Briones, a

native of Salamanca who had been a Captain of a launch

and a soldier in Italy, and this Briones was very turbulent

and an enemy of Cortes, and he took many other soldiers

who were not on good terms with Cortes because he had

not given them good assignments of Indians nor shares of

the gold. In the instructions which Cortes gave him (C. de

Olid) it was stated that from the port of Villa Rica hi.s

course would be to the Havana, and that there in the

Havana he would find one Alonzo de Contreras an old

soldier of Cortes, a native of the town of Orgaz, who iiad

taken with him six thousand pesos de oro, with which to
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buy horses and cassava, hogs, bacon and other things

necessary for the fleet. Cortes sent this soldier on ahead

of Cristobal de Olid, because if the settlers at the Havana

saw the fleet approaching they would raise the price of

horses and al! the other provisions. He ordered Cristobal

dc Olid, on arriving at the Havana to take over all the

horses which had been bought, and from thence to shape

his course for liigiieras, which was an easy passage and

quite near by, and he ordered him, as soon as lie had

disembarked, in a friendly way, and without killing any

Indians, to endeavour to found a town at some good

harbour and to bring tl;e natives of the province to peace,

and to seek for gold and silver, and to make enquiries and

endeavour to find out if there was a Strait, and what

harbours there were on the South Coast, if he should reach

it Fie gave him two Clerics, and one of them understood

the Mexican language, and he ordered him to preach

diligently to the natives on the subject of our holy faith,

and not to permit sodomy nor human sacrifices but quietly

and in a friendly way to root them out He also ordered

him to break open all the wooden houses where they kept

Indian men and women imprisoned, fattening them to be

sacrificed and eaten, and to
,

free the unhappy prisoners.

He also ordered him to set up crosses all over the country,

and he gave him many images of Our Lady the Virgin

Santa I^Iaria so that he could place them in the towns, and

he said these words to him

:

*HJrother Cristobal de Olid, in the manner which you

have seen that we have acted in this Kew Spain, endeavour

to act yourself.”

And after embraces and farewells with much affection

and good will Cristobal de Olid took leave of CortC*s and

all his household and went to Villa Rica where his fleet

was stationed fully equipped, and on a certain day of the

month and }'ear he embarked with all his soldiers and with
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good weather arrived at the Havana* There he found the

horses that had been bought and all the rest of the supplies,

and five soldiers, who were persons of c|iialit\% nt tlie coiti-

patiy that had been turned out of Faiiiicfi by the cirdeis

of Diego de Ocampo because the\" were such ri;»!}bers and

so turbulent I have already given the names of some of

those soldiers in a former Chapter dealing with tlie pacifi-

cation of Paiiiico, and for that reason I will not name thimi

now. These snklicrs advised Crisiubal de Olid, as there

wasrcpnlcii to be rich country where he was gning, and

as he had such a large a!id well equipficd ili'ct and many

hesrscs and, soldiers, to revolt at .once against rurics and

not to acknowledge him any longer as his sii|)crir)r, or to

support liim in anything, llormvcr, Briones, f>ftcri men*

tbiied by me before, who accompanied him in the flagship

had often said the same thing to him in secret, and as soon

as this plot was agreed upon he [Briones] promi'rtly wrote

on the subject to the Governor of the Islaiirl wlio as i have

alreari}^ said many times was named liicgo VelAsqiie^j the

mortal enemy of Cortes.

Diego \T!asqiiez came to where the fleet was statfoneth

and what was arranged was that he and Crisliibal de

Olid should between them take the land of Higiieras and

Moncliiras for His J^Iajesty, in his royal luirne, and that

Diego Vcklsqiie/. would provide what was necessary and

would make it known to His Majesty in Castile sn that the

Gewernment should be given to him [Velisqucz]. In this

way the partnership in the fieetavas arrarigccl

I wish to state here the quality and demeanour of

Cristobal de Olid ; had he been as wise and prudent as

he was personally energetic and brave both on foot and

oil horseback he would have been a perfect man, but he

w^s not fit to command but only to be commanded
; he

w^as about thirty-six years of age,, and a native from near

Bac/a or Linares and In appearance was tall, brawny, very
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robust and broad across the shoulders, he had a good

figure and was somewhat ruddy, and he had very good

features and his lower lip was always wrinkled as though

it were cleft. His speech was somewhat coarse and

threatening, but he was a fluent talker and had the addi-

tional good trait of being generous.^ In the beginning

when he was in Mexico he was a faithful follower of Cort&,

but his ambition to command and not be commanded,

added to [the advice of] bad councillors, blinded him,

moreo\^er as he was brought up in the house of Diego

Velasquez when a youth, and was interpreter in the Island

of Cuba, he felt the obligation of the bread that he had

eaten in his house, [although] he was more beholden to

Cortes than he was to Diego Velasquez.

When this arrangement had been made with Diego

Velasquez, many other settlers from the Island of Cuba

joined Cristobal de Olid, especially those who as I have

stated, advised a revolt

As there was nothing further to be done in that Island,

for all the stores had been placed on board the ships, he

ordered the whole fleet to hoist sail, and with favourable

weather, went on to disembark in a sort of bay about

fifteen leagues beyond Puerto Cabal los. He arrived there

on the 3rd May, and for this reason he named the town,

which he promptly laid out, Triunfo de la Cruz, and he

appointed as Alcaldes and Regidores those to whom (when

he was in Mexico) Cortes had ordered him to give appoint-

ments and pay respect He took possession of those lands

for His Majesty and for Hernando Cortes in his Royal

Name, and he issued other decrees which were necessary,

and all this that he did was sO' that the friends of Cortes

should not understand that he was in revolt, and so that if

^ Blotted out in the original, ‘fhe never had anything of his own,

for he gave it all away.” G. G. .
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possible he might make good friends of t!ie!n when the

matter came to their knowledge.

I\!orcover, he did not know if the land wctiild turn out to

be rich and productive of mines as they toid liini. fie

shot at two marks, the one was, as I have said, tl'iat if

there were good mines air! the country was thick!}"

peopled, to revolt with it, and the other, if it did not turn

out so well, to return tr3 I^fe.vico to his wife am! assign-

ments and to CKCiise himself to Cortes b}' tcdling Itim that

the partnership which he made with Diego \"eLisc|iiC7. was

in order that he slmulti supply him with provisions and

soldiers and not to support him [V^eljlsfinez] in an}* wa}a

and this he could easily [see], for he took possession

through Cortes ;
and these were his thoiiglits according

to what many of his friends, xsho have been consul ted on

the subject have stated.

Let us leave him already settled at TriiinfO' eje la Cruz,

Cortes knew nothing about it for more than eight nii^nths.

And because f shall be obliged to return again and speak

about him I will drop the matter at present and relate

what happened to us at Coatzacoalcos and how Coitus

sent me with Captain Luis !\Iadn to pacif}’ the pru-vince

of Chiapas.

, NOTE TO CHAPTER CLX\1'.

The topograph)* of llm States of Tabasco and Chiapas prenents great

tlifficuliies. The modern maps are very imperfctt, am! iiuiiiy cd" the

original Indian names have disappearttl line topography of iliti

Slate of Tabasco will be more fully dealt with in ilie nml \'okime

(which deals with Cortds’s march to Honduras], in whkh I hope w
include the map of the! State drawn by Melchior de Saiua Crux

in 1579. It will here suHke to say that in the sixteenlli century

il'ie main stream of the great river of Chiapas, after pas.Cing lliiiinan-

g«i!lo, appears to have flowed Into the sea at the Ikirrri liecki^ bmras,

by what is now marked on some maps as the Mici Seco, aiMl wliat is
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now the main stream between Huimanguillo and San Juan Bautista,

called the Rio Mescapalapa, was then merely a connecting link

between the Rio de Chiapas and the Rio Grijalva.

Between Latitude 17® 50' N. and the sea, the rivers Chiapas, Grijalva

and Usumacinta are all connected by a network of waterways.

CHAPTER CLXVI.

How those of us who had settled at Coatzacoakos were constantly

going about pacifying the provinces which revolted against us,

and how Cortts ordered Captain Luis Marin to go and conquer

and pacify the Province of Chiapas and ordered me to go with

him and what happened during the pacification.

As many of us old Conquistadores and persons of quality

were established in the town of Coatzacoakos and had

large tracts [of land] allotted to us consisting of this same

province of Coatzacoakos and Cintla,^ Tabasco, Cimatan,^

Chontalpa^ and in the mountains above Qiiechula^ and the

[land of the] Zoques and Quilines towards Zinacantan^ and

Chamula® and the City of Chiapas of the Indians and

Papanaguastla and Pinola^ and on the other side, toward

the borders of Mexico, the province of Xaltepec® and

Huaspaltepee,^ Chinantla, Tepeca and many other pueblos,

and as at the beginning most of the provinces of New
Spain rose in revolt when we demanded tribute from

^ (ptla In the text, Ciiitla near Tabasco, see vol. i, p. 108.

- qiniatan in the text is not marked on the modern maps. In

the snap of Melchoir de Santa Cruz the cattle ranch of Don Francisco

Cimatan is marked on the Rio Mescapalapa and the three pueblos of

Osdmatanes on the Rio Acathapa (Acachapa),

2 Chontalpa, now Cardenas, a province of Western Tabasco.

Cachuia in the text, 40 miles N.W. of Tuxtia Gutierrez.

Zinacantan, near San Cristobal, State of Chiapas.

Chamula, near San Cristobal, State of Chiapas.

^ Pinola, between San Cristdbal and Comitan.

® Xaitepec, or Jaltepec, District of Choapam.

® Guaspallepcc in the text, near Playa Vicente, Dist of Choapam

VUL. IV, V
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them, and even murdered their Encomciideros and killccl^^

those Spaniards whom they could capture with .saict}\

it came to pass that there was hardh’ a provnure left

belonging to this town that was not in rebelHonj and for

thi.s reason we were always going about fruni pueblo to

pueblo with a company, bringing tiiem to peace. As the

people of Cimatan would neither come to the town nor

obey the commands that were sen: to tlieiii, CrU.ilain Liii.>

ilarin decided, (so as to avoiii sending a comparpy of

many soldiers against them,) that four of tlie selticrs

should go and pacify them. { was one of llieni aiui Uu::

others were named Rodrigo de Nao a native of ;-\vila, and

Francisco Martin a Semi-Biscayan, and the other was

called Francisco Ximeiies a native of Yngucjuckr in Eslra-

niadiira. What our Captain ordered us to do was io

summon them firm!)' and with kind!.}* aftcctiriii to be

peaceable, and not to use language that might offend

them. So we went on our \va)' to their province where

the pueblos stand amidst great swamps and rapid rivers,

and when we arrived within two miles of tlieir pueblo

we sent me.ssengers to suy we were coining, and the

answer they gave was that three squadriins uf arclicrs

and iancernen caiiie out against us, and in the skinnish

they killed two of our companions with their arrows, and

they gave me my first arrow uound in the throat, and

with the great loss of blood, (I could iicillier hind up :hc

wound nor check tlm flow of blood immediatel}';, my life

was in great danger. Then my other companiun hVancisco

Martin the Biscayan, who was wounded, altiioiigh he aiul

I always kept our faces to the enemy and woiindec,! sunie

of them, decided to cut and run and take refug-e in some

canoes which were near the great river called the Mucapa;"'

^ .Acapillavan in the text. Hee note, vc^l. ii, p. 4,

- Herguijuela? ^Mejecalupa ;
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i
x\s I was left alone and badly wounded, dazed and stupi-

! fied I thought of hiding among some high bushes so that

they should not quite kill me, but coming to myself with

a brave heart I said :
“ May our Lady avail me, if it is true

' that I must die here to-day in the hands of these dogs” and

I was so emboldened that I sallied out of the thicket again

and rushed upon the Indians and after some good cuts and

thrusts they made way for me and I got out from among
them and, although they wounded me again, I reached the

i canoes where I found my companion Francisco Martin the

i
Biscayan already in one of themwith four friendly Indians,

'I''' .

'

'

' who. were those whom we had brought with us to carry, o.iir

provisions, and those Indians, while we were fighting with

the Cimatecs, had abandoned their burdens and taken

refuge in the canoes on the river, and what saved my life

I

and that of '.Francisco .Martin, was that the enemy stopped

j

to plund.er our clothes and boxes.

i Let us cease talking any more about this and say that it

pleased our Lord Jesus Christ that, we should escape death

there, and in the canoes we crossed ^ that river, which is

very large and deep and has many alligators in it, and so

that the Cimatecs, (for so they>' are-called):.should not follow

IB we remained for eigiit days in'the -.fore-st

When a few c!a)'s later this news was 'known in Coatza-

j

coalcos, and the Indians who brought the news (who were

i some of those we had taken with us) reported that we

were dead as well as all four Indians who, as I have said,

remained in the canoes, but the very Indians who carried

I this news had lied as soon as they saw that we were

wounded and left us to do the fighting* Within a few

I

days they arrived in the town, and as we did not appear,

and there was no news of us they thought that we were

dead. As is the custom with regard to Indians, and was

usual at that time, the Captain Luis' Marin had already

aliottecl our Indians to other Conqiiistadores and had sent

i

' U 2
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off messengers to Cortes to send the warrants of allotment^

and they had even sold our property. At the end of

twenty days we arrived at the town, at which some of our

friends rejoiced, but those to whom our Indians had been

When Captain Luis Marin saw that wc could not pacif}'

those provinces I have named, but, on the contrary. thc>-

killed many of our Spaniards, he decided to go to ^lexico

to ask Cortes for more soldiers and assistance and miiitai}

stores, and he ordered that while he was awaj- none of the

settlers should leave the town to go to pueblos far away

but should only go to those within four or hve leagues

and then only to procure food. \\ hen he reached IMexico

he reported to Cortes all that had happened and he

(Cortes) ordered him to return to Coatzacoalcos and sent

with him about thirty soldiers and among them Alonzo de

Grade, whom I have often mentioned, ami he gave orders

for us to go with all the settlers in the town and the

soldiers that he (Luis ^ilarin} was bringing with him to

the province of Chiapas which was hostile, to pacif}' it and

establish a town.

When the Captain arrived with those despatches we ail

of us got ready, both those who were settled there as well

as those he had just now brought, and we began to clear a

road through some very bad forest and swamps, and we

threw into them logs and branches so that the horse.s could

pass, and after great difficulty we managed to come out at

a pueblo named Tepuzuntlan,* for up to that time we ivere

accustomed to go up the river in canoes, for there wa.s no

other road opened. From that pueblo we went to anc^ther

pueblo up in the hills called Quechula,® and that it may be

clearly understood, this Quechula is in the mountains in

^ On tlie Rio Mescalapa or Gnjalva*

» Quecbula, Cachula in the text, on the right bank of the R. .Mesca-

lapa, or Grijalva, dist, of Tuxtla,
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the province of Chiapas, and I say this because there is

another town of the same name near Puebla de los Angeles.

From Quechula we went to some other small towns subject

to this same Quechula and we went on opening new roads

up the river which comes from the town of Chiapas for

there was no road whatever.

All the people in this neighbourhood stood in great fear

of the Chiapanecs^ for certainly at that time they were the

greatest warriors that I had seen in all New Spain, although

that includes Tlascalans, Mexicans, Zapotecs and Mijes,^

and this I say because the Mexicans had never been able

to master them* At that time the province was thickly

peopled and the natives of it were extremely warlike and

waged war on their neighbours the people of Zinacantan^

and all the pueblos of the Quilena language, also against

those called the Zoques and continually robbed and took

prisoners in other small pueblos where they were able to

seize booty, and with those whom they killed they made

sacrifices and glutted themselves. .

In addition to this on the roads to Tehuantepec^ they

had many warriors stationed at bad passes to rob the

Indian merchants who traded- between one province and

the other, and because of the fear of them trade between

one province and another was .sometimes
; stopped* They

had even brought other .pueblos 'by force and made them

settle and remain near to Chiapas, and held them as slaves

and made the.m cultivate, their fi.elds.
'

Let us return to our road, we proceeded up the river

towards their city, and it was during Lent in the year

fifteen hundred and twenty-three, but this matter of the

year I do not remember well, and before reaching the town

^ Chiapanecs, the people of Chiapas (Chiapa in the text},

2 .Minxes in the text.

'• Zinacantan, near San Cristobal.

Teguantepei|iie in the text
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of Chiapas a revicu- u-as held of all the ho,-.semen, nui.<keteers,

cro.«bowmen and soldiers ^vho went on that c.xped-!,n„,

and it could not be done before this lime, because .^oinc

the settlers of our town and others from outside^ had not

ioinecl, for they were bu.sy in the pueblos of the allr^tment.s

of Ouccliula cicn.anding the tribute that these were (tbligcd

to pa\-, for now that they came under the prr.tcclioji ol a

Captain and soldiers they dared to go among tlicsc who

befn-.* had neither paid tribute nor cared a -snai. of the

fingens for us.

Let us go back to nur storj', there proved to be iwcnlj -

seven hor.semen fit for fighting and another five who were

not lit, fifteen crossbowmen and eight musketecr.s and one

cannon and plenty of powder and a soldier for guntier and

this same soldier said that he had been in Itaiv, and I

this here because he was no good at all and a great coward,

and we mustered .sevent\- soldiers with sword and shield,

and about eighty Mexican.^ and the Cacique of IJiivchnla

with some of hi.s chieftain.s, and these iieople of Oiiechula

that I have mentioned went trembling with fear, umi by

flattering them we got them alcing so that they might help

us lo clear the roads and carry the baggage.

.\s we went along in good order, and were alreadv m Jir

to their townships, four of the most active snldicKs. tif

whom I was one, always went ahead a.s spies and scouts.

1 left my hor.se for others to bring along, for it was not

[the soiT of] country where horse.s could gallop. We

always kept half a league ahead of the Army, and as the

Chiapanecs are hunters, they were then out hunting the

deer. As soon as they perceived us they were all called

lof^ethcr bv preat smoke signals, and as \\c aiiivcd at thc,u

torvnship.s we observed they had very broad loads and

large jdantations of maize and other vegetables, and the

first pueblo we came upon which is called I xtapak which i.s

‘ listupa m the text, about jj miles N.E. of Lhiapas.
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about four leagues distant from the Capital, had just then

been deserted, and there was much maize and other

supplies there and we had plenty to eat for our supper.

While we were resting at this spot, and had stationed our

sentinels, spies and scouts, two horsemen who had been

acting as scouts came in to report, shouting: Alarm!

Alarm ! they arc coming, ail the fields and roads are

crowded with Chiapanec warriors ! We who were always

fully on the alert went out to meet them before they

reached the pueblo and fought a great battle with them,

for they had many fire hardened javelins and their throwing-

sticks and bows and arrows, and lances much longer than

ours, and good cotton armour and plumes, and others had

clubs like inacanas and where the battle took place stones

were plentiful and they did us much damage with their

slings, and the}^ began to surround us so cleverly that with

the first shower of arrows they killed two of our soldiers

and four horses, and wounded over thirteen soldiers and

many of our allies, and they gave Captain Luis Marin

two wounds. We were fighting that battle from the after-

noon until after nightfall, and as it grew dark and they

had felt the edge of our swords, and the muskets, crossbows

and lance thrusts, they retreated at which we rejoiced.

Wc found fifteen of them dead and many others wounded

and unable to get away, and with two of those whom we

captured there, who appeared to us to be chieftain.s, wc

held conversaticiii and obtained news, and they said that

the whole country was prepared to attack us on the

following day. That night we buried the dead and

looked after the wounded and the Captain who was ill

with Ills wounds, for he had lost much blood because he

would not leave the fighting to attend to them or bind

them up and they had become chilled.

As soon as this was done we stationed good sentinels,

spie.s and scouts and we kept the horses saddled and
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bridled and all of us soldiers were on the alert, for we

felt sure that they would attack us during the night, and

as we had seen their tenacity in the past battle, and that

neither with crossbows, lances nor musket.s and not even

with swordplay could we make them retreat or give wa\'

a single step, we took them to be very stout fighters and

high spirited in battle.

That night orders were given as to how we linr.semen

were to attack in parties of five each, with the lancc.s Iw'ki

short, and that we were not to stop to give lance thrusts

until they were put to flight, but to hole! the lance.s high,

aimed at their faces, and to trample them down and go on

ahead. This method I have already said beiore, Luis

Marin and even some of us old Conqui.stadorcs, had gi\en

as advice to the new comers from t’astilc, and some of

them did not trouble to obey the command, thinking that

in giving a lance thrust to the enem>- they were doing

some good, but it turned out badly for four of tlwm, for

the Indians .seized their lance.s and with thc-se they

wounded them and the horse.s, I wish to say that six o«

seven of the cnem>- got together and threw their arms

round the horse.5 thinking t<r captine them bj hntid and

they even dragged one soldier off of his horse, and if ue

had not come to his rescue they would have carried him ulf

to be sacrificed,-—he died within two days.

To return to our story, the next morning we decided to

continue our march to the city of Chiapas for truly one can

call it a city and it was thickly peopled and the hou.scs

and streets well arranged, and there were more than four

thousand citizens, not counting many other subject pueblos

around it. We went on our way in good order, with the

cannon loaded and the gunner wide awake to what he had

to do, and we had not marched four leagues when we met

all the forces of Chiapas, plains and hills were crowded

with them, they came on with their great plumes and good
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armour, long lances, arrows and javelin throwing-sticks,

slings and stones, and with loud shouts, yells and whistles,

it was appalling to see how they attacked us hand to hand

and began to fight like raging lions. Our negro gunner

whom we had brought with us—and well one may call

him black—-restrained by fear and trembling, neither knew

how to aim nor to fire the cannon, and when at last

through the shouts we hurled at him he did fire it, he

wounded three of our own soldiers and did no good

whatever.

When the Captain saw how things were going, all of us

horsemen charged, formed in groups as w’-e had arranged,

and the musketeers, crossbowmen, and soldiers with sword

and shield forming in a body helped us very much, but the

enemy who fell upon us were so numerous that it was

fortunate that we who were present in those battles were

men who were innured to even greater dangers by which

others would have been scared, and even we were aston-

ished ourselves, and when Captain Luis Marin said to us

Sehores, Santiago and at them, let us repeat our charge

once moreC wnth brave spirit we struck them such a blow

that they soon turned their backs. Where this battle %vas

fought there was some rocky ground very bad for galloping

horses, so we were not able to pursue them. As we went

along after them not very far from where the fight began,

and we were going rather carelessly thinking that they

would not get together again that day, there were other

squadrons of warriors, larger than the last, all fully armed,

behind some hills, and many of them carried ropes with

which to cast lassos over the horses and tie them so as to

pull them over, and on all sides they had stretched many

nets such as they use for catching deer, for the horses and

for us. All the squadrons that I have mentioned were

coming to clash with our army and being very strong and

vigorous warriors they gave us such a drubbing with
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arrows, javelins, and stones that they wounded nearly all

of us, and they captured four lances from the horsemen

and killed two soldiers and five horses. Then they brought

in the middle of their squadrons a rather aged and very

fat Indian woman, and they were said to look on that

woman as a goddess and prophetess, and she had told

them that as soon as she arrived where we were fighting

we should at once be vanquished, and she brought some

incense in a brazier and some stone Idols, and all her body

was painted and cotton was stuck on to the painting, and

without the slightest fear she went among our Indian allies

who came on in a body with their captains, and the cursed

goddess was promptly cut to pieces.

To go back to our battle, as soon as Luis Marin and all

of us saw such a multitude of warriors coming against us

and fighting so boldly, we commended ourselves to God

and charged upon them in the same order as before, and

little by little we broke them up and put them to flight.

They hid themselves among some great rocks and most

of them threw themselves into the river which was close

by and was deep, and went off swimming, for the}^ are

especially good swimmers.

As soon as we had defeated them we gave thanks to

God, and we found many of them dead where the battle

had been fought, and others wounded, and we decided to

go to a village on the river (near to the ford [leading] to

the city),^' where there were very good cherries, for as it

was Lent it was the time when they were ripe, and in that

village they were very good.

Tiiere we halted ail the rest of the day, burying the

dead in places where the natives of the village could not

get at them or find them and we attended to the wounded

and ten [wounded] horses and there we decided to sleep

^ The site of the city appears to have been on the left bank of the

river.
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with every precaution of sentinels and spies. A little after

midnight ten Indians crossed over from two villages which

were situated near the capital City of Chiapas, and they

came in five canoes across the river which is here large and

deep and they came rowing in silence, and the rowers were

ten Indians, persons of importance, natives of the villages

which were near the Rio de los Pueblos, and they disem-

barked near our camp, and as they jumped on shore they

were promptly captured by our sentinels, and they were

content to be captured and taken before the Captain and

said Sir, we are not Chiapanecs but belong to other

provinces called Xaltepeque, and these evil Chiapanecs in

the great wars they have made on us have killed many

people and the greater part of our townspeople with their

women and children they brought here to settle, and they

have taicen all the property we possessed and have already

held us as slaves for more than twelve years and we work

their plantations and maize fields, and they make us go

fishing and do other service and they take our daughters

and wives from us, and we come to give you notice that

to-night we will bring you many canoes in which 5-^011 may

cross the river, and we will also show you a ford although

it is not very shallow, and what we beg Senor Captain, if

we do this good deed, is that when you have conquered

and routed these Chiapanecs you will give us leave to get

out of their power and return to our own lands. To incline

you the more to believe our statements to be true we are

bringing you in the canoes, which have now crossed over

and been hidden awa}'’' in the river with some of our

companions and brothers, presents of three jewels shaped

like diadems, and we also bring poultry and cherries,'^

Then, they asked leave to fetch them and said that it had

to be done very silently so that the Chiapanecs who were

watching and guarding the passes of the river should not

'f:perceiM.,':them.;,:' :: f
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When the Captain understood what these Indians told

him and the great assistance they would be in crossing

that strong and rapid river, he gave thanks to God, and

showed good will to the messengers, and promised to do

what they asked him and even to give them clothes and

the spoil we might gain in that city. He learned from

them that in the two last battles we had killed and

wounded more than one hundred and twenty Chiapanecs,

and that they had many other warriors ready for the next

day and they had made the villages where these messengers

lived come out to fight against us, but that we should have

no fear of them, on the contrary they would assist us, and

that they [the Chiapanecs] would be waiting for us when

we crossed the river although they thought it impossible

that we should have the daring to cross it, and that when

we were crossing it they would there defeat us. «

When they [the Xaltepecs] had given this information,

two of these Indians stayed with us and the rest went to

their pueblo to give orders that very early in the morning

twenty canoes should be brought, and they kept their word

very well.

After they had departed we rested a little during what

remained of the night, but not without caution and patrols,

sentinels and spies for we heard the great murmur of the

warriors who were assembling on the bank of the river

and the sound of their trumpets, drums and horns.

As soon as it was dawn we saw the canoes which were

being openly brought, in spite of the Chiapas forces, for it

seems that they [the latter] had already found out that the

natives of those small pueblos had risen in revolt and had

gained courage, and were on our side, and some of them

had been captured, and the rest had entrenched themselves

in a great Cue, and for this reason there were skirmishes

and fights between the Chiapanecs and the small pueblos I

have mentioned. They promptly went to show us the
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ford, and these allies so as to cross the

river quickly for fear lest their companions who had been

captured that night should be sacrificed. Then when we

came to the ford which they showed us, it was running

very deep, all of us formed up in good order, both cross-

bowmen, musketeers and horsemen, and the friendly

Indians from the two small pueblos with their canoes, and

although the water reached nearly to our chests we all

huddled together so as to resist the force and impetus of

the water, and it pleased Our Lord that we crossed nearl}/

to the other side of the river, but before we finished cross-

ing many warriors came against us and poured on us a

rain of javelins from throwing sticks, and arrows and

stones, and others came with great lances and wounded

almost all of us some with two or three wounds, and they

killed two horses, and one horse soldier named something

Guerrero or Guerra was drowned while crossing the river

by falling with his horse into a strong rapid, he was a

native of Toledo, and his horse got to land without his

master.

To return to our fight, for some time they were attacking

us as we crossed the river and we could neither make them

retreat nor were we able to reach the land, but just then

the people of the small pueblos who had grown valiant

against the Chiapanecs came to our aid and fell on the

rear of those who were fighting with us in the river, and

they killed and wounded many of them, for they were

very hostile to them for having kept them captive so many

years. As soon as we saw this the horsemen quickly got

to land and next the crossbowmen, musketeers, the sword

and shield men and the friendly Mexicans, and we gave

them a good drubbing and they went fleeing to their

pueblo, and no Indian waited for another. Then without

further delay we formed up in good array with our banners

unfurled, and with many Indians from the two small
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pueblos in our company, we entered the city and when we

reached the densest part of it where their great Cues and

Oratories stood, the houses were so close together that we

did not dare to make our camp there but [went oul] into

the open and a site where even if they did set fiie to it,

they could do us no damage.

Our Captain at once sent to summon the Cacique and

Captains of that town to make peace, and three Indians

from the small friendly pueblos went as messengers, one

of them was called Xaltepec, and six Chiapanec Captains

whom we had taken prisoners in the late battles were sent

with them. And he [Luis Marin] sent to tell them to

come promptly to make peace and he would pardon them

for what was past, but if they did not come, we would go

and look for them and make worse war on them than

before, and would burn their city. Owing to those

hectoring words they came at once and even brought

a present of gold and excused themselves for having made

war and gave their fealty to His Majesty, and prayed

Luis Marin not to allow our allies to burn any houses,

for before entering Chiapa they had already burned many

houses in a small pueblo situated a short aistance before

reaching the river, and Luis Marin gave them his promise

and he kept it, and ordered our Mexican allies and those

we had brought from Quechula not to do any harm or

damage. I wish to say that this Quechula that I men-

tioned here is not the one that is near Mexico but a

pueblo of the same name in the mountains on the road

to Chiapas over which we passed. Let us leave this and

say that in that city we found three prisons of wooden

gratings, full of prisoners fastened by collars round their

necks, and these were those whom they had captured on

the roads, some of them were from Tehuantepec and

others Zapotecs and others Quilines and others from

Soconusco ;
these prisoners we took out oi the prisons,
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and each one went to his own home, and we broke up

the gratings.

We also found in the Cues very evil figures of the Idols

they worshipped, and many Indians and boys sacrificed

two days ago, and many evil things of the sodomy they

practise; .

The Captain ordered them at once to go and summon

the neighbouring towns to come in peaceably and give

their fealty to His Majesty.

The first to come were from a township named Zina-

cantan and Copanahuastla^ and Pinola, Gueyguistlan- and

Chamula^ and other towns whose names I do not remember

of the Quiiines, and other pueblos of the Zoque tongue,

and all gave their fealty to His Majesty, and they were

still astounded that, few as we were, we had been able

to defeat the Chiapanecs, and they certainly showed

great satisfaction for they were ill disposed towards

them.

We stayed in that city for five days, and just then one

of the soldiers whom we had brought in our army strayed

from our camp and went without leave from the Captain,

to a pueblo which had made peace, which I have already

mentioned, named Chamula, and he took with him eight

of our Mexican Indians and he ordered the people of

Chamula to give him gold, and said that the Captain

commanded it. The people of that pueblo gave him

golden jewels and because they did not give him more

he took the Cacique prisoner, and when the people of

the pueblo saw him commit that excess they wished to

kill this daring and inconsiderate soldier and they at once

revolted, and not only they, but their neighbours the

^ Copanahuastla, not marked on the map.

2 Giieyguistlan (modern Huistan near .San Cristobal?), spelt in the

text Gueg'uistlan, Quiaguyztlan, Guequyztian and Gueyguyztlan.

2 Chamula, near San Cristobal,
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people of another pueblo, named Gueyguistlan were also

inclined to revolt.
. , . ,

•

When Captain Luis Marin heard of this, he seized th

soldier and ordered him to be taken post ^aste to Mexico

for Cortes to punish him. Luis Marin did this because

this soldier thought himself a man oL importance ^nd

his honour’s sake I will not mention his name, until occa-

sion arises at a time when he did a thing that was worse,

and because he was wicked and cruel to the Indians;

about a year later he died in the affair of Xicalango in the

hands of the Indians as I will tell later on.

When this was done the Captain sent to summon the

pueblo of Chamula to come and make peace and sen o

tell them that he had already punished and sent to Mexico

the Spaniard who demanded gold and did them those

injuries, and the reply they gave him was bad and we

thought it all the worse because of the neighbouiing

pueWos which had made peace, lest they should revolt.

So it was decided to fall upon them at once and "ot to

leave them until they were brought to peace. After t iis

the Chiapanec Caciques were spoken to very gently and

they were told through good interpreters things concer

ing our holy faith, and that they must abandon their Idols

and sacrifices and sodomies and robberies, and crosses were

“t „ and an in.age of Onr Lady on an altar .ha »=

ordered them to make. They were made to understand

that we were the Vassals of His Majesty and many other

things that were fitting, and we still left more than ha

their city inhabited. _

The two friendly pueblos that had brought us e

canoes to cross the river and had helped us m the war

were freed from their power, and with all their proper y

and women and children went to settle lower down the

river about ten leagues from Chiapas, where town o

Xaltepec is now established, The other small pueblo called
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YstataE^ went to its own home for they belonged to

Tehuatitepee

Let us return to our expedition to Chamula, we at once

sent to summon the people of Zinacantan who were

sensible people and many of them traders, and he [Luis

Marin] told them to bring us two hundred Indians to

carry our baggage and that we would go to their pueblo

for it was on the road to Chamula. At the same time he

demanded from the people of Chiapas another two hundred

Indian warriors with their arms to go in his company, and

they gave them at once and we set out from Chiapas one

morning and went to sleep at some salt pits where they

had made us very good ranchos, and the next day at mid-

day we arrived at Zinacantan and there we kept the Holy

feast of the Resurrection.^ Then we again sent to summon
the people of Chamula to make peace and they would not

come, and we had to go to them and it was a matter of

three leagues from where Zinacantan then stood, and the

houses and town of Chamula were at that time situated in

a fortification very difficult to capture with a very deep

fosse on the side where we had to attack, and on other

sides it was worse and stronger. Thus as we approached

with our army they shot from above so many stones,

javelins and arrows that they covered the ground. Then

[they had] very long lances with more than two fathoms

of flint cutting edge^ which, as I have said before, cut

better than our swords, and shields made like pavesinas

which cover the whole body when fighting, and when they

are not needed they roll and double them up so that they

are no inconvenience to them. They had slings and

plenty of stones and they shot arrows and stones so

^ Ishuatan (?), near the Laguna Inferior, in the district of Juchitan.

^ 5th April, ! 523.

^ Dos braeas de each ilia de pedernales in the text.
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fast that they wounded five of our soldiers and two

horsemen and with so many shouts and^ oud yelW

whistles, howls, and trumpets, drums and shell trumpets

it was enough to frighten anyone who did not know

When Luis Marin saw this and understood that the

horses could be of no use there as it was mountainous, he

ordered them to turn and descend to the plain, for where

we stood was a steep hill and fortification. He ordered

them to do this because we feared that the warriorsHrom

other pueblos that were in revolt called Gueyguistlan

would come to attack us there, so that the horsemen might

oppose them.

Then we began to shoot many arrows and fire muskets

at the people in the fort, but we could do them no harm

whatever on account of the great barricades they had

[erected] but on the contrary they constantly wounded

many of our men. We stood fighting in this way all that

day and they did not give way at all to us, and if we

attempted to get through them to where they had con-

structed their barricades and battlements, there were over

a thousand lancers at their posts for the defence of those

whom we were endeavouring to get through. It we should

have wished to risk our persons by making a dash into the

fortress, we should have jumped from such a height that

we must have been smashed to pieces, and it was not

worth while to take the risk.

After it was carefully decided how and in what waj we

were to make the attack, it was settled that we should

bring wood and boards from a small deserted pueblo that

was near by, and should make hirros or Mantas^ for so

they are called and in each one of them there should be

room for twenty persons, and with iron adzes and picks

1 Burros or Mantas, movable shelters for battering purposes.
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which we had brought with us, and with other wooden

adzes of the country that were there, we should excavate

and destroy their fortress and break down a small gate to

enable us to enter, for in any other way it was useless [to

try] because on two other sides they had the same defence

and we examined it all for more than a league around. In

the neighbourhood there was another very difficult entrance,

even harder to capture than where we were, because there

was a descent so steep and bad that one could say it was

like going into the bottomless pit.^

To go back to our barricades and mantas, while we were

destroying their fortress with them they threw down from

above quantities of burning pitch and rosin and blood and

water all mixed together, very hot, and at other times fire

and hot ashes and greatly impeded us, and then after that

such a multitude of very large stones that they broke our

engines and we had to retreat and mend them. We
promptly returned to the attack, and as soon as and when

they saw that we made larger breaches, four priests and

other principal persons placed themselves on one of the

battlements and came co^^eredwith their shields and other

talarbadones of wood, and said : ‘Mf you wish for or desire

gold come inside for here we have plenty,” and they threw

us from the ramparts seven diadems of fine gold and many

moulded beads and other beads like shells and four ducks

all of gold and after them many arrows, javelins and

stones.

When we had already made two great breaches, and as

it was night and it began to rain, at that moment we left

the combat until the next day, and slept there that night

with every precaution. The Captain ordered some of the

horsemen who were on the level ground not to leave their

posts and to keep their horses saddled and bridled.

X 2

^ Abismo in the text-
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Let us go back to the Chamultecs who were all the night

sounding drums and trumpets and shouting and yelling

and saying that next day they were going to kill us for so

their Idol had promised them. As soon as it was dawn

we returned with our engines and Mantas to make larger

breaches, and the enemy defended their fortress with great

spirit and even wounded five of our men that day, moie-

over they gave me a good thrust with a lance which pierced

my armour and if it were not for the good quilting of thick-

cotton that it had, they would have killed me. Good as it

was, it was pierced and a good wad of cotton pushed out

and I received a small wound.

By that time it was past mid-day and a great showei

fell and then a very dense mist, for as the mountains are

high there are always mists and showers, and as it was

raining our Captain withdrew from the fight, and as I was

experienced in the late wars in Mexico I fully realised

that while the mist was gathering the enemy were not

yelling and shouting as much as before, and I noticed

many lances close by the battlements ramparts and

barbicans and as I could only see about two hundied of

them moving about, I suspected what was happening, that

they intended to go or were retreating. Then I and

another, my companion, quickly entered through a breach,

and there were a matter of . . .
[t\\’o hundred] \v ai i ioi s

who threw themselves upon us and gave us many thiusts

with their lances, and had we not been promptly supported

by some Indians from Zinacantan who shouted to oiu

soldiers who at once entered after us into the fortress we

should have there lost our lives. When those Chamultecs

who were standing there facing us with their lances saw

the supports they turned to flight, for the other warriors

had already fled under cover of the mist, and our Captain

with all the soldiers and allies entered within. They had

already carried off their provisions and even the women
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and children and they had gone by that very bad pass

which I have said was very deep and had a bad ascent and

worse descent, and we went in pursuit and captured many

women, boys and children and over thirty men. No spoil

was found in the pueblo save provisions.

When this was done we returned with our prisoners on

the road to Zinacantan, and it was settled that we should

place our camp near to the river where the Ciudad Real is

now established, which for another name they call Chiapas

of the Spaniards. From this place Captain Luis Marin set

free six Indians with their wives from among the prisoners

taken at Chamula, in order that they should go and

summon the people of Chamula, and he told them to

;
have no fear, and he would give them up all the prisoners,

^ and the messengers set off and the next day they came

I

in peaceably and brought all their people, none were

I

. left behind and after giving their fealty to His Majesty,

j
Captain Luis Marin entrusted me with that town, for

j

Cortes had written to him from Mexico that he should

I give me something good out of what he conquered, also

because I was a great friend of Luis Marin, also because

I was the first soldier who got into the fortress.

Cortes sent me a Warrant of i\llotment, and up to this

day I have the Warrant of Allotment well taken care of,

and they paid me tribute for more than eight 37ears, during

which time the Ciudad Real was not settled for it was

founded later and my pueblo was given towards the

founding of it.

, Let us leave this and return to our stor}" :—As Chamula

! was alread\' at peace and Gueyguistlan was in revolt and

would not make peace although we sent to summon it,

our Captain arranged that we should go and seek the

people in their pueblos, and I say here pueblos for there

: were then three villages all standing within forts. We
i left our wounded and baggage in the place where our
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ranchos were, and the most active and healthy soldiens

went with the Captain, and the people of Zmacantan

gave us over three hundred Indian warriors who went

with us. From there to the pueblos of Gueyguistlan

was a matter of four leagues, and as rve marched towards

their pueblos we found the roads blocked, full of timber

and felled trees and so much obstructed that the horses

could not pas.s, and we cleared them with the help of the

allies we had brought with us and they removed the

timber and we went to one of the three pueblos which

I have already said was a fortress and found it full of

warriors and they began to shout and yell at us and to

shoot javelins and arrows and they had great lances and

shields and two handed swords [edged] with stones that

cut like knives, just like those at Chamula. While our

Captain and all of us were ascending to the fortress, which

was much stronger and more difficult to capture than that

of Chamula, they made up their minds to take to flight

and left the pueblo deserted without any food supplies in

it. The Zinacantecs captured two of their Indians who

were promptly brought before the Captain who ordered

them to be released so they could summon all the lest

of their neighbours to make peace. W'e waited there one

day for them to come with the reply, and they all came

peaceably and brought a present of gold of little value

and plumes of Quetzals which are feathers which are

greatly valued among them.

W'e returned to our ranchos, and as man)- other things

happened which do not concern our story I will not

recount them, and will relate how as soon as we returned

to our ranchos we began to discuss if it would be well to

found a town there where we were, in accordance with

Cortes’s orders that we should make settlements. And

many of us soldiers who were there said that it would

be a good thing and others who had good Indians at
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Coatzacoalcos opposed it and advanced as a pretext that

we had no shoes for the horses, and that we were few

in number and most of us wounded, and that the land

was very thickly peopled and most of the pueblos were

fortified and among great mountains and that the horses

were of no use or profit to us, and to the same effect

they said other things, and the worst was that Captain

Luis Marin and Diego de Godoy who was a King’s

Notary and a very meddlesome person did not wish

to settle but to return to our town. It appeared that

Alonzo de Grado, whom I have at other times mentioned

in the last chapter, who was more of a bully than a

fighting man, had secretly brought a Warrant of Allot-

ment signed by Cortds wdiich gave him the half of the

pueblo of Chiapas as soon as it was pacified, and by

virtue of that warrant he demanded of the Captain Luis

Marin that he should give him the gold that was acquired

in Chiapas by gift from the Indians, and the other [lot]

which was captured in the Temples of the Idols in this

same Chiapas, which amounted to one thousand five

hundred pesos. Luis Marin said that was to help to

pay for the horses that were killed in the war and on

that journey, and over this and over other disputes they

were very ill disposed one to the other, and they came

to such words that Alonzo de Grado who was ill-con-

ditioned went too far in what he said. The man who

interfered and stirred up all the strife was the Notary

Diego de Godoy, so that Luis Marin imprisoned both

one and the other, and he kept them in fetters and

chains for six or seven days, and he decided to send

Alonzo de Grado to Mexico, and on account of offers

and promises and through kind intercessors he set Godoy

free, and that made matters worse, for El Grado and

Godoy at once planned to write from there to Cortes

post haste saying much evil of Luis Marin, and Alonzo
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de Grade even begged me to write myself to Cortes and

excuse Grado from blame in my letter, for Godoy told

Grado that Cortes would give credit to my letter when

he saw it, and that I should not speak well of Marin,

I wrote what seemed to me to be the truth not giving

blame to Captain Marin.

Alonzo de Grado was promptly sent a prisoner to

Mexico and an oath was taken from him that he would

present himself before Cortes within eighty days, for from

Zinacantan to Mexico by the road we came was over one

hundred and ninety leagues.

Let us cease talking of all these broils and embarras-

ments. When Alonzo de Grado had set off, we decided

to go and punish the people of Cimatan who had killed

the two soldiers already mentioned by me, at the time

when Francisco Martin the Biscayan and I escaped out

of their hands. So we went along towards some pueblos

called Tapilula,^ and before reaching them there were

some mountains and defiles so difficult both of ascent and

descent that we considered it a most arduous task to cross

by that pass, and Luis Marin sent to beg the Caciques of

those pueblos to clear the road so that we could go to

them. This they did and with much labour we got the

horses across, and then we went by other pueblos named

Sulusuchiapa- and Coyumelapa and thence we went to

this Istapangajoya^ and after arriving there went on to

other towns named Tecomayacate and Teapa,^ which at

that time was all one pueblo and stood together, house to

house and was one of the largest in that province and was

in my allotment, given me by Cortds and even this very

^ Tapelola

® Silo Suchiapa

® Panguaxoya -

^ Ateapan in the text.

In the text,— all towns on the road from San
Crist6bal to Teapa.
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day I possess the Warrants of Allotment signed by

Gortes.

There were at that time many villages and other towns

joined with them, w^hich came out to attack us at the

passage of a very deep river which flowed by the town,

and they wounded six soldiers and killed three horses,

and we were there a good while fighting with them. At

last we crossed the river and they fled, and they them-

selves set fire to the houses and took to the forest We
remained six days attending to the wounded and making

expeditions where we captured very good looking Indian

women, and he [Marin] sent to summon them to make

peace and said that he would give them up the people we

had captured and would forgive them for the late war, and

almost all the Indians came in and re-peopled their town

and demanded their women and children as had been

promised, and the Notary Diego de Godoy advised the

Captain Luis Marin not to give them up but to brand

them with the King’s brand which was applied to those

who having once given their fealty to His Majesty rose in

revolt without any cause, and because those pueblos came

out to attack us and shot at and killed three horses, they

should pay for the horses with those Indian girls who

were prisoners.

I replied that they ought not to be branded and it was

not just, because they had come in peaceably. Over this

Godoy and I had a great argument and dispute and even

to sword thrusts so that both came out wounded when

they separated us and made us friends. The Captain

Luis Mario who was very good and not suspicious and

saw that it was not just to act otherwise than as I asked

him, as a favour ordered all the women and all the others

who had been captured to be given up to the Caciques of

the towns, and we left them in their houses fully pacified.

Thence we crossed to the pueblo of Cimatan and to other
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pueblos called Talatupan. and before the entrance^to the

Ueblo they had made some loopholed walls and ram-

parts close to a hill and near some swamps and as^ we

approached they suddenly let fly at us such a flight o

arrows with such precision and spirit that they wonndet

over twenty soldiers and killed two horses, and^if we had

not promptly routed them and destroyed then palisades

and loopholes they would have killed and wounded many

more, and they soon sought refuge in the swamps. The

Indians of these provinces are great archers and t ey can

pierce with their bows and arrows double folds of well

quilted cotton armour which is a great feat. We remained

in their pueblo for two days and we sent to summon them

and they would not come in peaceably, and as we were

tired and there were many swamps which shake, where

the horses were not able to go, and indeed no one can go

into them without sticking in the mud or get out again

unless he should crawl out on all fours, and they are so

dangerous that it is a wonder if he gets out at all, and not

to waste words about this, we all agreed to return to our

town of Coatzacoalcos, and we returned through some

pueblos of Chontalpa called Guimango and Nacajuca and

Teotitan Copilco' and we passed other pueblos and Jalpa-

and the river of Agualulco and that of Tonald and finally

reached the town of Coatzacoalcos.

The gold that was acquired in Chiapas and Chamula,

rated at so much pef pound, went to pay for the horses

killed in the war.
, ^ ,

Let us leave this and relate how Alonzo de Grado

arrived in Mexico and came before Cortds, who when he

knew how he had been acting, said to him very angnly:

“ How is it SeSor Alonzo de Grado you cannot fit into

1 In the text. Guymango Encaxuyxuyca E Teotitan Copileco.

2 Ulapa in the text.
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one place or another, I am troubled at it, and I beg you

to change these bad manners, if not, in truth, I must send

you to the Island of Cuba although I will arrange to give

}^ou three thousand pesos on which to live there, for 1

cannot put up with you any longer/’ Alonzo de Grado

humbled himself in such a way that he again became on

good terms with Cortes. Luis Marin wrote to Cortes

about all that had taken place, and I will leave off here

and relate what happened at Court about the Bishop of

Burgos and Archbishop of Rosano.

CHAPTER CLXVII.

llow GUI' Proctors who were in Spain challenged the jurisdiction of

llie LVisbop of Burgos, and what else happened.

I HAVE already said in former chapters that Don Juan

Rodriguez de Fonseca, Bishop of Burgos and Archbishop of

Rosano, for so he was called, was greatly interested in the

affairs of Diego Velasquez but hostile to those of Cortds and

all of us. It pleased Our Lord Jesus Christ that in the year

one thousand five hundred and twenty one, our very holy

father the Pope Adriano de Lobayna was chosen in Rome
for the Chief Pontificate, and at that time he was in Castile

as its Governor, and resided in the Cit}^ of Vitoria, and

our Proctors went to kiss his holy feet, and a great

German Lord who belonged to His Majest3 ’’s cabinet

named Mosiur de Lasao came to congratulate him on

his pontificate on behalf of Our Lord the Emperor. His

Holiness and Mosiur de Lasao already had news of the

heroic deeds and great exploits which Cortes and all of us

had accomplished in the conquest of this New Spain and

the many great and distinguished services which we were

always rendering to His Majesty, and of the conversion of

so many thousands of Indians to our Holy Faith, and it
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seems that this German nobleman begged the Holy Father

Adriano to deign to decide very promptly the affairs

pending between Cortes and the Bishop of Burgos. His

Holiness was much concerned because beside the com-

plaints that our Proctors placed before our Holy Father

many other persons of quality had gone to him to com-

plain of the Bishop himself, on account of the many

injuries and injustices which they alleged he was com-

mitting, for as His Majesty was in Flanders and the

Bishop was President of the [Council of the] Indies, he

ordered everything, and he was hated, and from what we

understood our Proctors found the courage to dare to

challenge his jurisdiction. So Diego de Ordas, and the

Licentiate Francisco Nunez a cousin of Cortes and Martin

Cortes father of the said Cortes united at the Court and

with the support of other gentlemen and great Lords who

favoured them, and the one of them who interposed most

[actively] was the Duke de Bejar, and with this support

with great boldness and daring they challenged the juris-

diction of the Bishop so often mentioned by me, and the

reasons they advanced were very well proved :—the first

was that Diego Velasquez had given the Bishop a very

good town in the Island of Cuba, and with Indians from

the said town extracted gold for him from the Mines and

sent it to him to Castile, and that no town whatever had

been given to His Majesty, although he was under more

obligation to him than to the Bishop
;
the other was that

when in the year one thousand five hundred and seventeen

we got together one hundred and ten soldiers under the

Captain named Francisco Hernandez de Cordova, and at

our expense bought ships and ships’ stores and all the

rest, and set out to discover New Spain, the Bishop of

Burgos reported to His Majesty that Diego Velasquez

discovered it, and it was not so
;
the next was that Diego

Velasquez sent to the country we had discovered his
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nephew named Juan de Grijalva and that they made

further discoveries and acquired on that voyage over

twenty thousand pesos de oro by barter, and that Diego

Velasquez sent the most of it to the Bishop himself, and

gave none of it to His Majesty
;
and that when Cortes

came to conquer New Spain and sent a present to His

Majesty, which was the Golden Moon and the Silver Sun,

and much gold in grains got out of the Mines, and a

great quantity of jewels and ingots and objects of gold

of different kinds, and Cort& and all of us soldiers wrote

to His Majesty giving a report and account of all that

happened and sent it by Francisco de Montejo and

another gentleman named Alonzo Hernandez Puertocar-

rero, a cousin of the Count of Medellin, he [the Bishop]

would not listen to them and took away the entire present

of gold which was going to His Majesty, and abused them

calling them traitors [adding] that they came to petition

in favour of another traitor; and that he suppressed the

letters addressed to His Majesty and wrote others very

different from them, saying that his friend Diego Velasquez

was sending that present, and that he did not send all

they brought, for the Bishop kept half or the greater part

of it, and because Alonzo Hernandez Puertocarrero, who

was one of the two Proctors whom Cortes sent, asked the

Bishop to give him leave to go to Flanders where His

Majesty was residing he ordered him to be thrown into

prison and he died in jail. He [the Bishop] sent orders

to the India Flouse^ at Seville to the accountant Pedro de

Ysasaga and to Juan Lopez de Recalte, who were there as

His Majesty’s officers, not to give any assistance to Cortes

either with soldiers or arms nor anything else, and ap-

pointed to offices and employments, without consulting

His Majesty, worthless men wffio neither deserved them

^ Casa de Contratacion.
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nor possessed the ability or knowledge for command, such

as Cristobal de Tapia, so as to marry his niece Doha

Potronilla de Fonseca with Tdpia, or Diego Velasquez [to

whom] he promised the Government of New Spam, and

approved as correct the false reports and legal documents

which the Proctors of Diego Veldsquez put forward, such

as those of Andrds de Duero, Manuel Rojas and the Padre

Benito Martin, and he sent them to His Majesty as reliable,

and the reports of Cortes and all of us who were serving

His Majesty, which were very truthful, he concealed and

twisted and condemned as wrong.

They advanced many other charges all very well sup-

ported, and it was not possible to hide anything however

much they alleged on his behalf.

After this was done and written out fair, it was tapven

to Zaragoza where His Holiness was then staying and

the complaint was made. As soon as he [the Pope]

obtained an insight into the records and legal documents

quoted in the accusation, and [saw] that the statements

of the partisans of Diego Velasquez were refuted not-

withstanding their claims for expenses incurred by him

for ships and maintenance, on account of his not having

applied to our Lord the King, but only to his friend the

Archbishop of Burgos, whilst Cortes had done what wa^

his duty as a loyal servant, His Holiness in his capaciti’-

as Governor of Castile ... as well as Pope, ordered the

Bishop of Burgos at once to resign the office of judging

in the affairs and suits of Cortds and to have no fuithei

intervention in the affairs of the Indies, and he appointed

Hernando Cortds as Governor of this New Spain and

[said] that if Diego Velasquez had expended anything

that we should pay it back to him.

He even sent to New Spain Bulls with many indulgences

for the Hospitals and Churches and wrote a letter charging

Cortis and all of us Conquistadores who were in his com-
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pany always to exercise much diligence in the holy con-

version of the Natives, and that it should be done without

killing and robbery, but peaceably and as well as it could

be done, and that we should prohibit and do away with

[human] sacrifices and sodomy and other wickedness and

he said in his letter that, on account of the great service

we were rendering our Lord God and His Majesty, His

Holiness as our father and pastor would undertake to

pray to God for our Souls on account of the great good

that all Christendom had received at our hands. More-

over he sent us other Holy Bulls for our absolution.

When our Proctors saw what the Holy Father com-

manded both as Pontiff' and Governor of Castile they at

once sent messengers past haste to where His Majesty

was staying, for he had already returned from Flanders

and was in Castile. They moreover took letters from

His Holiness for our Monarch, and after being well in-

formed about what I have already spoken about, he [the

Emperor] confirmed what the high Pontifif had ordered

and declared Cort6s to be Governor of New Spain, and

that Diego Velasquez should be repaid what he had

expended from his property on the fleet. Moreover he

ordered the Government of the Island of Cuba to be taken

from him inasmuch as he had sent the fleet with Panfilo

de Narvaez without permission of His Majesty, notwith-

standing that the Royal x-^udiencia of the Geronimite

PTiars who resided in Santo Domingo as Governors had

forbidden it, and in order to take it [the Armada] from

him had even sent a Judge of the Royal Audiencia named
Lucas Velasquez de Ayllon to stop the fleet from sailing,

but instead of obeying him [the Judge] they made him

prisoner and sent him in chains in a ship.

Let us cease speaking of this and say how when the

Bishop of Burgos knew all that I have already stated

and what His Holiness and His Majesty had commanded
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should be notified to him, he was so angry that he became

very ill and left the Court and went to Toro where he

had his residence and houses, and for all that his brother

Don Antonio de Fonseca Senor de Coca y Alexos^ made

attempts to support him, he was not able to reinstate

him in the authority which he formerly held.

Let us stop talking about this and say that after the

crreat prosperity which ensued in favour of Cortes opposi-

tion soon followed and overtook Cortes in the antagonism

of grave accusations brought against him by Panfilo de

Narvaez, Cristdbal de Tapia and by the Pilot Cardenas,

who, as I have said in the chapter that treats of it, fell ill

from brooding because they had not given him a share

of gold from the first that was sent to Castile.^ Gonzalo

de Umbria also accused him,—he was the pilot whose

feet Cortes ordered to be cut off, because he revolted

with his ship, and with Cermeno and Pedro de Escudero

whom he (Cortes') ordered to be hanged.

CHAPTER CLXVIII.

How Panfilo de Narvaez and Cristobal de Tapia and a pilot named

Gonzalo de Umbria, and another soldier named Cardenas

appeared before His Majesty with the support of the Bishop

of Burgos (although he had no authority to interfere m matters

concerning the Indies, for they had already taken his authority

from him ;)
these named by me were all staying m Toro, and

they brought before His Majesty many complaints against

Cortes, and what was done about it.

I HAVE already said in the last chapter how His Holiness

saw and understood the great services that Cortes and all

of us conquistadores who fought in his company had

performed for Our Lord God and for His Majesty and

all Christendom, and how he favoured Cortes by making
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him Governor of New Spain, and had sent Bulls and

indulgences for the Churches and Hospitals and holy

absolutions for all of us. When His Majesty had seen all

that the Holy Father ordered, after being well informed

about all its truth, he confirmed it with other royal

appointments. At that time the Bishop of Burgos was

removed from his office of President of [the Council of]

the Indies and went to live at the City of Toro. Just

then Panfilo de Narvaez who had been captain of the fleet

which Diego Vellsquez sent against us, arrived in Castile

and Cristbbal de Tipia arrived at the same time, whom
the Bishop himself had sent to take over the Govern-

ment of New Spain, and they brought in their company

Gonzalo de Umbria and another soldier named Cardenas,

and they all went together to Toro to demand support

from the Bishop of Burgos, so that they could go and

complain of Cortfe before His Majesty, for His Majesty

had already returned from Flanders.

The Bishop wished for nothing better than to lodge

complaints against Cort& and against us, and he gave

them support and promises to this end, and they assembled

the proctoi's of Diego Velasquez who were at Court,

namely Bernaldino Velasquez whom he had already sent

from Cuba to represent him, and Benito Martin and

Manuel de Rojas, and they all went together before our

Lord the Emperor, and complained strongly of Cortes.

The Charges they preferred against him were that Diego

Velasquez sent to explore and settle New Spain three

times, and expended a great sum of pesos de oro in ships

and arms and ships’ stores, and things that he gave to the

soldiers, and that he sent Hernando Cort6s in the fleet as

its Captain, and that he (Cortes) revolted with the fleet

and made him no return whatever. They also charged him

that, notwithstanding all this, when Veldsquez sent Panfilo

de Narvaez as Captain of more than fourteen hundred

VOL. IV,
^ y
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soldiers in eighteen ships with many horses, musketeers

and crossbowmen, and with letters and decrees of His

Majesty signed by his President of the [Council of the]

Indies, who was the Bishop of Burgos and Archbishop of

Rosano, [ordering him] to hand over the Government of

New Spain, and he (Cortes) would not obey, on the

contrarv he attacked him [Narvaez], defeated him and

killed his standard bearer and other Captains, and put out

his e3'’e, and burned all the property he possessed and

seized Narvaez himself and other Captains who were in

his company. That notwithstanding this defeat the said

Bishop of Burgos decreed that Cristobal de Tapia should

go, and he went to take over the Government of those

Countries in the name of His Majesty, and he [Cortes]

would not obey him, and by force made him embark

and return ;
and they accused him [Coites] of havnng

demanded much gold from all the cities of New Spain

in the name of His Majesty and that he took it and

hid it and has it in his possession.

They accused him that to the annoyance of all his soldiers

he took a fifth like a king of all the country that had been

annexed in Mexico
;
they accused him of having ordered

the burning of Guatemoc’s feet, and those of other

Caciques, so that they should give him gold, and the}’

also advanced the charge of the death of Catalina Juaiez

la Marcayda the wife of Cortds ;
they accused him of

neither giving nor assisting his soldiers with shares of the

gold, but keeping all of it for himself
;
they accused him

of building palaces and fortified houses as big as a village

and making all the cities in the neighbourhood of Mexico

work at them, and bring great Cypress trees and stone

from distant lands ; they accused him of giving poison to

Francisco de Garay so as to take over his men and

fleet, and they advanced many other complaints and

accusations so numerous, that His Majesty was angry at
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hearing all this injustice that they alleged he had corn“

mitted, believing it to be true.

In addition to this Narvaez speaking very loudly said

these words which you will [now] hear.

^' So that Your Majesty may know how things went on

the night when they captured and defeated me, having

some royal decrees in my bosom, when I drew them

out quickly (and my eye was destroyed) so that they

should not be burnt, For at that time the chamber in

which I stood was on fire, they were forcibly taken from

my bosom by one of Cortes’s Captains named Alonzo

de Avila who is now a prisoner in France, and he would

not return them to me, and stated publicly that they

were not decrees but bills that I came to collect”. Then

they say the Emperor laughed. The reply he [the

Emperor] gave was that he would order justice to be

done, and would do it in the matter
;
and he promptly

ordered certain gentlemen to assemble from his royal

Councils and from the royal cabinet, persons in whom

His Majesty had confidence that they would do strict

justice, and they were named Mercurino Catirinario,

Grand Chancellor and an Italian, Monsior de Lasao and

the Doctor de la Rocha, Flemmings, Hernando de Vega,

Lord of Graxales and Grand Commander of the Order

of Castile, the Doctor Lorenzo Galfndez de Caravajal, and

the Licenciado Vargas, Treasurer General of Castile.

When they told His Majesty that they were assembled

he chai'ged them to examine with full proofs the suits

and disputes between Cortes and Diego Veldsquez and

those complainants and to do justice in all without

respect of persons nor favour to any except to Justice.

As soon as those gentlemen had understood the Royal

Order they decided to meet in some houses and palaces

where the Grand Chancellor was lodged and commanded

the appearance of Narvaez, Cristobal de Tapia, the Pilot

y 2
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Umbria, CArdenas, and of Manuel de Rojas, Benito Martin

and a Velasquez, these were Proctors for Diego Velasquez.

There also appeared on behalf of Cortes, his father, Martin

Cortes, the Licentiate Francisco Nufiez and Diego de

Ordas,’and they ordered the Proctors of Diego Velasquez

to bring forward all their complaints, demands and charges

againsr Cortes and they repeated the same complaints

they had laid before His Majesty. To this Cortes s

Proctors replied that as to what was said about Diego

Velasquez being the first to send and discover New Spain

having spent many pesos de oro, it was not as they stated,

those who discovered it were Francisco Hernandez de

Cordova with one hundred and ten soldiei s, at theii own

expense. On the contrary Diego Velasquez deserved

heavy punishment because he ordered Francisco Hernan-

dez and his companions who made the discovery, to go to

the Island of the Guanaxes to capture Indians by force to

serve as slaves, and of this they showed proofs and on this

point there was no contradiction. They also said that if

Diego Velasquez next sent his relation Grijalva with

another fleet, Diego Velasquez did not send him to form

a settlement but to trade, and the greater part of what

was expended on the fleet was found by the Captains who

had charge of the ships and not by Diego Velasquez
,
that

they gained twenty thousand pesos by barter, and that

Diego Velasquez kept the greater part of it and sent it to

the Bishop of Burgos to get his support, and that he did

not give a share of it to His Majesty, only as much as he

had a mind to. Moreover he gave Indians to the said

Bishop in the Island of Cuba to extract gold for him,

and to His Majesty he gave not one towm, althougli

he was under greater obligation to His Majesty than to

the Bishop ; of this there was good proof and it was not

refuted. On this point they also declared that if he sent

Hernando Cortes with another fleet it was by the grace
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of God and in the interest of the Emperor himself, and it

was certain that if he had sent another Captain he would

have been defeated on account of the great multitude of

warriors who assembled against him, and that when Diego

Velasquez despatched him he did not send him to settle

but to trade
;
proofs of this were shown, that if he (Cort&)

remained to form a settlement it was at the request of his

companions, and seeing that it was to the service of God

and of His Majesty he formed settlements, and that it

was a very successful matter and a report of it had been

sent to His Majesty, and he had sent him ail the gold

he was able to acquire, and he wrote two letters to him

about it, informing him of what has been stated above,

and that [he] Cortes and all his companions bowed to the

ground in compliance with his royal commands. Then

a report was made of all the things that the Bishop of

Burgos did for Diego Velasquez, and that we sent our

Proctors with the gold and letters, and the Bishop con-

cealed our many services and did not forward our letters

to His Majesty, but others such as suited him, and that he

kept most of the gold that we sent for himself and dis-

torted nearly everything that His Majesty ought to have

known, and he did not tell the truth about anything, as

he was bound to do, to our King and Lord, and because

our Proctors wished to go to Flanders [to appear*] before

his royal person, he threw one of them named Alonzo

Hernandez Puertocarrero, a cousin of the Count of

Medellin, into prison and he died there. The said Bishop

ordered the officials of the India House at Seville not to

give any assistance to Cortes either in the matter of arms

or of soldiers, but to thwart him in everything, and he

loudly called us traitors. The Bishop did all this because

he was arranging a marriage between Diego Velasquez

or Tapia and his niece or daughter named Dona Petroniiia

dc Fonseca, and had promised that he would make him
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Governor of Mexico, and for all of this that I have stated

they exhibited copies of the letters we had written to His

Majesty, and other sufficient proofs
;
and on behalf of

Diego Velasquez this was not refuted in any particular

because they had nothing to oppose to it

As to what was said about Panfilo de Narvaez, that

Diego Velasquez sent him with eighteen ships, fourteen

hundred soldiers, one hundred horses, eighty musketeers

and as many crossbowmen and had been put to great

expense, they replied that Diego Velasquez deserved the

punishment of death for having sent that expedition

without His Majesty’s permission, and because when he

sent his Proctors to Castile he submitted nothing what-

ever to Our Lord the King as was his duty, but only

to the Bishop of Burgos.

The Royal Audiencia of Santo Domingo and the

Geronimite Friars, who were the Governors, sent to the

Island of Cuba to order Diego Velasquez under pain

of heavy punishment not to despatch that fleet until His

Majesty should know about it and he had His Royal

permission to do so, for to act otherwise was to do a great

dis-service to God and His Majesty by raising discords,

in New Spain during the time that Cortes and his com-

panions were conquering and converting such a great

number of natives, who were converted to our Holy

Catholic faith
;
and in order to detain the fleet they sent

a Judge of the same Royal Audiencia named the Licentiate

Lucas Vasquez de Ayllon, and instead of obeying him

and the royal orders that he brought, they threw him in

prison and without any [show of] respect, sent him away

in a ship. As Narvaez who was present was the one

who committed that irreverent offence touching on the

crime of “laesa Magistatis^\ he (also) was deserving of

death, and they begged those gentlemen mentioned by

me who were serving as judges to order him to be
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punished, and they (the judges) replied that they would

see that justice was done.

Let us continue the relation of the refutations made
by our Proctors, as to what had been said about Cortes

not wishing to obey the royal decrees brought by Narvaez,

and having made war on him and defeated him and

destroyed his eye and captured him and all his Captains

and set fire to his quarters. To this they replied as

follows :

—

When Narvaez arrived in New Spain and disembarked

the first thing he did was to send word to the great

Cacique Montezuma, whom Cortes held prisoner, that he

had come to release him and to kill all of those who

were with Cortes, and he disturbed the country to such

an extent that where all had been peaceful it reverted

again to warfare. As soon as Cortes heard that Narvaez

had come to the Port of Vera Cruz he wrote to him

very courteously that if he brought decrees from His

Majesty, he wished to see and obey them with the respect

he owed to his King and Lord, and he [Narvaez] would

not answer his letters but in his camp was always calling

him [Cortes] a traitor, which he was not, but a loyal

servant of His Majesty, and when Narvaez ordered a

proclamation of blood and fire and free loot to be made

in his camp against Cortes and his companions, he [Cortes]

begged him many times for peace and to be careful not

to upset New Spain in a way that would result in all

being lost. He offered to go away to such a part of the

country as he might wish to conquer and Narvaez should

go in any other direction which pleased him best, and

that between them they would serve God and His Majesty

and pacify those countries, but not even to this would he

[Narvaez] give any reply. When Cortes saw that all

those acts of courtesy were in vain, and he was not shown

the royal decrees, and heard of the great irreverence
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Narvaez had committed in seizing His Majesty’s Judge,

he decided, in order to punish him for that crime, to go

and speak to him and see the royal decrees and learn for

what reason he had seized the Judge. [Our Proctors also

stated] that Narvaez had certainly arranged to capture

Cortes and of this they produced proofs and

sufScient attestations, and moreover as a witness [they

called] Andres cle Duero who was there on the side of

Narvaez when that happened, and it was this same Duero

who gave notice of it to Cortes. To all this the party

of Diego Velasquez could offer no refutation whatever.

As to the accusations regarding the coming of Francisco

Garay t© Panuco with a great fleet and decrees from His

Majesty by which he was made Governor of that province,

and that Cortes had shown great cunning and assiduity

in..;nducing Garay’s soldiers to rise against him, and the

Indians of the said province killed many of them, and

his taking certain ships from them, and committing other

excesses, until Garay saw that he was lost and deserted

and without captains or soldiers and went to place himself

within Cortes’s doors and lodged in his house, and within

eight days of breakfasting with him he died of poison that

they had then given him,—they replied that it was not so.

For there was no need for Cortes to make Garay’s soldiers

mutiny, because as Garay was not a man suited for warfare

he had no skill with soldiers, and because they did not

meet with good land when he disembarked, but with

rivers and bad swamps and mosquitos and bats, and

those whom he brought in his company heard news of

the great prosperity of Mexico and the riches and the

good report oi the liberality of Cortes, there was reason

enough for them to go to him to Mexico
;

and his

[Garay’s] soldiers wandered about through the pueblos of

those provinces robbing the natives and taking their

daughters and wives, and the natives rose against them
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and killed the soldiers and he [Cortes] did not, as they

say, seize the ships, but they were wrecked. If Cortes

sent his Captains it was so that they might speak to

Garay offering themselves to him on behalf of Cortes,

and to examine the royal decrees, whether they were at

variance with those which Cortes already possessed, and

that Garay seeing himself deserted by his soldiers, and

his ships run aground, came to get help in Mexico, and

Cortes ordered much honour to be paid to him on the

road, and [prepared] banquets in Texcoco, and when he

entered Mexico he went out to receive him, and lodged

him in his house, and had arranged a marriage between

their children, and wished to give him support and

assistance to settle at the Rio de Palmas, and that if

he fell ill and God was pleased to take him from this

world what fault had Cortes in the matter ? Great

honour was paid to him in his burial, and they put on

mourning for him and the doctors who attended him

swore that it was pleurisy and that was the truth and

there was no refutation. As to what was said about his

exacting a fifth like a King, they answered that when

they made him Captain General and Chief Justice, until

His Majesty might decide otherwise, the soldiers promised

to give him a fifth from the shares after the royal fifth

was taken out, and he took it because he afterwards spent

all he possessed in His Majesty’s service, for he went on

the expedition to Panuco and paid over sixty thousand

pesos de oro from his property, and sent in presents to

His Majesty much of the gold that had come to him

from his fifth, and they exhibited proofs of all they said

and there was no refutation from the Proctors of Diego

Velasquez.

As to what was alleged about Cortes having taken

from the soldiers the shares of gold which fell to them,

they said that they were given to them in accordance
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with the account of the gold which was found on the

Capture of Mexico, for very little was found, because the

Indians of Tlaxcala and Texcoco and the other warriors

who were present in the battles and wars had stolen it

all
;
and there was no refutation to this. Concerning

what was stated about the death of Doha Catalina Juarez

la Marcayda the wife of Cortes, they denied it, for she

was already ill with asthma and died the next morning.

As to what was said about Cortes ordering the feet of

Guatemoc and the other Caciques to be burnt with oil,

so as to make them yield up the gold, to this they

replied that His Majesty’s officers did the burning against

the wish of Cortes, to make them [the Caciques] betray

the whereabouts of the treasure of Montezuma, and for

this they furnished plenty of evidence.

Regarding the charge that he had built very great

houses and held court in themi and had caused tree

timber and cypresses and stone to be brought from

distant lands, they replied that the houses were in truth

most sumptuous for he had them built lor His Majesty s

service and in his Royal Name, but that the timber and

cypresses grew close to the city and wete biought bj-

water, and as for stone, there was so much from the

temples of the idols which they destroyed, that there was

no necessity to bring it from outside, and in order to

dress it, all that was .
needed was to order the great

Cacique Guatemoc to have it dressed by Indian artizans

of whom there are many, both builders and carpenters,

and Guatemoc had summoned all his towns for the

purpose, for it was the custom among the Indians to

build the houses and palaces of their Lords in this

manner.

As to the complaint of Narvaez, that Alonzo de Avila
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snatched the royal decrees from his breast by force and

would not give them back and gave out that they were

bills which he had come to collect, and that he did it

by Cortes’s orders :—they answered that they saw no

decrees but only three notes of hand for certain horses

and mares which had been sold on credit, and these

they gave back to Narvaez, Cortes never saw any such

decrees nor ordered them to be taken from him.

As to the complaint of the Pilot Umbria that Cortes

had ordered his feet to be cut off and ill treated for no

reason whatever :—they answered that they were cut off,

according to justice and judgment that was given on

the matter, for he tried to revolt with his ship and to

desert his Captain in wartime and go to Cuba with two

other men whom Cortes justly ordered to be hanged.

As to the plea of Cardenas, that they had not given him

his share of the first gold that was sent to His Majesty,

they said that he signed [a declaration] with many others

that he wanted no share in it, but that it should be sent

to His Majesty, and in addition to this Cortes gave him

three hundred pesos to take to his wife and children, and

that Cardenas not being a man fit for warfare and crack

brained and of no use he was very well paid with the

three hundred pesos. And finally they answered that

if Cortes went against Narvaez and defeated him and

destroyed his eye and took him and his captains prisoners

and burnt his quarters, Narvaez himself was the cause

of it, according to what they had [already] stated and

alleged, and [it was done] as a punishment for the great

irreverence he had committed in seizing one of His

Majesty’s Judges, and as right was on the side of Cortes

and his companions in that battle which he fought with

Narvaez Our Lord God was pleased to give the victory

to Cortes who with two hundred and sixty-six soldiers,

without horses or muskets or crossbows but with great
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skill and presents of gold, defeated Narvaez and destroyed

his eye and captured him and his Captains who biought

against Cortes thirteen hundred soldiers and among them

one hundred horsemen, and as many musketeers and cross-

bowmen, and had Narvaez remained as Captain of New

Spain, it would have been lost. As to what was said

about Cristobal de Tapia coming to take over the Govern-

ment of New Spain with decrees from His Majesty and

their refusing to obey him :—to this they answered that

Cristobal de Tapia, who was there present, had been

content to sell some horses and negroes, and had he

gone to Mexico where Cortes was stationed and shown

him his authority, he [Cortes] would have obeyed it,

but as all the gentlemen and the municipalities of all

the cities and towns saw that it was desirable that Cortes

should hold the Government at that time, because Tapia

was not fit for it, they protested against the royal decrees

to His Majesty, as appears in the deeds which were drawn

up on the subject.

After they had finished stating their demands on behalf

of Diego Velasquez and Narvaez, and those gentlemen

[already] mentioned by me, as Judges had taken note of

the replies, and all that was alleged on behalf of Cortes

and proved, and had been occupied for five days in

listening to one side and the other, they decided to

submit the whole matter in a consultation to His Majesty,

and after a unanimous decision had been reached, the

judgment they delivered was as follows

;

Firstly, they considered Cortes a good and loyal seivant

of His Majesty, as well as everyone of us the true con-

quistadores who went with him, and they esteemed highly

our great fidelity and they praised and extolled in the

highest degree the great battles and the daring we showed

against the Indians, and did not omit mentioning how

few in number we were when we defeated Narvaez, and
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promptly silenced Diego Velasquez as to his claim to the

government of New Spain, and that if he had spent any-

thing on the fleets that he might justly demand it from

Cortes. They next gave judgment that Cortes should be

governor of New Spain according to the orders of the

high Pontiff and they approved in the name of His

Majest}^ of the allotments Cortes had made, and gave

him authority to grant lands from that time forward,

and they approved of all he had done for it was clearly

for the service of God and His Majesty.

In the affair of Garay, and in other matters touching

the charges they brought against him [such as] the death

of his wife Doha Catalina Juarez la Marcayda, they came

to no decision with regard to it, it was reserved for a

future time when they would send to take his Residencia.

As to the charge Narvaez put forward, about their

snatching the decrees from his breast, and that it was

Alonzo de Avila [who did it] who was at the time a

prisoner in France, for Juan Florin, the great Pirate, had

seized him when he stole Montezuma’s jewels which we

were sending
;
those gentlemen declared that he [Narvaez]

had better go and ask him in France or that they should

cite him to appear before His Majesty’s Court, so as to

hear what he would answer to it As to the two pilots

Umbria and Cardenas, they ordered them to be given

royal grants so that they should each be given Indians

in New Spain who would produce an equivalent of a

thousand pesos de oro. They ordered that all the con-

quistadores should receive a preference and that they

should give us good allotments of Indians, and that we

should be entitled to seats of honour, both within the

holy churches as well as in other places.

When this judgment was given and delivered by those

gentlemen whom His Majesty had appointed as Judges,

they took it to Valladolid where His Majesty was re-
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siding, to be signed, for at that time (having come from

Flanders) he had ordered all his royal Court and Council

to proceed there, and His Majesty signed it, and issued

other royal decrees to turn out other renegades from New

Spain
;
so that there should be no obstacle to the con-

version of the Natives. He also ordered that no lawyers

should go there for some years, for, wherever they are,

they stir up lawsuits, arguments and discord. All these

decisions were issued with His Majesty’s signature and

counter-signed by those gentlemen who acted as judges

and by Don Garci'a de Padilla in this same .
city of "V al-

ladolid on the seventeenth of May in the year one

thousand five hundred and twenty something, and they

came legalized by the Secretary Don Prancisco de

los Cobos' who was afterwards Comendador Mayor of

Leon.

Then His Majesty wrote to Cortes and all of us who

had gone with him thanking us for the many good and

distinguished services we had performed for him, and at

that time also Don Hernando of Hungary, King of

the Romans and father of the present Emperor,- wrote

another letter in reply to one Cortes had written and sent

to him with a present of many golden jewels, and what

the King of Hungary said in the letter he wrote, was that

he had already heard the news of the many and great

services that he had performed first to God and to his

Lord and brother the Emperor and to all Christendom

and he (Cortes) should let him know of any wishes he

might have so that he could intercede for them in favour

of their fulfilment with his Lord and brother the Emperor,

for his (Cortes’) generous personality was entitled to more

than that, and he should give his allotments to his valiant

1 Francisco de los Covos. Mai-quds de Camerasa.

2 Ferdinand of Austria, brother of the Emperor Charles V., suc-

ceeded to the Empire on death of Charles V. in 15 5^-
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soldiers who had assisted him. He added other com-

plimentary expressions, and I remember that he signed

himself “ I, the King and Infante of Castile,^’ and it was

countersigned by his Secretary named somebody of Castil-

lejo, and this letter I read two or three times in Mexico

for Cortes showed it to me, so that I might see in what

high esteem we the true conquistadores were held.

When our Proctors received those warrants they

promptly despatched them post haste by Rodrigo de

Paz, a cousin of Cortds and a relation of the Licentiate

Francisco Nufiez, and there also went with them an

hidalgo from Estremadura, also a relation of Cortes,

named Francisco de Las Casas and they engaged a quick

sailing ship and set their course for the Island of Cuba,

and in Santiago de Cuba, where Diego Velasquez was

Governor they notified him of the decrees and sentences

ordering him to abandon his suit against Cortes, and to

demand of him the disbursements he had made. The

notification was made by sound of trumpet, and Diego

Velasquez fell ill from vexation and died within a few

months poor and discontented.

So as not to have to turn back again to recite what

Francisco de Montejo and Diego de Ordas negotiated in

Castile, I will state it now
;

to Francisco de Montejo His

Majesty granted the Government of Yucatan and Cozumel

and made him Adelantado which conveyed [the titles of]

Don and Senoria; to Diego de Ordas His Majesty con-

firmed the [grant of] Indians that he held in New Spain,

and gave him a Commandery of [the order of] Sehor

Santiago, and the Volcano which is near Huexotzingo as

a coat of Arms, and with this they went back to New

Spain, and within two or three years Ordas him-

self returned to Castile, and petitioned for leave to

conquer Maraiion, where he lost his life and all his

property.
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Let us leave this and say that when the Bishop of

Burgos who in due time heard of the great favours

which His Majesty bestowed on Cortes and all' of
'
us

ConquistadoreSj and how those gentlemen already men-

tioned by me as Judges had gained full knowledge of

the agreements that existed between him and Diego

Velasquez and how he took the gold that we sent to

His Majesty and concealed and distorted our many

services and approved as good those of his friend Diego

Velasquez, if he had been very sad and reflective before,

he now on this occasion fell seriously ill on account of

this and other annoyances which he suffered through a

gentleman who was his nephew named Don Alonzo de

Azevedo Fonseca, who was Archbishop of Santiago, for

Don Juan Rodriguez de Fonseca claimed that Arch-

bishopric.

Let us stop talking of this and tell how Francisco de

Las Casas and Rodrigo de Paz arrived in New Spain

and entered Mexico with the royal decrees which they

brought from His Majesty to the effect that Cortes was

to be Governor, what happiness and rejoicing they caused

and what messengers started through all the provinces

of New Spain to claim rewards in the towuis which had

been settled, and what favours Cortes conferred on Las

Casas and on Rodrigo de Paz and others who came in

their company who were from his home at Medellin. He

made Francisco de Las Casas a Captain and at once gave

him a town named Aguitlan, and to Rodrigo de Paz he

gave other very good towns and made him his chief

steward and secretary, and he ended by managing Cortes

himself. To all those who came from his home at

Medellin he gave Indians, and to the Master of the ship

which brought the news that Cortes was governor, he

gave gold with which he returned to Castile a rich man.

Let us cease from reciting the rejoicings and rewards
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that were given on account of the news I have mentioned,

and let me answer what some inquisitive readers have

asked me, and they are quite right to bring up the dis-

cussion :—how was it possible for me to know what had

happened in Spain, both what His Holiness commanded

as well as the complaints they made against Cortes and

the replies that our Proctors offered for consideration,

and the judgment that was given in the matter, and

many other particulars which I have here spoken of and

stated, and which as I was at the time conquering in

New Spain and its provinces, I could neither see nor hear?

I answer them that not only did I get to know it, but

all the conquistadores [did so] who cared to see and

read it in four or five letters and reports which explained

in their chapters how and when and at what time all

that I have related had taken place, and these letters

and reports our Proctors wrote from Castile so that we

should know that they were pressing our business with

great fervour.

I often said at the time that it looked as though what

they obtained was solely on account of Cortes's affairs

and their own, and that as for us who had won and con-

quered it [the country] and placed Cortes in the position

that he occupied, we were always left to face one difficulty

after another, and as there is much to be said on this

subject, let it stay in the inkpot, except to pray our

Lord God to remedy it and to incline the heart of our

Great Csesar to order his honest justice which in all

things is infallible to be carried out.

"Let us pass on and speak of what Cortes was occupied

about after he was invested with the Government
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CHAPTER CLXIX.

What Cortes was engaged upon after he was

Government of New Spain, how and m what way he allotted

Ae pueblos of Indians and other things that took place, ana

a sort of grumbling it led to among the recipients.

The Government of New Spain had no sooner been

conferred on Cortes than it occurred to me and others

of the original Conquistadores of most mature anc

prudent judgment that it would have to be Cortes s

Ly to bear in mind all the hardships that ensued

from the day that he set out from the Island of Cuba

onwards, and remember who were the persons who sup-

ported him when we disembarked on the Sand-dunes,^

and when he was chosen Captain General and Chiei

Justice of New Spain. Who again were those who were

always to be found at his side in all the wars, those

of Tabasco and Cingapacinga and in the three battles

of Tlaxcala, and in that of Cholula, when they had the

pots all ready with Chili peppers to cook and eat us,

and also who took his side when on account of si.x or

seven soldiers who were not on good terms with him

they bid him return to Villa Rica instead of going to

Mexico, putting before him the great strength of warriors

and the powerful fortification of the city, and who were

those who entered Mexico with him and aided in the

capture of the great Montezuma. Then when Panfilo

de Narvaez came with his fleet, who were the soldiers

whom he took with him to aid him in the capture and

defeat of Narvaez, and who were those who returned

with him to Mexico to the relief of Pedro de Alvarado

and were present at the bridges and the great attacks

they made on us until we fled from Mexico, and out

of the thirteen hundred soldiers eight hundred and fifty
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were left dead, counting those who were killed in Tuxtepec
and on the roads, and only four hundred and forty of us

through God’s Mercy escaped
;
and he should also be

reminded who in that fearful battle of Otumba, after

God, helped him to come out a conqueror from that

extreme danger, and later on who were they and how
many who helped him to conquer Tepeaca and Cachula

and their neighbourhood, and Izucar and Guacachiila,

and how we took the round by way of Texcoco to

Mexico, and the many other expeditions we made from

Texcoco such as the affair of Iztapalapa when they tried

to drown us, letting out (as they did) the water of the

lake thinking to drown us in it
;
and in the same manner

of the battles we fought with the natives of that pueblo

and the Mexicans who helped them, and then of the

expeditions to Zaltocan, and the Peholes which they

now call the Peholes del Marques, and many other expe-

ditions
;
and the round of the great pueblos of the lake,

and the many encounters and battles that took place

during that journey such as those at Xochimilco and

those at Tacuba
;
and on our return to Texcoco who

were those who helped him against the conspiracy which

was planned and settled to kill him, on which account

he hanged one Villafaha. After this who were those who

helped him to conquer Mexico and suffered many battles

and wounds and hardships day and night for ninety-

three days on end, until Guatemoc, who governed Mexico

at that time, was captured. Who were those who helped

him and backed him up when a certain Cristobal de

Tapia came to New Spain to take over the Government,

and more than all this, who were the soldiers who wrote

three times to His Majesty in praise of the many great,

good and notable services that Cortes had done him, and

[affirmed] that he was worthy of the highest rewards

and should be made Governor of New Spain. I do not
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wish now to call to mind other services which we were

constantly performing for Cortds, we the manly and

hardy soldiers who had gone through all this
;
but now

when the Government had come to him, (and, after God,

it was through our help that it was given to lur^ it

would be seemly that he should take count of Dick,

Tom and Harry^ and others who deserved it, and the

soldier and comrade who was perchance in Colima or

Zacatula, or in Panuco or Coatzacoaicos, and those who

fled away when Tututepec was abandoned, and who

were poor because the luck of [possessing] good Indians

had not fallen to their share, for there was property to

dispose of, and [means of] removing them from unprofit-

able lands, as His Majesty had many times ordered and

charged him to do in his Royal letters. Cortes gave

nothing from his own property and he should have given

what would have supported them and have given them

preference in all things. When he wrote to the proctors

who were in Castile he should have written in our name

telling them to solicit on our behalf, and Cortes himself

should have written to His Majesty very graciously

begging him to give us for ourselves and our children

all the appointments and royal offices that there were in

New Spain, but I say other peoples troubles weighed

lightly with him®, and he .solicited for himself alone the

Government which they brought him not only before

he was made a Marquis, but after he went to Castile

and came back a Marquis.

Let us leave this and mention here another proceeding

which would have been a very right and just way of

apportioning the whole of the Pueblos of New Spain,

according to the very learned Conquistadores of prudent

^ Con Pero y Sancbo y Min.

? Mai ageno de pelo cuelga.
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and mature judgment who captured it. What should

have been done was this, to divide New Spain into five

parts, one fifth part of the best cities and capitals of all the

population to be given to His Majesty as his royal fifth,

leaving another part for allotment so that the rent should

go to the churches, hospitals and monasteries, and to

enable His Majesty to grant some favours to gentlemen

who had done him service if he wished to do so, and

there would have been enough for all
;
and the three

parts that remained should have been divided between

Cortes and all of us original Conquistadores according to

the rank which he considered that each of us held, and it

should have been granted in perpetuity, for at that time

His Majesty would have approved of it, as he had

expended nothing on these conquests and neither knew

nor had heard of this country, (residing as he did at

that time in Flanders) and seeing that as loyal subjects

we had delivered over to him a considerable part of the

lands of the New World he would have been graciously

pleased to make us a grant of them, and with that we

should have settled down and should not have wandered

on as we wander now like a lame mule, dejected and

going from bad to worse under Governors who do just

as they choose, while many of us Conquistadores have

not enough to live on, [nor do we know] what will

become of the children we leave behind us.

I wish to state what Cortes did and to whom he gave

the pueblos; first of all [he gave them] to Francisco de

Las Casas, to Rodrigo de Paz, to the Factor, the Veedor

and the Accountant who at that time came from Castile,

and to a certain Avalos and Saavedra his relations, and

to one Barrios to whom he married his sister-in-law,

sister of his wife la Marcayda, so that they should not

accuse him of the murder of his wife, and to Alonzo

Lucas and to one Juan de la Torre and Luis de la Torre
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and to a Villegas and to one Alonzo Valiente and a

Ribera the squint-eyed. Why do I count these few when

to as many as came from Medellin, and to any servants

of great lords who told him stories that pleased him he

gave the best of New Spain. I do not say that it was

better to abstain from giving to all, for there was plerVy,

but that he should have first considered those whom His

Majesty recommended and the soldiers who helped him

to gain the position and power he possessed, and should

have assisted them. Now that it is done I do not wish

to repeat any more, but I remember that a saying was

current among us when there was anydiing of much

importance to be divided that they used it as a proverb

when there were debates about it, and they were wont

to say “Not to divide it like Cortes who took all the

gold and the most and the best of New Spain for him-

self” while we remain poor in the towns where we settled

in the misery which fell to our lot, but when it comes to

going on expeditions which suit his purpose he remembers

well enough where we are and sends to summon us for

battles and warfare as I will relate later on.

I will stop reciting grievances and the oppression to

which he subjected us for it cannot now be remedied,

and 1 will not omit to relate w'hat Cortes said after they

took the Government from him (which was when Luis

Ponce de Leon came, and when Luis Ponce died he left

Marcos de Aguilar as his lieutenant as I will report

further on) and that is when some of us gentlemen and

captains, old companions who had helped him in the

conquest, went to Cortes to tell him to give up some of

the many Indians that he then possessed, for His Majesty

ordered some of them to be taken from him, and they

had to be given up and were promptly taken from him,

and the answer he gave was that they must suffer as he

was suffering, but if His Majesty should again grant him
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the Government, by his conscience, (for that was his

[customary] oath,) he would not make the mistakes he

had done in the past, but would give good allotments

to those whom His Majesty should designate, and would

amend the great error which he committed in the past,

and with such [promise of] allotments and smooth words

he thought they were contented but they went about

abusing him and even cursing him and his entire family

and all that he possessed, and wishing him bad luck

with it, him and his daughters.

Let us leave this now and relate that at that time or a

few days earlier, the Officers of His Majesty’s Treasury

arrived from Castile namely Alonzo de Estrada the

Treasurer a native of Ciudad Real and the Factor Gon-

zalo de Salazar who said that he was the eldest son of

Cristiano who was born in Granada and they say his

ancestors came from Burgos, and Rodrigo de Albornoz

also arrived, for Julian de Alderete was dead, and this

Albornoz was a native of Paldinas or of Ragama, The

Veedor Pedro Almindez Chirino came, a native of Ubeda

or Basca and many other persons came who had official

appointments.

Let us leave this, and I wish to state that at this time

one Rodrigo Rangel whom I have often mentioned before

(who had not been present at the capture of Mexico, nor

at any of the battles which had been fought in New

Spain) so that he might gain in some repute, begged

Cortes to give him a company to go and conquer the

Pueblos of the Zapotecs who were at war, and that he

might take Pedro de Ircio in his company to act as

adviser in what was to be done. As Cortes knew that

Rodrigo Rangel was not the man to be entrusted with

any task because he was always ailing with great pain

from boils and was very feeble and his thighs and legs

were very thin, and all his body and head covered with
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running sores, he refused him that expedition, saying that

the Zapotec Indians were a difficult people to conquer on

account of the great and lofty mountains where they

lived, so that it was impossible to take horses, and that

there were always fogs and mists there, and the roads were

narrow and slippery and one could not walk along them

unless, so to speak, with the feet of those going ahead

on a level with the heads of those who came behind (this

is to be understood in the way I here state it, as it is true,

because those who go above and those who come behind,

go head to foot) and that it w^as not a suitable undertaking

[for him] to go against them, and if they did go they

would have to take soldiers who were very active and

strong and experienced in warfare.

However, as Rangel was very obstinate and came from

the same country as Cortes which is Medellin, he per-

suaded him to grant his request, and as we afterwards

learned Cortes was in favour of sending him to a place

where he might die, for he had a bad tongue and said

evil things. So Cortes himself wrote to Coatzacoalcos

to ten or a dozen of us whom he named in the letter

begging us to go with Rangel and assist him
;

and

among the soldiers ordered to go he named me, and

all of us w'-ent, that is all those settlers to whom Cortes

had written.

I have already said that there are great mountains in

the land inhabited by the Zapotecs and that the natives

are very active and lithe people and that with certain

calls and whistles which they give all the valleys resound

just like echoes.

As we had to take along Rangel we could not hurry

and do what we ought to do, and when we reached a

pueblo we found it deserted and as the houses were not

close together but one on a hill and another in a valley

and it was the rainy season and poor Rangel was crying
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out with pain from his boils, and we all disliked marching

in his company, and seeing that it was a waste of time we
feared that some disaster might happen, if by chance the

Zapotecs should wait for us and face us (for they are

active and have long lances, much better than ours, and

they are great archers and shoot stones from slings and

we could only move along the roads in single file,) and

as Rangel was worse than when he started he agreed to

abandon the black conquest, for black one might call it

and return each one to his home. Pedro de Ircio whom
he brought as adviser was the first to give this advice and

he left Rangel and went off to Villa Rica where he lived

and Rangel said that he wished to go with us to Coat-

zacoalcos as it was a warm country, to be cured of his

illness, and the bad luck fell to us residents of Coatzacoal-

cos who were then present to carry that laggard back

with us.

When we arrived at Coatzacoalcos he at once said that

he wished to go and pacify the provinces of Cimatan and

Talatupan^ which (as I have already said many times in

the chapter that treats of the subject) did not want to

make peace because of [the protection afforded them by]

the great rivers and quaking bogs among which they

lived, and in addition to this stronghold of swamps they

were by nature great archers and used very large bows

and were excellent shots. To go back to our story, Rangel

displayed in that town decrees from Hernando Cortes

[to the effect] that he sent him as Captain to conquer

the provinces that were at war, especially that of Cimatan

and Talatupan and he summoned nearly all the settlers

of the town to accompany him, and Cortes was so greatly

feared that although we regretted it, we did not dare to

disobey when we beheld his decrees, and over one hundred

^ Tacotalpa?
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foot soldiers and horsemen and as many as twenty-six

crossbowmen and musketeers set out with Rangel.

We went by [way of] Tonala, Ayagualulco, Copilco, and

Zaciialco and we crossed many rivers in canoes and rafts

and we passed by Teotitan Copilco and by all the towns

we called La Ghontalpa which were peaceable and arrived

within five leagues of Ciniatan, and In some swamps and

bad places there were assembled nearly all the warriors

of that province and they had erected fences and great

barricades of logs and thick tiinber.s, and from within

some battlements and loopholes whence they could shoot

promptly they gave us such a vigorous attack of arrows

and fire hardened javelins from their spear throwers that

they killed seven horses and wounded more than eight

soldiers and they gave Rangel himself who was on horse-

back an arrow wound in the left arm, but it only entered

a little way.

We old Conquistadores had told Rangel that active men

should alwa3’s go [in advance] on foot examining the road

and looking out for ambuscades, and had already said at

other times that these Indians were used to fight very

bravely and with cunning, but as he was a man who talked

much he said, curse it all, if he had believed us that would

not have happened to him, and from this time onwards

that we should be the captains and should command him

in the war. As soon as the soldiers were healed as well

as certain horses which were wounded in addition to the

seven which were killed, Rangel ordered me to go scouting

ahead and to take a very fierce lurcher that belonged to

him and also two soldiers and crossbowmen, and I told

him to keep well back with the horsemen and that the

soldiers and musketeers should go with me. On our way

to the pueblo of Cimatan which was at that time well

populated we met with other barricades and fortifications

neither more ' nor' less than those we had already passed,
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and they let fly at us who were going ahead such [a

number of] arrows and javelins that they promptly killed

the lurcher and but for my thick armour I should have

fallen there, for seven arrows were hanging from me
checked [from piercing me] by the thick wadding of my
armour, however, even so I came out wounded in one foot,

and all my companions were wounded.

Then I cried out to some friendly Indians who were

a little way behind [to tell] the musketeers, crossbowmen

and foot soldiers to come at once to our assistance, but

the horsemen to stay behind for they could not gallop

there nor make any use of their horses and they would

have been shot with arrows. And they soon came to

my support as I had sent to tell them, for before I had

gone on ahead it had all been so arranged that the

horsemen should keep well back and that all the others

should be on the alert for a signal or order. When the

crossbow^men and musketeers came up we drove the

enemy from the barricades and they took refuge in some

great quaking swamps, and no one could enter them and

get out again except on all fours or with much assistance.

At this time Rangel arrived with the horsemen and

[as] there were many houses round about abandoned by

their owners we rested [there] that day and treated the

wounded. The next day we marched on the way to the

pueblo of Cimatan and there were great level savannahs,

and in the middle of the savannahs most horrible swamps,

and in one of them the enemy waited for us, and it was

with cunning that they agreed among themselves to await

us in the open field of the savannahs, and they foresaw

that, in their greediness to overtake them and spear

them, the horsemen would come galloping after them

full tilt, and would stick in the mud of the swamp, and

it happened just as they had planned in spite of all we

had told and advised Rangel that he should be on the
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look out as there were many swamps, and that he should

not gallop over the savannahs with loose reign, for the

horses would stick in the mud and that these Indians

were known to use these stratagems and make fortifi-

cations and places to shoot from near to the swamps,

but he would not believe it The first to get stuck in

the swamp was Rangel himself, and his horse, was killed

[and they would have captured him] if he .had not been

promptly rescued, for many Indians had thrown them-

selves into those dangerous swamps in order to seize him

and carry him off alive to be sacrificed. However he

came out with the ulcers on his head scarified.

As all that province was thickly peopled we went to

another small pueblo close by and the inhabitants fled

from it, and there we doctored Rangel and the three

soldiers who were wounded, and thence we went to some

other houses, also without inhabitants for their owners

at once deserted them, and we found another fortification

well fenced with great baulks of timber and loopholes

for arrows, and we had not rested more than a quarter

of an hour when so great a number of Cimatec warriors

came and surrounded us in the pueblo that they killed

one soldier and two horses, and we barely succeeded in

driving them off.

At that time our Rangel was suffering greatly from

his head and there were many mosquitos so that he

could sleep neither by night nor day and huge bats

which bit him and sucked his blood. It was always

raining, and as some of the soldiers newly arrived from

Castile, whom Rangel had brought with him, saw that

the Indians of that province had already made a stand

against us in three places and had killed eleven horses

and two soldiers and wounded many others, they advised

Rangel to turn back for it was a very poor country and

full of swamps, and Rangel was anxious to do so, but
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in order that the retreat should not appear to be of his

own free will and wish, but on account of the advice

of the majority, he determined to call a council to con-

sider it, [composed] of persons who were of his way of

thinking so that the retreat should take place.

At that moment twenty of us soldiers had gone out

to see whether we could capture some people in the

neighbouring cacao groves and we brought back two

Indian men and three women. Then Rangel called me
aside and consulted me and spoke of his headache and

how the other soldiers had advised him to turn back,

and told me all that had happened. Then I censured

him about the retreat and said to him “what will they

say of your Honour being so near to the pueblo of

Cimatan and wishing to turn back ? Cortes will not be

pleased at it, and evil disposed persons who wish you

ill will throw it in your face that neither in the expe-

dition against the Zapotecs nor in this one have you

achieved a single good result although you were accom-

panied by such fine conquistadores, namely, the men of

our town of Coatzacoalcos. In so far as our honour and

that of Your Excellency is concerned I and other soldiers

are of opinion that we should go forward, and I and my
companions will go on ahead examining the swamps and

forests and with the crossbowmen and musketeers we will

go to the Capital of Cimatan, and your Honour can give

my horse to some other gentleman who is expert with

a lance and has the courage to manage him, for he is

of no use to me in what I am doing, and he can come

behind with the horsemen.^’

When Rodrigo Rangel heard this from me as he was

a loud voiced man and a great talker he came out

from the hut where [he had] been holding council and

in a loud voice called together all the soldiers and said

“the die is cast that we are to go ahead curse it all
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(for this was always 'his; way of swearing and talking)

if Bernal Diaz del " Castillo has told me the truth it

is what suits: all of
'

you/’ and although some soldiers

were sorry for it, others thought it right, and we at once

began our march with the crossbowmen and musketeers

in good order close by me, and the horsemen in the rear

on account of the forest and swamps where horses could

not gallop, until we reached , another pueblo which the

natives abandoned. Thence we went to the capital of

Cimatan and went through another affray of arrows and

javelins, but we soon put the enemy to flight and the

native dwellers in that pueblo set fire to many of their

houses, and there we captured fifteen men and women,

and sent the women to bid the Cimatecs to make peace

and we would pardon them for the warfare, and the

relations and husbands of the women and common folk

whom we held as prisoners came and we gave them up

all the spoil, and they said that they would bring the

whole pueblo to peace, but they never returned with

an answer. Then Rangel said to me “ Curse it all, but

you have deceived me and you must make an expedi-

tion with other companions and find me as many Indian

men and women as those you have made me release

through your advice.”

So fifty of us soldiers with myself as Captain promptly

set out and we came on some ranchos placed among

quaking bogs which we did not dare to enter, whence

[the inhabitants] fled through some great thickets

and thorn brakes which they call among themselves

Xihuaquetlan, which are very dangerous and pierce

one’s feet, and in some cacao groves we captured six

men and women with their little children and we

returned to ©ur Captain and with this we appeased

him, and he again set the prisoners free so that they

should summon the Cimatecs to make peace, and in
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spite of persuasion they would not come, and we re-

solved to return to our town of Coatzacoalcos.

So ended the expeditions against the Zapotecs and

against the people of Cimatan, and this is the report

which should have been made of Rangel when he begged

this conquest of Cortes.

I wish to relate some things which Rangel did on the

march for they are laughable
;
when they were in the

Zapotec mountains, it appears that one of the soldiers

newly arrived from Castile made him angry, and Rangel

said and swore Curse it all, he must be tied to a whip-

ping post", and he said, ''is there no knave to lend

a hand and help me to tie him"? There was a soldier

there who now lives in Oaxaca named Hernando de

Aguilar and as he was a simple-minded man he said

" I want to get away from here, don’t ask me to lend

a hand," and Rangel laughed so much at this that he

promptly pardoned the soldier who had angered him on

account of what Aguilar saidy Another time a horse

broke away from a soldier named Salazar and he could

not catch it and Rangel said, “let one of the greatest

rogues and swindlers that have come with us help him

to catch it," and there came a gentleman, a person of

quality, who did not understand what Rangel said and

captured the horse, and it sent Rangel into fits of

laughter and we were all made to laugh at the things

that he said. There was a dispute between two soldiers

about a tribute of cacao given to one of them by a small

pueblo which Cortes had assigned to them and which

they held in partnership between them, and although

the partners did not wish it, Rangel made them cast

lots [to decide] who should have the pueblo. And he

did and said other things which were subjects for

laughter rather than for description.

Gonzalo de Ocampo said of this Rodrigo Rangel that
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on account of the oaths and imprecations that he swore

and things he said, that they examined them in Castile

in the Holy Office. I did not wish to write a chapter

by itself about this Captaincy which they gave to this

Rodrigo Rangel for we did no good for lack of time,

and above all, because the Captain was so ill and not

able to keep his feet

Two years afterwards or a little later we returned in

earnest to the Zapotecs and the other provinces and

conquered them and brought them to peace, which I will

relate further on. Let us leave this and tell how Cortes

sent to His Majesty in Castile over eighty thousand

pesos de oro by the hands of Diego de Soto a native

of Toro, and I think by one Ribero the one-eyed, who

was his Secretary, and then he sent the very valuable

gun made of low-grade gold and silver which they

called the bird Phoenix, and he also sent to his father

Martin Cortes many thousands of pesos de oro, and

what happened about it I will go on to relate.

CHAPTER CLXX.

How Captain Hernando Cortes sent to Castile to His Majesty eighty

thousand pesos in gold and silver and sent a cannon winch was

a culverin very richly adorned with many figures a ovei i

and the greater part of it consisted of low-grade gold mixe

with silver from Michoacan, and the name given to it was the

Phcenix ;
he also sent to his father Martin Cortes over five

thousand pesos de oro, and what happened about it I will go

on to relate.

As Cortes had collected and got together a matter of

eighty thousand pesos de oro, and the forging of the

culverin called the Phoenix was finished and resulted in

a cannon of excellent quality for presentation to such an
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exalted Emperor as our great Caesar as an inscription

engraved on the culverin itself stated :

Aquesta, ave, iiacio, sin par This bird born without an equal,

Yo en serviros sin segundo y I second to none in serving you,

Vos sin ygual en el mundo Your Highness without equal in

the world.

Cortes sent it all to His Majesty by a gentleman

named Diego de Soto a native of Toro, and I cannot

remember clearly if a certain Juan de Ribera, who had

been secretary to Cortes and who was blind of one eye,

which had a film over it, went at that time.

What I felt about Ribera was that he was a bad lot^

for when he played at cards or dice it did not seem

that he played fair, and in addition to this he had many

bad qualities and I state this because when he arrived

in Castile he went off with the pesos de oro which Cortes

gave him for his father Martin Cortes. And because

Martin Cortes demanded it [the money] of him Ribera

being naturally of evil disposition instead of speaking

well of his master [as he should have done] considering

the favours that Cortes when a poor man had conferred

on him, he said so many evil things and argued in such

a way, that as he had great power of expression and

had been the Secretary of Cortes himself, he gained

credit especially with the Bishop of Burgos as well as

with Narvaez, so often mentioned by me, and Cristobal

de Tapia and the Proctors of Diego Veldsquez and others

who assisted them. And as the death of Francisco de

Garay had happened at that time, they ail joined in

making many complaints against Cortes before His

Majesty, so numerous and in such a manner, that His

Majesty believed that the judges he had appointed had

shown partiality for Cortes on account of gifts he had

^ Mala yerba.
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sent them for that purpose, and the judgment was again

reversed and Cortes in such disfavour that had it not

been for the Duque de Bejar who took his part and

<^uaranteed that if His Majesty would send and take

his Residencia he would not find him guilty [all would

have been lost] The Duke acted thus because a mar-

riao-ewas already being arranged between Cortbs and his

niece, a lady named Dona Juana de Zufliga, the daughter

of Don Carlos de Arrellano, Conde de Aguilar, and sister

of some noblemen and favorites of the Emperor. At

that time the eighty thousand^ pesos de oro arrived and

the letter from Cortes giving many thanks to His Majesty,

and containing many promises on account of the great

favour he had shown to him in giving him the Govern-

ment of Mexico, and in having been pleased to ordcr

that he should be treated with justice in the decision

which he gave in his favour at the time of the com-

mission which he ordered to be appointed from among

gentlemen of His Royal Council and Cabinet, as has

often been mentioned by me before. As the result of

further consideration all that had been alleged against

Cortes tended to change the intention ot having his

“ Residencia ” taken, and nothing more was then said

about it.

Let us stop talking about these clouds which were

already threatening to burst over Cortes and let us speak

of the cannon. When its inscription, in which Cortbs

described himself as so exalted a servant, became known

at court, certain Dukes, Marquises and Counts and men

of great importance who looked upon themselves as full}-

as distinguished servants of His Majesty, and bore in

mind that other gentlemen had served the Royal Crown

quite as well as they had, began to grumble about the

^ Blotted out in the original ‘‘ fifty, sixty, seventy.”
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cannon and about Cortes because he had written such a

motto. I also know that other great noblemen such as

the Admiral of Castile and the Duque de Bejar and the

Conde de Aguilar said to these same gentlemen who had

begun the discussion that the inscription on the Culverin

was very pluck}^ and they were not surprised at Cortes

putting that motto on the cannon, for what Captain could

we see in our time who had [accomplished] such exploits

and had gained so many lands without expense to or

assistance from His Majesty, and had converted such

great numbers of people to our Holy Faith? In addition

to this not only he but his soldiers and companions who

aided him to capture such a strong city with so many

inhabitants and so extensive a territory were worthy the

bestowal of many favours by His Majesty, “ for if we

reflect, it is from our ancestors who performed heroic

deeds and served the Royal Crown and the Kings that

reigned in their day, as Cortfe and his companions have

now done, that we inherit our coats of arms our lands

and rents,'' and with these words the matter of the

inscription was forgotten. In order that the culverin

should not leave Seville, we heard the news that His

Majesty presented it to Don Francisco de los Cobos

Comendador Mayor de Leon and that they melted it

down and refined the gold and smelted it in Seville, and

they say that it was worth over twenty thousand ducats.

At the time when Cortes sent this gold and the cannon,

having sent on the first occasion the treasure including

the Golden Moon and the Silver Sun and many other

golden jewels by Francisco de Montejo and Alonzo

Hernandez Puerto Carrero, and also on the second occa-

sion with Alonzo de A.vila and Quinones the richest

treasure ever found in New Spain, for it was the house-

hold furniture of Montezuma and Guatemoc and the

Great Chieftains of Mexico, (and this was stolen by
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Juan Florin), all this became known in Ca.stile and

Cortes won great fame both in Castile and in othei paits

of Christendom, and was everywhere greatly praise

Let us leave this and relate how the suit ended oetween

Martin Cortds and Ribera over the many thousands of

pesos which Cortds sent to his father, and it was thus,

while the suit was in progress Ribera was passing tirougi

the Town of the booths^ and he lunched there and ate

a rasher of bacon and while he was eating it he died

suddenly and without confession.— God forgive him,

Amen. '

, .

Let us leave the events in Castile and retui n o sp

of New Spain, how Cortds was always engaged in eri-

deavour, to poople the city with native Mexicans as .t

had been formerly peopled, and gave them freedom and

liberty not to pay tribute to His Majesty until they had

built their houses and repaired the causeway s and bridges

and all the buildings and pipes by which the water nad

formerlv come from Chapultepec to enter Mexico, and

in the'Soanish quarter he had churches, hospitals and

dockyards built and other things that were necessary.

At that time there arrived from Castile at the Port

of Vera Cruz twelve Franciscan Friars with their Vicar

General, a very good ecclesiastic named Fray Martin de

Valencia a native of a town of Tierra de Campos called

Valencia de Don Juan, and this very reverend ecclesiastic

was nominated by the Holy Father as Vicar, and eibout

his arrival and the reception given him I will speak

further on.

(“que el que con mal anda en peor

iginalJ
» Blotted out in the original^ acaba.”

I “ he who begins badly ends worse.

\'illa del Cadahalso in the te.'ct.
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CHAPTER CLXXI.

How there came to the Port of Vera Cruz twelve Franciscan Friars,

men of very holy lives, and there came as their vicar and

guardian Fray Martin de Valencia, a priest so pure that he had

the reputation of working miracles. He was a native of a town

of Tierra de Campos called Valencia de Don Juan, and about

what Cortes did on their arrival.

I HAVE already stated in former chapters which treat

of the subject how we had written to His Majesty asking

him to send us Franciscan Friars of good and holy lives

to help us in the conversion and in teaching the natives

of this land the holy doctrines so as to make them

Christians, and to preach our holy faith, as we had

explained it to them ever since we entered New
Spain. Cortes together with us conquistadores who had

won New Spain had written about it to Don Fray

Francisco de los Angeles, who was general of the Fran-

ciscan Order and was afterwards Cardinal, [begging him]

to do us the favour to send us friars of holy life so that

our holy faith might always be exalted and the natives

of these lands might understand what we told them at

the time when we were fighting against them, namely

that His Majesty would send friars of much better mode

of living than ours to teach them the arguments and

sermons which we had told them were true
;
and the

General Don Fray Francisco de los Angeles did us the

favour promptly to send twelve friars as I have related.

Among them came Fray Toribio Motolinia, and the

Caciques and lords of Mexico gave him this name of

Motolinia which, in their language, means ‘‘the poor friar'’

because whatever was given to him in the name of God

he gave to the Indians, so that he sometimes went without

food, and wore a ragged habit and walked barefoot, and
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always preached to the Indians who loved him greatly

for he was a holy man.
^

To go back to our story, when Cortes knew that they

were at the Port of Vera Cruz he ordered all the Indian

pueblos as well as the Spanish settlements that, whichever

rvay thev came, the roads should be swept, and

thevhaUed,even in the open country, ranchos should be

built for them, and that when they reached the towns

or pueblos of the Indians they should go out to meet

them and should ring the bells, (which at that time

they had in each pueblo) and that all without exception

after they had received them should pay them great

reverence and that the natives should carry lighted wax

candles and the crosses they possessed—and he ordered

the Spaniards with all humility, to fall on their knees

and kiss their hands and garments, (so that the Indians

might observe it and follow their example) and moreover

Cortes sent off plentiful supplies along the road and wrote

to the Friars very affectionately. As they came on their

wa}^ when they arrived near to Mexico Cortes himself

accompanied by us courageous and valiant soldiers went

out to receive them, and together with us went Guatemoc

the lord of Mexico with all the principal Mexicans there

were, and many other Caciques from other cidcs. When

Cortes knew that the Friars were approaching he dis-

mounted from his horse, as did all of us, and when we

met the reverend friars the first to fall on his knees

before Fray Martin de Valencia and to kiss his hands

was Cortes himself, and the Frjar would not permit it,

so he kissed his garments and those of all the other ecde-

siastics and so did nearly all the captains and soldiers

who were present and Guatemoc and the Mexican chief-

tains When Guatemoc and the other caciques saw Cortes

go down on his knees to kiss hands they were greatly

astonished, and when they saw that the friars were bare-
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foot and thin and their garments ragged, and that they

had no horses but came on foot and were very jaundiced

looking, and [then] turned to Cortds, whom they looked on

as an Idol or one of their Gods, on his knees before the

friars, all the Indians from that time forward followed

his example, and now when friars arrive they give them a

reception and pay them reverence in the way I have

described
;
moreover I say that when Cortes conversed

with those ecclesiastics he always doffed his cap and held

it in his hand and in all ways paid them great respect, and

certainly those good Franciscan Friars did much to the

advantage of all New Spain. Three years and a halt

afterwards, or a little earlier, twelve Dominican Friars

arrived, and there came as their Provincial or Prior a friar

named Fray Tomas Ortiz who was a Biscayan, and they

said he had been Prior or Provincial in a country called

Las Puntas, and it pleased God that when they arrived

they fell ill of sleeping sickness^ and most of them died.

I will relate later on, when and with whom they came and

the rank which they say the Prior held and other things

that happened and how many other good priests came

here belonging to the same order of St. Dominic, men

of holy life, who impressed by this grand example, are

very holy and have successfully instructed the natives of

this province of Guatemala in our holy faith and have been

very helpful to all.

I wish to leave this holy matter of the friars and state

that as Cortes was always in fear that in Castile the

proctors of Diego Velasquez governor of Cuba, instigated

by the Bishop of Burgos, would again come together and

speak evil of him before our Lord the Emperor, and as he

had trustworthy news by letters which his father Martin

Cortds and Diego de Ordas sent to him, that they were

^ Mai de Modorra.
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arranging a marriage [for him] with the Senora Dona

Juana de Zuniga the niece of Don Alvaro de Zumga,

Duque de Bejar, he endeavoured to send all the pesos

[he could collect] from the whole country, on the one hand

m order that the Duque de Bejar might know of his great

riches as well as his heroic deeds and great exploits, but

more especially in order that His Majesty might befriend

him and grant him favours, so then he sent His Majesty

thirty thousand pesos and wrote to him what I shall go on

'to'state.'

CHAPTER CLXXII.

How Cortes wrote to His Majesty and sent him thirty thousand pesos

de oro and told him how he was devoting himself to the conyei-

sion of the Indians and the rebuilding of Mexico, and how he had

sent a Captain named Cristdbal de Olid with a strong fleet m

pacify the provinces of Honduras and that he (Ohd) had risen m

rebellion with it, and he reported other things which had

happened in Mexico. In the ship which sailed with the letteis

the Accountant named Rodrigo de Albornoz sent other very

secret letters and said in them many evil things of Cortes and

all those who went out with him, and what His Majesty decreed

about it.

Cortes being now established in the government ot New

Spain by the command of His Majesty, it seemed to him

that it would be well to inform him how he was attending

to the conversion of the natives and the rebuilding of the

great city of Tenochtitlan^ Mexico. He also reported

how he had sent a Captain named Cristobal de Olid to

make a settlement in some provinces called Honduras

and had given him five ships well provisioned and a strong

force of soldiers and supplies and many horses, and

cannon, and musketeers and crossbowmen and all sorts

‘ Tenustitlan in the text.
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of arms, and that he had spent many thousands of pesos

de oro in fitting out the fleet—and Cristdbal de Olid had

revolted with all of it, and he who advised him to rise m

rebellion was Diego Velasquez, the governor of Cuba,

who had gone shares with him [Olid] in the fleet. If

his Majesty approved, he was determined shortly to send

another Captain to capture this same fleet and take him

[Olid] prisoner, or to go himself, for if this act remained

unpunished other captains would venture to rebel with

other fleets which he was obliged to send to conquer and

settle lands which were at war with him. For this reason

he begged His Majesty that he would grant pertnission

for it. He also sent to complain of Diego Velasquez

not only on account of the affair of Captain Cristdbal

de Olid but because of his plots and offences in letters

sent from the Island of Cuba to the effect that they

should kill Cortes. This was the reason why, when he

set out from that city of Mexico to conquer certain

strong pueblos which had risen in arms, and the partizans

of Diego Velasquez made plots to kill him and seize the

government, he had executed sentence on one of the

most guilty. And it was the Bishop of Burgos President

of the Indies, who did him this favour by being a friend

of Diego Velasquez.

He also wrote to say how he was ordering to be paid

[to His Majesty] thirty thousand pesos de oro and that

but for the late sedition and plots that he would have

collected much more gold, and that with God s^ help and

some luck he would send all he was able in all the

ships sailing from Mexico to His Royal Majesty, bo

also he wrote to his father Martin Cortds and to one

of his relations called the Licentiate Francisco Nufiez

who w'as a reporter of the Royal Council of His Majesty

,

he also wrote to Diego de Ordas and made clear to

them all what I have already related. He also gave
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information how one Rodrigo de Albornoz, an accountant,

was going about secretly in Mexico grumbling against

Cort4s because he did not give him the Indians he

wanted, and [refused him] the Cacica he asked for, the

daughter of the Lord of Texcoco, whom he [Cortes]

would not give him because at that time he ga\e her

in marriage to a person of quality. Moreover he [Coites]

told them that he [Rodrigo de Albornoz] had been

Secretary of State of Flanders and was a follower of

Don Juan Rodriguez de Fonseca, Bishop of Burgos, and

was a man who was accustomed to retail news even by

means of ciphers, and that possibly he might write to

the Bishop, as he was President of the Council of the

Indies, things that were not true (for at that time we

did not know that they had deprived the Bishop of his

office) so that he should have notice of ever3'thing. He

sent these letters in duplicate for he was alwaj’s in fear

that the Bishop of Burgos as President had given orders

to Pedro de Ysasaga and Juan Lopes de Recalte, officers

of the custom house at Seville that all the letteis and

despatches from Cortes should be sent to him post haste

so that he could know what was in them, (for at that

time His Majesty had come from Flanders and was in

Castile) in order to report to His Majesty and score

first before our proctors could deliver Cortes’s letters, for

we did not yet know in New Spain that they had

deprived the Bishop of his office of I lesident.

Let us leave the letters and I will say that in the

same ship in which the parcel of letters was sent, the

Accountant Albornoz mentioned by me sent other letters

to His Majesty and to the Bishop of Burgos and to the

Royal Council of the Indies, and what he said to them

by way of accusation was to reiterate all the suits and

affairs which Cortes had been accused of before, when

His Majesty ordered judges to be appointed from the
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gentlemen of his Royal Council, already named by me

in the Chapter which treats of the subject, when as a

verdict on the case they pronounced us to be very loyal

servants of His Majesty. In addition to those charges

they now wrote this new one that Cortfe demanded of

all the Caciques of New Spain many ingots of gold and

ordered them to get gold from the mines, and this

Cortes said was to be sent to His Majesty, but he kept

it and did not send it to His Majesty ;
and that he had

built some strongly fortified houses, and had got together

many daughters of Lords to marry them to Spaniards,

for honest men to ask them of him as wives, and he

refused to give them to them as mistresses. And he

said that all the Caciques and notables held him in as

great esteem as though he were King, and in this land

they know of no other King or Lord than Cortds, and

like a King he exacted his fifths, and he has a great

number of golden ingots stored in his treasury and he

[Albornoz] has not made sure whether Personally he is

a rebel or loyal, and there was need that His Majes y

should promptly order some nobleman with a great

number of soldiers to come to these parts to deprive

him [Cortds] of his command and lordship; and e

wrote other things on this subject. However I will not

go into further particulars about the contents of the

letters but will state that they went into the hands o

the Bishop of Burgos who resided in Toro. As Pan

de Narvaez was then at court as well as Cristobal de

Tapia already mentioned by me, and all the pioctors o

Diego Velisquez, they advised the Archbishop again to

lay complaints against Cortds before His Majesty, in-

citing all that he had related previously, and they said

that the Judges whom His Majesty appointed showed

partUliV for Cortfe on acoonn. of Urn gite ho bad made

to them and that His Majesty should deign to see what
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the Accountant, his own officer, had now newly written

and as evidence of this they presented the letters.

When His Majesty took .into, consideration the letters,

and the statements-;. and^oomplaints Avhich Narvaez 'pro-

nounced so haughtily, for 'that was his manner of sp.eaking.

when he demanded justice, he believed them to be true

and the Bishop seconded with other letters to support

them. His Majesty then said I wish to send and punish

Cortes, as they speak so much evil of what be does, and

although he should send more gold, there is greater riches

in doing justice than in all the treasure he can send/’ And

he decreed that the Admiral of Santo Domingo should be

despatched at the expense of Cortes with two hundred

soldiers and if he should find him [Cortes] to be guilty

he should cut off his head and punish all those of us

who defeated Narvaez. To induce the Admiral to go,

they had promised him the post of Admiral of New
Spain and at that time disputes arose at Court about

it. After all the instructions had been completed, it

appears that the x^dmiral tarried some days and did not

dare to come because he had no money, and also because

they advised him to beware of the good fortune of Cortes,

for although N arvaez had brought such a large army

Cortes had defeated him, and he would be risking his

life and position, and he had better not carry out the

order, especially as no fault could be found with Cortes

nor in any of his companions but great loyalty. In

addition to this it seems that they told His Majesty

that it was too much to give the post of Admiral of

New Spain for the small service which he would be able

to do by the journey on which he was sending him.

While the Admiral was getting ready to start, the

Proctors of Cortes and his father Martin Cortes and

a Friar named Fray Pedro Melgarejo de Urrea got to

know about it, and as they had the letters which Cortes
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had sent them in duplicate and understood from them

that the Accountant A Ibornoz was playing double, they

all went together to the Duque de Bejar and gave him

an account of all I have related above and showed him

the letter from Cortes. When the Duke knew that they

were sending off the Admiral with many soldiers so

suddenly he was greatly concerned at it, for it had

already been arranged to marry Cortes to the Seiiora

Doha Juana de Zuniga the Duke’s niece, and promptly

without further delay he went into the presence of His

Majesty accompanied by certain Counts his relations, and

with them went the old Martin Cortes father of Cortes

and Fray Pedro Melgarejo de Urrea, and when they

arrived before our Lord the Emperor they humbled them-

selves and paid all the reverence which they ought to

pay to our Lord and King. And the Duke himself

spoke and begged His Majesty not to give ear to the

letter of such a man as Albornoz who was very Iiostile

to Cortes, until he had received other trustworthy and

credible evidence, and not to despatch a fleet. Moreover

he said that His Majesty being such a good Christian

for doing rightful justice with great deliberation, [yet]

he was sending to capture Cortfe and his soldiers who

had done good and loyal service such as no others in the

world had done, nor could there be found in any histories

accounts of vassals who had done so much for the Kings

of past times, and that already he had once pledged his

head for Cortes and his soldiers who were very loyal

and would be so in the future, and that now he would

again pledge himself and all his estate that they would

always remain loyal as His Majesty would see later on,

and in addition to this he showed him the letters Cortes

had sent to his father in which he gave the reason why

the Accountant was writing evil things against him, Cortes,

v^hich as I have already stated was because he had not
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given him good Indians, such as he demanded as well

as the daughter of a Cacique. Moreover the Duke told

His Majesty that he should note the number of times

Cort6s had sent him a great quantity of gold, and he

made many other excuses for Cortds, and His Majesty

seeing that Cortds and all of us clearly had right on our

side, decreed that a person who was a gentleman of posi-

tion and knowledge and one who feared God should go

to take his Residencia. At that time there was at the

Court in Toledo as the assistant Corregidor of the Conde

de Alcaudete a gentleman called the Licentiate Luis

Ponce de Leon a cousin of the Count Don Martin de

Cordova himself, for so he was called for at that time

he was Corregidor of that City. His Majesty sent to

summon this Licentiate Luis Ponce and ordered him

to go at once to New Spain and take the Residencia

of Cortds, and if he was guilty of any of the things of

which they accused him to punish him with rigorous

justice. The Licentiate replied that he would carry out

the Royal Command, and began to get ready for his

journey, but he did not come in great haste for he delayed

his arrival in New Spain more than two years.

Let us leave them here, both the partisans of Diego

Velasquez who brought charges against Cortes as well as

the Licentiate Luis Ponce de Leon who was preparing for

his voyage.

Although it is outside my story reaching far ahead, what

I shall now say is that at the end of two years we came

to know all that I have here related about the letters of

Albornoz. Moreover interested readers should know how

this same Albornoz was always in the habit of writing

to His Majesty about things that never happened, as must

be well known to persons who have been in New Spain

and the City of Mexico at the time when Don Antonio de

Mendoza was Viceroy of Mexico, who was an illustrious
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man worthy of being well remembered (may he rest in

glory) and who governed most fairly and with such im-

partial justice. Yet this Rodrigo de Albornoz wrote to

His Majesty evil things about his government, and the

very letters he sent to the Court, returned to New Spam

to the hands of this same Viceroy, and as soon as he

understood them he sent to summon Rodrigo de Albernoz

and with very leisurely words, for that was his way of

speaking, the Viceroy showed him the letters and said to

him “ As you are in the habit of writing to His Majesty,

write the truth and get you gone” and the Contador was

very much ashamed and confounded.^

Let us stop talking of this matter and I will state how

Cortes, not knowing at that time all that had happened at

Court and how they had worked against him, sent a fleet

to Honduras against Cristobal de Olid and what happened

I will go on to tell.

CHAPTER CLXXIII.

How when Cortes learnt that Cristobal de Olid had rebelled y'* ^
fleet and had entered into partnership with Diego Wdsquez,

Governor of Cuba, he sent against him a Captain named Francisc

de Las Casas, and what happened to him I will go on to relate.

I MUST go a long way back in my story so as to be

clearly understood. I have already related in Ae Chapter

that treats of the matter how Cortes sent Cristobal de Olid

i Blotted out in the original

“A certain Gonsalo de Campo whom I
““formed

before, the theSS of stated in his libel

fox,”
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with a fleet to Honduras and how he rose in revolt. When

Cortes realized that Cristobal de Olid had rebelled with

his fleet with the support of Velasquez, Governor of Cuba,

he became very thoughtful, but as he was high spirited and

did not permit such matters to get the better of him

besides he had already reported to His Majesty, (as I have

stated) in the letter he wrote, that he intended to go him-

self or send other Captains against Cristobal de Olid.

About that time a gentleman named Francisco de Las

Casas had come from Castile to Mexico, a trustworthy

person and a relative of Cortes, whom he decided to send

against Cristdbal de Olid with five ships well armed with

cannon and provisioned and one hundred soldiers, and

among them some of the Conquistadores of Mexico, those

whom Cortes had brought in his company from the Island

of Cuba, namely one Pedro Moreno Medrano, and Juan

Nunez de Mercado, Juan Bello and others who died on

the voyage whom I do not name here so as to avoid

prolixity.

When Francisco de Las Casas had been despatched

with ample authority and orders to capture Cristobal

de Olid, he set out from the port of Vera Cruz with

his ships well found and swift sailing, and his banners

bearing the royal Arms, and with good weather he

reached a bay called Ei Triunfo de la Cruz, where

Cristdbal de Olid kept his fleet, and near by had founded

a town called Triunfo de la Cruz, as I have already

stated in the Chapter that treats of it.

When Cristobal de Olid saw those ships anchored in

the port, although Francisco de Las Casas as soon as he

arrived ordered flags of truce to be hoisted, Cristdbal de

Olid did not feel certain about it, on the contrary he

ordered two caravels well armed with cannon and many

soldiers to be got ready and he guarded the port so

that they could not land,
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the others were taken prisoners, and they were two days

without food and wet through with salt water, and at

that time it rained heavily and they suffered hardship

and cold. Cristobal de Olid was joyful and triumphant

at holding Francisco de Las Casas a prisoner and the

other soldiers whom he had captured, and presently he

made them swear that they would always be on his side

and against Cortes if he should come to that land in

person. As soon as they had taken the oath he freed

them from prison and held only Francisco de Las Casas

prisoner. After a few days his captains arrived whom

he had sent to seize Gil Gonzales de Avila. It appears

that Gil Gonzales had come as Governor and Captain

of the Golfo Dulce and had founded a town which they

called San Gil de Buena Vista which was about a league

from the port which they now call Golfo Dulce, for the

river Pechin at that time was settled with good pueblos.

Gil Gonzales had only a few soldiers with him for most of

the rest had sickened and this same town of Buena Vista

had been garrisoned with other soldiers. As soon as Cris-

tobal de Olid had news of it, he sent to have them taken,

and as they would not allow themselves to ^be captured,

eight soldiers followers of Gil Gonzales de Avila, and his

nephew named Gil de Avila, were killed. When Cristobal de

Olid found himself with two prisoners who were Captains

he was very cheerful and contented, and as he had a

reputation for valor and certainly was personally brave,

in order that it should be known throughout the Islands,

he wrote to his friend Diego Velisquez, and then went

from Triunfo de la Cruz inland to a good pueblo which

at that time had a large population, (and there were

many other pueblos in that neighbourhood} and this

pueblo was called Naco which is now destroyed, as well

as all the others, and this I state because I saw it and
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was myself in it and in San Gil de Buena Vista and on

the river Pechiii and the Rio de Baama, and I was there

at the time when I went with Cortes as I will relate

more fully in its proper time and place.

To go back to my story. Cristobal de Olid was

already stationed at Naco with his prisoners and a large

company of soldiers and thence he despatched expe-

ditions to other parts and sent as Captain one Briones,

mentioned by me before, and this Briones was one of

the first to counsel Cristobal de Olid to revolt He

himself was a turbulent man, and had had the lower

lobes of his ears cut off. Briones himself said that they had

been cut off w^hen he was a soldier in a fortress because

he would not surrender, neither he nor other captains.

This same Briones was afterwards hanged in Guatemala

as a mutineer and inciter to rebellion in the army.

To go back to my story, when this Briones set off

with a large company of soldiers, a rumour arose in

the Camp of Cristdbal de Olid that Briones with all

the soldiers that he had in his company had revolted

and were going off to New Spain, and it turned out to

be true. When they knew this, Francisco de Las Casas

and Gil Gonzales de Avila who were prisoners thought

the time was ripe to kill Cristobal de Olid, and as they

went about free without fetters because he considered

them of no importance (for Cristobal de Olid thought

himself to be very powerful), they arranged with the

soldiers and friends of Cortes that when they cried,

Here for the King and for Cortes in the King’s name

against this tyrant ” they should stab him. As soon as

this plan was made Francisco de Las Casas laughing and

joking said to Cristdbal de Olid “ Sefior Capitan, let me

free to go to New Spain to speak to Cortes and tell him

the reason of my defeat, and I will be a mediator so that
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your honour may retain this government and its cap-

taincy, for look you, it is your own doing, my imprison-

ment does you no good, on the other hand it checks you

in your conquests.” Cristobal de Olid replied that it

seemed to him all right as it was and that he was

delighted to have the company of such a valiant man.

When Francisco de Las Casas heard that, he said “ Then

look out well for yourself, for one day or another 1 must

endeavour to kill you” and this he said to him half in

joke and laughing, and Cristdbal de Olid made no reply

to what he said, and took it as a joke. The plot I have

mentioned had been made with the friends of Cortes, and

when they were supping at a table, and the cloth had been

removed and the attendants and pages had gone to then

supper, and Juan Nufiez de Mercado and other soldiers

who were partizans of Cortes and were in the plot stood

around, Francisco de Las Casas and Gil Gonzales de Avila

(who had each concealed a scriveners knife as sharp as a

razor, for they were not allowed to carry arms,) as they stood

talking to Cristdbal de Olid about the Conquest of Mexico

and the good fortune of Cortes, (and Cristobal de Olid was

quite unsuspicious of what was coming to him,) Francisco

de Las Casas seized his beard and struck him in the throat

with the blade which he carried shaped like a clasp knife

for that purpose, and together with Gil Gonzales de Avila,

and the soldiers of Cortes they quickly gave him .so many

wounds that he could not defend himself, but as he was

very vigorous and impetuous and of great [personal]

strength he slipped through their hands shouting To

me, my friends” but as they were all at supper, or his luck

was so bad that they did not come quickly enough, he

took to flight and hid himself in a thicket believing that

his partisans would come to his assistance, and although

many of them did come quickly to help him, BTancisco de
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Las Casas was shouting and crying '' To me those for

Cortes and the King against this Tyrant, for we can no

longer endure his tyranny.” Then when they heard the

name of His Majesty and of Cortes none of those who
came to support the cause of Cristobal de Olid dared to

defend him, on the contrary Las Casas promptly ordered

them to be seized, and as soon as this was done proclama-

tion was made that whoever might know where Cristobal

de Olid was hidden and did not disclose it would suffer

death for it It was soon known where he was hidden

and they captured him, and a charge was brought against

him and in accordance with the sentence pronounced by

the two Captains he was beheaded in the Plaza at Naco.

Thus he died because he rebelled, for he followed bad

counsellors and although a very valiant man he did not

remember that Cortes had made him his Maestre de

Campo and had given him veiy good Indians; he was

married to a Portuguese lady named Philipa de Araiiz

and had a daughter. Because in a former chapter I have

already spoken of the height and the features of Cristobal

de Olid, and of the country he belonged to, and the rank

he held, I will say no more here. But as soon as Francisco

de Las Casas and Gil Gonzales de Avila found themselves

free from their dead enemy, they assembled their soldiers

and as both were true captains, Las Casas formed a settle-

ment at Trujillo, and called it by that name because he

was a native of Trujillo in Estremadura, and Gil Gonzales

sent messengers to San Gil de Buena Vista, which he had

founded, to let the people know what had happened and

to order his lieutenant named Armenta to preserve the

settlement as he had left it and not to embark on any new

enterprise because he [Gil Gonzales] was going to New

Spain to beg for help and a reinforcement of soldiers from

Cortes and he would soon return.
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When all that I have stated was settled it was arranged

between the two captains that they should go to Mexico

to inform Cortds of all that had happened, and I will leave

off here until the proper time and place and will relate

what Cortes arranged [meanwhile]^ without knowing any-

thing of what had happened in Naco as detailed above.



DIARY OF THE SIEGE OF MEXICO.

In compiling a Diary of the Siege many difficulties are

met with. Neither Cortes nor Bernal Diaz are accurate

in the matter of dates, and they not only contradict one

another but often contradict themselves.

In the year 1521 Easter fell on the 31st March.

One point on which both are agreed is that the division

of the forces and the announcement of the commands was

made on the second day of the feast of Espiritu Santo,

which feast in the year 1521 fell on Sunday, 19th May.

The second day of the feast would therefore be the 20th

May, and Bernal Diaz says that the companies of Alvarado

and Olid had orders to start on the day following (21st

May), but on account of the defection and execution of

Xicotencatl (of which Cortes makes no mention) that their

departure was delayed until the next day (22nd May).

Nevertheless, Bernal Diaz says the companies of Alvarado

started on the 13th May, and Cortes gives the date as the

1 0th May.

Then, again, Bernal Diaz, twice over, mentions ninety-

three days as the length of the siege. The siege, we know

for certain, ended on the 13th August, so that to make up

ninety-three days he must have begun his count on the

13th May.

It is impossible to reconcile these various statements,

and in the following Diary the departure of Alvarado and

Olid from Texcoco is assumed to have taken place on

the 22nd May, as that date fits in best with the events

that follow.
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The next certain date is (31st May) “Friday, the day

after the feast of Corpus Christi,” on which day Cortes

says that Sandoval left Texcoco for Iztapalapa, and he

himself embarked in the sloops and fought a battle on

the lake.

The disaster to the Spaniards, when so many of the

soldiers were captured alive and dragged off to be sacri-

ficed to Huitzilopochtli, may, with some certainty, be

dated Sunday, 31st June. In July, the mention by Cortes

of the Feast of Santiago, enables some. dates to be. fixed,

and San Hipolito's day, 13* '
August, is defiiittely given^

both by Cortes and Bernal Diaz as the date of the capture

of Guatemoc and the termination of the siege.

Between these fixed points the dates of the different

events can only be approximated from such indications as

after having heard Mass’’ (probably a Sunday or Feast

day), already more than forty-five days had been spent

in this siege,” Three or four days passed in concerting

this plan,” The next day,” etc.

After drawing up the following Diary from the Narra-

tives of Cortes and Bernal Diaz, I compared it with the

dates given by Orozco y Berra, in his Hisimy of Mexico^

and found that there was hardly any difference.

Cortes being himself in command and writing his letters

to the Emperor within nine months of the end of the siege

(the Third Letter is dated isth May, 1522) is more trust-

worthy in the matter of dates and the sequence of events

than Bernal Diaz, who wrote many years afterwards and

fx'equently repeats himself and places events in the wrong

order.

It has not been thought necessary to disentangle the

events described by Bernal Dfaz in his narrative of the

siege, but merely to place occasionally a date in a foot-

note, to enable the reader to refer to the Diary.
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DIARY OF THE SIEGE,

28. Cortes holds a review. The launches are launched in the

Canal.

M. 29. Messengers sent to Tlaxcala and other towns warning the

Native Contingents to be ready to march in ten days.

May.

S. 19. Feast of Espiritu Santo.

M. 20. Cortes divides his forces and appoints Commanders.

T. 21.

W. 22, Alvarado and Olid leave Texcoco for Acolman.

Th. 23. Alvarado and Olid march to Citlaltepec.

F. 24. Alvarado and Olid march to Guatitian.

Sat. 25. Alvarado and Olid march by Tenaynca and Azcapotzalco to

Tacuba.

S. 26. After hearing Mass (B.D.), Alvarado and Olid cut off the

water from Chapultepec and make a reconnoisance on

Tacuba Causeway.

M. 27. Olid leaves Tacuba for Coyoacan, finds it deserted, goes to

look at the Causeway to Mexico, which he finds broken.

T. 38. -v

W, 29. > ADarado remains in camp at Tacuba.

Th. 30.^ J

F. 31. Sandoval leaves Texcoco for Iztapalapa, and attacks that

town. Cortes sets out from Texcoco with the launches,

attacks the Pehon (del Marques), fights a battle with the

canoes in the lake, and lands on the Iztapalapa Cause-

way at Acachinanco, which he makes his headquarters.

Olid, from Coyoacan, fights his way along the Causeway

and joins Cortes at Acachinanco ;
as Cortes says that

Olid was helped by the launches “ which sailed near the

Causeway,” it must have been the Iztapalapa Causeway

along which he marched; he apparently returned to his

headquarters at Coyoacan that night.

X. Cortes, reinforced by some of Olid's troops, reaches the first

houses in the City*
^ t ^

Enlarges or makes a breach in the Iztapalapa Cause-

cn flint fhp: launches can pass to the west side.

1 Feast of Corpus Christl
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JtiMe,

M.

T,
'

W.
Til.

Sat

St
'M.-

T..

w.
Tb.

.F..

„
'Sat

4*,', ,

S'
'

,

6."

'

7 *
.

.

8. Alvarado reports Tepeacac Causeway, open.

9. Sandoval arrives at Tepeacac.

10. Gortds captures 'Xoloc.and reaches the Plaza.

11. Cortes pushes his attack.

12.

IT
,

14.
. \

15. i

o fighting from Cortes’s side.

,i6. General assault, ,
Cortes 'reaches the Plaza. Burns Monte-

zuma’s Palaces,

M,' 17; Cortes captures two bridges on the Tacuba street.

Alvarado writes.from the- Causeway,

Iztapalapa, Churubusco, Culuacan, I^fexquic, and Cuitlahuac

seek peace and build huts for Spaniards on Iztapalapa

Causeway.

Continual attacks on the City, with the assistance of a

fleet of Canoes provided by the towns on the lake, in

ail 100,000 Indian allies. Cortes captured and filled up

three bridges on the Taciiba street. Sandoval and

Alvarado also advanced successfully, and the Spaniards
^

appeared to have captured three-quarters of the City.

Defeat of Alvarado at the large water-opening.

Cortes visits Alvarado’s camp.

Alvarado on the defensive while recovering from his

defeat. Cortes made continual attacks, and after con-

sulting his officers made plans for a combined attack

on Sunday (B.D.), 30th June.

Defeat of Cortes. Many Spaniards captured alive. Alvarado

fairly successful. Cortes made bis attack from the TacuBa''

street along the three streets running north from Tacuba

street towards Tlatelolco. The Spaniards probably crossed

the large water-opening which originally divided Tenoch-

titlan from Tlatelolco, and it was on the Causeway con-

necting the two Cities that they met with their disaster.

July.

M. I.

T. 2. Cuernavaca begs Cortes for help. Cortds despatches Andres

de Tdpia with a force to -their assistance.



^ A few days after the defeat many of the native allies deserted the

Spaniards and returned to their homes, disheartened by the Spanimds

failure to capture the City and scared by a prophecy of the Uroa

Hiiichilobos that all the Spaniards would be killed within eight or

ten days.
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,w. 3 -

Th. .4.

:f. ,

, 5 -

Sat. 6.

S. 7 *

M.: 8.

T. 9.

:W;
'

10.

Th. ir.

F.' 12 .

Sat. 13 -

S. 14,

M, 15.

T. 16.

W. 17.

Th. 18.

F. 19 -

Sat. 20.

S. 21 .

M. 22,

T..'. 23 *

24.

Th. 25.

Th. 25.

F. 26

Sat. 27.

S. is.:.

Andrds de Tdpia absent on expedition to Malinalco.

No advance was made on Alvarado’s part during the next

few days. A large water-opening was filled in.

Cortes^ kept up attack at intervals as far as the Plaza,

and Chichimecatecle advanced from Alvarado’s camp

without the assistance of the Spaniards, but nothing of

,
importance appears to have taken place until

Return of Andres de Tdpia (?).

The Otomies beg Cortes for help. Cortes despatches

Sandoval with a force to their assistance.

Alvarado’s camp attacked by full force of Mexicans at dawn.

Cortes sends reinforcements.

Native Allies begin to rejoin the Spaniards. Powder and

arms arrived from a vessel which had put into Vera Cruz.

Forty-fifth day of siege.

Sandoval returns from his Expedition (?).

Mexicans propose peace on condition that the Spaniards

leave the country.

Cortes determines on the systematic destruction of buildings.

General attack on the City. Cortds slaughters great

numbers by an ambush in the Plaza, and finally clears

the Plaza of Tenochtitlan of the enemy. Clears and

fills up Tacuba street (so that communication was

effected with Alvarado’s Camp“although the forces did

not join hands), and Guatemoc’s palace on Tacuba

^ street was destroyed.

Santiago’s Day, Cortes crossed and filled in the broad

water space between Tenochtitlan and Tlatelolco.

Cortes reaches Sta Ana (Xacaculco), and finds the heads of

Spaniards in a temple.

Alvarado reaches the Market-place of Tlatelolco and sets

fire to the great temple.

Cortds and Alvarado meet in the Market-place of Tlatelolco.
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M, 29. Catapult brought to Tlatelolco.

T. 30. No £ghting,

W. 31. No fighting.
,

AugusL

Th.

F.

Sat.

S.
; :

M.
T.

W.

Th.

F.

" Between Monday, 29th July, and the capture of Giiate-

moc on the F3tb August, the dates of events cannot be
' stated with' any certainty The Spaniards were tired

out and the Mexicans utterly exhausted, and apparently

y for some da^^s no fighting took place. Idiiring part of

'

this' time- the Spaniards were at work on a Catapult

5 *
.

'

' which proved a complete failure. Throughout tlicse

last days Cortes made efforts to induce the Mexicans

to give in 'without further fighting and slaughter.

7. After unsuccessful negotiations P. de Alvarado was ordered

to attack a quarter containing more than a thousand

houses (probably to the N. of the P!a7.a of Tiateloico),

and drove out the Mexicans wdth fearful slaughter.

8. iMore unsuccessful negotiations.

9. A Texcocan chieftain, who had been taken prisoner, was

freed and sent back to Guatemoc with messages of peace,

but Guatemoc ordered him to be killed at once and sacri-

ficed to the Gods. The Mexicans then made their final

attack on the Spaniards.

Sat, lo. \ negotiation.

M. 12. The Mexicans ask Cortes to meet Guatemoc in the ^Market-

place. Guatemoc fails to appear, and after waiting for

three or four hours Cortes ordered his troops and the allies

to attack, with the result that the hlexican killed, wounded,

and prisoners numbered more than 40,000.

T. 13. San Hipoliids Day. Finally, on this day Cortes, Alvarado

and the Indian Allies made an attack on the extreme

N.E. corner of the City, where the wretched haif-starved

remnant of the Mexicans still held out. Sandoval, with

the launches, cut ofif the retreat of the ^Mexican canoes to-

wards the lake, and amid scenes of awful carnage the last

houses of the City were captured and Guatemoc who

attempted to escape in a canoe, was taken prisoner.
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Acolman, Pueblo ofj subject^ to

Texcoco, Spaniards pass a night

at, 37 ; again pass a night at, 86

;

dispute over quarters at, 103
Admiral of Santo Domingo, 364
Adriano de Lobayna, Governor of

Castile, elected Pope, 315 ; de-

prives Rodriguez de Fonseca of his

authority over the Indies, 318

;

appoints Cortes Governor of New
Spain, 31 S ; sends Bulls of Absolu-

tion to Mexico, 319
Adzes, wooden, 307
Agualuico {seti Ayagualulco), River

of, 3H
Aguilar, Conde de. Sec: Arrellano.

Aguilar, liernando de, blacksmith,

29, 35^
, ^ .

Agiuiar, Jeronimo de, interpreter,

5, 20, 22, 58, 64, 131, 161, 1S3, 212

Aguilar, Marcos de, 342
Aguitlan, Pueblo of, conferred on

Francisco de las Casas, 336
Ahuaxpitzactzin, son of Nezahual-

pilli, appointed Cacique of Texcoco,

baptised as DonHernandoCortes, 8

;

promises to assist the Spaniards, 9

Alacranes, Los, a shoal, 269

Aiamilla, de, a defender of Santi-

stevan and friend of Sandoval, 265

Alaminos, Anton de, pilot, gives

information to Garay, 246

Alba, the dawn watch, 12

1

Alboraoz, Rodrigo de, arrives^ in

]\Iexico, 343 ;
grumbles against

CortAs, 362, 365-7
Akuadete, Conde de, 366
Alderete, Julian de, treasurer, arrives

from Spain, 55 ;
joins expedition

round the lakes, 57 > ^ leader in

attack on bill -fortress, 63 ;
ascends

Cue at Tacuba, 83 ;
blamed by

Cories for defeat, 146 ; on the dis-

tribution of spoil, 197 ; writes to

the Emperor, 220 ;
his death, 343

Allies, native, desert the Spaniards,

155 j
rejoin the Spaniards, 161

Alvarado, Gomez, brother of Pedro

de Alvarado, plot to kill when at

‘.fututepec, 244

Alvarado, Gonzalo de, brother of

Pedro de Alvarado, in charge at

\kra Cruz, 205 ; removed from that

position, 20S plot to kill wdien at

Tututepec, 244
Alvarado, Gonzalo de, a settler in

Guatemala, compiles history of

conquest of Guatemala, 282

Alvarado, Pedro de, joins expedition

to Saltocan, 31 ; with Cortes on
expedition round the lakes, 57

;

plot to kill him and others, 87

;

appointed commander of a division

during the siege, headquarters at

Tacuba, 99, 100 ; intercedes fruit-

lessly for Xicotenga, 103 ;
dispute

with Olid about quarters, 103 ;

arrives at Tacuba, 104 ;
cuts off

water at Chapultepec, 105 ; lights

on the causeway, 105 ; blamed by

Olid for rashness, loS ; fights his

way along the causewaj-, iii ;

moves his camp to the causeway,

119, 120; arranges night watches,

121 ; orders half the horsemen to

sleep on the causeway, 1 25 ; suffers

a reverse, 126 ;
wounded, 136 ;

general attack, 141 ; is driven back,

142 ; hears the death drum sound,

142 ; holds his own against Mexican

attack, 143 ;
reaches TIateloIco,

172 ;
returns to Tacuba at the end

of the siege, 1S3 ;
appointed to lake

charge of clocks, 194 ;
meets Cris-

tobal de Tapia, 206 ;
sent to

Tututepec, 242 ; imprisons the

cacique, 243 ; his extortions, 243 ;

founds town of Segura, 243 ; frus-

trates conspiracy against his life,

244 ; returns to Mexico, 244 ; sent

to Santistevan with message for

Garay, 252 ;
intercedes with Cortes

on Garay’s behalf, 255 commands

expedition to Guatemala, 272

;

fights battle at Zapotitlan, 273;

enters Quetzaltenango, 275 ;
enters

Utatlan, 277 ; discovers plot and

leaves the town, 278 ; burns the

Cacique of Utatlan, 278 j
enters

: City of Guatemala (Iximche), 279

;
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fwhts battle on shore of Lake of
]

Atiiian, 2S0 ;
enters Pueblo of.

|

Atitluiij 2S1 ; returns to Guatemala, ^

2S1 ;
33S ... .

. , !

Alvctrs-ciO} Jorge ' tie j
Ciipiaiii undei

|

Ills brother Pedro during the. siege,,
j

iOD *, plot to kill when at Tututepec,
, ;

Alvarez, Juan, the younger, sent to
|

Colinia, 201, 23S ; his uncertain
|

fate, 239 . ^
Araales =- papers, ur letters,

Arauz, Doila FGipa de, a Portuguese

wife of Cristobal de Olid, 20^ .^3
Armenta, in charge of San Gu de

Buena Vista, 373 , ,

Arms, Cual of, granted 10 Hernando

Cories, 1S5 ; to Hiego de Ordas,

Atrclisno, .Don Carlos de, Coiide. de

Aguilar, 354 ,

Arrow heads of copper, b,ooo pro-

vided bv Indians, 91

Atenco, Pueblo, near Texcocu, asks

for peace, 9 .-0^
Atitlan, Pueblo and Lake oi, 2bo

,

Caciques of Atitlan ill-treat Alva-

rado’s messengers, 2S0 ;
pueblo

deserted, 2S1
. , r i a

Atzcapotzalco, Spaniards hml ine

town deserted. 35? Spaniards again

pass by, 85 ^ /

Amlos, a relation of Cortes, 341

Avila, Alonzo de, returns from Santo
j

Domingo, 218; Cortes suspicious !

of, 219 ;
Caautitlan allotted to, 219 ; 1

Sent as' proctor to Spain, 220,; .cap-
I

lured by the pirate, Juan Florin,
j

224; imprisoned in. Prance,. 225*
|

33^' 333; 355 _ , ^ -.n
'

Ayagualulco, Riodc, 230, 2.^^, .514?

346
Azamaz, Diego, a settler at Coatza-

coalcos, 235

Baama, Kio de, 371

Bahama Channel, 223
, , , ,

Baidenebro rides with Andres de

Tapia to iUvarado’s camp,_ 145
j

sent to meet Cristdha! de Tapia, 206

Banner, golden, sent to Cortes from

Texcoco, 4 ,

Banquet, given by Cories at Coyoa-

can when the siege was ended, 187,

iSS

Barba, Pedns w uunded in att^ick on

hill-fortress, 61, 62; a leader in

attack on another hill-fortress, 03,

64 ; captain of crossbowmen, 78, 92J

captain of launch, 97 ;
death of, 1 24

Barrientos, \Iiernando de, writes

from Chinantla, 9^
• r

Barrios, married to .. the. sister 01

Cortes's wife, 34 ^'

Bejar, Duke of, supports Cortes at

the Court of Spain, 316, .3541

arranges a marriage for C ortes, 354,

^££,.360, 365
.BeEo, Juan, seiit the expedition

against Olid, 3^3 .

. ,

Bencaval, Francisco Martin,^ page to

Cortes, captured and .sacriiiced, 03

Bermuda, La, wife of Olmos de For-

lillo, 1S8; wife of Henian Hartm,

188 .

: .

"

Bernaidino, the Levant me, hanged

by Pedro de Alvarado, 244

Bodyguard, .appointed to p.i'o,teet

Cortes, 89
,

.
.

. ^
Bones of giants sent to bpain, 220

Bono de Quexo, Juan, a Biscayan,

arrives ' at Coaizacotilco.s w.ilh de

crees, 240 returns to Spain, .241

Briones, a native .

of Salamanca,^

arrives from Spain, 56 ; captain of

a launch, 97 J
subdue the

ZapotecSj. 2.29, . 230 ;
a settler .at

Coatzacoalcos, 235 ;
accompanies

Cortes’s wife to IMexico, 237 ;

accompanies Olid to Honduras,

2S4 ;
advises Olid to revolt, 286 ;

deserts Olid, 37 ^ ?
hanged in

Guatemala as a mutineer, 371

Burgos, Juan de, brings ship from

Spain, 92
Burros. See Mantas.

Bustamante, Luis de, a settler at

^ Coatzacoakos, 235 .

Cacamatzin, 25 _
Caceres, Juan de, iriarncc! to Man

Hernandez, 188
, .

Cachula (Quecliulac) ,
File; 4 . 339

Camargo, coirunands
^

survi^•or.« 01

expedition sent by Garay, arrives

at Vera Cmz, 247

Canal at Texcoco, 9 ;
Indians at

work on, 10 ;
S.ooo Indians

employed, 29
Cannibalism, 189

Caravajal, captain of launch, 97

Cardenas, ai rives in Castile, 321

;

summoned beiorc Coimnissioners,

324, 33

1

> receives Royal Grant, 333

Carvajal, Antonio de, arrives from

Spain, 56 ;
the deaf, captain of

launch, 97
Castellar, Pedro, a settler at Coaiza-

C04ICOS, 23s
' Castilbianco, 4
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Castillo, Alonzo de, the decided (de

lo pansado), sent to explore land of

the Zapotecs, 231
Castillo, the deliberate (de los

pensamientos) 232
Castillo the elegant (el galan), 232
Catalan, Juan, makes charms to cure

wounds, iiS

Catapult, made at Tlatelolco, fails

to work, 178
Catirinario, Murcurinp, Grand Chan-

cellor, 323
Cerda, Antonio de la, 259
Chalchocueca River (Rio de Bande-

ras), 233, 270
Chaleo, Pueblo of, begs for peace,

16 ;
to be assisted against Mexico,

17 ;
prepared for defence, 18 ;

sends deputation to Cortes, 20

;

cacique appointed by Cortes, 21 j

makes friendship with Tlaxcala, 24

;

again begs for assistance, 39 ; de-

feats the Mexicans unaided by the

Spanish, 40 ;
again defeats Mexi-

cans, 52
Chamula, Pueblo of, 289 ; rises in re-

volt, 303; attacked by the Spaniards,

305 j abandoned by natives, 308

;

allotted by Bernal Diaz, 309 ;
gold

from, 314
Chapultepec, water supply renewed

from, 356
Chiapas, 236, 289 ; a populous city,

296 f captured by the Spaniards,

303
Chiapanecs, great warriors, 293;
and hunters, 294 ;

make peace

with Spaniards, 302
Chichimecatecle, appointed Captain

of Tlaxcalans, i ,* brings timber for

the launches, 27 ;
joins expedition

to Saltocan, 30, 31 ;
reports Xico-

tenga’s desertion, 102 remains

faithful when native allies desert

the Spaniards, 155 ;
his bravery

during the siege, 189

Chiia, River, north of Rio Panuco,

212, 214
CMmal or Chimaluacan, Pueblo of,

cacique appointed by Cortes, 2i

;

Sandoval’s expedition passes anight

at, 44 ; Cortes passes night at, $8

Chinantla, Pueblo of, Hernando de

Barrientos sends report from, 99,

23s, 236, 389
Chinno, Pedro Almindez,theVeedor,

arrived in Mexico, 343
Cholula, very small reinforcement

from, 161, 338
Chontalpa, 289, 314, 34^

Churubusco, Pueblo of, 82, 109

;

sues for peace, 133
Cimatan, 235, 236; revolt of, 239,

289, 290, 313 5 Rangel’s expedition

345 . .
35 ^

Cmgapacinga, 33S
Cintla, 289
Ciudad Real, Chiapas of the Span-

iards, 309
Citla, Province of, 233, 235
Coanacotzin, Lord of Texcoco, begs

for peace and friendship, 5, 6 ; flees

to Mexico, 7 5 kills his brother

Cuicuitzeatzin, 8

Coatepeque, between Texcoco and

,
Rio Frio, 2 tt, ; army sleeps at, 3

Coatlinchan, Guatinchan or Guax-
untan in tlie text, 6 ;

Spaniards

destroy Idols at, 6; asks for peace,

9 ; Mexicans advance on, 15

Coatzacoalcos, 233, town of Espi-

ritu Santo founded at, 234, 235 ;

settlers at, 290, 340, 344, 345
Cobos, Francisco de los, 334, 355
Colmenero, captain of a launch, 97
Colima, expedition againsi, under

Juan Alvarez, 238 ; under Cristobal

de Olid, 238; under Sandoval, 239 ;

340
Commissions, brought by Cristobal

de Tapia, 204, 206

Conchillas, Lope de, Secretary to

Council of the Indies; 247
Contreras, Alonzo de, 284
Copanahuastla, Pueblo of, 303

Copilco, Province of, 235, 236 ; re-

volt of, 239 ; 346
Corral, Cristobal del, standard-

bearer, at attack on hill-fortress,

60 ;
sent to examine stronghold,

65 ; at council of war, 137

Cortes, Hernando, asks for help from

Tlaxcala, i ;
receives overtures of

peace from Texcoco, 5 ; enters Tex-

coco, 7 ; appoints a Cacique of Tex-

coco, S ; leads expedition to Iztapa-

lapa, II
;
goes to Coatlinchan, 15 ;

arranges to protect the maize fields,

16 ; sends Sandoval to Chaleo, 17 ;

appoints Caciques of Chaleo, etc.,

21 ; sends peaceful messenger to

Guatemoc, 21 ; drives Mexicans

from tie maize fields, 23 ; sends

Sandoval to Tlaxcala to bring tim-

ber for the launches, 24 ; leads

expedition to Saltocan, 32 ; arrives

at Tacuba, 35 ; fierce fighting with

the Mexicans, 36 ; returns to Tex.

coco, 37, 38 ; misunderstanding

with Sandoval, 52, 53 ;
leads expe-
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dition round the lakes, 57 ;
attacks <

and captures two hill-fortresses,

^

59 *
.

66; visits Oaxtepec, 67; visits
;

Tepostlan, 6$; captures Cuerim- 1

vaca, 6S, 69; marches to Xochi- :

uiilco, 70-72; narrowly escapes
1

capture in battle, 73 1
|

lance of Bernal Diaz, 77 ;
addressea ;

bis army, So ;
retreats from Xoclii-

j

milco, Si ;
his lament at J^cuba, ;

S4; returns to Texcoco, bO; plot ,

to kill him and others, S7 ; seizes 1

Villafafia, reads names of c^mspira-
,

tors, Sq ; appoints body-guard 89 ; ,

makes
"

pf<2parations for the siege,
.|

02, 93 ; 'holds a review of his forces,
|

04. * api^oints crews to launches, 94 » i

iSiies proclamation, 95 ? ;

captains for launches, 97 1 me^s.
|

Xicolenga and his TIaxcalans, 90 ; i

divides his forces and appoints com-
;

manders, 99-102; orders Xicotenga
j

the younger to be* executed, 103;
^

ends^lispute between Alvarado and

Olid, 104 ;
sails from Texcoco with

thirteen launches, 109 ;
attacks

Tcpepolco (Peiion del Marques),

109 ; defeats the canoes on the lake,

1 10 ;
lands on the causeway at Aca-

chinanco, in n . ;
goes to assistance

^

of Sandoval, 112; distributes the
j

launches among the difterent com-
|

mands, 116; employs men of the
|

lake towns to build ranchos, 133

;

holds cuimcil of war, 137 ;
oncers

general attack, 13S ;
disastrous re-

sult, 139 ;
narrowly escapes capture,

140; depressed by defeat, ^44 >

blames fuUan de AUlerete, 140;

interview with Sandoval, 146, 147 ;

accepts Ixiilxochitrs advice and

orders trsjops to rest from aUucU,

'1^7 1
addresses native •. reinforce^

meots, 16 1 ;
makes overtures of

peace to Guatemoc, '164 ;
repeals

overtures, 170; reaches Zacaculco,

fmds heads of Spaniards in a tower,

172; reaches Tiatelolco, 174 ;

pares an ambush, 174; begs Guate-

moc to surrender, 175; orders cata-

pult to be 'constructed, ;
-ire-

ceives Guatemoc after his capture,

182 ;
returns to Coyoacan at the end

ofthe siege, 183; receives a grant

of arms from the Emperor, 185 ?

ill from stench of decaying bodies,

186, 187 ;
gives banquet at Goyoa-

can, x88; orders water-pipes -to be

repaired and city to be rebuilt, 193 ?

accused' of secreting the gold, i97 5

answers verses on^ the wall, 199

;

appoints commissioners to^ settle'

debts, 200 ;
orders formation of

settlements, 201 ;
hears of tlie ar-

rival of Cristobal cle Tapia, 205 ;

sends to make a settlement at Pa-

nuco, 207 ;
arranges rebuilding of

Mexico, 209 ;
arrives at Paiuico,

21 !; defeats'tlie Huastecs,. 211-215;
,

founds the town of Santisievan del

Puerto, 215*. returns to Mexico, 21S;

sends proctors to Spain, 220 ; tiie

private trcas.ve of MonteziiinayCiC.,

220; asks permission to capture

Diego 'Velasquez, 223; sends Aiv^y

rado to Tulutepec, 242 ;
sends noli-

fication to Ckaray, 252 ;
proposes to

marry his daughter to Garay s son,

256 ; ill with a broken arm, 261 ;

sends Sandoval to Santistevan, 261;

praises Sandoval, 267 ;
appoints

Diego de Ocampo as judge, _2b7 ;

sends money to Juan de Grijalva,

26S ;
sends Garay's followers back

to Cuba, 268 ;
appoints Ziiazo as

Chief Alcalde, 271 ;
sends Alvarado

to Guatemala, 272; sends Lms Marm

to Chiapas, 292 ;
reproves Alonzo

de Grade, 314; appointed Governor

of Kew Spain by Pope Adrian, 310

;

charges advanced against, at Court,

321 ; bis case tried before Commis-

sioners, 323-332 ;
judgment given

in his favour, 333 ;
receives Koyal

decrees appointing^ him (.myernor,

336 ; his excuses ior his mistakes,

343; sends Rangel against llie Za-

polecs, 344 ;
sends treasure to the

Emperor, 352 ;
lo?^cs favour at

Court, 354 ;
rebuilds Mexico,^ 350

;

receives Franciscan Friars, 35S, 359;

sends treasure to the Emperor, 300;

his complaints against S clasquez,

361; renewed complaints against
;

Cortes, 363; sends Las Casas against

Olid, 368
, t 1

Cortes, Don Hernando, baptismal

name of Ahimxpitzactzin Cacique

of Texcoco, 8; tutors assigned to, 8;

gives assistance to Spaniards, 1

1

Cortds, iMartin, father of Hernando
;

Cortes, 88, 225, 3 ^^; simimoncd

before Commissioners, 324; treasure

sent to him from Mexico, 352 ; 359 }

361, 364
Council "Of War" held during" 'Siegc-,

137
Coyoacan, Pueblo of, 8i; Spaniards

arrive at, 82 ;
headquarters of Ohd,

ioo ;
Guatemoc sent prisoner to,
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coalcos, 290, 291 ; starts on expe-
dition to Chiapas, 290, 291 ; acts as

scout, 294 ; leads assault at Channila,

308 ; receives Pueblo ofChamulain
allotment, 309 ; also Pueblo of

Teapa, 312 ;
quarrels with Diego

de Godoy, and fights him to stop

branding of prisoners, 313; reads

letter from Don liernando of

Hungary to Cortes, 335 j reads

reports from proctors, etc., 337 ;

recites grievances against Cortes,

338, 342 ; accompanies Rangel on
expedition against the Zapotecs,

344 ; accompanies Rangel on expe-

dition to Cimatan, 346 ; leads the

advance, 346 ;
censured Rangel,

349
Diaz de Auz, Miguel, captain of a

launch, 97 ; in command of Garay's

ships, 247
Diaz, Juan, a priest, 89 j says Mass

at Taciiba, 105
Diaz de la Reguera, Alonzo, arrives

from Spain, 56
Diosdada, Antonio, 237
Dominguez, Gonzalo, cavalryman,

thrown from his horse and killed, 46
Dominican Friars arrive in Mexico,

183; banquet at, i88j Cortes resides

at, 208
Coyumelapa, Pueblo of, 312
Cuajiniquilapa, Pueblo in Guate-

mala, 282
Cue at Tlatelolco, used as signal sta-

tion by the Mexicans, 119; Span-

iards sacrificed on, 149 ; captured

by the Spaniards, ai.d the shrines

set on fire, 173
Cuellar, Juan de, rides with Tapia to

Alvarado’s camp, 145
Cuenca, Simon de, in command at

Medellin, 270 ;
sends supplies to

Zuazo, who was shipwn-ecked, 270

Cuernavaca (Coadlabaca), captured

by Spaniards, 68-70; caciques make
peace, 69; begs assistance of Span-

iards, 169; relieved by Sandoval,

170..

Cuitlahuac, Lord of Iztapalapa,

King of Mexico, 10

Cuiuacan, Pueblo of, sues for peace,

133
Currency debased, 200

Davila, Juan, 259
Destrada, Maria, wife of Pedro

Sdnehez Farfan, 9, 188

Diaz, Bernal, ascends the Cue at

Texcoco, 7 ;
goes twice to pro-

tect the maize fields, 16 ;
badly

wounded, 48 joins expedition

round the lakes, 57 ;
scales the

hill-fortress, 60, 61 ;
sent to

examine stronghold, 65 ;
dispute

with Pedro de Irdo over loot, 66

;

crosses barranca at Cuernavaca

along the branches of a tree, 68 ;

on the march to Xochimilco, goes

ahead to look for water, 71 ;
carries

water to Cortes, 72 ; night watches

at Xochimilco, Cortes praises his

vigilance, 77 ; serves under Pedro

de Alvarado at Tacuba during the

siege, too ;
narrow^ escape from

capture, 127 ;
terror on hearing

death drum and horn, 142 ; helps

to rescue launch, 148 ;
praised to

Cortes by Sandoval, 152 ; describes

his sensation of fear, 190 ;
records

his service, 19 1 ; asks leave to ac-

company Sandoval, 203 ; sent to

explore land of the Zapotecs, 231 ;

settles at Coatzacoalcos, 235 ; sent

on expedition to Cimatan, 290,

291 ;
wounded in the throat, 290,

291 ;
escapes in a canoe, 290,

291 ;
false report of his death

290, 291 ;
arrives at Coatza-

VOL. IV.

returns to Castile, 319 ; confirms

appointment of Cortes as Governor

ofNew Spain, 319 ; deprives Diego

Velasquez of his government of

Cuba, 3 19 ; appoints Commissioners

to hear evidence in disputes

between Cortes and Velasquez, 323 ;

writes a letter to Cortes, 334

;

wishes to send and punish Cortes,

364 ;
appoints Luis Ponce de Leon

to take the Residencia ”of Cortes,

366
Encomenderos, killed by Indians,

290
Escobar, Bachelor of Arts, appointed

tutor ot the Cacique of Texcoco, 8

Escuintepeque (Escuintla or Mata-

quescuintla), Pueblo of, 281 ;

attacked by Alvarado, 282

troops held on, 93, 94 ?
given

to settlement at Coatzacoalcos, 234

Estrada, Alonzo de, His Majesty’s

Treasurer, arrives in Mexico, 343
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Factor, The, Salazar Gonzalodo.

Farfan, Pedro Sanchez, appointed^

Captain of Texcoco, 8 ;
husband of

ISIaria Destrada, 9 ;
accompanies

Texcocans to ^^lexico, 16

1

Gonzalo cle, 259

Fire made' with slicks,, 270

Florin, Tuan, French pirate, captures

Alonzo de Avila and the treasure of
^

hlonteziima, 224 ;
captured by the

Spaniards, 224 ;
hanged at I ico,

22^j \

Fonseca, Alonzo de Azevedo, .Aicii-
;

bishop of Santiago, 336
, ^

Fonseca, Antonio de, Sefior cle Coca
,

y Alexos, brother of the Bishop 01
j

Burgos, 320^
;

Fonseca, Doha Petronilla de, 221,
|

F<^se^ See Rodriguez de.
^

-

i

Food, scarcity of, during the siege,

II9, 122, 130
, , .

. .

Franciscan Friars arrive -at \em
Cruz, 356 ;

their reception m
' Meidcoj 35^ * 1

Fray Francisco de ios Angeles, .

357 ; General of the Franciscans, 357

Fray Martin de Valencia, 356 , 35p

Fray Tomas Ortiz, Prior of Domi-

nican Friars, 359
Fray Toribio Motohma, 357

Galgas, name for rocks or boulders, 1

'oSsidez de Caravaja!, - Doctor;!

Lorenzo, 3^3 ' '
Galiego, Pedro, Page to Corlcs,

captured and sacrificed, S3
^

Garay, Francisco de, Governor ot
i

famaica, prepares a tleet to send to

Panuco, 207 ;
appointed Adelaiv

tado of the Rio San Pedro and ban

Pablo, 247 ;
despatches expeditions

to Panuco, 247 ;
leads another ex-

pedition himself, 248 ;
reaches the

Rio de Palmas, 249; arrives at

Panuco, 250 ;
failure of his expedi-

tion, 251 ;
appeals to Cortes, 255 ;

arrives at the City of Mexico, 25b ;

his relations with Cortes,. 250 ;
his

interview with Narvaez, 257 » his

illness and death, 259 >
his son

clmsen to succeed him, 259 » 3^^ *

his case before the Commissioners,

328 ;
judgment postponed, 333

Garay, followers of, massacred by

Indians, 260; survivors return to

Cuba, 268 '

,

Garayana, name to be given to a

town foimded by Francisco de

Garay, 249'

Geronomite Fnars, angry with

Cristobal de Tapia, 207 ;
give

Cortes authority to brand slaves,

etc., 219 ; 3x9? 326

Godoy, Diego del a settler atCoat-

. zacoalcos, 235 ;
a King's Notary,

stirs up strife at Chiapas, imprisoned

by, Luis Marin, set free,^3n ;
quar-

rels and fights with Bernal Diaz

I -about branding prisoners, 313

;
Goifo Duice, 369,, 370

^

,

; Gomara, F,rancisco,^L6pezc,le,.ims-,

statements in his lusiary, 41, 42

! Gonzales de Avila, Gil, 369 ;

5 founds San Gil de Buena \ ista,

373 ;
taken prisoner by Olid, 369,

i.. 373 ;
plots Olid s death, ,37^ ;

stabs

j. Olid with a knife, 372 ;
decides to

I ^-go -to Mexico, 374 '

,,

j" Goiizdles de Benavides, 'Gil, 226

! Gonzalez de Trujillo, Pedro, 71

Grado, Alonzo de, a settler at Coat-

zacoalcos, 235 ;
goes on expedition

to Chiapas, 292 ;
quarrels with

Luis IMarin, is put in fetters, sent

back to Mexico, 31 1 ; comes before

Cortes, 314 ;
reconciled to Cortes,

Great Captain, The, Gonzalvo de

Cordova, 178

Grijalva, Juan de, in command Oi

some of Garay’s vessels, 249 ;
sur-

renders his ship to Tallejo, 254

;

possible successor to Garay, 259

;

receives two thousand pesos from

Cortes and returns to Cuba, 268 ;

'AiJs 324
Guacachula, Pueblo of, 4, 339

Guanaxes, Islands of, 324

Guatemala, expedition to, unacr I.

de Alvarado, 272, 278 ;
enmity to-,,

wards Utatlan, 279 ;
caciques send ...

.embassy to .Alvarado,, 27.9 5
.city',

entered by Alvarado, 279

Guatemoc, rejects overtures from,;,

Cortes, 22 ;
determines to attack

Chaleo, 51 ;
failure of his expedi-

dition, 52, 53 ;
sends remlorce-

ments to Xochimiko, 75*77 ' sends

fleet of canoes to l^lexicallzingo,

1 112 ;
arranges forces to defend

! each causeway, iipJ night

' attacks, 121 ; sends hands and feel

' of sacrificed Spaniards to iriendly

; towns, 151 ;
receives messengers

i from Cories, inclined to make

i peace, after consulting his cliief-

i
tains, determines to die fighting,
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166 ,* be^^.s help from Mataltzingo
|

and I\IaliQaico, 168, 169 ; again

refases overtures of peace, 171 ; re-

treats to N,W. qiiartens of the City,

1 74 ; fliil-s to keep appointment, 1 77 ;

fiees from Mexico*’, 180; captured

by Garcia Holguin, 1 81 ; brought

before Cortes, 182 ; sent to Coyoa-

can, I S3; description of, 184; put

to the torture, 195, 322 ; 330, 339

;

meets the Franciscan Friars, 358

Guautitlan, Pueblo of, Spaniards

pass the night at, find the town

deserted, 34; again pass a night

at, 86
Gueiamo, Penol de, subdued by P.

de Alvarado, 273
Guerrero or Guerra, drowned at

Chiapas, 30

1

Guejguistlan, Pueblo of, 303 ; rises

in revolt, 304, 306, 309 ;
captured,

310 ,

Guimango {Guymango), Pueblo of,

314
Gutierre de Badajos, attacks the

Great Cue at Tlatelolco, 173

Guzman, Cristobal de, Mayor-domo

to Cortes, made prisoner by the

:Mexican3 while assisting Cortes,

141 ;
kept alive for twelve days,

then sacrificed, IS9 5
made to in-

struct the Mexicans in use of cross-

bow, 160

Guzman, Nuho de, Governor of

Pamico, 218

Havana, 285 ; C. de Olid, airives

at, 286
Hernandez, Alonzo, captured and

sacrificed, 80

Hernandez de Cordova, Francisco,

316,

'

3 :24 ^"'.

'

I

Hernandez, INIari, wife of Juan de
i

Caceres, 188

Hernandez Puertocarrero, Alonzo,

317^ 32S> 355
Hernando of Hungary, lung of the

Romans, writes to Cortes, 334

Higueras and Honduras, news of

gold mines in, 2S3 ;
expedition

despatched to, 285, 286, 360

;

rebels against Cortes, 361

Hill-fortress (Tlayacapan), besieged

by Cortes, 60 ;
another hill -fortress

attacked, 63, 64 , .

Hipoiito, San, feast day 13th Aug.,

1521, end of the siege of Meaco,

183
Holguin, Card, captain of launch, 97 ;

pursues and captures Guaiemoc,

I

i8o; disputes capturewith Sandoval,

iSi ; end of the dispute, 184

Honduras. See Higueras and
Honduras.

Horn, sounded on the Cue, signal

to fight to the death, 142, 15S, 167

Huaspaltepec, Guazpaltepeque in

the text, and pueblos on the Rio

de Villa Alta, 232, 235, 336, 289

Huastecs, Guastecas in the text,

defeated by Cortes, 211, 213 ; their

evil habits, 218

Huexotla, pueblo near Texcoco,

asks for peace, 9
Huexotzingo, Pueblo of, helps

Chaleo to defeat the Mexicans, 52 ;

reinforcements from, 16

1

I
Huichilobos, oracles encourage

I
Mexicans, 154; promises them

victory, 159

ireio, Pedro de, insults the standard-

bearer Volante, 37 ;
stops Bernal

Diaz from seizing loot, 66, 67 ;

captain under Sandoval during the

siege, 101 ;
stationed at Vera Cruz,

201 ;
accompanies Rangel against

the Zapotecs, 343-5 ?
returns to

Villa Rica, 345
Istapangajoya (Panguaxoya), Pueblo

of, 312
Ixlilxochitl, remains faithful when

native allies desert the Spaniards,

155 ; advises Cortes to starve the

Mexicans out, 157 ?
sends for rein-

forcements, 161 ; his bravery during

the siege, 189 ;
named Don Carlos,

189
Ixtapa, Pueblo of, 294

Iztapaiapa, expedition to, 10 ;
the

city flooded, 12 ; attacked by San-

doval, loS ;
sues for peace, 133, 339

Izucar, Pueblo of, 4 s 339

Talacingo, 4
Jalpa (Ulapa), Pueblo of, 314

Jaramillo, Juan, sent to examine

hill-fortress, 65 ;
captain of launch,

97 ;
rescues another launch, 144

Juan, Maestre, surgeon, 199

Juarez, Seuora Dona Catalina, la

Marcayda, wife of Cortes, arrives

in Mexico, 236 ;
at Coatzacoalcos,

237 J
reaches City of Mexico, 237 ?

dies of asthma, 238 ;
accusations

against Cortes concerning, 322,

Juarez, Juan, brother - in - law to

Cortes, 236
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Lament, Corte/a, at Tacuba, 84 1

Lances, edged with flint, 305
^

|

Lara, Juan de, captured and sacii-
j

. deed,: So .

„

j

Lasao, iMonsieur cle, 315, 323 ;

Las Casas, Francisco de, saus lor
;

)»Iexicu 335 ;
Cortes appomis him

|

captain, 336; receives grants^ ot
;

piielilos, 341 ; ieads expedition
5

against Olid, 36S ; reaches Tnunfo
j

ih la Cruz, 368 ; his ships wrecked,
;

3(5q ;
taken prisoner bv Olid, 370 ; ;

|ri,:us Olid's death, 371'; stabs Olid
;

with a knife, 372 ;
decides to return .

to i\lexico, 374
Laiisiches, built at Texcoco, pro-

tected against raids, 29;^ ready to
'

.. sail, 91 crews and captains chosen

,

for, 96, 97 ; sail from Texcoco, i

loQ { battle with canoes on the
,

lake, 109; distributed among dif-
i

fereiit commands, 116; some im-

paled on stakes, 117 ; cruize in the
j

lake to capture canoes, 123; Mexi-
j

can stratagems to destroy, 123, 124,
j

cl'xass canoes bringing food and 1

water, 130; ambuscades frustrated,

132 ; one captured and rescued,

144 ;
another impaled, but breaks

away, 144; two, missing launches

reported safe, 147 ; method of es-

caping imnalement, 157; no longer

fear the iMexicans, 160; capture

uiost of the spoil 1S6

Lawyers, settlers’ petition to keep

them out of ike country, 221 ; for-

bidden to enter New Spain, 334
Ledesma, Licentiate, a settler at

Coatzacoalcos, 235
Lema, captain of a launch, 97

Lerma, severely wounded while de-

fending Cortes, 140

Linpias, Juan de, captain of launch,

97 ; his launch impaled, breaks the

stakes and escapes, 144
. ,

Llcrena appointed Commissioner to

settle ddits, 200
, ^

.

Loa, Guillen dc la, rides with Tapia

to Alvarado’s camp, 145

Ldpes: de Aguirre, Juan, a settler at

Coatzacoalcos, 235

Ldpez, Elvira (La Larga), wife of

fmn de Palma, afterwards of Ar-

geta, 237
Lopez, Geronimo, deputy of Fray

Pedro Melgarcjo, afterwards Secre-

tary In Mexico, 56 - ,

L6piZf Martin, in charge of the tim-

ber for the launches, 27 ;
'builds the

launches, 28, 32

Ldpez, Pedro, Licentiate, attends

Garay in his last illness, 259

Ldpez de Recalte, Jiuin, otiicer of

. the House of Trade, Seville, 222,

.317, 362
Lopez, Vicente, ordered lu conr|uer

• Panuco, 201 .

. Luca.s, Alonzo 341

Lugo, Francisco de,_ .accompanies

Sandoval on cxpedili^m to Chaleo,

17 ; captain under ( Hid during the

siege, 100 ; at ctiiincil of war, I37y

rides with. 'Sandoval, to Alvanido s

O'amp, ^47 5 ^ .setiicr at Loiitza-

coalo'is, 235 ;
accompanies Cnrieris

wife to klexico, 237

Ma-cauas, 295
Macapa, R.iv'er,,29.o

Maize plantations, neai; C.oathii-

chan, protected from Mexican raids,

15; IMexicans driven atvay irons,

2'3

Malinalco, Pueblo of, send forces to

assist Giiatemoc, 16S, 169

Mantas, movaVAe shelters for be-

siegers used at Chamula, 300, 3^^

Manziila, writes lampoons on wall,

199 ; a settler at Coatzacoalcos, 235

Marin, Luis, captain, accom|3anies

his friend Sandoval on expedition to

Oaxtepec, 44 ;
advises attack on

Vecapixtia, 49; capUiin under San-

doval during the siege, loi ;
allot-

ted Pueblo of Xaltepec, 232 ;
a

settler at Coatzacoalcos, 235 ; leads

expedition against revolted towns,

240 ; in
'

' Guatemala, 2S2 ;
. sends

B. Diaz to Cimatan, 290 ;
visits

Cortes at Mexico City, 292 ; leads

expedition to Chiapas, 292 ; re-

ceives two wounds in battles, 295 ;

unexpected help from Indians

of Xaltepeque, 299, 300; fights

battle at the ford, 301 ;
enters

Chiapas, 303 ; attacks Chamula,

I 305 ; allots Chamula to Bernal

! Diaz, 309 ;
wishes to return to

!
Coatzacoalcos, 311; marches U)-

i wards Cimatan, 312 ;
arrives

;
Teapa, 312 ;

supports Beriiai Diaz

I

' in dispute wnth Godoy, 313 ; attacks
'

.. .Taiatapan,. 314 ;
returns to Coal-

zacoaicos, 3^4? reports to Cories,

3LS
Marina, Dona, Interpreter, 5, 20, 22,

58, 64, Lib 182, 212

Marmolejo, Francisco, a settler at

. Coatzacoalcos, 235

;
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Martin Fray, Valencia, Vicar-

Genera! of .Franciscan Friars, arrives

at Vera Cnu, 356 ;
received by

Cortes, 3 58

Martin, Padre Benito, 318; {See

Vartmez), 321 ;
summoned before

Commi.ssioners
, 3 24

Martin, Francisco, accompanying
Di'az Oil expedition to Cimatan,
wounded, 290, 312

Martinez, a Valencian, killed in

attack Oil lull-fortress, 60
Martyrs, Church of the, heads of

Spaniards buried in, 172

Matalcingo, Pueblo of, gives allegi-

ance to the Spaniards, 38 ; send

forces to assist Giiateraoc, 16S, 169

Matiatan ( Matatlan?), pueblo allotted

to Bernal Diaz, 233
Medellin, a town founded on the Rio

de Banderas, 233, 270
Medina, Francisco de, Captain, a

settler at Coatzacoalcos, 235
Medina, Juan de, the squinl*e\ed,

259
Medrano, Pedru Moreno, gunner,

brave and helpful conduct of, 143,

149 ; sent on expedition against

Olid, 36S
Melgarejo de Urrea, Fray Pedro,

arrives from Spain 'vvith Papal .Bulls,

55 ;
accompanies expedition round

the lake.s, 57 ; ascends Cue at Ta-

cuba, S3 ; sent to meet Cristobal

de Tapia, 206 ;
writes to the Em-

peror, 220 ; in Spain, 364
Mendoza, Alonzo de, 259
Mendoza, Don Antonio de, Viceroy

of ilexico, 366
Mexicans make preparations to de-

fend their city, 39 ; attack the

Spaniards at Tacuba, 36 ;
feign^

retreat, then drive the Spaniards off

the causeway, 37 ; evacuate the

citY, 187
Mexicaltzingo, Pueblo of, 109

;

attacked by Sandoval, ii 3

Mijes, The/lMinxes in the text, 230
Mixquic (Mezquique), Pueblo of,

called Venezuela, begs for peace, 15;

applies to Cortes for help, 17 ; sues

for peace, 133
Mocho, Castro, shipmaster, surren-

ders his ship to Vallejo, 253
Modorra, the second night watch,

121

Monjaraz, Andres de, captain under

Pedro de Alvarado during the siege,

TOO

Monroy, one of Corteses pages, 83

Montejo, Francisco de, 317 ;
granted

the Government of Yucatan and
title of Adelantado, 335 ; 355

Montesdoca, Hernando de, a settler

at Coatzacoalcos, 235
Montezuma, 327, 338
Morisco, El Pueblo, scene of mas-

sacre of Spaniards, 24 ; captured

by Sandoval, 25 ; inhabitants make
submission, 26

Motolinia, Fray Toribio, the poor
friar, 357

Municipality of hlexico unite to the

Emperor, 220
Mdrcia, a quack apothecary, 199

Nacajuca (Encaxuyxuyce), Pueblo

314
Nachapalan, Pueblo, in district of

Panuco, Garay’s mutinous soldiers

arrive at, 252
Naco, Pueblo of, 370
Nao, Rodrigo de, accompanies Diaz

to Cimatan, 290
Narvaez, Panfflo de, ordered to

Coyoacan, 20S ; his advice to

Cristobal de Tapia, brought before

Cortes, 209 ; visits Garay, their

conversation, 257 ; receives per-

mission to return to Cuba, 258;
arrives in Castile, 321 ; addresses

the Emperor, 323 ; summoned
before Commissioners, 323, 326

;

his pleas rejected, 333 ; 33S, 353 ;

renews complaints against CortAs,

Nativity, Feast of, 1520, march to

Texcoco commenced, 2

Nautla, Pueblo of, gives allegiance to

the Spaniards, 38
Navarrete y Carracosa, a defender

of Santistevan and friend of

Sandoval, 264
Ndrtss, Jfnes, captain of a launch, 97
Nunez, Andres, helps to build the

launches, 28

Nunez, the licentiate Francisco, a
cousin of Cortes, 225 ; at the Court

of Spain, 316; summoned before

Commissioners, 324, 361

Nunez de Mercado, Juan, sent on

expedition against Olid, 36S ; helps

to kill Olid, 372

Oaxtepec (Guaxtepeqiie), Pueblo of,

44 ; captured by Sandoval, 47 ;

beautiful gardens at, 47 ;
visited by

Cortes, 67
Ocampo, Diego de, brother of

Gonzaio de Ocampo, sent to Santi-
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stevan with message to Garay, 252 ;

Chief Alcalde for Cortes in Mexico,

: intercedes ivith Cortes on

Garays behalf, 255 ; ,
appointed

Judge at Santistevan, 267 ; returns

to .ilexicOj 26S, 286
, .

I

Ocampo* Gon^ialo de, a captain in
;

Garay’s expedition, 25 1 ;

account of Rangel, 35^ ^ 1 «.

Ojeda, Doctor, attends Garay s last

..
.

,
illness, 259 ^ _ .

Ojeda, Tile One-eyed, Lncomendero

,

.ofTiltepec, 230
Ojeda, Vsabel de, wile of Antonio

Villa .Real, S, .. .

-
.

Olea, Cristobal de, saves Cortes from

capture, and is himself severclv

wounded, 74; again saves Gortos

life, and is himself killed by the

Mexicans, 140

DM, Cristobal de, expedition to

Iztapalapa, n ;
expedition to

Saitocaii, 3 1 ;
expedition round die

lakes, 57 ;
crosses broken bridge

into Cuernavaca, 69; on marca to

Xochimilco, 7 1 J
commands division

during the siege, headquarters at

Coyoacan, 100 ;
dispute with Aiva-

rado about quarters, 103 5
arrive^

at Tacuba, 104 ;
cuts oh water at

Chapultepec, X05 ;
fights on the

causewav, 105 ;
leaves Tacuba for

Coyoacan, 107; blames Alvarado

for rashness, ioS ; at Gouimil of

War, 137 ;
helps to rescue Cortes

from :Mcxicans, 141 order^l to

Michoacan, 202 ;
married to Dona

ITdipa de Araiiz, 202 ;
retujnsfrom

Michoacan, 210 ;
subdues Zacatula

and Colima, 238-9; sent on expedi-

tion to I-Iunduras, 2S4 ;
his^msinic-

tions from Cortes, 285 ;
sails from

V^illa Rica, 285 t arrives.atHa^na,.

286 ;
enters partnership with Diego

de Vcla-scpiex, 2S6 ;
description of,

287 ;
sails for

^

Honduras, 287 j

founds town of Triunfo de la Cru2,

287 ;
expedition despatched against,

368 ;
takes Das Casas and Gil

( lonzales de Avila prisoners, 370 ;

™es 10 Naco, 371 ;
attacked

and wounded by Las Casas and

Ciil Gonzales, 372, 373 >
beheaded

in the Tlaza at Naco, 372, 373
.

OiffiOS de Portillo, of Mexico,

married to La Bermuda, iSo

Ordds, Diego de, 225 ;
opposes

Rodrigo de Fonseca at tire Court ot

Spain, 316 ;
summoned before

Commissioners, 324 1
Commander

of the Order of Santiago, gmnt ot

arms, his death, 335 ? 359 j

Ordds,' Francisca de,_^^w]ie of Juan

Gonzalo de Leon, ihb
^ _

OrdUBE, the elder, a.ri'ives ironi op>ain,

Orizaba, a pueblo allotted to Bernal

Diaz, 233
Orozco, Francisco de, sent to bciUc

. in' Oaxaca, 202 ;
captain of the

province, 242,
^

Ortiz, Fray
_

Tomas, Prior of Do-

minican Friars, ^359

Otomies, The, 1S6

Otumba, Ihiehlo of, begs for peuce,

14 j. .sends messengers lo Saitocaii,

31 ;
battle of, 339

Ozotequipa, a pueblo allotted to

Bernal Diaz, 233

Padilla, Don Garcia de, countersigns

decree in Valladolid, 334

Pages, Cortes’s, two of them captured

and sacrificed, S3

Palma, Juan de, 237

Palmas, Rio de las, 249? -54j

Panuco, province of, ri.ses in revolt,

210; Cortes’s ppedition to, 2ii,

222 ; Garay arrives at, 250, 340
^

Papanaguasta (Papanuguastla), 23 (;,

289
Pavesinas, shields, 305

Paz, Rodrigo de, carries Royal \\ ar-

rants to Mexico, 335 ;
Cories con-

fers favours on, 336, 341

.
Peciiiii*.'.nv.er,...,369 ,,' 370, 371

..... Peiioies; del Marques, 339
;

Perez, Alonzo, ascenus Cue at ia-

cuba, comforts Cories, 85

Petapa, in Guatemala, 2S2

Phoenix, The, a cannon miuie ul goio

and silver, sent by Corlcs to the

Emperor, 35 ^. 353 5

cisco de los Cobos, 355

Phoenix, The, name ol a tax, 220,-..

Pineda (or Pinedo), Alonzo de Alva-

rez, commands Garay’s fleet, killed

at Panuco, 247

Pineda ordered to conquer Panuco,

201

Pinola, 289, 303
. , 1

1

Pipiles, The, make peace with Alva-

rado, 281
. . , , V:

,

Pleurisy, Garay dies of, prevalent in

Mexico, 258, 259
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of Rosano, secures commission as

governor for Cristobal de Tapia^

204 ; accused of intercepting letters,

221 ; sends decrees by Juan Bono

de Quexo, 240 ;
appoints Garay

Adelantado, 247 ; hostility towards

Cortes, 315; his ^^uthority chal-

lenged, 316, 319 ;
deprived of his

authority over the Indies by Pope

Adrian, 318 ;
retires to Toro, 320,

331 supports complaints against

C-ortes, 321
Rodrig'uez, Ysabel, married to —

Guadalupe, 188

Rojas, Manuel, 318, 321 ;
summoned

Ijefore Commissioners, 324
Ruiz de la Mota, Geronimo, arrives

from Spain, 56 j
captain ofa launch,

97
Saavedra, a relation of Cortes, 341

Sacrifice of Spanish prisoners on the

Great Cue, within sight of the army,

149, 154
Salamanca, Juan de, a settler at

Coatzacoalcos, 235
Salazar, Gonzalo de, His Majesty’s

factor, arrives in Mexico, 343
Salazar de la Pedrada, appointed in

charge of docks and fort, 194

Saltocan (Xaltocan), pueblo of, expe-

dition against, 30-34; inhabitants

destroy the causeway, 32, 33 j inhabi-

tants flee from the town, 34
Sdnchez, Gaspar, killed in attack on

hill-fortress, 60
Sanchez, Gonzalo, a Portuguese keeps

watch at Xochimilco with Diaz,

77
Sandoval, Gonzalo de, leads expedi-

tion to Chaleo, 17; defeats the

Mexicans, 18 ;
upbraids his rear

guard, 19 ; received in Chaleo, 20;

sent to Tlaxcala to bring timber for

the launches, 24 ;
captures “ el

Pueblo Morisco,” 26; meets the

Tlaxcalans with the timber, 27 ;

left in command at Texcoco, 31 ;

leads expedition to Oaxtepec544-5i J

fights battle near Chimal, 45 ;
cap-

tures Oaxtepec, 4^, 47 ;
captures

Yecapixlla, 49-51 ; returns to Tex-

coco, 51 ; Cortes resents his return,

52 j
misunderstanding corrected,

53 ;
left in command at Texcoco,

58 ;
meets Cortes at Acolman, 86

;

plot to kill him and others, 87

;

commands division during the siege,

100 ; attacks Iztapalapa, 108 ; at-

tacks Mexicaltzingo, 112 ; sup-

ported by Cort6s and the launches,

Plot to kill C01I&, Sandoval, P. de

Alvarado and Andres de Tapi, 87

Ponce de Leon, Lids, 342 ; ordered

to go to New Spain to take the
“ Residencia” of Cortes, 366

Portillo, cle, captain of a launch,

97 ;
killed by ^lexicans, X24

Prisoners fattened for food, 272

Proclamation to troops at Texcoco,

94 . 95
,

Proctors representing Cortes at the

Court of Spain state their case

against Diego Velasquez, 316-319

Prophetess, Indian, killed in battle,

298'

Puerto Cabailos, 287

Quechula (Cachula in the text), 236,

289, 292, 293, 302
Quetzals feathers brought as tribute,

310
Quetzaitenango, Pueblo of, entered

by Alvarado, 274, 275
Quilenes, the land of the, 236, 289,

293.302,303
, , ,

Quilites, herbs that the Indians eat,

used by the Spaniards, 1 19
Quinones, Antonio de, captain of

Cortes bodyguard, 90 ;
sent as

proctor to Spain, 220 ; killed at

Terceira, 223, 355

Ramirez, old and lame, helps to

build the launches, 28 captain of

a ship ill Garay’s expedition, 247^

Rangel, Rodrigo, in charge at Villa

Rica, sends munitions to Cortes,

172 ; deprived of his office, 205 ;

reinstated, 208 ;
begs leave to con-

quer the Zapotecs, 343 ;
starts on

expedition, 344 ;
commands ex-

pedition against Cimatan, 34S"35 ^

his foolish conduct, 351
Rapapelo, Mexia, a settler at Coat-

zacoalcos, 235
Review of troops, held at Texcoco,

93, 94 , , ^ .

Ribera, Juan de, the Squint-eyed,

342 ; sent with treasure to Castile,

352, 353 ; betrays his trust, 353 ;

his death, 356
Rijoles, Thomas de, one of Cortes’s

pages, 83
Rocha, Doctor de la, 323
Rodriguez, Alonzo, killed in attack

on hill-fortress, 60
Rodriguez de Fonseca, Don Juan,

Bishop of Burgos and Archbishop
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Sotello“de, a'nalwe id Sevtlle, con-

structs a catapult, I

, ^
Soto, DtCiio oe, a n-
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sent to m‘=^>'^‘CA\Co, 2io;
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Cl 'vitH treasure to Caslut, jj-,
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opened,
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Garay, 259 town,

Tacubat The Lord ol, put to Jtc
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TafatupanfTacoUdpaO.M^^^^

Tapia, Andies
^ round
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co, 93:
"riveatXexcoco comm^i-

Sl by Xicotenga. the younger, 97 .

dlSr& undir different comman-

ders, too; i’lM •

thousand killed or wounded, 139 .

Idshty remain faithful when others

defert, 155; reinforcements reach

.i.. or h«.-

tSSSTSiJ- ot Ubmraj™,

234
Tonali, 346
Tonala, Kiver ol, 314 .

Tonatio, Mexican name guen

Pedro de Alvarado, 242

Torralva, Juan,Mayor-dpmo
ofGaiay

sent on mission to Spam, 240

Torre, Juan de la, 34^

Tnrre. Luisde la, 34 ^

T^as’ure. Private, of Mon«
sent to Spmn, 220 j

other treasme

TrSsmer Es^da. Alonxo de.

TrS! a soldier, reveals conspiracy

against the Alvarados, ^44

Tribute books ot Montezuma, -

TriSodelaCr^, town iounded

' byC. de Olid, 287,368

TruiiUo. settlement formed at, 373
,

tS’ as food for shipwrecked

Tutotepec^Tututepeque in the text),

Pedro de Alvarado sent to form a

settlement at, 207, 24I >
settlemen

abandoned, 245 > 340

Tuxpan, Pueblo of, gives alltgianct

to the Spaniards, 3» .

at, 207, 339

Ulloa, Lorenzo de, 259 . .

uXia, Gonzalo de, arrives m
^Castite, 321

! revives
Commissioners, 323, 3j^ »

fJmdrw; oWeftains plan to

^"'rtoirU77
lAl-rado^a^^

Spaniards leave '

Cacique burned to death, 27»

! husband, 258

Tenayuca, Pueblo of (El luemo oc

las Sierpes), Spaniards find *6

deserted 351 again pass thiough,

Telatan Copilco (Copileco), Pueblo

Tepanwa^or Tecapaneca, a cacique
j

from Topeyanco, i6i, io2

Tepeaca (tn Chiapas), 235> ^3^

TepScucotTepetexcoco), Pueblo of,

l^o-s for peace, 14 ?
send.s messen*

-e?B to Saltocan, 31 ?
mforma-

^
half the houses, Spaniards pass the

Tepl 4̂u4 =copper, used as a slang

term, 200
Tepuzuntlan, Pueblo of, 292

TeSu«'''(Saif’iSrtin Tesmelu-

b^Spaniards, 7 !
cacique appointed,

8 ;
launches sail from, 109

! ^9
Thirst, deaths from,_ on the mawh

Vietween Cuerna\ aca and

nnlcOj ^ ^ Ci-%nrit ood •

Tigers (Jaguas) sent to Spam, 2.0

,

killed on board ship, ?23
o

'Til't’AnP'r a town of the Zapoltcb,
^

Timber lor building launAes,
anxiety

about, 17 ;
brought to Texcoco,

Thado, son-in-law of Kamires, writes

lampoons on wall, ^99 .

Tlamanalco, Pueblo of,

peace, i6 ;
badly treated by Mexi-_
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:^alieiites Antonio^' 34'2
^

..
Vallejo,,:Pedro Cortes’s lieutenant'' i-

;
' , at'SaBtistevaiijreceivesmessagefroin

|

.

Garay, 351; coiiimunicates; 'I:..

Cortes, 252; (ja ray’s ships .surren* i-.

. :

' dor, '\253 ;: takes J'uan de' Grijal\Fa I

prisoner am! releases him, 254 ; ;

.:death;of,' 26o'G^
'

“Vargas licentiate, member :'of ^Coun- I

^

'.oil of the Indies, 247,,323 !

Vargas, -Don Lorenzo de; ^ Xico-
j.

\teiiga, the elder. J
Vasquez de Ayllon, Lucas, a licen-

tiate, a ship belonging to, arrives at

Rica, iji ; 319, 326
Vega, Hernando de, Lord of Grax-

.ales, 323 ,
,

.
,

"j:

Velasquez, Bernaldino, Proctor for i

'.:I)iego
. Velesqiiez at

.
the . Conft of .

'Spain,; 32X0: ; I;:

Velasquez, Diegi*. Forms partner-

ship with C. de Olid to sieze Hun~.
duras, 2S6, 288 ; 315 j deprived of

the Government of Cuba, 319 ; his

case tried before Commissioners,

323-332 ;
judgment given against

him, 333 ; notified of the Royal
decrees, his illness and death, 335 j

advises Olid to rebel, 361
Vera Cruz, Villa Rica de la, law

suits over allotments, 236
Verdugo, Francisco,a leader in attack !

on hill-fortress, 63 ; captain under 1

Olid during the siege, 100 ; at
j

council of war, 137
|

Viboras, Las, shoal, Ziiazo wrecked •

on, 269
I

Viiiafana, .Vattmio de, plots to kill

Cortes and others, Sy ; seized by
Cortes, tried and hanged, 89, 339

Villafuerte, sent to Zacatula, 202,

238
Villanueva, Alonzo de, Garay lodges

in the house of, 257
Villa Real, Antonio de, appointed

tutor to the Cacique of Texcoco, 8 ;

liusband of Isabel de Ojeda, accom-
panies Texcocans to Mexico, i6l

Villa Rica (Vera Cruz), 284, 285,
33S

Villegas arrives in Mexico, 237 ;

receives grants of pueblos, 342
Vitoria, City of, 315
Volante, Juan, a standard-bearer

insulted by Pedro de ireio, 37

Wail, ‘‘ a blank wail is the paper of

fuolsC 19,9

Watch-fires of the hlexicans, i zB

Wreck, of vessel from Vera Cruz
Avith supplies for Paniico, 216; of

' Zua/o'on /‘^Las Viboras,”, .269 ,'''

Xagua, 'a -port I'li
'
Cuba, 'aqS,, 26S'^ '

.':

'

Kaitepec, or Jaltcpec, a pueblo of the

Xaputecs, 230; allotted to Luis

Marin, 232 ; revolts of, 239 ; 2S9
Xaitepec, people of, captives in

Chiap'US' assist /tlie,';Span,iarcIs,':'299,,',

300, 302 ; found town of Xaliepec,

ten leagues from Cliiapas, 304
Xicaiango, 304
Xicotenga, the elder, promises help

to the Spaniards, i, 189
Xicotenga, the younger, arrives at

Texcoco, 98 ; leaves secretly for

TIaxcala, 102 ; refuses to return,

anil is hanged by order of Cortes,

103
Xicotengas, two sons of Xicotenga,

the elder, their bravery during the

siege, 1S9
Ximdnes, Francisco, accompanies

Diaz to Cimatan, 290
Xochimilco, Pueblo of, Spaniards

arrive at, 72 ; battles at, 73"7^ >

Spaniards retreat from, Si, 339

Yautepec, Pueblo of, gives fealty to

Spaniards, 67, 68
Yecapixtla ( Acapistla), Pueblo of, 48;

refuses Sandovars overtures, 49 ;

attack'cd and captured by SandoA''al,

5o>

Ysasaga, Pedro de, oificial of the

House of Trade at Seville, 222, 317,
,"362

,

' '

Ystatan (Ishuatan?), people of, re-

leased from slavery in Chiapas, 305
Yuste, Juan, killed at “el Ihieblo

Morisco,” 26

Zacaculco (Sta. Anna'), (Jortes linds

the heads of Spaniards in tower at,

'.172 ':;::

Zacatula, expeditions against, under
Villafuerte, 238 ; Cristobal de Olid,

23S ; bandoval, 239, 340
Zacotle, a root used to make paste,

92
Zacuaico, 346
Zaltocan (Xaltocan), expeditions to,

339'

Zambratia, La (the festive), wife of

Villegas, 237
Zamora, captain of a launch, 97
Zapata, Licentiate, member of Coun-

cil of the Indies, 247
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Zapotecs, Briones invades the land

of the, 229 ;
their arms, 229 *, 235,

236, 302 ;
Rangel’s expedition

against, 344 ; 35^
^

Zapotitian, group

Zinacantan, Pueblo of, 236, 2S9, 293,

303, 305, 308, 309, 310, 312

Zoques, land of the, 236, 289, 293,

303

Zuazo, Licentiate, appointed to take

the Residentia of Diego Velai^ueT:,

248 ; unable to accompany Garay

to Mexico, 249 ;
wrecked on Las

Viboras, 269 ;
rescued and goes to

Mexico, appointed Chief Alcalde,

270-1

Zuniga, Dofia Juana de, her marriage

with Cortfe arranged, 354, 360, 305
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